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Listen to aMaxell
cassette and you'll discover
just how good acassette can
sound.
The dynamic range, the
clarity, and the freedom from
noise and distortion will
astonish you. Because they're
not just paper specifications:
you can actually hear them.
And the care that goes
into the construction of every
Maxell cassette ensures that
however often you play or

re-record one, you carry on
getting the same
incomparable sound, time
after time, year after year.
The Maxell range
includes seven cassettes, and
between them they can cope
with any type of recording on
any equipment. Find out
about the range by writing for
acopy of the Maxell Tape
Guide, or better still try a
Maxell cassette for yourselfand hear the difference.

Break the sound barrier.

Maxell (UK) Ltd.,1 Tyburn Lane, Harrow, Middlesex HAI 3AF. Tel: 01-423 0688.
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"Play it again S

You must reme bey this;i 9
sjust som
yébe'§
inion! It is imperative
..-e....,
that you formulate your own.
At %pperfi we believe in playing you the widest selection of hi fi at prices that will be
5
music to your ears!
Soi don't be fooled! Drop in at Superfi, because when it comes to buying hi fi the
1
fundamental rules apply, just listen!
'i
0 NOTTINGHAM 15 MARKET STREET 412137/8

-
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LEEDS 34-36 QUEEN VICTORIA ST 449075
DERBY 6 THE STRAND, SADLERGATE 361384

HiFi Markets NAD
recommended systems
NAD 3020 Amplifier

CeIestion Difton : 00 Speakers

"One of the fine amplifiers of
our time. Certainly its
distortion, noise and other
electrical characteristics
could hardly be improved
upon"
STEREO REVIEW

"It

Conservatively rated at 20 watts
per channel with stability down
to 2ohms. Distortion less than
0.02%.

NAD 7020 Receiver

"One of the best sounding
receivers in its power and
price class we have ever had
the pleasure of auditioning"

does reach hi-fi
standards ... highly
recommended"

HI-FI FOR PLEASURE
The amazing Ditton 100 offers
performance pIus — due largely
to Celestion's unique laser
vibrational research.

THE AUDIO MAGAZINE
Recent winner of the Hi Fi Grand
Prix award, in the AudioVideo
International Magazine. The
7020 is acombination of the
NAD3020 amplifier and the
NAD4020A tuner in one chassis

A.R18s Speake-s

They are not just
recommendable — they are
deserving of an enthusiastic
recommendation"

HI- Fl FOR PLEASURE
Bookshelf acoustic suspension 2
way system with dnve units in a
vertical array..

NAD 5025 Turntable

"The best value for money
... in the test"

WHAT HI-FI
The NAD 5025 is asemiautomatic belt drive turntable
with synchronous motor and a
solid 5mm rubber mat
Dual CS505 Turntable

"Offers asound quality in
terms of detail and dynamic
range that few equal, let alone
better!"
POPULAR HI-FI
Semi- automatic belt- drive
turntable with vario pulley.
Gimbal mounted straight
pickup arm. Dynamic balance.
Black or satin metallic finish.

NAD 3140 Amplifier

"The NAD 3140 offers quite
exceptional value...it blows
the immediate competition
away"
WHAT HI-FI
Same special circuit features as
the 3020 but with many
additional facilities. 40 watts per
channel into 8ohms. Winner of
the ' Hi Fi Grand Prix' award in
the Audio Video International
Magazine.

Dual CS505 Turntable

"The Dual CS505 — excellent
value"
WHAT HI-FI
Semi- automatic belt- drive
turntable with vario pulley.

Price £227 Complete

NAD 1020 Pre Amplifier

KEF Caprice Speakers

"The NAD 1020
stands as one of the
best bargains in
audio today"

"The KEF Caprice...a fine
model" = - PRACTICAL

HI-FI
A high quality bookshelf
loudspeaker offering amazing
realism from acompact. two-way
enclosure

Price £337 Complete
AR 925 Speakers

"The AR 925 turned in what I
felt an excellent performance"
POPULAR HI-FI

HIGH FIDELITY

NAD 2140 Power
Amplifier

"It is known as the
40 watt amp that
sounds like 150
watt" AUDIO VIDEO

0

NAD 6050C Cassette Deck

"The flatness of the response
at Dolby level was amongst
the best ever seen for any
recorder at any price"

AUDIO MAGAZINE
An advanced cassette deck
featuring Dolby Cas well.as
Dolby B plus ahost of advanced
features.

Price f546 Complete

4,

L

,NAD 4020A AM FM Tuner

"The NAD 4020A outclasses
everything else in the review"

POPULAR HI-Fl
NAD 6150C Cassette Deck

"It offers aperformance and
sound quality not bettered at
the price ... NAD have done
it again"
HTFI ANSWERS

HMI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

Ariston RD8C Turntable

"The RD80 has come out well.
in virtually every respect"
HI- Fl CHOICE
With Linn Basik Arm including
Cartridge

Price £ 1035 Complete

feeeesee
NAD 3140 Amplifier

"The NAD 3140 offers quite
exceptional value. it blows
the immediate competition
away"
WHAT HI-FI
£159.00

NAD 6040A Cassette Deck

New NAD Cassette Deck
offering advanced
performance
£119.00

NAD 6150C Cassette Deck
"It offers aperformance

and
sound quality not bettered at
the price...NAD have done it
again"
HI- Fl ANSWERS
£199.00

NAD 5025 Turntable

"The NAD 3020 has no competitor
anywhere near the price and can be
strongly recommended"
HI-FI ANSWERS

`The NAD 4020A... the very best
sound" quality possible for under
£100

POPULAR HI-FI

"The flatness of the response at
Dolby level was amongst the best
ever seen"

AUDIO MAGAZINE

NAD 3020 Amplifier

Conservatively rated at 20 watts
per channel with stability down to
2ohms. Distortion less than
0.02%. NAD soft clipping
increases useful output by
eliminating high level harshness.

"The best value for money... ¡ n
the test"
WHAT HI- Fl
£59.00

£98.50

NAD 1020 Pre Amplifier

NAD 4020A AM/FM Tuner
Incorporates latest technology
including adual- gate MOSFET
front end tuning system for agood
combination of sensitivity and
resistance to overload.

"The NAD 1020 stands as one
of the best bargains in audio
today"
HIGH FIDELITY
£69.00

£98.50

NAD 6050C Cassette Deck
Incorporates ahost of advanced
features including Dolby C, Dolby
B, direct loading with click- locked
soft touch buttons and review/cue
functions.

£159.00

The place whe epeople care about hi-fi

NAD 2140 Power Amplifier

"It is known as the 40 watt
amp that sounds like 150
watt"
AUDIOVIDEO
£135.00

HiFi Markets offer personal
attention and expert advice
•
Dua

Aurex

"The CS505 offers
asound quality in
terms of detail and
dynamic range that
few equal, let alone
better!"
POPULAR HI Fl
Dual CS505
Turntable

Semi- automatic belt- driven
with vario pulley. Gimbal
_ mounted straight pickup
arm. Dynamic balance.

£79.95

Ariston
Aurex PC-G2AX
Cassette Deck

We consider this cassette
deck to be the best value on
the market! The PC-G2AX
is a2motor, full IC logic
deck with super feather
touch controls. Features
include twin LED meters,
Dolby noise reduction, softeject mechanism, metal
tape capability, sliding rec.
control and super AP head.

£79.95

RECOMMENDED
"The RD80 has
come out well in
virtually every
respect"
HI- Fl CHOICE

Aurex PC-X25AD
Cassette Deck

A superb deck with built in
'adres' system. S/N ratio
88dB, dynamic range
100dB. Awhole host of
features including softtouch controls, one-touch
recording, twin LED digital
level meters, Dolby noise
reduction, metal tape
capability, cue- review,
rec/mute, soft eject.

Ariston RD80
Turntable

Two speed synchronous
motor. Two piece fully
machined concave platter
with record clamp.Precision
made single point bearing.
With Linn Basik tonearm.

£99.95

£235.00

Marantz

Aurex System 40
This system comprises the
following components:
SR-A25AX Turntable. Semiautomatic belt drive
turntable with Toshiba antiresonance compound
(TARC) cabinet, which
suppresses resonance and
isolates vibration or hum.
SB-A45 Amplifier. 40+40
watts power output, twin
LED peak power meters,
soft touch function buttons,
recording source selector
switch, tape 1and 2,
monitor and duplication.
ST-T35L Tuner. FM/MW/LW
reception, LED indicator for
signal strength and tuning,
FM muting/mono switch.
PC-G2 Cassette Deck.
Feather touch logic control
with illumination, Dolby
noise reduction, metal tape
facility.
AR-40V System Rack.
SS-40 Speakers. 3way
speaker systems with fluid
mounted tweeter.

11111

Module 310/VR 100

entiammatameami

£429.00

This system comprises the
following components:
TT 1200 Turntable. Belt
drive semi automatic
turntable with dual floating
suspension system.
PM 310 Amplifier. Power
output 25 watts per
channel, LED power
meters, loudness
compensation.
ST 310L Tuner. Three
wavebands FM/LW/MW, 3
gang capacitor and precise
centre tuning system.
SD 1030 Cassette Deck.
Features include soft touch
transport mechanism,
electronically controlled
high torque DC motor and
LED peak level meters.
VR 100 Cabinet.
SP 235 Speakers. The
system comes complete
with apair of SP 235 2- way
speakers.

Phone for latest price.

Not all â the products on this page are available at all branches. Pleas check before travelling.

HMI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

HiFi Markets offer the widest,
range of leading makes
Nakamichi

Yamaha Month at
HI-Fi Markets
Hi Fi Markets offer you arare opportunity to obtain
superb HiFi by world renowned Yamaha at neveragain prices. Contact your local HiFi Markets for
full details.

Superb Cassette Decks
Nakamichi LX-3

Yamaha A-550 Amplifier
Afine amplifier in keeping with
the Yamaha tradition: smart
styling, exceptionally low
distortion and plenty of control
features.

Among 2- head cassette
recorders, the LX- 3is
unsurpassed. A4- bit
microprocessor controls
the transport, while a
master fader simplifies
recording. 50dB LED peak
level meters, 4- digit
LED tape counter.

Yamaha T-550 Tuner
Optical balance tuning makes it
easy to tune stations precisely
for minimum distortion and best
sound quality. Signal strength
and signal quality meter, DCNFB-PLL MPDX demodulator,
uniresonance ceramic filters,
high-Q low- impedance AM loop
antenna.

£335.00
Nakamichi LX-5

Discrete 3- head system for
optimum performance with
independent record,
playback and erase heads
and separate Dolby- NR
processors for recording
and playback.

K-350 Cassette Deck
Metal compatibility, directloading system and superior
heads make the K.350 aleader
in its class. High quality Sendust
head, high-torque DC servo
motor and precision transport
system. Dolby noise reduction.

£539.00
Nakamichi 7.X-7

Discrete 3- head technology
enables precision azimuth
alignment and optimum
performance.
Microprocessor-controlled
transport and novel master
fader add extra
convenience. Treated
chassis and asymmetrical
dual- capstan transport
reduce flutter and
modulation noise.

Nakamichi
NakamicN
Nakamicho
Nakamichi
Nakamichi

£650.00

Phone for Special Prices

480Z
4827
5817
6827X
7007XL

Yamaha . NS044
2-way speaker system giving fine
sound performance. 18cm white
cone woofer, 9cm cone tweeter,
carefully matched drivers and
enclosure for smooth natural
response, low loss, low
distortion crossover network.

The above units are also available
as arack system at avery special
price with
FREE
matching record
storage unit with
every system
Ie
purchased. stocks la st
wh

'

Not all of the products on this page are available at all branches. Please check before travelling.

The place where people care about hi-fi

Instant Credit Available at
all HiFi Markets Branches

„
The Tape Counter

NAD 9200

Prices shown apply only when 10 or more cassettes are purchased- cash sales only.

TDK

"in our view is the
best cartridge at
this price we have
heard to date"
POPULAR HI-FI

DC 60
£
0.69
DC120 £1.25
DC180 £2.99
ADC60 £0.99
ADC120 £ 1.83
ODC60 £ 1.12
ODC90 £1.59
SACCO
60
£1.23
SAXC £1.58
SAXC90 £2.19

Maxell

Frequency response: 15Hz -20KHz
Th 2dB. Channel separation: 24dB at
1KHz, 15dB at 10KHz..0003in. X
0007in diasa elliptical stylus.

Hunt EDA

200 strand Megacable from HiFi
Markets is the best speaker cable
available, ensuring very clean positive
sound.
From

70p

per metre

Nagaoka
Cartridges
The new high performance Nagaoka MP
Series cartridges use the most up to
date materials including apermalloy
oscillator having ahigh magnetic
permeability and asamarium cobalt
mignet, having ahigh magnetic energy
These materials take advantage of
Nagaoka's advanced cartridge
technology to reproduce aflat sound for
all frequency ranges from crystal clear
high notes to super deep low tones.

MP10 £ 13.95 MP20 £36.95
MP11 £ 15.95 MP30 £45.90
MP15 £31.00 MP50 £73.90

Rolling Cleaners
Aspecial new grade of rubber is used
on this roller which retains its soft and
slightly sticky feel indefinitely. It is soft
enough to adapt itself to the precise
shape of the groove. As the degree of
'tackiness' is always exactly right, the
finest particles right at the bottom of
the groove are picked up as well as the
surface dust.
From

£7.90

£ 1.75
£ 1.49
£ 1.89
£ 1.59
£2.09
£2.69
£3.65

F

uji Special Offer

Carbon Fibre Brush

Megacable

UDXLIIC 90
XLISC 60
XLISC 90
XLIISC 60
XLIISC 90
Met MXC 60
Met MXC 90

UDC 46 £0.83
UDC 60 £0.95
UDC 90 £ 1.29
UDC120 £1.85
UDXLIC 60 £1.29
UDXLIC 90 £ 1.65
UDXLIIC 60 £ 1.35

£19.50

The Carbon Fibre filaments in Hunt EDA
brushes are electrically conductive and
fully discharge the static freeing the
dust and grit particles in the record
grooves. High density Hunt EDA
brushes present up to 1,000 fine
filaments to each groove. The long
filaments flex rapidly and follow
intimately the contours of the grooves,
dislodging and picking up the dust and
grit particles. The brushes can be easily
and thoroughly cleaned, preventing the
transference of dust to other records.

MET MA60 £ 1.85
MET MA90 £2.69
Demag
£8.75
Clean
£0.89
Special Offer
while stocks last
DC90 triple pack £2.46
ADC90 double pack £
2.28
SAC90 double pack.£2.98

FXII C90
twin pack £2.49

Sony

Hunt El»
Ceo,bo r;

£6.95
Record Sweep Arm
Stylus Balance and Deck
Levelling Aid

£7.95
£4.50

CHF C60
CHF C90
CHF C120
BHF C60
BHF C90
BHF C120
AHF C60

Metal C90 £2.49

£0.64
£0.89
£1.05
£0.77
£0.99
£1.15
£0.94

AHF C90
Alpha C60
Alpha C90
FeCr C60
FeCr C90
UCXS C60
UCXS C90

£1.18
£1.15
£1.59
£1.03
£1.35
£1.56
£2.14

Video Cassettes
E3OVHS POA 65 mins L250 Beta
E60 VHS POA 90mins L370 Beta
E120 VHS POA 130 minsl500 Beta
E180 VHS POA 195 minsL750 Beta
Check prices of all leading brands
with your nearest branch

POA
POA
POA
POA

VHS Video Cleaners
Mu:to 3 £ 13.50

TDK £8.95

Zerostat
Neutralizes static charges on records,
greatly reducing tendency to collect
dust. Slowly squeezing the trigger
projects apowerful stream of positive
ions. Releasing it produces asimilar
shower of negatively charged ions. The
result is an effective neutralization of
negative and positive charges.

£7.95

Original Master Recordings
Special pressed recordings of popular, rock,
folk and classical music. 50 titles to choose
from including: 'Abbey Road' The Beatles,
'Darkside of the Moon' Pink Floyd, 'The
Gambler' Kenny Rogers, Ravel ' Bolero' BPO,
'The Planets' LPO, Tchaikovsky ' 1812' LSO,
'Ziggy Stardust' David Bowie.

Single Album £14.50
Double Album £22.00

Sennheiser
Our best
selling
headphones
HD4004
HD40
HD400
HD414X
HD420
HD430
HD230

£ 10.95
£12.95
£15.95
£25.95
£30.95
£41.95
£68.95

HUI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

"The AR925 turned in what I
felt an
excellent performance"
POPULAR HI- Fl

"Itdoes reach hi-fi standards...highly
recommended'
HI- Fl FOR PLEASURE

AR
Speakers

Celestion
Speakers

The new AR speaker range
includes the AR925, afloorstanding acoustic suspension
3way system with AR
Acoustic Blanket. It
incorporates many of the
technical characteristics of
higher priced AR speakers.
The AR's' series bookshelf
speakers are not just
cosmetic changes of their
acclaimed predecessors. All
models offer improved
performance. The AR18s,
which is one of our best
selling speakers, offers
improved performance over
the AR18 by 2dB. Power
handling is 100 watts per
channel.

Celestion technology at its
most compact and
economical! The remarkable
Ditton 100 offers
performance plus — due
largely to Celestion's unique
laser vibrational research.
Indeed " Hi Fi for Pleasure"
gave this new addition to the
Ditton range a " highly
recommended" verdict. A
new 61
/ inch low mass PVC
2
surround woofer for minimal
distortion and high efficiency
is combined with the HF
1001 tweeter in avertically
aligned array. The Ditton 100
upholds the Celestion
reputation for building
speakers with high definition,
smooth extended response
and low distortion.

AR925
AR8s
AR18s
AR28s

£299.00
£69.00
£89.00
£139.00

£69.90

New Ortofon MC10 Mk11

Graphic Equalisers and
Spectrum Analyser

The new generation of ADC
Graphic Equalisers now
incorporate Integrated Circuit
technology for improved
performance, reliability and
specifications. Integrated
Circuitry also saves space — and
that makes the units more
compact.
To add the final touch to the

Ditton 100

All speaker prices per pair

total control of your sound, ADC
has produced the SA- 1
Spectrum Analyser. Equipped
with its own pink noise
generator, it comes complete
with afully calibrated
microphone to measure
accurately the frequency
response achieved in your
listening room.

SS- 1IC Graphic Equaliser 5- band 10- control
SS- 110 10- band 20- control
SS- 2IC 12- band 24- control
SS- 3IC 12- band paragraphic
SA- 1Spectrum Analyser

£54.95
£89.95
£149.95
£219.95
£119.00

"The technical accomplishment is admirable and in the
light of current developments the cartridge must be
acclaimed as tops for value"
HI-FI BUYERS GUIDE
"At its price of £55 the Ortofon MC10 Mktl looks like a
winner and can be strongly recommended"
GRAMOPHONE
Moving coil cartridges need not
necessarily cost afortune.
Ortofon's unique experience and
technical expertise in this
particular cartridge design has led
to amoving coil cartridge which is
no more expensive than many

The place where people care about hi—fi

popular moving magnet designs.
The MC10 Mk11 incorporates
Ortofon's patented Wide Range
Damping System and is fitted with
atiny elliptical diamond stylus.

£49.00
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Markets Optional
Extended Warranty
Choose 5years
peace of mind at
HiFi Markets
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Hi Fi Markets with over
150 branches throughout
the U.K. is Britain's
largest specialist Hi Fi
retailer. Now, in addition
to offering the greatest
choice of equipment at
very competitive prices,
we give you the option of
Product
Premium
Televisions
Monochrome
16.50
Colour
31.00
Teletext
31.00
HiFi
Racking System
26.00
Component System*
26.00
Music Centre
25.00
Amplifier
15.50
Tuner
15.50
Turntable
16.50
Tuner/Amplifier
17.50
Tape Deck
16.50
Pair of Speakers
13.00
Radios/Cassettes
Citizens Band Radio
15.00
In-Car Entertainment 15.00
Clock Radio
13.00
Transistor Radio
13.00
Radio/Cassette Player 13.00
Stereo RadioCassette 16.50
Videos
Video Recorder
80.00
VideoCamera
38.00
*Separates bought together
to form acomplete system.

extending your guarantee
to five years covering
parts and labour. For a
single modest payment
you are protected against
repair bills and can enjoy
complete peace of mind
for five years. Your local
Hi Fi Markets will be

pleased to give you full
details of this highly
beneficial scheme.

How much will this
cover cost?

The table below shows the
total, once only, premium
payable depending on the
product covered.

art mkuuols'
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Hi Fi Markets Instant
Credit Card
1111-11 MARKETS
Now you can obtain
instant credit at any of the
150 Hi Fi Markets Stores
throughout the UK. Just
decide how much you wish
to pay after deposit each month (
any amount between
£5 and £ 50) and you can have credit of up to 20 times
your monthly repayment. For example, amonthly
repayment of £ 1.0 will give you acredit limit of £ 200.
Interest of 21
/ % of the balance outstanding will be
2

charged to your account at the end of each month. APR
34.5%. The interest rate may be varied from time to
time. With aHi Fi Markets Instant Credit Card you buy
at today's prices, enjoying your hi-fi while you're paying
for it.
Delivery
Any equipment purchased from Hi Fi Markets can be
delivered. Ring your nearest branch for details.
Guarantee
All products sold by Hi Fi Markets are fully guaranteed
and offered with full after sales serv ,ce.

III•11 MARKETS
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Hifi Markets-the largest
specialist hi-fi retailer in the country
LONDON
Manor Park £ l2
698 Romford Road. Tel: 01-478 5137
London £ 17
6-7 Central Parade, Hoe Street.
Tel: 01-520 7277
4High Road, Walthamstow.
Tel: 01-520 4121
London NI
88 Pentonville Road. Tel: 01-837 4416
London N7
175-177 Holloway Road. Tel: 01-607 2148
London NI2
849 High Road. Tel: 01-445 1443
London NI3
359 Green Lanes. Tel: 01-882 5888
London NW6
79-81 Fairfax Road. Tel: 01-3286666
190 West End Lane. Tel: 01-794 7848
London WI
17 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-580 7731
48 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-636 2179
In-Store at Lion House
227 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-580 7383
231 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-580 3459
242 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-636 5979
48 Wigmore Street. Tel: 01-486 8263
Marble Arch W2
38 Edgware Road. Tel: 01-723 3071
London W3
86 High Street, Acton.
Tel: 01-992 4788/2305
London SE1
No 1Cathedral Street, London Bridge.
Tel: 01-403 2255/3088
23 York Road. Tel: 01-928 6842
London SE
38 Widmore Road, Bromley.
Tel: 01-464 2260
London SEI3
68 Lee High Road, Lewisham.
Tel: 01-318 5755
London SE18
162 Powis Street, Woolwich.
Tel: 01-855 8016
London SE25
79 High Street, South Norwood.
Tel: 01-653 4224
London SW7
14 Bute Street. Tel: 01-589 2586
London SW11
13 St. John's Hill. Tel: 01-223 5532
REST OF BRITAIN
Aldershot
81 High Street. Tel: 0252 20728
Amersham
16 Hill Avenue. Tel: 02403 21343
Aylesbury
8Bourbon Street. Tel: 0296 89419
Barking (Essex)
7Station Parade. Tel: 01-594 3626
Barnsley
40-42 Sheffield Road. Tel: 0226 5549
Bath
11 Southgate. Tel: 0225 64120/64371
Bedford
29 St. Peters Street. Tel: 0234 46058
Birkenhead
11 St. Werburgh Square, Grange Precinct.
Tel: 051-647 5626
Birmingham
35-37 Hurst Street. Tel: 021 622 2323
Blackpool
4Deansgate. Tel: 0253 28357
Bolton
156/158 Blackburn Road. Tel: 0204 22636
Boston (Lince
9Wide Bargate. Tel: 0205 62454
Bournemouth
10 Gervis Place. Tel: 0202 25512
Bradford
15-17 North Parade. Tel: 0274 391166
Brighton
57a North Road. Tel: 0273 26629
Brighton & Hove
136-138 Portland Road. Tel: 0273 723399

Bristol
36 Union Street. Tel: 0272 294183
52-54 Gloucester Road.
Tel: 0272 428248
Burnley
41 Briercliffe Road. Tel: 0282 22260
Cambridge
19-20 Market Street. Tel: 022? 312240
Canterbury
21 The Burgate. Tel: 0227 65315
Castleford (
Yorks)
64 & 85 Bea ncroft Road.
Tel: 0977 553066
Chandlers Ford (Hampshire)
8-12 Hursley Road. Tel: 04215 2827
Chatham (Kent)
4Railway Street. Tel: 0634 46859
Chelmsford
5-6 Cornh ill. Tel: 0245 57593/64393

•

Huddersfield
2-4 Cross Church Street. Tel: 0484 44668
Hull
7Mill Street, Prospect Centre.
Tel: 0482 29240
Ilford
442-444 Cranbrook Road, Gants Hill.
Tel: 01-5180915
Ipswich
87 Norwich Road. Tel: 0473 217217
Kettering
68 Stamford Road. Tel: 0536 515266
Lancaster
84 Penny Street. Tel: 0524 39675
Leeds
34-36 Queen Victoria Street.
Tel: 0532449075
10 St. Michaels Road. Tel: 0532 789374
Leicester
27 Churchgate. Tel: 0533 58662
42 Albion Street. Tel: 0242 583980
Lincoln
Chester
271a High Street. Tel: 0522 20265
24 St. Michaels Square, Grosvenor Precinct. Liverpool
Tel: 0244 21568
20-22 Whitechapel. Tel: 051-709 9898
Chesterfield
Loughton (Essex)
135 Sheffield Road. Tel: 0246 34923
152 High Road. Tel: 01-508 0247
Chichester (Sussex)
Lowestoft
12 South Street. Tel: 0243 787562
44 London Road North. Tel: 0502 3742
Christchurch (Dorset)
Luton
183 Barrack Road. Tel: 0202 473901
48 Wellington Street. Tel: 0582 27785
Cirencester
Maidenhead
37 Castle Street. Tel: 0285 4756
59 King Street. Tel: 0628 73924
Colchester '
Manchester
14-16 Culver Street West. Tel: 0206 48101
25-29 Station Road, Urmston.
Congleton
Tel: 061 747 5181
64 Lawton Street. Tel: 02602 5649
Middlesbrough
Coventry
172 Borough Road. Tel: 0642 248793
8Marlborough Road, Ball Hill.
Newbury
Tel: 0203 454949
62 North Brook Street. Tel: 0635 32474
Crewe
Newcastle-upon-Tyne•
106 Victoria Street. Tel: 0270 211091
33 Handysides Arcade. Tel: 0632 327791
Croydon
New Malden
89 London Road. Tel: 01-686 1343
35 High Street. Tel: 01-942 9567
352-354 Lower Addiscombe Road.
Northampton
Tel: 01-654 1231/2040
32A Gold Street. Tel: 0604 37871
Derby
Norwich
12 Osmaston Road, The Spot.
161 Unthank Road. Tel: 0603 22833
Tel: 0332 380385
Nottingham
Devizes (Wiltshire)
120-122 Alfreton Road. Tèl: 0602 786919
17 The Brittox. Tel: 0380 6127
Oxford
Dorking (Surrey)
256 Banbury Road
23 South Street. Tel: 0306 882897
Tel: 0865 53072/511767
Dunstable
19 Old High Street, Headington.
45 Katherine Drive. TeL 0582 67750
Tel: 0865 65961
Eastbourne
Peterborough
32 Grove Road. Tel: 0323 27362
42 Cowgate. Tel: 0733 41755
East Grinstead
27 Long Causeway. Tel: 0733 51007
2High Street. Tel: 0342 27787
PlymouthEdgware (Middlesex)
90/92 Cornwall Street. Tel: 0752 27600
8High Street. Tel: 01-951 0590
Poole
Enfield (Middlesex)
55 North Road, Parkstone.
191 Chase Side. Tel: 01-363 7981
Tel: 0202 742706
Exeter
Portsmouth
32 South Street. Tel: 0392 37888
38-40 Fratton Road. Tel: 0705 822155
Gateshead (Tyne 8, Wear)
Preston
7-11 Park Lane. Tel: 0632 774167
51 Fishergate. Tel: 0772 53057
Gillingham (Dorset)
Reading
The Square. Tel: 07476 2474/2728
36 Minster Street. Tel: 0734 583730
Gloucester
Rochdale
13-15 Worcester Street.
52 Drake Street. Tel: 0706 524652
Tel: 0452 23051/20518
Romford
Grantham
38 North Street. Tel: 0708 268403
85 Westgate. Tel: 0476 66301
St. Helens
Grimsby
54 Bridge Street. Tel: 0744 28417
71 Carter Gate. Tel: 0472 43539
Salisbury
Harlow, Essex
17 Butcher Row. Tel: 0722 22746
2Westgate. Tel: 0279 26155
Sevenoaks (Kent)
Harpenden
118 London Road. Tel: 0732 459555
82 High Street. Tel: 05827 64246
Sheffield (Totley)
172 Baslow Road. Tel: 0742 360295
Harrogate
Shrewsbury
8Cheltenham Parade. Tel: 0423 61735
12 Barker Street. Tel: 0743 55166
Harrow
!
Slough
340 Station-ddlesex
Road.
01-8638690
5Old Crown Buildings, Windsor Road.
Hastings
Tel: 0753 37021
3Marine Court, St Leonards on Sea.
Southampton
Tel: 0424 442975
37 Bedford Place. Tel: 0703 28434
Haywards Heath (Sussex)
Southend
13 South Road. Tel: 0444 450333
149 Leigh Road, Leigh-on-Sea.
High Wycombe
Tel: 0702 79150
4Priory Road. Tel: 0494 35910
Hitchin
Stamford
Hermitage Road. Ter. 0462 4537
9Red Lion Square. Tel: 0780 2128

Sunderland
20-22 Waterloo Place. Tel: 0783 57578
Swindon
91-92 Commercial Road.
Tel: 0793 28383
Taunton
2Crown Walk, High Street. Tel: 0823 51682
Tunbridge Wells
67 Grosvenor Road. Tel: 0892 21069
34 Mount Ephraim. Tel: 0892 31543
Uxbridge
278 High Street. Tel: 89 33474
Warrington
106 Bridge Street. Tel: 0925 36215
Warwick
Wharf Street. Tel: 0926 493796
Watford
68 High Street. Tel: 0923 26169
Wilmslow
5Swan Street. Tel: 0625 526213
Windsor
43 King Edward Court. Tel: 95 56931
Witney
29 Corn Street. Tel: 0993 2414
Woking (Surrey)
11 The Broadway. Tel: 04862 4926
Wolverhampton
11 Salop Street. Tel: 0902 23980
Worcester
43 Friar Street. Tel: 0905 25740
Worksop
39 Carlton Road. Tel: 0909 87762
York
7Davygate Arcade. Tel: 0904 51712
SOUTH WALES
Cardiff
13 Kings Road. Tel: 0222 28565
Milford Haven
90 Robert Street. Tel: 06462 4078
Swansea
31 Oxford Street. Tel: 0792 54747
Tredegar
88 Commercial Street.
Tel: 049525 2288/2218
SCOTLAND
Aberdeen
441-445 Holburn Street. Tel: 0224 25713
Ayr
115 High Street, Central Arcade.
Tel: 0292 264124
Edinburgh
34 Northumberland Street.
Tel: 031-557 1672
Glasgow
14 The Toll, Clarkston.
Tel: 041-638 8252
Glasgow Central
340 Argyle Street. Tel: 041-221 8958
Inverness
1Greig Street. Tel: 0463 220440
NORTHERN IRELAND
Belfast
85 Royal Avenue. Tel: 0232 29907/41331
Fountain Centre, College Street.
Coleraine
21 Railway Road. Tel: 0265 52843
EIRE
Dublin
184 Lower Rathmines Road.
Tel: 0001-979216
ISLE OF MAN
Glen Vine. Tel: 0624 851437
55 Bucks Road, Douglas.
Tel: 0624 23090
CHANNEL ISLES
Guernsey
Rue de Marais, Vale. Tel: 0481 55573
Jersey
69 King Street, St. Helier.
Tel: 0534 21735
MOKLIMMID

Head Office: Cousteau House, Greycaine
Road, Watford, WD2 4SB. Tel: 0923 27737
All prices quoted in the HiFi Markets
advertisements are correct at time of going
to press ( 16/7/82) but may be subject to
change without notice due to fluctuations in
Manufacturers' prices.
All Prices include VAT @ 15%
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Slip into something more comfortable...

Beyer Dynamic
wearing comfort
has been an industry
standard for over fifty
years.
Even Hi Fi News were
impressed with our new
DT550's . . "A. comfortable,
well made, well matched set
in fact the lightest of the
circumaural variety".
But lightness and wearing comfort are only
half our story. With " one of the clearest
of all pulse responses", the DT550's will
deliver you that crisp, clear sound
other headphones sadly lack.

beyer dynamic ))))
Try them for yourself, clip the coupon now for the name of your nearest
Beyer Dynamic stockist; and slip into something more comfortable.
Name

Address

Beyer Dynamic (GB) Ltd. 1Clair Rd., Haywards Heath, Sussex RH16 3DR

Tel: (0444) 451003
HFN.9.82
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A tthe end of last month's column we had
e-% a little grumble about the fashionable
affliction known as antidigitalis, a
condition in which the patient comes to
believe that all digital recordings must be
poor, rather than noting that some are
poor and others superb. To be fair, there
have indeed been anumber of shrill,
grainy recordings which have provoked
legitimate debate, and we note with
interest that doubts are raised over
several of the digital records discussed by
our Quality Monitor team this month. But
there have also been many excellent
issues carrying the ' digital' tag, including
-- let it be whispered — afew wrongly so
labelled which have still managed to
trigger anegative response amongst
those who are conditioned to react to a
symbol rather than pay empirical
attention to the evidence of their senses.
However, there is something in the
much discussed ringing and phase
effects of the steep filters needed to
separate the audio band from the
sampling frequency's lower side- band,
and badly adjusted D/A conversion can
lead to reduced low-level resolution,
distortion, or ambience impairment. The
poirt too easily ignored, however, is that
these deficiences are temporary; they are
teetning troubles, not congenital
diseases, and will eventually go away just
as the thin, shrieky sound of the LP record
went away in the early 1950s when the
industry got to grips with recording
characteristics and pickup behaviour.
Already one can see atrend at work
(despite those QM comments), causing
Peter Turner to remark in one of last
month's record reviews, for instance, that
'increasingly the so-called digital
recordings are such that one would not
recognise them as digital without being
told: the day of display seems over'.
Having said that, one cannot but feel
saddened that the record companies
charged into this whole business with
far too much cavalier abandon, making
master recordings with the aid of PCM
devices whose workings had not been
fully explored, or evolving their own
digital recorders with more regard for
measurements than for music. We have
no doubt that the bugs will be ironed out
eventually, but in the meantime the
market has been flooded with recordings
emblazoned with the word DIGITAL (
cf.
DG's fancy coloured brochure), carrying
little notes on the sleeve explaining what
a super system it is. The poor layman
wants to know that he's on to something
good, but even when working at its best
the analogue disc can only just begin to
reveal the advantages of adigital original,
so it transpires that those very recordings
READERS' LETTERS
Letters for publication should be addressed to the
Editor, and must contain no-other material or enquiries.
Letters seeking advice on technical or equipment
matters (with SAE) should be marked for the attention of
'Crossover', who will reply in due course. We reserve the
right to print such letters later in our Readers' Problems
feature, unless otherwise instructed.
BINDERS
Loose-leaf binders for annualvolumes of HFN/RRare
available from: Modern Bookbinders, Chadwick Street,
Blackburn, Lancs. The years 1971 to 1982 are each
covered by two binders ( January-June and

which exhibit the strident treble of badly
managed digital mastering are the ones
which sound most obviously different
from analogue issues on ordinary
players. Wishing to believe the best, the
layman makes positive noises about
improved clarity ( PT's ' display'), while
those suffering from antidigitalis make
negative noises about the screechiness of
digital recordings in general. It's all abit
of amess, and it could all have been
avoided if the record industry had waited
until the Compact Disc had been
perfected before waving the digital flag
so vigorously, using the interim period to
iron out basic problems while conducting
parallel research aimed at perfecting CD
coding/decoding in order to bring real
digital advantages to the home user.
On the latter, we were recently treated
to our first- ever fully convincing
demonstration of Compact Disc — which
also says something about how rushed
and chaotic things have been on that side
of the business. Even this involved a
special press trip to Eindhoven, but we
were able to discuss matters calmly with
senior engineers and listen to aselection
of CD items ( on the one Philips prototype
laser player so far available) in quiet
surroundings. We are happy to report
some very favourable impressions: huge
orchestral fortissimos would come up
from uncanny silence with absolutely
distortion- free ease, very quiet passages
or dying ambience seemed completely
natural, and there was no sign of any
overall HF edginess— only the obvious
differences of tonal balance in the various
sources from which excerpts had been
taken.
This was using Philips' cunning
16- to- 14 bit scheme with 44kHz to 176kHz
oversampling, the system outlined by
John Atkinson in the May issue but now
apparently perfected to the point where
not only noise, but also information, is
retrieved to the 16- bit capacity while
avoiding the need for circuitry to process
actual 16- bit material. As J. A. explained,
this is really an attempt to get round the
immediate problem of manufacturing
reliable electronic components to work at
the higher bit- rate, but the associated
digital HF filters ( which don't ring like
their analogue equivalents) and the x4
sampling frequency ease matters in
several other respects. The package now
holds high promise for a reliable CD
replay machine. As for the software, who
will buy the discs ( or players) and in what
quantities, that is another matter for
speculation to which we will return next
month; but perhaps Dr Barzilay's letter on
page 49 is astraw in the wind of future
attitudes — or is he too uncritical?
July- December). Price £3.00 for one ( post paid) or £5.50
for apair. For earlier years, please ask for aquotation.
MICROFILMS & INDEXING
Microfilm and microfiche copies of HFN/ RR or articles
therefrom are available commercially from University
Microfilms International. North American applications
to: 300 N. Zeeb Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106,
USA; UK and rest of world: 30/32 Mortimer Street,:
London W1N 7RA.
Technical articles of full page length or over appearing
in HiFi News & Record Review are detailed in the
Current Technology Index.
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Cheaper HIN/RR
Subscriptions!
From this issue, and in defiance of
inflation, we have reduced our
annual UK postal subscription rate
from £ 14.75 to £ 11.30. This is foran
experimental period only, so if you
are one of those many readers
who rely on casual purchase of
HFN/RR and then curse when you
miss an issue, why not take the
easy way out by having it del ivered
through your letter box for 12
whole months? Cheques or POs
to: Subscription Dept., Link House
Magazines ( Croydon) Ltd, Link
House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon
CR9 2TA.

printers' galleys, liaising with the
hi-fi and record industries, attending press receptions, organising
the movement of review equipment,
some
page
make-up,
answering letters, politely putting
off telephone enquiries — and a
lot more, including occasional
weekend work. But don't feel intimidated by all this if you think
you could fit into the HFNIRRteam
without getting under the editor's
skin. Details to John Crabbe at the
editorial address.

Recording Course

For some years the Polytechnic of
North
London
has
been
presenting ashort course ' Sound
Studios and Recording', organised by Dr Roger Driscoll. The
course,
which
will
run
on
Thursday afternoons, covers the
range of subjects fundamental to
an understanding of the subject,
We have a slot to fill in the ranging from sound propagation,
editorial department. Applicants acoustics, microphones, loudshould have agood knowledge of speakers, disc/tape recording to
audio technology, some practical electronic circuitry design. Visits
experience of and keen interest in to studios should also be included
hi-fi equipment, an ability to write this year, and there will be an
clearly with good literary style, a emphasis on practical studio
capacity for absorbing informa- equipment
and
operational
tion and working to schedules, an experience. Course fee is £60:
interest in some aspect of music, details from the Department of
and ( preferably) some experience Electronic and Communications
of magazine journalism. The posi- Engineering, The Polytechnic of
tion will involve writing, sub- North London, Holloway, London
editing, reading and correcting
N7 8DB.

HEN/RR Staff Vacancy

greater than 5volts is detected, or
when an overload condition is
detected. The latter condition has
QED have introduced two interest- had some thought applied: the
ing products to their range of user can set the maximum power
accessories.
Following
the level to his/her own requirements
success of their 79- strand cable — between 25 and 50 watts RMS into
much imitated, so make sure you 8ohms — and can also use the
get the genuine article, embossed device as a failsafe if he/she is
'QED Audio Products' — they felt going away for the weekend and
that for some requirements, there the kids are having a party — but
was a need for a different kind of the circuitry is so arranged that if a
cable. They have thus announced peak level occurs greater than this
their C38 cable which should be present threshold, the relay will
available this month and is intend- not betriggeredu nless that level is
ed to supplement, not replace 79 not sustained or repeated within a
strand, and which should be used, 500ms period. If the relay is trigthey say, a) when the desired gered, it will reset when the input
speaker cable runs are over 8m b) voltage drops below a level equiwhen the amplifier in use is rated valent to 2 watts/8 ohms. The
at over 100 watts RMS c) when sensitivity is also arranged to be
ultra- low capacitance is required frequency dependent, having a
and d) when domestic require- 6dB/octave roll-off above 5kHz so
ments stipulate the use of flat that high levels of high frequency,
cable. Pricewill be £ 1.48 per metre, although below the nominal
with connectors available at £2.85 threshold, will trigger the relay
thus giving tweeters some necesper pair.
Coincidentally, in the month sary extra protection. Connection
(June) that we published two DIY is by a heavy duty terminal block
designs to protect loudspeakers and the relay gives a quoted
from amplifier faults and over- insertion loss of only 25 milliohms.
load, QED announced acommer- For those who are worried about
cial product intended for the same the presence of the relay, QED
purpose.
The
twin
channel offer atriac ' crowbar' version, the
Protech SP150 is connected bet- SP150T. Prices inc VAT of the two
ween the power amp terminals versions are SP150 £35.50 and
and the speakers, and switches a SP150T £42.50: details from QED
series resistor into circuit via a Audio Products Ltd, Unit 12,
relay to reduce the drive signal by Ashford Industrial Estate, Shield
40dB either when a DC level Road, Ashford, Middx TVV15 1AU.

New QED

Four samples of 79'strand, none of which is the genuine QED article (see above).
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50 rears of
[WHARF/UM
Wharfedale have been using the
above slogan in celebration of
their fiftieth birthday year. It was
even printed on the pads of notepaper issued to visiting journalists during the recent Bradford
press- day discussed in ' Subjective Sounds' on page 45 where,
despite hard times, everyone
seemed reasonably confident about facing the next half- century.
New loudspeaker ranges were
launched (
cf p19, August) or were
due for release this Autumn,
research on new ideas and materials was going ahead, etc.Then,
out of the blue from The Rank
Organisation came the news that
Wharfedale's Bradford factory

was to close, with its staff of 350
made redundant, due to ' substantial losses in recent years' arising
from the recession.
Projected closing date was July
23rd, just over aweek away as we
write. It looks pretty final, but
despite Rank's failure to find a
purchaser for the business there
are rumours that some of the
firm's assets might be salvaged to
continue the brand- name that Gilbert Briggs launched in 1932. Next
month Donald Aldous will be
devoting his ' Soundings' piece to
Wharfedale and its progeny, by
which time we hope that some
chinks of light may be in sight.

Spendor & the
polypropylene patents

The BC1 was originally conceived
as a Broadcast Monitor, and the
requirements for domestic hi-fi
listening are not necessarily quite
the same (
le, disc rather than tape
source, different kinds of rooms).
The new model will offer greater
midrange sensitivity and aslightly more forward balance — in
other words, at long last, a
domestically oriented BC1?

Spencer Hughes, founder of
Spendor, was one of the original
researchers into polypropylene as
a speaker cone material in the
days he worked with Dudley Harwood at the BBC. Hitherto they
have pioneered and stuck with
bextrene as acone material, while
keeping aclose watch on alternatives. Now they have found a
polypropylene variant which lies
outsided areas covered in existing
patents, and which shows considerable potential as a loudspeaker cone material.
Rather than
attempting to
obtain patents, whose cost of
enforcement they feel outweighs
the
benefits,
Spendor
have
chosen to make and sell aspeaker
system using this material, and
publish the fact, so ensuring that
no subsequent patent can be successfully obtained.
The new speaker, which has
been
produced
one-off,
and
which is planned for production
before the end of the year, is itself
something of a major event, inas much as it effectively represents Spendor's own rival to their
classic, still produced, BC1 model.

New Mordaunt Short
The only area where loudspeaker
sales appear to be recession- proof
at present is, as might be expected, at the low end of the market,

Natural Markets
Importers
of
Yamaha
and
Nakamichi equipment, Natural
Sound Systems, have now come
under the Hi Fi Markets umbrella.
They can be contacted at Natural
Sound Systems Ltd, Unit 7,
Greycaine Road, Watford VVD2
4SB. Tel: 0923 36740.

Musical Fidelity
We carried details in August ( p.17)
of an impressive new preamp
which we had understood was to
be marketed by turntable manufacturers C & JWalker. Unfortunately the news reached us just too
late that 'The Preamp' will not,
after all, be distributed by Colin
Walker. Details can now be
obtained from Musical Fidelity, 88
Pentonville Road, London.
and to be honest we have been
surprised at the sound quality
which manufacturers manage to
pack into a £90 package — which
is, after all, only the cost of a
month's groceries for an average
family. A new model from
Mordaunt Short, the MS20 at
£89.70 inc. VAT falls right into this
category. Based on their similarly
proportioned Carnival 3 model,
and using the same drive- units —
including their own woofer— the
MS 20 differs from its £ 128.80
brother in lacking that model's
attractive ' body stocking' and
wooden endcap, being of conventional appearancewith a ' black
ash' laminate finish. We shall be
reporting in the near future on
both the MS20 and M- S's £290
Pageant 3, but in the meantime,
details can be obtained from Mordaunt Short Ltd, Durford Mill,
Peterfield, Hamps GU31 5AZ. Tel:
073080 721/2.
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Autumn shows

Tannoy's Planets

19, 30, 38 litres, respectively, and
the Venus and Jupiter use atime
For what we believe must be the delay network in the crossover to
first time, loudspeaker manufac- give ' acoustic source alignment',
turer Tannoy have designed a what we used to call ' linear phase'
range of loudspeakers which do in the old days (
ie, 1976). The
not use some form of horn load- Venus and Jupiter also use the
ing for the tweeter! Called the same tweeter, a26mm soft fabric
Mercury (£ 110), Venus (£200), and dome tweeter. Efficiencies are, as
Jupiter (£300 per pair), all three might be expected, on the highish
are 2-way reflex designs, combin- side at 90,90 and 88dB respectiveing a soft dome tweeter with an ly for 1W at 1m, but it would
8in. woofer which uses apolyole- appear that Tannoy'sdesign team
fin cone material as used in Tan- have taken great care to optimise
noy's successful Stratford/Cam- the design for good stereo imagbridge models. Cabinet sizes are ery, as well as neutral balance.

Wilmslow catalogue
Loudspeaker kit and drive-unit
suppliers Wilmslow Audio have
just sent us the new edition of their
catalogue, available fer £ 1.50 post
free. Running to some 80 pages,
plus a16,page price supplement, it
goes into copious amounts of
detail on drivers, designs, crossovers,
flatpack
cabinets,
components, 9rille cloth, brackets,
in fact everything that the DIY man
would need. It also includes details
on anew range of wooden stands
from Riverside Wood Products.
Finished in African Walnut, black,
or plain (for home staining/var-

fishing) dB Speaker Supports
range in price from £33 to £36.tx;
inc VAT in walnut or black. Details
on the stands and the catalogue
from Wilmslow Audio Ltd, 35/39
Church
Street,
Wilmslow,
Cheshire SK9 1AS. Tel: 0625
529599.

Dynavector Move

Sugden move

Dyrqvector have moved. Their
new
address
is
Dynavector
Systems ( UK) Ltd, 14 Wyndham
Road, Kingston upon Thames,
Surrey KT2 5JS. Tel: 01-549 7645.

Following
their
revitalisation,
amplifer manufacturers J. E.
Su9den have moved, and are also
to introduce two new models at
Harrogate, the 2x8OW A88 integrated amplifier and the 2x100W
MOSFET power amp. Details on
the new gear from J. E. Sugden &
Co Ltd, Valley Works,Station Lane,
Heckmondwike, West Yorks WF16
ONF. Tel: 0924 404088/9.

Burmester move

Versatile Linn
Accessory
Discovered lying around in aChicago ashtray was Linn's first ownbrand accessory. Pictured above
it purports to fulfil the dual function of stylus cleaning and review.
disposal.
Cautionary
legends
warn against use with other than
Asak cartridge styli; amajor point
of criticism here: said warning is
not apparent until one selects the
'review disposal' mode, by which
time one may already have assiduously polished one's exotic
gemstone into the middle of next
week. Value for money would
appear to be exceptional (while
stocks last).
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

We reported some months back
that aUK company was importing
the very highly specified and
priced Burrnester preamplifier
from West Germany. They have
now moved, details on the preamps can now be obtained from
Automation Sciences Company,
5B Eton Avenue, London NW3.
Tel: 01-4358210%

DIM move again
In the August issue we inadvertently printed an address for
preamp and power supply manufacturers DNM Supplies which
unfortunately became obsolete
just before that issue hit the bookstalls. Denis Morecroft can now be
contacted at DNM Supplies, ' Rostrevor', Canterbury Tye, Doddinghurst Road, Brentwood, Essex.
Tel: Brentwood 225865.
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With the non-appearance of a
major Spring public hi-fi show
this year and the success of such
dealer-organised shows such as
Bespoke Audio in Stockport, Audio T in North London and Billy
Vee in South London, it would
appear that more dealers are
realisin9 that an effective way of
promoting both high fidelity and
sales is to hold a show. This
Autumn sees a regular series of
dealer-organised events and HFi
News & Record Review will be
publishing the catalogues for a
number of them.
Opening the season is the Billy
Vee Sound Systems show, the
fourth to be promoted by this
enterprising dealer. Dates and
opening times are 10am-8pm,
Saturday 11th and 10.30am6.30pm Sunday 12th September.
Venue is, as usual, the Clarendon
Hotel, Blackheath, and art added
attraction is aCharity Auction, to
take place at 7pm on Saturday,
when hi-fi gear donated by manufacturers at the show, including a
pair of Meridian's M3 active
speakers and a Naim 42/110 pre/
power amp combination, will be
auctioned to raise money for two
Body Monitor units for the children's ward at nearby Brook Hospital. Fresh from Harrogate, the
HFN/RR roadshow team of John
Atkinson and Ivor Humphreys will
be presenting aseries of lecture/
demonstrations on a 'subject
which should prove particularly
relevant with the
imminent
launch of Compact Disc' (they
haven't told us what it is yet!).
Not long after the Billy Vee
show Nottingham dealers Superfi
will be holding their third show.
Again situated at the Albany
Hotel, Nottingham, opening times
and dates are 10am-8pm Saturady 25th and 11 am-6pm Sunday
26th September, and the show
promises to be agood one. HFN/
RR will be there, putting on
lectures and demonstrations, so if

DIY Celestion
Celestion have produced a book
of cabinet designs suitable for use
with their PA and musical instrument speakers. As well as detailed
design drawings, construction
guides and indications as to performance, the 28 page book contains alist of UK companies supplying cabinet finishing accessories, tables of Thiele-Small parameters for speaker design and
performance, and specific advice
on cabinet do's and don'ts. The
Celestion Cabinet Handbook is
available for £ 1plus postage from
Dave Inman at Celestion International, Ditton Works, Foxhall
Road, Ipswich, Suffolk. Tel: 0473
73131.

Studio JBLs
Back in May's News we published
asmall item about the B&W 801s,
which have acquired a deserved
reputation as monitors par excellence in many well known recording studios. They haven't had it all
their own way, though, as JBL
were quick to point out! The new

you live in the Midlands, we will
look forward to seeing you.
The weekend following Superfi,
it's the turn of North-West enthusiasts with 'Sounds 82', a show
being promoted by Bolton dealers
Cleartone Hi Fi. Venue, as with
their previous shows, is The Last
Drop Village, Bromley Cross, Bolton and the show is open on
Friday evening, 1st, Saturday 2nd
and Sunday 3rd October. HFN/RR
will be there!
The weekend after that, London
witnesses the first late Autumn
show in three years, ' Hi Fi and
Video World', which is being
organised by Bartlett's HiFi and
Video Centre in the Holloway
Road. Venue is the Westmoreland
Hotel, opposite Lords Cricket
Ground, and opening times are
3-8pm, Friday 8th, 10am-8pm
Saturday 9th, • and 10am-6pm
Sunday 10th October.
Solent Audio 82 is the sixth
show to be held by Hamilton
Electronics
of
Southampton.
Venue is the Post House Hotel,
Southampton and the show will
be open on Saturday 23rd and
Sunday 24th October.
November gives HFN/RR a
logistical headache as the two
shows held that month, both of
which we intend to support with
lectures and demonstrations, take
place over the same weekend,
Friday 12th, Saturday 13th and
Sunday 14th November.
The first ever Brighton show,
'The 1982 South Coast Hi Fi
Show' is being promoted by
esoteric Sussex dealers Jeffries
Hi Fi and the venue is the Royal
Albion Hotel on the seafront.
Opening times are 6-9pm Friday,
10am-8.30pm
Saturday,
and
11 am-5.30pm Sunday.
Midlands dealers Hightown Audio will be holding their first ever
show at the Crewe Arms Hotel in
Crewe. Opening times are 6-9pm,
Friday 12th, 10am-8pm Saturday
13th, and 11 am-6pm Sunday 14th
November.
Polydor ' Record Operations Facility' at St. George St, W1 houses
the most recent Eastlake project
to be built in London and is the
first UK studio to use the new JBL
4335 Bi Radial Monitors. Thanks
for the info to Scenic Sounds
Equipment who distribute the JBL
professional range.

Revox deck
Following their relatively well
received B795 parallel-tracking,
turntable, Revox have introduced
amore sophisticated version, the
B791 at £420. This differs from the
less expensive version in having a
display
for
varispeed
and
up/down buttons which enable
the speed to be changed in 0.1%
steps up to amaximum of ± 9.9%.
The direct-drive motor remains
quartz- locked at all speeds: it
should be ideal for those of us who
play along with our records. The
deck comes equipped with the
well-thought-of Shure M97HE
cartridge. Details from FWO Bauch
Ltd, 49 Theobald Street, Borehamwood,Herts.Tel: 01-953 0091.
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Martin Colloms examines some implications of the
introduction of Teldec's ' Direct Metal Mastering' process

LOBBY behind
the launch of the digital
disc has proved to be very
powerful, expending vast sums
on both development and long term
advance publicity, and although abacklash is discernible from some quarters, the
onward march of digital mastering in
studios for both broadcast and commercial
recordings seems to be relentless. There is
now a long list of major audio companies
who appear to be committed the the CD (Compact Disc)/DAD ( digital audio disc) format,
while the first, albeit rather expensive,
supplies of CD players are expected
before the end of 1982. However, a somewhat restricted repertoire of some 250300 titl es wi I
I
be available at fi rst, and these will
cost more than analogue LPs at around E6-£11
per hour for popular, and possibly £ 10 per
hour for classical program. Why is there a
differential? Simply, it is due to the economic
need to meet public demand and provide
more of the high volume popular titles. The
high mastering cost will result in an unavoidable price lift for the lower volume titles.
At present, it is estimated that the capital
investment for a digital disc mastering and
processing facility is of the order of several
million pounds; by comparison, only tens of
thousands of pounds might be all that is required to set up asmall, low volume LP pressing facility. In afavourable year each plant
could produce 2-4 million records, but for CD,
at acapital cost of around CIO million, resulting in arough unit cost of £2.50-£5, ex works —
rather more than the conventional LP which, at
current prices, costs nearer 60p.
The key to pressing both CD and LP is the
matrix, or master stamper, and unfortunately
for some time to come the laser-cut CO matrix
will be much more expensive than the lathecut LP, and hence CD records will inevitably
cost more.
Furthermore, it would also appear that even
at the above quoted prices, CD pressings will
be heavily subsidised for at least afew years,
and low volume issues of more obscure
program will not appear on CD for a long
while. Its main influence will lie in the high
volume popular issues, and inevitably even
well known classical works will command
lower sales; hence their higher target prices.
Until CD mastering and pressing costs reduce, both title availability and market penetration will be constrained, and it is clear that a
5-10 year overlap of digital and analogue must
prevail before the former ( in theory at least)
reigns supreme. Even industry optimists see
several years elapsing before moderately
priced CD players are available in the rl 00-200
range, and at least five years before CD players
outsell analogue in value terms on the hi-fi
market.
Not surprisingly, the audiophile might find
the outlook depressing. CD holds the tantalising promise of almost fault-free, reliable
record reproduction and yet due to its initial
need to satisfy the main market, those who
desire CD most in terms of the quality it can
offer are precisely the people who will have it
denied to them, due to their preference for
high quality specialist program that would be
uneconomic to process. Wide dynamic range
recordings made with uncoloured microphones, using a.purist technique, are un18
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Rumble: normal LP

likely to see the light of day on CD for many
years. For example, Philips' current marketing
approach for their CD player is less concerned
with its fidelity, dynamic range, stereo precision and virtual absence of distortion, wow,
or feedback, and rather more with user convenience, automatic facilities, track selection,
and the high durability of the 4.5in disc. The
record companies' attitude to program
complements this approach, with a senior
Polygram executive recently informing the
assembled Press that the recorded dynamic
range would continue to be restricted at the
production stage to the present 'comfortable'
45-50dB — this actually one half of the CD
system's potential!
The audiophile record enthusiast can,
however, draw breath as the very advent of CD
has encouraged astrong increase in activity as
regards analogue disc research. The striving
for further upgrading in replay equipment
goes on, with noticeable improvements in
disc playing components appearing in the
highly competitive specialist market. For
example, the Linn products team have recently invested heavily in an LP production facility,
and already the lessons learned have resulted
in improvements to their classic LP12
turntable. Nimbus have also been active in
improving LP mastering and production standards, and are strongly aware of the main
requirement of the product to possess the
ability to convey convincingly amusical performance. Nimbus' experience in cutting has
shown how longer LP sides may be produced,
sometimes over 30 minutes, with no loss in
quality.
Perhaps the most significant advance has
occurred on the continent where, in a cooperative venture, Teldec of Germany .have
developed a new cutting process. Although
based on an old idea, it can result in significantly improved 12 record quality, together
with aclaimed saving in costs. Normal record
cutting is carried out with a lacquer coated
aluminium blank using a specially shaped,
heated stylus. The new process called ' OMM'
(Direct Metal Mastering) cuts the modulated
groove spiral directly onto a copper layer
plated on astainless steel blank.
In the conventional process the laquer blank
(a mirror-smooth layer of nearly black- purple
cellulose nitrate, formerly acetate, on an
aluminium alloy disc) must be rendered conductive in order to copper- plate it for the
production of nickel plate stampers, used to
press the discs from record vinyl. This is a
tricky stage, and many techniques have been
experimented with to obtain reliable results,
particularly in respect of the ultimate signalto-noise ratio and uniformity of the subsequent plating. Deposition of graphite was
one of the earlier methods, followed by the
vacuum deposition of ametallic layer, either

Rumble: OMM LP

gold or, less commonly, silver. The process
now usually employed is the wet deposition of
silver; essentially the same as that used for
silvering mirrors.
An applicator with adouble spray nozzle is
used for previously separated solutions of
ammoniated silver nitrate and glucose/formaldehyde reducer, these combined to deposit
metallic silver on the lacquer master. Once
rendered conductive by virtue of the silver
coating, the laquer is first nickel, and then
copper, plated. The plated metal layer is then
carefully peeled away from the ' acetate',
resulting in a metal ' negative', the record
grooves being replaced by ridges. This is very
vulnerable to damage so adurable positive
'mother' is made from this negative by nickel
plating. From this point on the process is the
same for conventional or OMM techniques, as
the mother is further used to produce a
number of identical negatives, called
'stampers', from which the vinyl record is
pressed. (The photo show a stamper being
played to check its quality on aspecial ' backwards' player with a stylus developed by
Stanton to play ridges rather than grooves.)

With DMM, however, the master produced
by the cut is itself the mother— without the intervening stages — and can be used to produce the stampers, by further plating, direct.
As every recording engineer knows, the
whole process from cutting a laquer to
stamper production and, indeed, pressing the
vinyl itself, is a highly critical procedure,
verging on a black art. So many factors can
influence the final sound quality that the same
program tape, cut and pressed by two
separate but reputable record manufacturers
can sound significantly different. Background
noise levels, clicks and pops, clarity, treble distortion, pre-echo and tonal balance, can all
vary and it is every company's aim to try to
produce the optimum compromise most
faithful to the original source. As with any
compromise,
however,
the
individual
company's interpretation will affect the
results.
Points of difficulty with the lacquer process
include variability in the blanks themselves
often due to an oily combination, cutting probHI-Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Comparison of quiescent groove noise
(third octave) between OMM and conventional
discs.
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lems such as the formation (If groove horns*,
lacquer springbackt cutting styli and their
burnishing facets**, plus pre-echo, primarily
developed in the first nickel plating due to stress
effects. The application of the conductive
coating is a further critical stage where the
minutest contamination of the solutions on
the lacquer master can result in clicks on the
final pressings. Indeed, the silver deposit itself
can must go on in athin even film, only atoms
thick,
with
no
bumps
or
uneven
accumulations. Before heavy copper plating,
the silver deposit needs to be pre-plated with a
very fine grained layer of nickel, and here
again noise problems can result. Clicks and
pops can often appear at this stage, resulting
in anew master having to be cut.
Echo formation in the lacquer has been
shown to be dependent on the temperature
and time, both during and after the cutting
process. After cutting, aslow surface tension
phenomenon appears to pull residual modulation stress from one groove to another.
Increased time and temperature both
accelerate the problem. At present the best
cure is to plate thenaster as soon as possible
after cutting and, if still higher standards are
required, the more economic nickel plating
process must be discarded with areturn to the
more costly full copper system.
In itself, direct cutting into metal is not a
new process and, in fact, dates back to the
1880s with Edison's one-off tinfoil recordings,
followed by Rosenthal and Frank in 1881
with their patent for direct cutting of ametal
mother for the plating process and
subsequent mass replication. Eighty years
later RCA have developed aversion of the idea
for video disc cutting, where the grooves are
just one micron deep and two microns wide
(by comparison with 50 microns for an audio
groove), and for the latter the cutting requirements are much tougher.
Ductile copper is a suitable medium and
needs to be provided as athin layer on atough
backing, in this case stainless steel. As pure
electrolytically plated copper has a rather
grainy crystalline structure, unsuitable for
cutting, it was here that Europafilm of Sweden
played asignificant part through their development of aprocess for plating an amorphous,
ductile copper film on the polished blank, the
latter an 0.8mm thick substrate. Pure copper
cannot be used and a small proportion of
•Horns: though much less apparent with hot rather than cokl
styluscutting, these are fine ridges oneithersideofthe groove
produced by material displacement Easily damaged by
surface abrasion, groove deformation then occurs in the
upper region, increasing noise and distortion.
**Burnishing facets: a deliberate faceted blunting of the
cutting stylus — which can curtail high frequencies — to
burnish or polish the groove and to improve the S/N ratio.
tSpringback: elastic recovery of the groove after cutting; a
somewhat variable effect which influences the effective
vertical tracking angle.
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alloying metal is added to promote the high
film ductility.
A high power cutter head is required for
which Neumann developed the SX80. This is
capable of copper mastering, and neither its
geometry or stylus shape is standard. The
vertical rake angle suitable for hot stylus
cutting into plastic/elastic laquer tends to
produce excessive drag and digging in on
copper; instead atrue vertical angle of almost
zero degrees is used. This minimises spurious
vertical modulation effects which can
otherwise result from material inhomogeneities, and since the international playback
standard for the tracking angle is 20°, an electronic equaliser* has been developed for the
cutter head to produce acut waveform with an
intrinsic 20° replay tracking angle in the recorded groove modulation. Due to both the
vertical cutting and the cutting properties of
copper itself, the facet angle of the cutting
stylus is modified, and now exceeds 90°. The
sum of theface and stylus angle is set such that
sufficient space is left between the groove
walls and the back of the stylus, even at
maximum modulation.
Copper shows much reduced tearing effects
during cutting, thus the normal burnishing
facets may be omitted, this providing awider
geometric cutting bandwidth. End-of-side
cutting of high frequencies is much improved.
Finally, to aid the cutter and effectively
plasticise the copper section being cut, an
additional energy input is applied to the cutter
at ultrasonic frequencies (
ca 80kHz). At low
modulation levels this extra mechanical lubricant is unnecessary, being progressively
applied only at the highest signal levels to aid
the cutter.
Reduced tension effects in the copper blank
result in adramatic improvement in unwantted side effects, abenefit further maintained by
the elimination of the troublesome plating
stage required for the normal acetate. Greater
economy can be practised with respect to
groove and spaces, resulting in increased
playing times. A further recent development
in automatic pitch control ,at a cost) has
replaced the standard rather crude correction
with amore sophisticated computed proportional land spacing, which can offer up to 10%
increase in playing time with no risk of pre or
post-echo formation. Depending on the
program content, up to 15% more playing
time can be accommodated with DMM and
proportional spacing working in union.
Readers may recall that ultrasonic drive to a
cutter head is not new, although it did appear
in adifferent context — remember CD4 four
channel records, which carried a30kHz ultra*This is anon-linear equaliser or pre-distortion circuit providing the inverse distortion required for 20' vertical tracking
simulation.

sonic carrier plus ultrasonic ( up to 45kHz)
modulation to encode the rear audio
channels? One might raise questions as to
whethersuch signals are advisable in an audio
system,
and
whether
any
spurious
modulation or distortion signals are likely to
result from their presence; however, spectrum analysis of DMM music discs down to
—77dB and up to 100kHz with a100kHz bandwidth cartridge revealed no spurious detected
signals when lacquer and DMM pressings
were compared. It is believed that the ultrasonic excitation is placed at the SX80 main
resonance around 80kHz to minimise the
electrical input required. At such a high frequency, cross- modulation in the audible
range is most unlikely and the vast majority of
stylus tips would, in any case, be incapable of
tracing the signal. Even if they were, the
frequency is well beyond the cut-off level of
most cartridges, and its low modulation level
would seem to render it harmless if passed
onto the preamplifier.
A pertinent aspect, however, concerns low
level signals where effects could possibly be
audible; in fact, at low levels, the ultrasonic
excitation is not required and appears in
significant quantities only on the high level
peaks, where masking effects are already
strong. Teldec have provided data for two
comparisons of the noise and rumble characteristics of records cut conventionally and
using DMM, ( rumble oscillogram scale
200ms/div horizontal; RIAA equaliution;
graph spectrum analysis is in 1
/
3 octave
bands). From this data it would appear that
DMM provides a4-6dB improvement in noise
level overthe whole audible spectrum, though
it should perhaps be pointed out that the
higher drag of DMM requires power changeto
the motor drive on the lathe and this, at least,
could, be afactor in the rumble results at low
frequencies. On the Neumann lathe the servocontrol easily accommodates the extra power
requirement.
Listening results
Subjectively auditioned, there was no doubt
that the DMM surfaces were significantly
quieter as regards hiss and rumble, including
groove roar as well as clicks and pops. In fact,
comparative listening using the recent Telefunken issue of the Bach Brandenburg
Concertos 1, 2 & 4 ( 6.4282 3AZ) revealed the
DMM pressings to be some of the cleanest I
have ever played.
Great musical quality differences were not
apparent over the first two-thirds of the side,
but during the final one-third the DMM gained
the advantage. Stereo separation and musical
detail were superior, particularly at high
frequencies, while string tone substantially
maintained its 'sheen' without the grainy
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Constructor Series Speakers
IT'S
SO
EASY

Have fun, save
money, building
aKef design
with a
Wilmslow Audio
CS Total kit.
No electronic or
woodworking
knowledge
necessary and
the end result is
aproven topquality design
that you'll be proud of.
Each kit contains all cabinet components, accurately machined for easy
assembly, speaker drive units, crossovers, wadding, grille fabric,
terminals, nuts, bolts, etc.
The cabinets can be painted or stained or finished with iron-on veneer or
self adhesive woodgrain vynil.
Easy foolproof assembly instructions supplied. Set of constructor leaflets
sent free on receipt of large S.A.E.

autumn.
_the season of myst
mellow fruitfulness ?

the basic g_ohm system atL382

Prices: CS1 (As 101)

unilet hi fi guildford
0483 571534
standens of tonbridge 0732 353540
the audio centre,sheffield0742 737893
the sound orgarusation,sel 01 403 2255
midland hi fi.wolverhampton0902 771774
super fidelity Leeds
0532 449075
super fidelity nottingham 0602 412137

£ 110 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins.

avalon audio advisers
0458 50370
canterbury hifi centre
0227 65315
sounds expensive! rugby 0788 79736
allenton audio.derby.
0332 701194
steve boxshall,cambridge.0223 68305
aston audio,alderley edge.0625 582704
at. laboratories,gants hill 01 518 0915

CS5 ( as Carlton ID
CS7 ( as Cantata)

£ 192 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. £ 15.00
£250 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. £ 18.00

WILMSLOW
te2-"ab

0625 529599

The firm folir
iSpeakers

__myst limited—

05445 8811

35/39 Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire

the old surveyor's office, weobley,hereford, uk

ret

stle

5.50

CS1A (simplified LS3/5A) £103 pr. Inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. £ 5.50
CS3 (as 103.2)
£129 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. £ 10.00

__rnyst dealers

SK9 1AS

1982 Catalogue — £ 1.50 post free
Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders!

ST2
Holds 480 records
price £92.00
ST3
Holds 360 records
price £74.75

ST4
Holds 240 records
price £46.00

Why do DJs, record shops and
libraries use Arjay's storage
system?

A

For less than 20p arecord you'll
have storage safety for your
collection — no warps, crash-outs,
mislaid records. Good looking, but
rugged racks, that have been tested to
full capacity weights. Your record shop
can't afford damaged discs — nor can
you. You'll be able to put you hand on a
record in seconds.
Contact Peter Champion. 01-390 2101 or send coupon to

Arjay Interiors
54 Lower Marsh Lane, Kingston, Surrey KT1 38J
Tick LI Please send me your LP storage units brochure
Please quote me for delivery to address below of:

ST5
Holds 120 records
price £28.75

Name
Address

ST1 ( not illustrated) Holds 600 records price £ 109.25

Now available to the public at ex-works prices.
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Armstrong 730 preamp
•
-apeatactupt
IN THE REVIEW of Armstrong's 730 preamp
(July p.29)reservations were expressed concerning the moving-coil input stage. We have
since received the manufacturer's explanation,
their argument being based on the effective
handling of music related transient test
signals. Specifically, they claim that unipolar
rectangular pulses of 10-20% duty cycle in the
range 300Hz-20kHz, and up to 45mV peak, are
not clipped by the moving- coil input stage.
Referred to IHF 0.5mV input ( 0.7mV peak),
this suggests atransient overload margin of
36dB at 1kHz, and 16dB, 20kHz ( allowing for
20dB of RIAA boost). However, longer periods
of high level signal input changethe biasing of
the input stage, with an associated capacitor
time-constant of 500ms, this resulting in a
change of gain, or compression, at the input.
Armstrong judge the time- constant to be long
enough to avoid audible pumping on musical
transients and, working on the basis of 1dB or
10% compression for transients, they state
that for a12.5% duty cycle of 20kHz tone burst
at a 10ms rate, the overload point was 14dB
above IHF at 0.5mV.
On continuous input, where the bias point
compression comes into play, the visual
(oscilloscope measured) overload point,
according to Armstrong, was — 5dB ref IHF at
20kHz. Visual distortion is generally estimated
to be at around the 5% mark. Armstrong point
out that the m- camplifier does not overload in
the normal sense, with a sharp transition
between linear operation and clipping, rather
that the reduction of distortion with reducing

DMM

THE DIRECT METAL DISC

COLD ULTRASONIC CUTTING

SHORT RUN SPECIALIST HIGH
QUALITY PROGRAM IN AS LITTLE
AS 2 HOURS FROM CUTTING

AUDIO INPUT

wiriness typical of the conventional end-ofside sound. End-of-side treble ' dulling' was
also minimised by comparison with conventionally cut records, the tonal balance remaining light and clear throughout the side.
Teldec's own demonstration test pressing
(66.22595), however, was, adisappointment in
places, musically speaking, and suffered from
technical faults which were at first incorrectly
attributed to the DMM process. On two
passages at least ( the Chopin Waltz no.1 and
the Strauss Don Juan), serious noise pumping
was audible on the quiet sections when
replayed at realistically high sound levels.
However, careful listening using other DMM
material showed that it was the program that
was at fault and not the process. For example,
a recent recording of the Nluffat 'Tributa
Armonico' for Hyperion ( recording engineer
Tony Faulkner) sounded remarkably alive
using the DMM process, so much so that, even
at the end of avery long side ( 30 minutes), the
replay quality compared mostfavourablywith
master tape. [
See review in this issue — Ed]
In the light of all this praise it should not be
forgotten that DMM does have its own
problems. For example, it is advisable to plate
the master within a few hours of cutting if
degradation due to atmospheric oxidation of
the copper is not to have an adverse effect on
noise levels and subsequent plating quality.
(The virgin blanks are themselves protected
by a harmless coating.) The lathe and cutter
virtually require a rebuild, and the resulting
setup is then unsuitable for normal cutting.
Difficulties can also arise with the bonding of
the cutting stylus, which can occasionally
become
detached
under
the
higher
mechanical loading.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

input level is a gradual process. Hence the
HFNIRR original overload result for a 0.1%
distortion threshold at 20kHz of 7dB is not an
unrealistic one. It certainly could be argued
that on momentary musical peaks, larger
distortion levels are tolerated and in view of
the particular behaviour of the Armstrong m-c
stage, Iam happy to agree on ahigher figure,
one which on papershould be sufficient for all
low to medium output moving- coil cartridges.
However, Ifind it strange that the m-cinput
should act as a long time-constant compressed on large musical peaks. In this model it is
certainly
quite
non-linear,
the
input
impedance looking more like arectifying than
a linear resistive input impedance. Movingcoil signal levels are so small that usual m-c
inputs have virtually unlimited headroom.
Armstrong note that an internal control is
provided to adjust preamp gain, but inspec-

tion of the circuit diagram revealed that this
control was placed after the headamp circuit,
and hence cannot affect prior overload.
Having confirmed that our figures are at
least in reasonable agreement with Armstrong's, the preamp was re- auditioned, with
and
without
an
auxiliary
moving- coil
amplifier. The latter was the modestly priced
Ortofon MCA- 10, abattery powered unit offering a good performance, and whatever the
technical arguments it did not prove difficultto
establish that aconsiderable proportion of the
sound of the preamp resided in the m- cinput
circuit and that this, in fact, was the weakest
link. Use of the auxiliary head amplifier
resulted in anotable subjective improvement.
In conclusion, Ifeel the content of the
Armstrong review still stands, and that a
further look at the headamp design would be
worthwhile.
Armstrong have also pointed out that the
failure mode noted on the full power 20kHz
an +2i.LF test has been checked and found to
be due to blown 5amp supply fuses, not
transistor failure as might have been implied
in the review•
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POLISHED STAINLESS
STEEL BLANK
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HIGH COPPER
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COPPER

ARCHIVE
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e• NICKEL PLATE

STAMPER
STAMPER

STAMPER
FOR MASS PRODUCTION
RUNS

CONVENTIONAL
HOT STYLUS BURNISHING CUT
STRETCHED ALUMINIUM
ALLOY BLANK
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PRODUCTION

NICKEL
ELECTROPLATE
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Clearly DMM does not hold the only key to
analogue disc perfection; Ortofon, for
example, believe that further improvements
in conventional pressing are possible, these
including better control in the plating process.
For example, careful grading of the preplating
nickel deposition can dramatically reduce
stress effects and thus control echo from this
source, while greater skill applied in the
silvering process for the acetate can transfer
far more end- of- side musical detail to the final
pressing than is currently achieved by the
average market product. Polygram have
researched echo properties in detail, and have
published their results, these including an

outline for improving the manufacturing
process, of which the major recommendation
is for areturn to copper electroforming rather
than the recent and cost-effective all- nickel
technique.
Thus the prospects for acontinuing improvement in the vinyl LP are good, and the medium
would seem to have many years of worthwh ile
life yet.
At last, itwould appearthatthe major record
companies are becoming aware of pressing
quality and after all, the industry and
consumer investment in analogue disc
equipment cannot and should not be written
off overnight •
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COME AND LISTEN TO THE
WORLD'S FINEST
LOUDSPEAKERS — including our
very own, new and compact FIDELIO.
It is over twenty-five years since we, at MUSIC IN THE HOME, acclaimed QUAD's
original Electrostatic Loudspeaker, and this remarkable design remained our automatic
top choice for avery long period. More recently,however, although loudspeakers of amore
conventional kind have shown significant progress, not only in performance but also in
terms of compactness, we continued to scan the horizon for the promised successor to the
QUAD ESL. At last, after agestation period of some 18 years (which ought to secure it a
place in 'The Guinness Book of Recorde!). QUAD have unveiled their ESL 63 and we
invite you to spend some time in its company at our studio, where we are sure you will agree
it was worth waiting for.
We realise, of course that the cost of such components places them beyond the reach of
many music lovers, and such people will continue to find our studio an oasis of practical
good sense You will be astonished to discover, how closely you can approach the most
exalted levels of audio excellence at afraction of the cost. Indeed, the kind of complete
domestic sound system we arc able to install nowadays for less than £450 has to be
heard to be believed and it is based on our own new, compact FIDELIO loudspeaker.
We have produced the FIDELIO to complement the famous BBC-designed LS3/5A,
which has beenour bestseller for some eight yean and whose extraordinarily beautiful and
truthful performance continues to astonish all who visit our studio for the first time or after a
prolonged absence. Moreover, when apair of FIDELIOs or LS3/5As is reinforced by an
Audio-Pro Sub-Woofer, the outcome can only be described as sensational, and we would
urge all true music-lovers not to miss so remarkable an experience.

We are open daily from 9.30-5.30 (Thursdays 9.30-1.00; Fridays 9.30-7.00)

Heinitz & Kirk Ltd

MUSIC IN THE HOME

35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone 01-229 2077

111011 CAS 4040

WI
A

CREEK
AUDIO SYSTEMS

We now offer you the chance to listen
and find out why the £ 99 CAS4040

is becoming the most talked about
amplifier to arrive for years.
CAS4040 40W Integrated Amplifier

Price£ 99 inc VAT
Available at any of the following dealers.
Ashford
Photocraft Hifi
Beckenham HiFi Connections
Belfast
Lyric HiFi
Birmingham Griffin Radio
Brighton
Brighton HiFi
Bristol
Radford HiFI
Castleford E. Wiley
Derby
Active Audio
Dublin
Noel
Cloney
Eastbourne
Jeffries HiFi Enfield
A.T. Laboratories
Gateshead
Lintone
Audio

Glastonbury Avalon Audio
HuddersfieldLevetts
Audio
Ilford
A T. Laboratories
Leeds
Audio Projects
Lincoln
Critics Choice
Liverpool
WA Brady & Son
London
Studio 99
London
Grahams HiF i
London
Sound
Organisation
Lytham St Badgertracks
St Annes
MiddlesGilson Audio
borough
Newquay Kemow Audio

Norwich
Basically Sound
Nottingham Nottingham Hifi
Oxford
Westwood &
Mason
Radlett
Radlett Audio
Rayleigh
Rayleigh Hifi
Reading
Reading Hifi
Southampton Hampshire Audio
Stockport Bespoke Audio
Tonbndge Tonbridge HiFi
Windsor
Radford HiFi
WolverMidland Nei
hampton
Studios

Write to us for aleaflet and up to date list of dealers.

Creek Audio Systems
95 Ashurst Road, Friern Barnet
London N12 9AA
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Nine pickup cartridges
8 exotic moving-coils & 1moving-magnet
IT IS ALMOST two years since my last look at some of the most costly
moving-coil cartridges forHFN/RR in November of 1980; that piece of
work covering five models — the Dynavector Diamond ( DV100), Linn
Asak, Mission 773, Koetsu MC1 Rosewood, and Supex 1000. During
the intervening period there has been agreat expansion in numbers of
these expensive cartridges and not all of them can be covered here. We
have chosen nine examples; the new and less expensive Black Koetsu
(not to be confused with the ' Black Level' models) at £350; the latest
Dynavector Karat Diamond at anew reduced price of £350 ( two models
on from the previous review version which cost £ 500) and the Zenn
MCZ-7 at £ 170 — anew Japanese model. The latest and most costly
Denon is also covered, the DL305 costing £370, plus the Fidelity Research
MC202, which sells at around £200.
An obvious competitor to the Koetsu Black has emerged in the form
of the Kiseki Blue at £350. A moving- magnet newcomer comprises
Shure's V15 V which, at £ 120, appears in the high priced grouping, and
updated reviews of the Asak and Mission 773 have been included.
At present those involved in marketing are only too well aware of the
strange state of affairs prevailing in the UKtoday. The lower and middle
price brackets have been strongly invaded by pseudo- hi-fi rack systems
where neither the cartridge nor, for that matter, the loudspeakers are
taken seriously. Middle and upper range buyers of some discernment
appear to be impoverished, so that sales volume is much reduced by
comparison with previous years, but the superfi group is still active.
A few years ago cartridges above £200 were something of ajoke, and
yet today there are anumber of alternatives all available at even higher
prices. For example, Koetsus at the £750 level exist, while both Audio
Technica and Sony are indulging in cartridge engineering fantasies in
this price area. Sony's Esprit model uses a sizeable solid diamond
cantilever where the stylus tip is ( laser) cut directly onto the cantilever,
obviating the usual bond here; the cost and skill involved in this
procedure must be enormous. The top few percent of Asaks go through
arigorous selection procedure and are elevated to the higher price 'T'
category, this also involving some minor internal adjustments and
modifications. The 'T's sell for just over £250 each.
In the original review Iput up some sort of justification for the
purchase of these exotic cartridges but perhaps Imissed some of the
more important points. In the context of ahigh quality disc replay chain
costing £2,000-£5,000 and avalued record collection of not dissimilar
worth, bearing in mind that the music replay must begin at the
cartridge, then an investment in a costly model does not seem
disproportionate. If you can hearthe difference and can afford it, as well
as ensure its compatibility with your chosen system, then you may well
consider its purchase.
With ancillary equipment of genuinely high calibre, the rewards are
genuine enough in music terms and, as was once pointed out by Dr
Tominari of Dynavector, the subjective improvement remains even
when the poorest of older recordings are concerned. An interesting
aspect of very high quality equipment is its ability to recover more
music from all sources, for although program defects do not by any
means disappear, they are nonetheless reproduced in aless annoying
fashion. Presumably factors such as a smoother response, lower
distortion, better transient behaviour and improved retrieval of
musical detail and atmosphere, are all partly responsible. Certainly it is
well known to experienced audio demonstrators that top class
program can sound impressive even on modest equipment, but the
true ability of the superfi system is more clearly shown on poorer
program, when the more modest system appears to exaggerate the
faults to a level where the result is aurally unsatisfactory. A notable
aspect is the subjective audibility of clicks and pops on records, for
often a disc may be perfectly acceptable on aquality system and yet
sound disturbingly noisy on another and inferiorset-up. Tracking force,
stylus quality and frequency response smoothness, both subjectively
and objectively assessed, all play their part in the way in which a
cartridge can influence the overall result.
While more realistically priced cartridges— usually moving- magnet
these days — can provide avery competent standard of performance,
certain aspects, particularly fine points of sound quality, can be further
improved — albeit at a price. These factors can be rather difficult to
quantify and concern the precision and stability of the stereo image
impression portrayed, the level of musical and recording information
recovered without exaggeration of technical faults, plus an accuracy of
tonal balance which is consistently good over awide range of program.
An impression of confidence and security while tracking the groove,
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as well as an ability to reproduce ( convincingly) transient sounds over
the whole audio range is also important.
Design details which together help to attain such aperformance may
be outlined as follows. When constructing the generator, the part
producing an electrical output from the mechanical cantilever input,
the output power should be maximised from alow source impedance
to produce the best bandwidth, immunity to electrical loading and
signal-to-noise ratio in the equipment following. The moving element,
whether coil or magnet, and its attached cantilever assembly, need to
be firmly attached and pivoted, ideally at a single point so that the
planes of motion are precisely defined over awide frequency range.
Mechanical damping is required at this point to control the inevitable
high frequency resonances, and both the pivot suspension and
damping are critical in determining the coloration, tracking and ability
of the generator to resolve stereo information accurately from the
opposing groove walls. Compliance and frequency response are also
strongly controlled here.
As the name implies, the cantilever is amechanical lever reducing the
relatively large effective mass of the generator to a low value at the
stylus tip, effective tip mass being the prime limitation to high frequency trackability. Lightweight, high rigidity, and good resonance
control are all key factors in cantilever performance, with avariety of
forms and materials employed to this end.
Many forms of stylus tip have been proposed and less satisfactory
realisations have also been tried. In the past, stylus quality variations
have been severe and a prerequisite for a quality cartridge is an
accurate symmetrical stylus of good polish and geometry. At present
the type which offers the best subjective replay is still the elliptical, ( as
opposed to the pseudo- elliptical or bi-radial forms also available).
Interestingly, such true el I
ipticals often come with exotic labels such as
'Hyper-elliptical', ' Super- elliptical', ' Vital' or line- elliptical.
Research has shown that tonearms can also be responsible for
coloration, due to structural resonances, and such responsibility
extends via the cartridge and its tonearm mounting to its internal
structure. A high performance generator is wasted if the mechanism
is poorly mounted or indeed if the complete unit cannot be securely
fixed to the headshell, and in their efforts to reduce cartridge mass,
many designers have compromised structural integrity.
Test method
Following established procedures the cartridges were subjected to a
detailed programme of la btests and auditioning. For the latter acurrent
Ittok/Sondek ( Valhalla) was extensively used with both felt and Audio
Ref mats and, where appropriate, aMission 774 in aThorens TD125was
pressed into service. Amplification was by Sony Esprit ( soon to be
reviewed in HFN/RR)and Mission 776/777, with Quad ESL-63, Spendor
BC1, and Celestion SL6 speakers. Mastertape comparison replay was
used via an IEC/NAB Revox B77.
In the lab the frequency responses were assessed from 10Hz to
45kHz, with an investigation of trackability, distortion and separation,
while mechanical compatibility factors such as mass, compliance and
low frequency damping were also noted. Much of the data is represented in tabularform and is more or less self explanatory and the styli were
also subjected to expert scrutiny; ( Expert Pickups, Ashtead, Surrey).

Denon D1305
Denon have long been active in the moving coil field and their classic
DL103 model has been produced for many years now, the design
chosen for use at NHK,Japan's broadcasting organisation. Fitted with a
spherical stylus the 103 remains a fine cartridge even by today's
standards. Although some mild tracking limitations are present, Denon
have since strongly pursued a policy of refining both stylus tip and
trackability. If taken to the limit the latter tends to dictate high compliances, while a correspondingly low body mass becomes another
objective. In this way the relatively high mass but rigidly inert structure
of the 103, with its moderate and well balanced compliance ( mass
8.5gm, compliance 12cu), has given way to the low mass and high
compliance of Denon's most costly model to date, the DL305, ( 5.8gm
mass, 33cu compliance).
The body design does present some problems when attempting to
mount it firmly in atonearm. Made from arelatively soft plastic, and
possessing mounting channels rather than the more desirable
complete holes, it is not possible to bolt the cartridge in very firmly— a
marked contrast to the strong arrangements of the Kiseki or Koetsu, for
example, which have metal mounting plates.
However, Denon have used thei rexpertiseto better effect elsewhere;
for example, the cantilever is athin-wall boron tube cutaway at the tip.
Here, a tiny, grain-oriented diamond stylus is precisely cemented.
Denon usetheir own process to produce the boron tube,which is said to
have an amorphous or non-crystalline structure ( crystalline boron is
extremely brittle) while the diamond splint is of rectangular section
100pM x 50µm, ground to what Denon call a ' special elliptical'
geometry. Claimed effective tip mass is 0.17mg, avery low value.
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B &W LM1
A MICRO
REVOLUTION
IN SOUND
REPRODUCTION
For the first time Micro Size
means great sound at home,
in your car, yacht or caravan.
B&W, who created the
loudspeakers used by all
the world's major recording
companies, now miniaturise
their professional monitor.

NRDC

AMBISONIC UHJ
SURROUND SOUND DECODER
PERFORMANCE
Input level
40mV-2V RMS
Output level
600mV RMS
Distortion < 0.03%
Hum
— 91dB ref 600mV
Noise
— 80dB ref 600mV
Overload + 10.5dB
Dynamic Range 90dB

The first ambisonic decoder specially produced by Integrex for this British NRDC backed
surround sound system which is the result of 7years research by the Ambisonic team.
The following ten
push button
selected
encoded formats Stereo
are decoded to
Super stereo
Ambisonic ( widestage)
format (4to 6
8 format ( 3ch
speakers):
input)
Mono
UHJ

Matrix HJ ( BBC)
R.M. (from which
QS is derived)
BMX
SO
Spare (future
development)

Push-button selection is provided for speaker layout as follows:—
forward preference
Distance compensation > or e3 metres
Rectangular layout (with variable control for 1:2 to 2:1 rectangles)
Hexagonal layout (0°)
Hexagonal (
se)
PRICE £88.50
DIN standard sockets
240V AC mains operated
inc VAT & delivery

DOLBY 'B' NOISE REDUCTION UNIT
Trademark of Dolby
Laboratories Inc.

Typical performance
Noise reduction betterthan9dBweighted.
Clipping level: 16.5dB above Dolby
level ( measured at 1% third harmonic
content)..
Harmonic distortion 0.1% at Dolby level
typaily 0.05% over most of band,
rising to amaximum of 0.12%
Signal tenoise ratio: 75dB ( 20Hz to
201-1z, signal at Dolby level) at Monitor
output.
Dynamic Range > 90dB.
30mV sensitivity.

1=1
B&W Loudspeakers Ltd
Meadow Road Worthing West Sussex mil
TeL ( 0903) 205303

2RX

r- Please

send me fi.'!! information about the
B&W LM1 loudspeaker system

Add DOLBY to your tape system! ( cassette or open reel)
Unitsfor 3head tape machines (
le simultaneous decoded
playback) and 2head machines (
ie switchable encode/
decode)

Name

Please send SAE for complete lists and specifications

Address

HN21
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PRICE: for 3head tape machine
£96.60 inc VAT & delivery
for 2head tape machine
£77.74 inc VAT & delivery

INTEGREX LTD.

Portwood Industrial Estate, Church Gresley,
Burton-on-Trent, Staffs DEll 9PT
Burton-on-Trent ( 0283) 215432 Telex 377106
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considered to be of very low mass.
The low frequency compliance was high at 33cu, suiting it to low
mass arms and even here, some damping could be helpful. Most
moving-coil amplifier inputs are suitable, but not the older low
impedance matching transformers with 3 or 10 ohm marked
impedances, although ( with some high gain very low noise preamps)
it might just be useable without any step-up at all.

lkHz sguarewave (note ultrasonic cutter ringing)

As can be seen from the drawing of internal construction, the
moving-coil assembly is wound cruciform, with the magnetic yoke
geometry optimised to reduce variations in output level which might
otherwise occur under large stylus deflections. While Denon's coils are
wound with more turns than usual, generating a higher output level,
the coil's resistance is also correspondingly higher and the true power
output is then quite typical of the genre. In using asmall coil assembly
Denon employ a very strong rare earth alloy magnet to recover a
reasonable voltage.
Subjective performance
When the 305 was tried in the Ittoktonearm both the low frequency and
high magnitude of the subsonic resonance of this combination was
unfavourable, resulting in significant stylus deflections. The output
lacked sufficient stability for sensible evaluation and the Mission 774
tonearm was therefore employed as an alternative. With mild viscous
arm damping, the 305 proved much more stable in its relationship to
the record, and auditioning could begin at the optimum 1.3g m downforce.
Basic factors were disposed of relatively quickly with trackability
considered excellent and tracing distortion generally low. Tonally it
sounded clean and open, clearly lacking the oft- encountered movingcoil richness, although surface noise was alittle more obtrusive than
usual, this was partly due to the low downforce providing less effective
groove cleaning and partly because of the mild lift occurring at high
frequencies. Definition was fairly good in the bass but not astaut orwel I
focused as the best examples. In the mid- band it sounded sweet and
pleasant but it lacked some of the character, known on certain voices,
while the treble lift gave asuspicion of a 'feathery edge' to the vocals,
especially breath noises and sibilants. Compared with the best
examples the stereo presentation lacked a little of the space and
ambient solidity available on recordings.
DENON
DL3O5

FREQUENCY
RESPONSE/
CROSSTALK

Conclusion
Good as it is, and undoubtedly representing a substantial technical
achievement, in my viewthe DL305failsto justify its price. Perhapswith
the treble rise controlled and astronger bodywith improved mounting,
plus amuch lower compliance commensurate with a1.8g m to 2.0gm
downforce, the judgement would then agree with the price. It must,
however, be said that if low tracking force was the main objective, then
the DL305 is one of thefinest moving- coil models in current production,
and would certainly be kind to records.

Dynavector DV1 7D
The Dynavector series of gemstone cantilevered cartridges has made
rather patchy progress over the several years since its introduction. I
was lent one of the venifi rst pre- production Rubys, expected to sell for
around £ 100.00, and this black- bodied example sounded magnificient,
proving the theoretical soundness of the high cantilever stiffness/low
damping approach. However, within weeks it failed, the stylus bonding
to the sapphire cantilever proving inadequate.
A second went the same way, while a third suffered cantilever
rotation. In fact the latter problem afflicted asignificant proportion of
production models later on, and the tip bond problem was finally
solved by laser drilling the cantilever for direct insertion by the
gemstone splint. Further developments resulted in the 100D, adiamond
cantilevered version possessing astonishing bandwidth, and earlier
this year arevised version was released carrying the new insignia ' 17',
this corresponding to the already rather short cantilever being reduced
from 2.3 to 1.7mm ( most models are 4-6mm.). This reduction was
ostensibly to produce afurther improvemnt in performance but also
permitted the use of amuch smaller diamond from which the cantilever
must be cut, thus lowering the price from the original £500 to aslightly
more comfortable £344.
On a recent test Iwas less than convinced by the new 17D and
Dynavector must have shared some of my misgivings, as they were
happy to supply a second sample of revised design when this new
review was commissioned. The first had a high compliance ( 34cu)
requiring 1.4g m for asensible tracking angle, but then exhibiting poor
vertical linearity due to limited cantilever excursion. The new version
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One listener commented that he felt less involved with the music
when the 305 was wired in, but despite these comments it must be said
that this is afine cartridge, but possibly not sufficiently competitive in
its exalted price category.
Lab report
It is obvious from the performance table and graphs thatthe Denon is a
highly accomplished technical performer. The midband frequency
response met close limits, with some rise occurring above 5kHz
reaching + 2dB by 20kHz and levelling off towards 40kHz,which wasthe
estimated tip mass resonance. Channel separation was extremely
good, approaching 40dB mid- band and exceptional elsewhere, while
balance was fine over the entire range. Trackability was also excellent
and low distortion levels were measured, with fine vertical symmetry
and linearity. The HF waveforms were above average shape and the
squarewave response indicated avery fast audio range response, with
awide bandwidth ( fast risetime) and the usual portrayal of the 40 kHz
disc cutter ringing.
Stylus examination revealed afine quality tip, neatly mounted and
accurately aligned. Surface shaping was very good, of true elliptical
form and measuring 7x18,um forthe minor and major radii. Ground on
a50° conethe diamond was grain orientated for maximum life and was
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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tested here has arevised suspension with a2gm nominal downforce
and a much lower compliance of 8cu. The latter's low value gives
control of the vertical deflection of this very short cantilever which is
something of an about turn for Dynavector.
Inevitably some degree of trackability compromise must ensue;
however, the important thing is whether or not it sounds better. Ican
immediately confirm that it does.
Built on a lightweight 5.3gm body, this polyester moulding is
reinforced with glass fibre for added rigidity. Mounting is via asmall
almost rectangulartop face, with internally threaded holes. Despite the
reinfoi cement, these are of limited strength and I
have known instances
of enthusiasts using epoxy resin adhesive to cement permanently in
place short sections of threaded rod. These provide high strength fixed
bolts for firmer attachment, afactor of renewed importance in the light
of the recent lowered compliance, since energy coupling to the arm will
be greater.
Internally the construction is unusual, primarily to allow sufficient
underside clearance with such ashort cantilever. The coil assembly,
much smaller than usual, consists of 40 turns of 11 micron silver wire,
the assembly approximately 1mm square, and is mounted on the upper
surface of the diamond cantilever adjacent to the suspension. At the
front, the cantilever bar is cutaway to locate the tiny stylus stone, a
rectangular splint of excellent finish.
With a 30 ohm coil resistance the output voltage is reasonable at
40mV/cm/s but in real terms the power is low at 50µW and agood low
noise moving-coil input on the amplifier is essential.
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... LISTEN
Cleartone Hi Fi have the best listening room for top end
equipment in the North of England make an
appointment NOW.
Permanent demonstrations of Linn Products, Meridian,
Mission, Nytech, ARC, A&R Cambridge, NAD,
Heybrook, Logic, Dais, Acoustic Research, and many
more.

A member of
HiFi markets
156-158 Blackburn Road. Bolton. Tel: Bolton 31423/22636
52 Drake Street, Rochdale. Tel: Rochdale 524652

HIGH TECHNOLOGY
JORDAN

50mm MODULES
AMPLIFIERS
and
SYSTEM DESIGNS

LOUDSPEAKER DRIVER
eFilm Diaphragm Driver of Electrostatic Quality
•System Power Rating 100 Watt Max
•Above 400Hz - 20kHz approx
•Dim 590 x 128 mm approx
•Weight 3.3kg
ifTweeter may be used as Mid Range

JORDAN 50mm MODULES are miniature moving coil loudspeakers of
very advanced design. They have a high power bandwidth, very low
distortion and aquite exceptional transient response— acombination
of features unmatched by any other drive units.

with Optional Super Tweeter
•Sensitivity 86 dB/Watt Mean at
1 metre approx

JORDAN 50mm MODULES used as the basis of complete loudspeaker
systems achieve aquality of sound that has aworld wide demand and
which has earned them international recognition as being amongstthe
finest loudspeakers available.

•As used in the Infinity System
IRAs manufactured by
Strathern Audio.

AND NOW—THEJORDAN AMPLIFIER. In ordertofully compl iment the
detail resolving power of the JORDAN 50mm MODULE we have
developed a superb amplifier system featuring high speed MOSFET
output devices, passive or low level crossover facilities and input circuitry
to match any magneticor moving coil cartridge. Theamplifiersystem is
also beautifully styled in spite of being made in England.
PLEASE WRITE directly to us for full details of our products and their
many unique features which cannot be listed here. OR BETTER STILL
send £3.00p ( UK) or £5.000p ( Overseas) for the JORDAN MANUAL
which provides an invaluable reference article on sound and its reproduction together with full details and drawings to enable the home
constructor to assemble arange of superb loudspeaker systems from
bookshelf to linear arrays having performance features far in advance
of any current ready made systems.

E. J. JORDAN LIMITED
Stoneyway, Bovingdon Green
MARLOW, Bucks. SL7 2JH
Telephone: Marlow ( 06284) 2526
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R.F.R. DOWLING

7 Bachelors Walk, Lisburn. Tel: 08462 71272
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Judging by the latest sa mple, the 17D is suited to medium- high mass
arms, and even a25gm mass model is permissible,with no additional
damping required.
Subjective Performance
Rated highly on audition the 17D provided a highly controlled and
stable output of a dry, neutral character. Disc surfaces were
comparatively quiet, indicating good stylus geometry and groove fit,
while the bass was clean and tight, the mid- range well detailed and
open, with alively, transparency. Treble information was reproduced
without emphasis or smearing, showing fine transient control plus a
smooth, flat subjective frequency response.
DYNAVECTOR
DV17D
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Very slight mistracking occurred on some complex peaks,— and, of
course on ' silly' recordings such as the Telarc 1812 — but in general
most program was handled with areassuring stability and confidence
(the original 17D tracked extremely well, but lacked this feeling of
confidence).
In presentation, the 17D was more forward than classic cartridge
examples, with atrace of veiling and flattening of perspectives in the
dimensions of depth and ambience.
Lab report
Taken in a low mass arm ( EM=5gm) the 17D frequency response
showed a lift at low frequencies near the subsonic arm/cartridge
resonance, but the degree of lift will depend on the arm chosen, and
normally would be less than 1-2dB at 30Hz. The response was
extremely flat right up to 50kHz, with fine channel balance and very
good separation, which confirms its frequency neutrality and overall
control. In view of the known record cutting faults, the squarewave
reponse was well nigh perfect, with atrue flat top, minimal overshoot
and afast risetime all in evidence, and with the remaining abberations
reflecting transient faults in the original cutter head.
Stylus examination noted atop quality, naked stone of essentially
elliptical contour measuring 7.5 x 19i.im with some sweeping of the
major radius hinting at extended contact. The minor radius was atrifle
large and figures nearer 5m can give improved end-of- side tracing,
while the vertical tracking angle was higher than average at 27 0 ,thé
official standard being 20 0 — the short cantilever the main cause here.
Tip mass was low, with afinal resonance judged greater than 60kHz;
tracking was satisfactory. Values greater than the test downforce
were required for secure Supertrack reproduction and the mid intermodulation sections. Otherwise the generating linearity was good,
with normal values obtained on the distortion orientated
measurements.
Conclusion
In my view this latest version of the Diamond joins that select band of
high performance exotic cartridges. Here, preference is a matter of
taste, to some degree, and the 17D is well worth trying to see whether it
would suit your particular system. If aclean, open and neutral balance
is your prime objective, with no tonal character or emphasis, then the
17D could be the right model for you.

Fidelity Research MC202
FR's most expensive model has been a heavyweight headshell
model for some time now — the 702. Iregarded it as arather doubtful
contender, primarily due to its fairly high compliance which resulted in
a dangerously low and poorly controlled subsonic resonance in
combination with its high mass.
The less expensive MC202 model is
universal type for the normal 1
/2in.
fixing screw centres and weighs amoderate
7.5gm.With a compliance of 20cu it is
suited to arms in the low to medium
mass group, ideally with some form
of viscous damping. Interestingly, this
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subsonic resonance criterion ( 10Hz target, allowable range 8-12Hz)
rules out the use of FR's own rather massy detachable headshell arms.
Sharing something in common with another earlier top line FR
model, the FRI III, both this and the 202 possess amarked treble rise
within the audio range. Later versions of the Ill contained a shunt
capacitor, adetail omitted from the 202, and as supplied a6dB rise is
evident by 16kHz, making any worthwhile subjective judgment
impossible. The UK agents suggested the same cure as once used for
the Ill, a 1.5µF capacitor ( in this case a miniature high quality
tantalum component fitted by RTJ in their in- line adaptors) in parallel
with thecartridge output. Thiswastried for both auditioning and the lab
measurements.
Despite the use of a high energy magnet and a 9ohm resistance
moving coil assembly, the output power is quite low at 110µW and a
genuinely low noise mc input amplifier will be required for best results.
The construction is fairly conventional, with a thick gold coloured
mumetal screening cover and strong complete hole fixing centres. An
aluminium alloy cantilever is used, aligned for aslightly high vertical
tracking angle in play, and ahigh quality Namiki Vital stylus is fitted, this
atrue swept radius elliptical now common to many top models.
Subjective Performance
Considered to be unacceptable in this quality context without any
special loading, fortunately such use transformed the sound. Tonal
balance become good over the audio range and the midrange was of
particularly good quality, while the treble forwardness was reduced to
the merest hint; for example, lending atrace of extra crispness and rasp
to brass instruments. Disc surfaces were also ashade noisy.
Compared to the finest models, the imaging lacked some degree of
stability and confidence; ( partially attributableto the lack of damping in
the lttok arm). Bass was to agood standard, if slightly soft compared
with the best, whilestereo imaging was well above average, with anice
FIDELITY
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sense of ambience and apretty good portrayal of depth.
Subjectively assessed, trackability was generally good, though with
the occasional vocal sibilant showing some mild slurring and left-torig ht ' splash.'
Lab report
The wild frequency response is shown, together with the loaded
version. The latter metaclose tolerance ± 1dB from 30Hz to 20kHz and
demonstrated fine channel balance,this characteristic extending to the
crosstalk or separation, responses, suggesting a high degree of
symmetry internally. Channel separation was fine, with control
showed to the highest test frequencies though transient anomalies
were still present at frequencies beyond audibility as shown by the
squarewave response, this incidentally changed very little with the
1.5i.LF load — the overshoot was only reduced by afew percent.
The superb quality Vital stylus measured 6 x 20,iim in minor and
major radii respectively, with alignment and mounting both very good,
and tip polish excellent. The grain- orientated low mass, rectangular
section stone was ground to the optimum 55 0 cone angle, with atrue
elliptical shape of slight, swept ' line' extension.
Low frequency trackabi I
ity was very good, with Supertrack handled
at 1.5gm, this well within the test downforce. However, the high
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frequency intermodulation band gave some trouble, and the noise
distortion levels were slightly high, though not seriously so.
Conclusion
The MC202 was much improved by the suggested loading and is a
cartridge of good sound and overall performance. However, on
balance its attainment is not sufficient for me to recommend it with
confidence; for example, FR's own MC201 does adecent job at amuch
reduced price and offers rather better value. On test the 202 did not
inspire great confidence, though perhaps Ihave missed something — I
am told that the even more costly MC702 has many devotees.

which sounded alittle in front of the mid register. Ambience was well
reproduced, though with less feeling of weight that we are used to. As
with the Koetsus, the exposition of detail on complex passages was
exceptional.
Lab report
In the low mass test arm, some bass lift appeared on the frequency
response, this dependent on the total effective mass in operation. The
frequency response drifted slowly and gently down from 50Hz to 8kHz,
by atotal of almost 2dB before rising acouple of dB by 20kHz, and the
output continued smoothly beyond without asignificant peak to 50kHz
—the test record limit.

Kiseki Blue
It was perhaps inevitable that the critical acclaim awarded the rare and
costly Koetsu cartridges would inspire others. The Kiseki is the brainchild of aJapanese enthusiast who has spent many years developing
moving-coil models and their associated step-up devices and
headamps. Mr Fokadu set anumber of targets for his Kiseki Blue — a
name derived from the cobalt blue anodised finish of the magnesium
aluminium alloy body. The latter is machined from solid bar to maximise
the mechanical integrity and link the generator firmly to the generous
flat mounting plate; good coupling between cartridge and arm mount
is thus assured where sensible platform headshells are employed.
As with the Koetsu, unusual and high quality materials are utilised in
the construction, with special care taken over the material and form of
the suspension damping unit. A miniature lathe was built to wind the
coil assemblies, these using ultra high purity, oxygen-free copperwire.
The damper rubber was chosen to maintain performance consistency
particularly with respect to temperature, as many moving- coils are
susceptible to temperatu re variations, and often perform attheir best at
awarmish 22-26 0 C.

Like the Koetsu MC1, the cantilever is of thin wall aluminium alloy
reinforced by a boron overlay. An elliptical diamond stylus is fitted, a
type similar to that used for the current Dynavector Diamond, and
comprises a tiny miniature rectangular splint, which in these two
cartridges has the long axis aligned with that of the cantilever, instead
of across it as its usually the case. Provided that the tip is ground from
the new axis, this procedure does increase the strength ofthe cantilever
tube at the tip, reducing the size of the cross cut aperture.
With the coil resistance at 5.3 ohms ( inductance negligible) and a
moderate output, most headamps are suitable and no special loading is
required. The agents provide anote to the effect that the performance
reaches optimum after about 15 hours' playing time and that a65%
relative humidity at 22° are also beneficial. The 15- hour running- in is
unexplained.
The spec quotes a 1.6-2.2gm downforce range and we adopted
2.0gm for test. A ± 1dB, 20Hz-20kHz frequency response is given with
the overall range extending to 50kHz, plus ahigh 30dB 1kHz separation,
and all models are checked and measured in the UK before distribution.
At 11.4gm body mass it is certainly no lightweight, but it has a
moderate compliance of typically 13cu and is suited to awide range of
arms in the 4-13gm effective mass range. The fair degree of subsonic
resonance control suggests that arm damping is unnecessary and that
higher mass arms, though not theoretically ideal, would still work well.
Subjective performance
It was apparent early in the sessions that the Kiseki has a legitimate
claim to be included in the ' super' cartridge group. The sound
possessed that integrated, solid and stable character which makes
listening that much more relaxed. Despite the obvious technical
similarities with the Koetsu Black, in fact the two did not sound alike. If
anything, the Blue appeared somewhat lighter and airier with amore
explicit and slightly more forward treble register — taken alone the
latter was one of the best heard, with a remarkable shading of fine
detail. The sound was transparent and well focused and appeared low
in the usual distortions as well as groove tracing anomalies.
The midrange was sweet with apleasant character, and the bass was
clearly to ahigh standard, providing good weight, depth and firmness.
Stereo images demonstrated depth and precise left- right patterns,
though the former was reduced somewhat on occasion by the treble,
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Fine stereo separation was recorded, good performance to the
highest frequencies being aparticular feature. This indicates that the
generator geometry and dynamic alignmentwere maintained overthis
wide frequency range, while channel balance was also excellent.
Trackability was as expected for this class and compliance of
cartridge. Normal modulation levels were happily disposed of at the
test downforce and not unexpectedly, asmall addition to 2.5gm was
needed for Supertrack (+ 18dB at 300Hz). Distortion levels were quite in
order, and the low overshoot on the squarewave correlated with the
smooth overall response, while the sag at the top and bottom of the
squarewave confirmed the charted mild downtilt of the output with
increasing frequency.
Stylus examination confirmed the high quality of the stone, though
the amount of adhesive used to secure the tip was greater than
expected. A true swept elliptical, the tip measured 6x18,m with fine
symmetry and excellent shape and polish. The profile tended to aline
but without adangerously large major radius.
Conclusion
The Kiseki Blue is avery fineca rtridge of undoubted musical quality and
technical merit. It would come very high on my short-list of superfi
models, and in this respect beg insto justify itselevated price. However,
its particular character suggests that some care should be taken when
matching it to other components— it would happily partner asystem
with aslightly exuberant upper midrange and adelicate well controlled
treble register — something like the latest series of Meridian M2 active
speakers, for example. Its particular blend of qualities may well make it
the preferred choice.

Koetsu Black
The creator of this model, Yosiki Sugano, was not attempting to
produce a less expensive ' Rosewood' when he developed the ' Black'
— rather he was trying to improve some pa rameters and yet atthe same
time make the manufacture a little easier so that higher quantities
could be produced. However, his obsession with quality still leads to a
large number of ' finished' Blacks being scrapped — ( much to the
importer's dismay).
The various Koetsu models have been popularly described by their
casing material and colour. The ' Rosewood' was previously reviewed,
and asuperior version encased in onyx is also available, known rather
confusingly as the ' Black Level.' The new model reviewed here costs
rather less and employs asolid, black anodised aluminium alloy body

lkHz squarewave (note ultrasonic cutter ringing)
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and inevitably perhaps it is called the ' Black'. Twostrong complete-hole
mounting lugs allow the cartridge to be firmly bolted to the arm.
Some characteristics are similar to those of the ' Rosewood' version,
namelythe same coil impedance of 5ohms; the very high output power
(calculated to be 1600µW) and the wide bandwidth. For the ' Black' the
frequency response is specified at + 2dB, 10Hz-50kHz, using asensible
high mass arm.
The cantilever is made entirely of boron in astep-tapered form, and
a more conventional means of stylus tip attachment is used. On the
'Rosewood' only the tiny tip section cone was brazed by its back face to a
flat, ground onto the cantilever. With the new ' Black', the tip is inserted
in ashort slot with adhesives used above and below to secure it.
Body mass is reduced from the 129m of the ' Rosewood' ( higher still
for the 'Onyx') and compliance has been upped slightly in an effort to
improve trackability.
The resulting subsonic resonance is pretty lively, with a 15dB rise
suggesting that damping would help, but when extensively tested in
our Ittok arm, lacking adamping facility, the results were, in fact, so good
that this cartridge must clearly be regarded as amarginal case with
regard to the need for damping. The output pins are of normal size and
are better spaced, making it easier to install than the earlier model.
As with the ' Rosewood', special care has been taken over the choice
and form of the suspension damper and it is herethat agood proportion
of the ' Koetsu sound' resides.
Subjective Performance
No doubts were expressed concerning the excellent sound quality of
this cartridge. Surprisingly, it did not resemble the ' Rosewood' very
closely except in its ability to remain clear and detailed through musical
passages of high complexity, where ordinary cartridges simply blur
and splutter over the heavy modulation. This ability is more than mere
tracking and concerns the resolution of fine detail in complex material.
Tonally it is distinctly different, providing afrequency balance much
nearer to neutrality. Depending on your point of view, the ' Rosewood'
is musical and the ' Black' atrifle on the'hard' side; alternatively, it could
be said that the ' Black' is correct and the 'Rosewood' essentially too rich.
However, neither viewpoint prevents these two models sounding very
good in the appropriate system. The ' Rosewood' defines arich, sweet
balance of great and evident low frequency power which lends an
impression of great depth and space, with a firm feel to ambient
information. By contrast, the ' Black' is lighter and more forward in the
mid, with explict detail, but more of afrontal effect in terms of image
perspective and depth. Ambience is nonetheless very well portrayed
and stereo localisation is particularly crisp.

— one of the very few with agenuinely fine minor radius.
The frequency response was highly uniform measuring + 1.5,
—0.6dB from 30Hz to 20kHz, and + 0.8, — 0.5dB over the vital midband,
100Hz-5kHz. The oft-encountered presence drop was almost absent,
and the usual treble rise beyond, virtually negligible. Both balance and
separation were very good, although not in the spectacular class noted
for example, in the case of the DL305.
Both distortion and trackability wereverygood overall, with only one
section, the + 18dB Supertrack requiring a0.7gm excess over the test
2g m downforce; (the 'Rosewood' needed 3.5gm). In practice it would be
hard to catch out the ' Black' except on the outrageous exam ples such as
the infamous ' 1812'.
Conclusion
The ' Black' was consistently musical over awide variety of material,
promoting afeeling of confidence and possessing great integrity over
the audio range. Reproduction from vinyl disc can never be entirely
satisfactory, but acartridge such as this can do an exceptional job in
providing the optimum subjective result. Within its extravagant price
context, therefore, the ' Black' can perhaps be sa id to represent va lue for
money. Some may prefer the original 'Rosewood' (soon to be replaced
by another version), but I
think the ' Brack' is more faithful to the original
sound. ( in contrast to the Asak, when the ' Black' was used in the
Linn/Wok combination, aAudio Ref mat was preferred to the Linn felt
mat.)

Linn Asak DC-2100K
When asked for an explanation of the compl icated name for th is by now
well established model, the Linn designer said ( perhaps in jest) that it
represented ' DC to (two) one hundred ( kHz) — the effective bandwidth'
Of such are Linn myths made!
This review is abrief update on the previous test as the model has
essentially remained unchanged, but the graphs and tabular results
were taken from anew sample. Made for Linn in the Supex factory, the
Asak comprises alightweight, medium output, moving-coil manufactured to Linn's own design and specification. A low tip mass model,
fitted with afirst-rate 'Vital' scone, the.aim was to produce atop class
cartridge at apassably realistic price.
Rigidily constructed, it may be securely fitted to atonearm, though
when used with Linn's excellent socket- head bolt kit, some reasonable
care should be taken to avoid cracking the body.
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The treble was not only of very good quality but appeared to unite
with the midrange in abalanced manner quite lacking the disembodied
effect noted with certain other top class cartridges. With some models
the treble register above 5-8kHz is elevated, or even mildly coloured, and
draws attention to itself, but this is certainly not true of the ' Black'. A
particular quality was not fully appreciated until the most recent test
amplifier was used— the Sony Esprit. Acertain lack of stereo precision
on trebletransients, thoughtto be aprogram fault and heard with many
cartridges was in fact found to be reproduced correctly using the ' Black'
when apreamp of sufficient quality was employ—I
The bass performance was as tight and focused as we have yet heard,
and overall the presentation was secure and stable. Piano was notably
well reproduced with an almost tactile immediacy.
Lab results
With its compliance measured at 14cu the recommended arm mass
range is 6-15gm, this on the face of it ruling out the higher mass
detachable shell types, although it could well be worth atry with some
of the better examples of this genre. The output was high enough to
drive any known m-cpreamp and in consequence hum levels were low.
Expert stylus examination revealed alow mass, top class stone of
true swept elliptical grind and with excellent polish and alignment.
Possessing an optimal 55° cone angle the tip radii measured 5x18eLm
30

Subjective Performance
While anumber of tonearms can give good results with the Asak, it is
undoubtedly the Wok which does it justice. When carefully
aligned and maintained at acomfortably warm 22 0 C ( plus) temperature,
the audio output is very good indeed. Its midband was particularly fine,
demonstrating atonal purity and musical quality of the highest order,
this allied with asplendid transparency and sense of depth, space and
ambience. The bass was extended, with well focused transients and a
lively, tuneful quality, while the treble was well above average,
possessing considerable detail plus anatural frequency balance and
perspective. Occasionally this was an area of weakness with slight
tinkly or tizzy effects noted.
In general, it rated as agood tracker, with the kind of stable focused
sound typical of top classdesigns, but it could sometimes be caught out
and just how serious this is may depend on the particular sample
concerned, as well as the preferred programme.
Lab report
In the past Linn have suffered from some variability problems
regarding the Asak but these have hopefully now been resolved as they
were associated with a particular batch which rapidly reduced in
compliance over the first few months of use.
The frequency response has acharacteristic downtilt falling by 3-4dB
over 30Hz to 6kHz in asmooth trend. The treble remained more or less
level thereafter, its rise delayed until beyond audibility at above 20kHz.
Balance and separation were both very good, though the latter was not
quite to the standard of earlier samples tried, and interestingly the
noticeably ' rich' frequency balance did not seem obvious to the
listeners. With alift at4OkHz, theotherwise slightly droopy squarewave
response showed some exaggeration of the cutter ringing but the
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Lab report
High magnification microscopy and ax500 shadowgraph revealed a
good quality naked, grain-orientated stone of true elliptical form,
excellently shaped and measuring 5 x 19p,m. The major radius has
been gently swept to give a mild contact extension without any
increase in the overall major radius. There was, however, amild short
fall on polish and setting.
The output was not as high as for most moving- magnet designs, and
a more sensitive preamp of 2mV sensitivity for full rated output is
preferable.
Compliance measured 24cu, which was still atrifle high, but provided
good trackability for all but the most taxing modulation. Both Supertrack
and the midband intermodulation .... s.jons caused some difficulty, but
the noise intermod results were particularly good.
As before, the frequency response was very uniform and held to
within + 1, — 0.8dB from 30Hz to 30kHz, while both separation and
leading edge overshoot was well controlled.
As before, stylus tip quality was exceptionally good and a true
elliptical Namiki ' Vital' stylus of fine polish and measuring 6x
was fitted.
Trackability was somewhat reduced by comparison with others in
the group, and the Supertrack was not even passed at 3g m. A slight
increase over the nominal 2gm downforce was also required for the
next lower 300Hz level, and the midband intermodulation result was
also questionable. In other areas, however, the distortion/trackability
balance was well judged.
Conclusion
Despite minor reservations, mostly concerned with tracking, the Asak
continues to set avery high standard for its price category, and conveys
asubstantial proportion of the qualities expected of asuperfi model. A
good Asak will concede little to the most costly cartridges currently
available, particularly if used in asufficiently good quality tonearm. I
have no problem in recommending the Asak but concede that for some
its defects may be too serious.

Mission 773HC
This established cartridge has recently been relaunched in a revised
form with the HC suffix. While both the price and overall technical
performance have been little altered, the latter has been subtly
changed for the better. The change gives a fascinating insight into
cartridges and reveals the importance of design, as opposed to technological innovations alone, for by established cartridge promotional
precepts, the HC should be not only different but inferiorto the original,
since the boron cantilever and Paroc line stylus of the latter have been
replaced by aconventional aluminium tube carrying an elliptical stylus.
However, these alterations in themselves have not appeared to injure
the performance in any way.
The original showed some intrinsic tracking limitation which
necessitated arather high compliance, this also associated with ahigh
vertical tracking angle. New tooling for the pivot damper has allowed a
realistic tracking angle to be achieved, with compliance reduced to
medium levels, now suited to arms in the 4-10gm effective mass range.
Trackability has also been improved. A particular feature is its 200 ohm
coil winding which provides ahigh output sufficient for most movingmagnet preamp inputs, which could be a strong point with some
systems.

IkHz sguarevvave (floe ultrasonic cartridge

Subjective Performance
Always a neutral and open sounding design, the original sometimes
hinted at a ' glassy' upper treble — an aspect not reflected by the
sinewave response and suspected to be due to the line tip. With the HC,
this abberation is now well controlled and the treble is to a high
standard. Stereo images were well defined with apleasing sta bility and
asatisfying feel of ambience and perspectives, while the bass was to a
good standard, if not quite as taut and well differentiated as with some
of the more costly models.
In the midrange the tonal balance lacked the slight hardness noted
with the original model. An above average tracker, its limitations were
showed in the occasional highly complex section — choir and orchestra
for example — where some loss of clarity and detail resulted.
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balance were very good, the squarewave response correlating well
with the measured results, with anotably flattop seen within the cutter
head ringing.
Conclusion
Despite aslight lack of trackability the 773HC shows further refinement
and is an important example of ahigh output moving-coil design. The
sound was much appreciated on audition, providing awide response
free of emphasis or tonal imbalance, and in view of this and its overall
quality the 773HC comfortably gains recommendation at its appropriate
price.

Shure V15 V
VV hile the Shure Vi 51V has done well enough on the world market,there
were some critics ( myself included) who felt that certain qualities of the
preceding Ill model had been sacrificed in the final engineering
compromise found inthe IV. For example, the use of an improved stylus
contour ( the HE) did not seem aparticular advantage until retrofitted to
the III, where the sound quality was distinctly improved as regards both
treble clarity and end of side tracing for their older model.
With the V, however, Shure engineers have made an ambitious
attempt to solve a number of problems related to good cartridge
performance, many of these not actually associated with the technical
aspects of the cartridge itself. Reasoning, and with good evidence, that
cartridges are difficult to fix and align accurately, and that setting up
faults are responsible for major losses in performance, they have
produced acomplete alignment kit for each cartridge and if the detailed
instructions are followed, the result is a high degree of alignment
accuracy for vertical tracking angle, vertical tilt or rotation plus twopoint zero error tracing.
On the engineering side, Shure's investigations into cantilevers
showed that the type of material had less effect than the way in which it
was employed. Maximum stiffness versus mass is, of course, achieved
by the use of thin walled tubes, but these are difficult, if not
impossible, to form in some of the exotic hard materials often used
recently and would suffer from excessive brittleness. Beryllium was
judged asuitable material, offering ahigh resilience, low density and
high stiffness, and by using aspecial technique, Shure now fabricate
their own thin wall beryllium tube. Just 12.5µm thick, the stiffness
allows asensibly long cantilever ( a rather different viewpoint to that
evidenced by Dynavector's Karat series), sufficient to attain atracking
angle very close to the 20 0 standard.
Reduction in tip mass has provided an extension in response of this
moving- magnet cartridge to beyond 35kHz, as have changes to the coil
systems, the latter reduced in both inductance and winding resistance.
The extension has also meant that it is possible to dispense with the
questionable seismic high frequency damper attached to the magnetof
the IV. With a detachable stylus the overall mechanical rigidity is
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Model
Type
Output ( HA
Body mass

needs MC input)

Low frequency compliance ( 10Hz) ( 10 -6 cm/dyne = 1Cu)
Specified downforce
Test downforce
LE resonance in lab arm ( 774)
frequency/amplitude
Output at 1kHz 1cm/s velocity
Recommended loading
Recommended arm mass
Recommended arm damping
Generator impedance
Hum level
Typical price/(stylus repl.)
Stylus Data
Type
Finish and alignment
Tip geometry
Estimated tip resonance
Estimated vertical tracking angle
Frequency Response 30Hz-20kHz
Response
100Hz-5kHz
Separation, 100Hz, 1kHz, 10kHz
Balance 1kHz, 10kHz
(JVC TRS1007, 1005. B&K OR 2010 ( lateral)
Trackability /Distortion
Dovvnforce for 300Hz lateral + 15dB
Dovvnforce for 300Hz vertical + 12dB
Downforce for 300Hz lateral + I18dB ( supertrack)
(CBS STR 112)
Total Harmonic Distortion
300Hz lateral at + 9dB
300Hz vertical at + 6dB
High frequency waveform (visual insp.)
Mid- band intermodulation ( 1 + 1.5kHz)
24cm/s peak lateral difference tone
High frequency intermodulation: 10kHz pulsed
24cm/s peak (TTR103)
Pink noise intermodulation: % octave
Bands 12kHz, 16kHz, 20kHz, difference
Energy 1-4 kHz % octave analysis
Comparative Ratings/10

Technical
Subjective
Value

Denon DL 305

Dynavector Diamond DV17D

Fidelity Research MC202

moving-coil
low ( HA)
5.8gm
33 Cu
1-1.4 gm
1.3gm

moving-coil
low ( HA)
5.3gm
8cu
1.8-2.2gm
2.0gm

moving-coil
low ( HA)
7.5gm
20 cu
1.5-2.0gm
1.8gm

8Hz/+ 12dB
0.05mV/62µW
100-500 ohms
3-6gm
could be helpful
40 ohms
good
£280 (£ 1401

16Hz/+7dB
0.04mV/50µW
100-500 ohms
10-25gm
none required
32 ohms/90pH
good
£344 (£223)

fixed, nude elliptical
very good, oriented
7x 18p.m, 50° cone
40kHz
22°

very good, oriented
7.5 x19pm
>60kHz
27°

+2dB, -0.2dB
+0.5dB, - 0.2dB
32dB, 40dB, 25dB
0.2dB, 0.4dB

Kisaki Blue

Koetsu Black

moving-coil
low ( HA)
11.4gm
13 cu
1.6-2.2gm
2.0gm

moving-coil
high ( HA)
9.5gm
14 Cu
1.7-2.2gm
2.0gm

9.8Hz/+16c113
0.033/1100V
30-500 ohms
6-12gm
worthwhile
9ohms
good
£200 ( )

11Hz/+10dB
0.05mV/500µW
50-580 ohms
4-13gm
marginal
5.3 ohms
very good
£350

5011 to 500 ohms
6-15gm
could be helpful
5ohms
very good
£345 (£ 192)

fixed, nude elliptical
very good, oriented
6x20µm, 55° cone
38kHz
25°

fixed, nude elliptical
very good, oriented
6x18pm, 55° cone
>501d-lz
25°

fixed, nude elliptical
very good, oriented
6x 18µm, 55° cone
>50kHz
22°

+3dB, - 0.2dB
+0.8dB, - 0.2dB
28dB, 30dB, 25dB
0.1, 0.1dB

see text
see text
29dB, 28dB, 23d8
OdB, OdB

2, - 0.8dB
0.8, - 0.8dB
213dB, 30dB, 29dB
Cfd13, 0.2dB

+1.5, - 0.6dB
+0.8, - 0.5dB
30dB, 30dB, 26dB
OdB, 0.4dB

0.9gm
0.7gm
1.3gm

2.0gm
1.3gm
2.6gm

1.29m
0.8gm
1.5gm

0.3%
1.5%
good
2.4%

0.27%
3.0%
good
3.5%

0.5%

1.4%

1.2%, 4%, 6%

1.8%, 4.5%, 6.5%

7.5
6.0
4

fixed, nude semi-elliptic

e )

1.5gm
0.95gm
2.5gm

0.24%
2.7%
fairly good
2.2%

7.0
7.0
4.5

0.36%
2.2%
good
2.0%

1.3%

0.6%

0.55%

1.8%, 5.5%, 7%

1.9%. 3.3%, 6.5%

1.8%, 3.5%, 5%

8
8.0
6

8.5
8.5
7

7.0
5.5
4.5

SHURE V15

Shure's established and effective damper/dust collector is retained
on this model but may be dispensed with if so desired. This device is
also in keeping with the design approach for the model, namely to
control those side factors which can detractfrom the performance of a
good product- arm compatibility, record warps, alignment, electrical
loading and finally temperature. In the V these are better controlled
than with any previous Shure design, and provided that the sound
quality justifies the effort, then the results should at least be consistent
over awide range of circumstances and systems.
The price is Shure's highest yet at atypically advised £ 120 ( note the
relatively modest user replacement stylus cost of £50). However,
discount stores may sell them for less.
Subjective performance
Upon audition it did not take long to realise that this model had
something special to offer, and represented amajor advance over both
the IV and more specifically the IIIHE. The treble was particularly good,
providing a subtle unexaggerated quality with fine detail and tonal
differentiation, good end-of-side clarity, and awelcome freedom from
the surface noise effects often encountered at such low downforces. A
difficult area to quantify, the stereo appeared superior in the treble

1.5gm
1.1gm
2.7gm

0.33%
2.6%
good
2.3%

(note: XILIA, = X x10 -12 watt)

unlikely to be as high as for afixed stylus design, but Shure have taken
care to minimise structural play and self resonance wherever possible.
For example, the stylus holder has two side bars which firmly grip the
sides of the cartridge body when inserted and the mounting
plate is a metal alloy casting for firmer tonearm attachments. Shure,
however, supplied relatively soft nylon nuts for fixing, clearly not
designed for agood bolt tension.

11 3Hz/+15dB
0 .09mV/1600µW

DAMPER ON

I
iI

450pF
DAMPER
DISENGAGED
150pF
FREQUENCY
RESPONSE /
CROSSTALK

10

20

50

100

200

500

lk

2k

5k

10k

20k

104

FREQUENCY 111

range with sharper transient localisation, plus improved vocal
sibilants, while bass was above average. In addition, the midrange has
been notably improved, now possessing fair stereo depth, pretty good
clarity and a beguiling sweetness, which makes for very relaxed
listening.
Tested with 300pF of loading, the overall balance was considered
nèutral with a slight softening at extreme high frequencies. When
judged very ciitically against other models three or fourtimes the price,
the Vdid betray amild veiling and muddling of fine detail. It also lacked
the feeling of ultimate image precision, depth and solidity (this
assessed while taking good account of intrinsic frequency balance
differences). Conversely, the V's tracking was enviably secure at all
times, even on the most difficult program.
Lab report

L

iwoofflee%

1kHz, square wave, 47k, 150pF (note ultrasonic
cutter ringing)

As with most moving- magnet cartridges the V exhibits a mild
sensitivity to electrical loading and the manufacturer's recommended
250pF/47 k- ohms will give the best result. Using 150pF asmall shelf of
treble loss appeared, and with 450pF, however, gave tight + 0.15,
-2.5dB limits from 30Hz to 20kHz and, if partnering slightly brighter
systems, the slightly drooping response obtained on the 100/150pF
loading might be preferred ( see square wave photo with its minimal
overshoot, wide bandwidth and slight leading sag on 150pF).
Separation Was very good, particularly at high frequencies, and
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Linn Asak DC-2100K

Mission 773 HC

Shure V15 V

Zenn MCZ-7

moving-coil
low ( HA)

moving-coil
high

69rn

69m

24 cu
1.8gm
1.8gm

moving-magnet
high
6.5gm
27 cu
0.15-1.25g m
1.1gm

moving-coil
low (HA)
5.1gm
14 cu
1.9gm

12Hz/+13dB
0.045m/570nW
30-500 ohms
8-20 gm
marginal
3.5 ohms
very good
£207 (£155)

9.5Hz/+8dB
0.4mV/800µW
100f1 to 47k
4-12gm
not required
200 ohms
very good
£157 (£78)

9Hz/+11dB
0.7mV/450nW
471d1/250pF
4-14gm
damper included
95011/330mH
very good
£125 (£50)

12.5Hz/+6dB
0.04mV/800µW (est)
10-100 ohms
6-18gm
not required
2ohms
good
£170 (C136)

fixed, nude ellitical
very good, oriented
6x 18ism, 55° cone
>50kHz
22°

fixed, nude, ellipt
very good, oriented
5x18µm, 55° cone
est 35kHz
27°

detach, nude elliptical
very good
5x18nm well shaped
est 38kHz
22'

fixed, nude, semi-ellipt
very good, oriented
6.3 x19nm, 55' cone
est at 38kHz
24°

12 cu
1.8-2.2gm
2.0gm

+3, - 1.5dB
+1.6, - 1.2dB
29dB, 32d8, 26dB
OdB, 0.4dB

+1, -0.8dB
+1,-0.6dB
29, 35, 26dB
0.12dB, 0.3dB

+0.2, - 3dB
+0.2, - 0.6dB
28dB, 31dB, 28dB
0.2dB, 0.2dB

+3.5, - 0.6dB
+0.6, - 0.6dB
29dB, 36dB, 27dB
0.2dB, 0.8dB

2.1gm
1.4gm
failed at 3gm

1.5gm
0.8gm
2.3gm

0.6gm
0.6gm
1.0gm !

1.5gm
1.1gm
2.2gm

0.5%
2.0%
fairly good
3.5%

0.28%
2.8%
fairly good
4.0%

0.38%
2.2%
good
2.0%

0.26%
1.8%
fairly good
1.6%

0.28%

0.55%

0.3%

1.2%

1.8%, 3.8%, 5%

1.7%, 2.2%, 3.8%

1.0%,

7.5
8.0
7.5

7.0
7.5
7

9.0
7.0
7.5

2.2%,

4.8%

1.8%, 4%, 6%

7.0
7.0
6.5

channel balance was excellent, the output showing fine symmetry. All
distortion and trackability results were first rate, with Supertrack
disposed of at just 1gm downforce.
Expert examination of the stylus found anon-grain orientated rondel
of low tip mass and clean adhesive mounting - rather better than that
on the IV. A true elliptical tip of clean symmetrical shaping, the minor
radius was fine at 5m with asensible matching major radius of 18gm.
Alignment was fine and for the first time on aShure stylus agenuinely
high state of polish was observed in the contact region, ( Shure's new
Masar polish).
Despite the exceptionally good trackability, compliance was lower
than with previous models at 27 cu and, in conjunction with the optional
stabiliser, allows use with awide range of tonearms from 4to 18gm
effective mass.
Conclusion
Shure at last appear to be back on the right track with this elegant
performer. Its accessory pack ensures' accurate fitting while the
computer-aided production tests will aid consistency. Its own physical
characteristics will also contribute to the whole. A neutral, confident
and relaxed performer with amagical sweetness rare among movingmagnet designs, this new model justifies its price and can be recommended, particularly for those who desire effortless tracking and low
record wear.

Zenn MCZ-7
Another Japanese built moving-coil cartridge the MCZ-7 comes from a
small range of models distributed by Tapehand of Croydon. Set neatly
in asmall cylindrical section body, vaguely reminiscent of the Asak, the
mass is quite low at 5.1gm but despitethisthe unit iswell screened, with
firm fixing possible via its rigid moulding and full-hole fixing contact
centres. Two other models have recently joined the MCZ-7, the
aluminium alloy cantilever version at £ 100 looking interesting.
As with many recent models, the Zenn sports some technical details
whch may or may not contribute to sound quality. A solid boron cantilever is used, tipped with a 'Vital' stylus described as aline contact
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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1
kHz squarewave (note ultrasonic cutter ringing)

elliptical, not such a contradiction as it first seems, since the best
ellipticals tend to have some swept extension of the major contact
radius. The output was a healthy 800µW generated by silver coil
windings, from alow 2ohms resistance, and adouble pivot damping
unit is incorporated to help maintain a consistent performance,
particularly with regard to temperature.
Stylus examination revealed a naked, grain-orientated tip of high
quality. Shaping was very good, measuring 6.5x 1
9gm (slightly oversize) with excellent polish and alignment. The contour was essentially
elliptical.
Compliancewas moderate at 15cu and suited to awide rangeof arms
in the 6-18gm effective mass range, particularly in view of its useful
internal damping at low frequencies. Afair amount of energy is present
in the mounting and the heavier, more rigid type of tonearm is to be
preferred.
Subjective performance
The MCZ-7 seta surprisingly good standard, despite the presence of some
treble lift at extreme high frequencies. In general, however, the treble
was well controlled and one's awareness of the lift depended on the
program and the speakers in use; for example, records with heavy
brass sections or noiser surfaces exposed this feature as an increased
stridency and brashness, with amild emphasis of tracking distortion.
Stereo imaging was stable with a good depth effect, although
ambience was more restrained. The good quality bass did not excite
much negative comment, while the midrange was open and clear and
the design was rarely caught out on tracking. The output sounded
pretty confident even on difficult material.
Lab report
Tested ata 1.9g m dovvnforce, the cartridge passed allthe usual tracking
tests and was low in distortion with the usual slight increase required to
negotiate the Supertrack section securely.
The frequency response was highly uniform to 8kHz, though at
higherfrequenciessome liftwasapparent,forexample2-3dB by 20kHz.
It was more or less level thereafter as the reasonable overshoot on the

Í

ZENN MCZ-7
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10k
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1.01(

FREQUENCY M

squarewave response also suggests.
Channel separation was very good, heading towards 40dB at 2kHz,
and indicative of precisely orthogonal windings. Channel balance was
also very good.
Additional loading up to 1.5p1 has little effect on the response and
change must be effected by either atone control or perhaps by the
choice of suitable speakers with adepressed upper treble.
Conclusion
This cartridge is an interesting design, possessing areas of
considerable merit, and if the treble rise were to be taken into account
by personal tolerance or even preference, or by suitable system
matching, very good results could be obtained. Open sounding, and
essentially neutral, it offers fine stable stereo plus awell defined bass
and mid range. However, although it is well worth trying, the treble rise
is asignificant enough aberration at this price level to preclude outright
recommendation. lfthe al loy-cantil evered version does not represent a
noticeable compromise it could well be Zenn's best version.
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Angus McKenzie explaining why the new Sony UCX-S is the be
WhatAngus McKenzie doesn't know about
testi ng tapes, probably isn't worth learning.
Because Angus uses the very latest, computer controkd equipment
So when he got hold of Sonys' UCX-S tape
you can bet it got avery thorough going over.
It was the incredibly low print-through
of the UCX-S (see first graph) that
moved Angus McKenzie
to utter words like
'excellent' and even
'amazing:
And as you may know,
print through is becoming
vita I
ly important as the new

noise reduction systems push the noise floor
lower With Sony's new tape that's no longer a
problem.
The bias setting is almost exactly what
the IEC says it should be for atype II tape
(second graph).
This means Sony's new tape is
compatible with many more tape
decks than anyother high bias
type litape.
The high performance
of the UCX-S is largely due
to aSony breakthrough in
tape technology Which has now made
it possible to make the micro-fine surface
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seudochrome he's ever tested.
particles 30%smaller than on most other ta pes.
These particlesare also much more evenly
distributed on the UCX-S.
And that gives it amuch wider dynamic
range (third graph). With an VOL of +7.5c13
at 315Hz.
Easily the highest of any type tape.
And to keep it sounding better for longer,
Sony has designed the leader tape to be a
tape head cleaner as well.
Of course, because it's Sony, it also has the
famous SP mechanism, to make sure that it
alvvays runs smoothly
So it's easy to see why Angus McKenzie
thinks that the new UCX-S is the tape to

have ' if users are in any way concerned about
recording quality'
With praise like that we at Sony are more
than pleased with our new tape.
And when you play the UCX-S on your
system, you'il be pleased too. SONY.
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SONY TAPE PYRENE HOUSE. SUNBURY CROS
U
RY ON-THAMES MIDDLESEX
Thew grephs are an artre's impression and not derived from Angus's measurements
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V-95RX

The V-95RX and V- 90R are made to be left alone. Tell them
what they're required to do. Then ignore them and concentrate
on your music.
These TEACs are bi-directional. They reverse automatically at
the end of a side, so fast that you'll never notice. They're programmable, so you can hear exactly what you want to hear, as
many times as you like. If you do have to interrupt these decks,
you can do it from your easy chair by remote control.
There is, however, something about these decks you can't
ignore. Superb sound.
That's because they're built by the same people who build fine
recording equipment for studios and professionals around the
world — people who really know about music reproduction.
The TEAC V-95RX and V- 90R: just pure musical pleasure.
Features: • Real- Time Reverse • Positouch Transport Controls • Block Repeat
•Touch Fader Control System • Built-in dbe ( V-95RX only) • Computomatic
Program Search ( V-95RX only) * Three Heads * Three Motors . RC- 95 Positouch
Remote Control ( optional)

• "dbx" is a trademark of dbx inzprporated.

harman (AUDIO) U.K. LTD

Where Art and Technology Meet

Mill Street, Slough Berks., SL2 500 Slough (0753) 76911

In the first of two articles, John Atkinson reports on
new products and viewpoints witnessed at Chicago

TCity appears to be the same this year as

0 ALL INTENTS and purposes the Windy

last. As the journalist wrestles with the familiar problems upon arrival at O'Hare Airport;
of not worrying about inexperienced and
insufficient air traffic controllers running the
busiest airport in the world; of not remembering that this was where that DC10 crashed; of
recovering his luggage in the always-asurprise cattle shed of the International
Terminal — it's home team United and the
other domestic fines who splash out the comfort and carpets — of persuading the Immigration Officer that the journalist has no real
intention
of
overthrowing
the
US
Government; of ignoring the journalist's body
clock, which is quite insistent that it is midnight, not 6pm; of finding ataxi — good old
free enterprise and big city politics have made
it actually unlawful' for cabs to stop at the
International Terminal — the journalist is
almost overcome with nostalgia.
As the cab driver with the unpronounceable name, who is from Nigeria or Pakistan or
Jamaica or Taiwan, but never from Chicago,
talks the journalist downtown alongside the
CTA surburban railway, which will almost but
never quite reach O'Hare, the infamous Mayor
Daley's skyline is stRI the best in the world; the
Palmer House Hotel is still just as Saul Bellow
described it; the meals are still excellent; the
beer is still fabricated from chemicals and rice;
the courtesy bus still runs the journalist from
the Palmer Housetethe McCormick Place convention centre ( center?); and the show still
seethes with literally thousands of seriousminded distributors, dealers, representatives, and manufacturers getting it together
for the 82/83 season.
And yet there are changes. The cab driver
thinks the price of petrol — at half the UK price
— is killing business. The CTA railway went
bust lastyear and —familiartale—it was ruled
illegal to support the railway with local taxes;
while a one-off loan enables the railway to
buy fuel so that commuters can get to work,
HI-FI NEWS de RECORD REVIEW
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the wise old men try to figure out how to
make the economics of mass transport work.
Although the helpings are still gargantuan,
inflation has led to the cost of eating out
approaching UK levels. There are less
courtesy buses than in previous years and
they are less pu nctual. There may be crowds of
trade visitors at the show — up on fast year
apparently— but as one manufacturer put it,
'They're just looking'. Quantity rather than
quality, as the man said, afact reflected in hi-fi
sales trends. Sales of hi-fi separates are up by
10%, the journalist was told, but he was also
given the cash value of that increase, adrop of
8% IIn America, as in the UK, manufacturers
and dealers are working harderfor less return,
a pathway beginning to be littered with the
inevitable casualties, here Wharfedale, Alba,
and JR, there Advent and Beveridge. In
the short term, the consumer benefits as
mass-market audio has never been cheaper,
but in the long term, without sufficient profits
there is no point in anyone manufacturing or
stocking the stuff.
Not surprisingly, if the journalist is thinking
such thoughts in 1982, the retailers were
thinking itsome years back and those notcomm itted to sound reproduction were expandi ng
into other ( related?) areas. Two years ago, of
course, video was going to make everything
turn out right; a VCR in every home, to be
followed by a video disc player and then
perhaps asatellite aerial and aprojection TV,
would relive for manufacturers and retailers
the boom years of audio in the early '70s.
Unfortunately, although VCR saleshave been
healthy, there are signs that the heyday for
recorder sales are aver. There were
widespread stories of dealers having plenty of
unsold stock and thus lowering prices —$499
appears to be the ipso facto standard price for
abudget VHS machine — leading to the situation parallel with that in the UK where, even if
the customer makes a purchase, nobody
makes any money out of it. A quoted gross
margin on aVCR sale, for example, was under

10% and an that return it is not surprising that
the USA's 50,000 dealers are moving into new
consumer electronics areas.
However, the price-cutting on recorders is
relatively minor stuff compared to the fate of
RCA's video disc player. Whilst looking.
around shops, the journalist nowhere saw
pl ayers on sale for morethan $299, $249 being
common,and one dealer at the show quoted a
price of $ 199 — less than (130! — if the
customer bought acertain number of discs.
However, although sales are reported steady,
at the rate of return inherent in these prices it
would seem that RCA stands little chance of
recovering its huge investment in both r & d
and advertising, and rumours abound that the
giant corporation is having trouble making
ends meet and might well have to start
disposing of its valuable broadcasting assets.
As far as the technical side of things goes,
however, to try to attract those stand-offish
consumers RCA are belatedly trying to put in
the facilities they originally left out:
programmable random access, high speed
visual search, stereo sound with CX noise
reduction and — the journalist's first opportunity to use the buzzword of the show —
facilities for ' interactive' video.
Despite the 1981 SCES being flooded with
conflicting 'firm' dates for the introduction of
JVC's VHD disc player, dealers this summer
are less than upset to hear that the US launch
has been indefinitely delayed.
With Laser Vision, in the journalist's opinion
the only disc system to offer sufficient video
and audio quality to be worth considering as
'hi-fi', Pioneer and Magnavox are left fighting
a rearguard action, with both companies
introducing CX soundtrack noise reduction. It
must be admitted that for this viewer,
watchinga disc of Joni Mitchell'sSbadows and
Light live concert album on aPioneer video/
audio system proved to be avery satisfying
experience, with the typical rack system
sound deficiencies offset by the excellent
video quality. However, the optical system
price will always be too high — Pioneer's two
models cost $660 and $800, plus $80 for CX —
37

and one of the big rumours at CES was that the
The big new story from Toshiba and Onkyo
only way Pioneer were going to get sufficient
capable of driving 8ohm resistors and thus
was the inclusion of CX decoding circuitry in
return on the system was by licensing softmake the playing of recorded music aless entheir receivers — thanks, boys — whilst Trio
ware of the kind guaranteed to sell at any price
joyable
experience
for
the
eventual
and Technics have decided that areduction in
ie, pornography. Sadly, this is now leaving the
purchaser, then why should anyone care as
size is what's called for to revitalise the
long as there is apurchaser.
relatively healthy world of sexual stimulation
consumer's interest in sound application!
and becoming increasingly concerned with
In Europe, of course, it is hoped by the massThe only general trend apparent in hi-fi
brutality, violence and degradation. This
market manufacturers that the imminent
product design is to keep the once-every-sixdoesn'tappear to bother the tradea great deal,
arrival of Compact Disc will revitalise the
months product updates a-coming but to sell
who carefully refer to such films as ' Driller
public interest in listening to music for recthis year for $ 150 what last year sold for $200,
Killer' as 'Nasties' and flock to the stands of the
reation, but the American trade seemed less
thus ensuring that even if sales pick up,
companies concerned.
than interested in digital audio at CES, an
nobody will do any better than they did in the
It was reassuring to find that there were
attitude reflected by that of American record
depth of the recession ( now?)!
other areas for diversification at the show.
companies. One can understand why dealers,
It might well — and probably will — be
Predictably, the large companies who both
having had their fingers singed, if not actually
argued that such asituation benefits the condepend on ahigh volume of salesand havethe
burnt, by video disc, are not exactly bowled
sumer, who gets more for less. With video the
financial resources to enter new markets at
over by anything having anything to do with
journalist will agree that this is indeed true,
will, decided that 1982 was the year of car
lasers, but the attitude of the US software
and as long as manufacturers and dealers are
stereo, primarily because ICE and hi-fi often
people is hard to grasp. One would have
prepared to continue trading at aloss, it can
share the same retail outlets. Apparently the
thoughtthat even in the firstyear, the small but
only be good for the customer. This, however,
US ICE market already has a higher annual
committed market for Compact Disc, at whatis because the VCR is already such a techturnover than hi-fi; speakers and electronics
ever the price and quality ( see 'Letters' p.49
nological under-achiever that if the manuwere everywhere to be seen — luckily not
and also p.18) would guarantee acertain level
facturer left out anything more in order to
always to be heard — and even such comof disc sales and thus make the necessary
bring the price down, itwouldn'twork atall. All
panies as JBL felt the pressure of putative
investment in mastering and pressing plant
they can leave out are the facilities — which
profits and introduced arange of ( impressive)
worthwhile in the short, let alone the long,
they all already have done for the cheap
speakers. Sony were one of the few comterm. In the USA, however, it is not yet to be,
models. In mass-market audio, unfortunately,
panies who'd paid more than lip service to the
and the American launch will probably be at
with the exception of companies like NAD
idea of high fidelity in the car and produced an
least six months, and maybe even ayear, after
(and putting aside the question of 'dumping')
interesting, if pricey, active speaker system,
the introduction of CD in Europe.
the price is brought down by leaving out or,
which utilised the boot space to load apair of
If the US audio mass market will, lacking
more accurately, not devoting any resources
rear subwoofers and used front speakers to
Compact Disc, have to rely on such factors as
to, the componentswhich the naive consumer
provide the main stereo sound. It remains to
AM stereo radio, in-car audio, and stereo teledoesn't see, or doesn't realise he should
be seen, though, how well all these new
vision broadcasting for its revitalisation, and if
have. Good power transformers, for example,
entrants fare! ICE in the US is dominated by
the low Japanese end of that market has
are heavy and expensive, so an amplifier's
Pioneer and Jensen and they're fighting hard,
decided to dispose both of its profitability and
power supply is the first area to be deprived in
even in court, to maintain that situation.
its customers' long term interest, then as we
favour of fluorescent displays or three-tapeThe big hits of Chicago, though, were to be
move up in price manufacturers are still
deck switching or the facility to stack units
found in totally non- reproductive areas, home
reassuringly trying the traditional method of
without interconnect leads or infra- red
computers, TV games and cordless phones.
offering new products with some thought
remote control or microprocessor program
The sudden boom in home computers hassurapplied to the sound as well as the cosmetics.
selection or... the list of ' perceived value'
prised virtually everyone involved — it has
The journalist left the consumer electronics
features seen at CES was endless. According
taken Commodore ayear to follow-up their
circus of McCormick Place to visit the 'quality'
to one executive ' New automated convenience
moderately successful $200 VIC-20 with
hi-fi exhibits at the McCormick Inn and the
features available at areasonable price is the
cheaper versions — apart from Clive Sinclair
'esoteric' hi-fi exhibits at the Conrad Hilton
story today' and if an amplifier is then only
who, with Timex, is taking the US by storm.
Hotel it must be admitted with some relief.
The ZX81, now outselling the competition like
On the evils of coaxial cable
Suffice it to say, not only was there an
there's no tomorrow, is the largest selling
absence of hum but there was also a
computer from any manufacturer. And at
Iwas very surprised at Chicago to find a
noticeable change in the sound, obvious not
under $ 100, it's perhaps not surprising.
number of demonstrations using unshielded
only to myself but to everybody Ifrenziedly
Models from companies like Atari are selling
300 ohm twin FM cable, the kind used in Tdragged round to hear for themselves. The
well, but that Japanese company's bread and
aerials, for the connection between pre- and
unshielded cable was, sadly, preferred in
butter lies in games. Atari's Pac-Man is now so
power amp. ' Doesn't it hum?' Iasked at one
every case.
popular that a whole industry has mushsuch dem, only to get the rejoinder that as I
roomed from nowhere. Pac-Man magazine
Ithus measured the capacitance of the two
should be able to hear for myself, it didn't, the
cables and found that the — 3dB RC HF roll- off
and books, clothing and even cordless phones
preamp driving the cable having alow enough
with the output impedance of the Meridian
abound, and the flood shows no sign of
impedance not to cause any problems. The
went upfrom around 500kHzto around 2MHz. I
abating. The big three US game manufacvarious twists in the subsequent conversations
sent lkHz and 20kHz square-waves down the
turers are Atari, Intellivision ( Mattel), and
led to the opinion that coaxial cable can have a
cable, loaded as it would be by the Marantz,
Odyssey ( Philips), and the impact of the little
degrading effect on sound quality and that
and found virtually no difference on ascope in
mindless machines — 'they keep the kids
listening tests carried out by Peter Moncrieff,
either case. The scope, within its 5MH z
really quiet' — may be judged from the disof /
AR fame (see opposite), had shown that Radio
turbing statistic that Atari had 13 different
bandwidth, didn't show any extra RF hash to
Shack 300 ohm cable was not only extremely
be picked up, unless I
used adimmer switch in
million-selling games cartridges last year and
cheap but gave asuperb sound quality when
the cable's vicinity, so I
gave up worrying and
that even in the under-developed UK, sales of
used as signal interconnects!
just one cartridge for just one machine in 1981
learned to love the stuff: it's cheap, it's flat, it fits
After my experiences in the Linn room ( p.40),
under carpets and it sounds good; what more
apparently exceeded the total turnover of all
Iwas prepared to try anything so, having
could an audiophile want?
British hi-fi manufacturers.
bought 40 metres of the stuff for the princely
An explanation, of course! But this is, at
Which brings the journalist, who mig ht have
sum of $3.20 at the Michigan Avenue Radio
present, work in progress. Microphony of the
been forgiven for thinking that sales of hi-fi had
Shack store ( Ihave since discovered that RS
coax was suggested, and Idid find that some
been killed by the recession and by the switch
Components can supply it in the UK), Isubstiof 'discretionary dollars' to more attractive
very cheap very high capacitance coax was
tuted it for the pre/power leads in my own
microphonic. Unfortunately my coax was
areas, to judge by the exhibitors' stands at the
system, which are low capacitance coaxial
definitely not microphonic. M.C. has turned my
main show, back to his main reason for attendFM down-lead. These are around 10 metres
most recent thoughts towards the subject of
ing the show. It was very apparent that the
long and connect, currently, a Meridian 101
earthing, as the braid on the coax — which is
Japaneseare really only marking time as faras
preamp ( old model, but with later op-amp
their products are concerned. No matter
perhaps not as good aconductor as it ought to
output module and abeefed-up power supply)
be — as well as acting as the signal return, has
whom one talked to at the main show, the
with separate Marantz Ma- 5 class-A power
general attitude from both manufacturers and
to act asthe ground for the power amps. Sadly,
amps driving Celestion SL6s via 2ft of QED, a
understanding the black art of the organidealers was that in 1982 there is no real difpower amp/speaker combination which
ference between hi-fi products from different
sation of optimum earthin6 is beyond me, so I
works well ( although the preamp could
offer this short piece in the hope that
companies, hence their greater-than-ever
usefully be replaced by the new B version,
someone, somewhere, will be able to work out
need to emphasis facilities and flashing lights.
to judge by asample Iheard recently).
what is going on e
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On Wood and Air
IHAVE REFERRED before in these pages to
IPeter Moncrieff's 'underground' magazine,
International Audio Review* (
now published
as a monthly ' Hotline'), which often carries
thoughtsand ideasatfirstthought outrageous
but which sometimes later prove to be of substance. A chance meeting with Peter at CES
revealed that the Californian audiophile Enid
Lumley— who first made her reputation in the
'Letters' pages of the best-known US alternative mag, Absolute Sound — is now a
regular contributor to IAR. Enid conscientiously pokes and nags with utter seriousness ache
very fringes of the hi-fi/musical experience
and is an impressive lady indeed. To give
English readers notfamil iar with her writings a
possibly tantal ising glimpse, I
thought it worth
reproducing an extract, with her and Peter's
kind permission, from IAR Hotline 20, where
she boldly goes where no man or woman I'm
sure has gone before:
Placement of Audio Cables
There are several rules involved in the proper
placement of audio signal cables, but the one
I'd like to focus on now involves placing the
cables in air, versus laying them on asurface
or allowing them to touch an object at any
point between one component and another.
Any surface or object is a ( dielectric) material
less perfect than air, and so it adversely affects
the propagation of the music signal's electric
field, which travels in part just outside the
cable ( see Hotline 11). The best way, really, is
to have the cables totally in free space, touching nothing, in their journey. This is agood
argument for stiff bulky cables that can
suspend themselves without any support
whatsoever, not even with astring tied around
them.
Although astring does deg radethe sound, it
is the next best way to suspending the cables in
air, creating less problems than other
materials or propping them up on something.
Use acotton string and tie it around an interconnect cable, 20% inches from the tip of the
phono jack at the source end (the preamp or
head amp output). Tie it tightly so it can't slip
out of position, and hang so that the cable is at
least % inch from any surface or shelf edge. If
you hear no difference, it's probably because
your stereo is not set up optimally (this would
also involve other rulesforcorrectcable placement, as well as along list of 'dos' and ' don'ts',
which in time will be covered in other articles).
The improvement is subtle, but gratifying.
Music becomes more open and airy, with
more dynamics and less distortion, along with
less colorations. I've found 20% inches to be
the optimum distance from the source end. If
the cable is long, additional suspension points
don't seem to be sonically critical of
distance. It's reasonable that the first reflection point from the outside foreign ( dielectric)
disturbance back to the source ( preamp)
should be the most crucial.
With Archer (Tandy) 300 ohm twin lead as an
interconnect, you don't need to tie the string
around. Simply punch ahole in the dielectric,
half way between the two conductors at 20%
inches down the cable, insert the string and
knot it. The knot will prevent the string from
slipping out of the hole.
The effect of surfaces and edges is also
audible on the turntable leads and speaker
cables, although less so than with the interconnects between preamp and power amp ( or
head amp and preamp). It becomes abit difficult to suspend speaker cables properly.
"IAR Hotline is published 12 times ayear, annual subscription
$29. Details from IAR, 2449 Dwight Way, Berkeley CA 94704,
USA.
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Placing props underneath to raisethem off the
floor creates various colorations and hashy
garbage. The best sound is obtained by allowing the cables to fall gently on arug, making
sure they do not touch any shelf or speaker
edges in their journey, especially at the amp
end. If possible, arrange things such that the
cable will first touch the rug at 20% inches
away from the amp (for me this was not
possible, as I
want my preampwhich is located
on ahigher shelf). The thick wood shelf also
helps to block the electrical field generated by
the amp [see later], as otherwise, I'd need
more than three feet of separation.
To help control the effects of the rug on the
cable, use one of the static control sprays that
people use on their laundry. Spraythe rug with
it, along the paths of the cables, let it dry for
one day, and then place the cables along this
path. One treatment will last for quite afew
months, and you will hear less dirt in the sound
(there is no better word to describe it).
Suspending interconnects properly is much
easier if you place one component above the
other rather than side by side — which is
another good reason for choosing this
method of component placement (the first
reason is the degree of isolation provided by
two inch thick wooden shelves). Using this
method, both Marcof Megastrand cable and
thickly shielded Archer 15-1174 (ado-it-yourself job) will suspend in space using no string,
and will suspend without the left channel
cable coming within three inches of the right
channel cable ( three inches is optimum).
Shielding Powerlines
,To assist in keeping the audio cables and

equipment protected from the stray electromagnetic and electrostatic fields surrounding
AC powerlines, cover up all power cords and
extension cords with two inch thick wooden
boards or 2x4s. It sounds best if the boards do
not touch the powerlines, so run the lines in
corners; then you can prop the board against
the walls, or arrange two 2x4s in atriangle
where corner running is impossible. Cover up
everything, and get close to the first couple of
inches where the cord exits from the equipment.
For best sound, do not use particle board or
any processed wood (
e.g. plywood). Use
Mother Nature's wood, preferably milled
smooth. And for bestsound, finish it with an oil
stain or wax. This sounds better to me than
unfinished wood, or wood that has been
painted, shellaced, or varnished. Use the best
pieces of wood close to the turntable and
equipment, but cover all powerlines within a
ten food radius minimum.
At ten feet away, the average powerline will
create asoft fog or grain in the soundstage. At
closer distances one hears garbage, peaks and
glares — or electronic sounds, veils, harshness, and all sorts of wonderful things. Covering' up the powerlines results in an
improvement that all of you should easily
hear.
Do not use steel or any kind of metal to cover
up any wiring. The resulting degradation is
worse than doing nothing, and becomes
worse the closer the metal is to the stereo. The
shielding should be accomplished by adielectric substance.
Enid Lumley

Computer technology is spreading downmarket rapidly. The
latest cheap Casiotone uses alight pen to read 'music' into its
RAM, thus removing the player one step further away!
hOW Iv%
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Absolute Sounds' Ricardo Franassovici demonstrates that
the latest Acoustat electrostatics are just alittle larger than life.

The would-be a
Pioneer's Laser V

On hi-fi and tunes

Above: JI3L's
left-handed
L250 -wfth a
8460 fill their room with
(too much?) sound
whilst left: Infinity's RS1
aims to prove that if one driveund is good, several must
be great.

On the art of designing loudspeakers
it used to be thought that the bulk of one's
oudget should be spent on the loudspeakers,
and, to judge trem the latest monster offerings
at CES, this is still the case. Two years ago,
Infinity unleashed upon ( avery small number
of) audiophiles their $22,000 IRS, two massive
line sources of panerdrive EMITsand ENUMs,
coupled with two equally massive active SLIDwoofer towers: Vv'eli, the world reicession
continues to bite, so 1982 saw the appearance
of the RS1, asWniliar styled, but much smaller
and hence affemable (!) system at $4,S00. The
Infinity features beautiful woodwork, a point
in common with enew system from JBL, their
top of range L250. This features a cabinet
shape best descrebed as atruncated asymmetrical pyramid, the idea of which is to keep the
cabinet width, and hence diffraction, matches
to the driver dispersion, an idea most commonly seen in KEF's 105 models. Thus it is
narrow at the top for the dome tweeter ( the
same as used in their L112 and L150A Models
except that it has agold coatiro!) and wider at
the bottom for the 14in. cone 4in. voice co''
woofer. Midrange is handled by 5in. and Sin.
units, the latter of which has JBL's ' Symmetrical Field Geometry' magnet structure as
used for the woofer. The drivers are vertically
4(1

To judge bythe comments appended to many
of the completed survey forms we received
during May and June, there are three
people whose views readers of HFN/RR love
to hate: Paul Messenger, Alvin Gold, and Linn
Products' Ivor Tiefenbrun. Now PM and AG,
being
professional
writers,
have
the
opportunity to express themselves with competence at first hand in these and other pages,
but the views of Ivor Tiefenbrun are spread
mainly at second and third hand and, to be
charitable, Ihave often wondered whether he
had been misrepresented. Take this business
of ' singing along with the tunes', referred to by
the late Geoff Jeanes in July, or the dogmatic
insistence that putting another loudspeaker in
the room w;th the main pair unacceptably
degradesthe musical reproduction, adoctrine
guaranteed to raise the ire of the more experienced and kraowledgeable of reviewers ( see
Trevor Attewell's introduction to his most
recent •
HFNIf?R loudspeaker review, June
p.83). And this recent story that atelephone in
the same room as the loudspeakers has an
even more damaging effect, well surely the
wording must have been distorted as it was
passed along the line? As the MD of one of the
few companies to be steadily increasing
turnover in these gloomy times, afool IT. isn't,
and yet how can he be attributed with such
obvious nonsense as the statement that it is
impossible to hear the tunes with apoor hi-fi
system?
Fortunately — because Iwanted to extract
some clarification from him— or unfortunately — as Ivor has an extremely forceful personality — Iwas able to spend areasonable
length of time ( it seemed like twci hours but
was probably only 20 minutes) with him in the
Linn suite in the Conrad Hilton. Before
examining Ivor's arguments through the distorting mirror of my own perception, it would
be best to quote from the introductory paragraphs to an article of Ivor's entitled ' How to
judge ahi-fi system',which was published in a
UK trade magazine some .months ago, and
which is as succinct a summary of his observations as I've seen. •
AR's 9LS model puts HF and upper mid units within one
wavelength at crossover to optimise vertical dispersion_

in- line and the tront baffle slopes so that their
acoustic centres are above one another, and
the model comes in mirror image pairs. As
well as the L250, JBL introduced asubwoofer.
the 8460, which was said to be capable of
112dB spls below 70Hz. An 8in. driver is used
in a vented enclosure and the 4in. voice coil
consists of copper ribbon wound on an aluminium former to give 300 watts power
handling. In the limited size hotel room in
which Ineard the system, it croduce.d friphtening levels 'rem Soundstrearn master digital
tapes. but Ido wonder if sdbwoofers should
only really be used in rooms capable of- going
down that low.
If JBL on the West Coast cou Pd perhaps be
conside red to be approaching the ' English'
souno from one direction, the AR on the East
are doing likewise from the opposite. Four
years ago AR began a process of revitalisation with the introduction of their AR9
model, a toor-standing behemoth which,
foilowing the findings of Roy Allison and Bob
Berkovitz in the early ' 70s on speaker/room
interfacing, placed dual 12in subwoofersvery
close to two room boundaries, wall and fioor,
to eliminate bass/midrange aberrations due
to interference effects. The AR9 has had a ! ong life, spawning a multitude of less expensive
AR models, and AR used Chicago to launcI-tits
successor, the AR9LS. Although similarly

'Hi-fi, even the best hi-fi, is not asubstitute for real music. It is, however, possible
sized to its oredecessor at 120 litres, there the
resemblance ends. Only one 12in. subvvoofer
is used, but is coupled to the floor by having it
firing downward ir.to aslot-cavity at the base
of the speaker. This is in parallel with aforward
firing 10in. wo&er which itself crosses over at
200Hz to an 8in. midrange driver. Although the
woofers stick with AR's preference for paper
cones, the Sin, unit uses a row high loss fibrous material whieh ensures a minimum of
sharp resonanceswithinthe cone. Highlightof
the AR9LS, however, isthe new Lambda driver
(after lambda for wavelengtM.
Although this has one basic magnet structure, there_ are actually two motor/dome
combinations, a 3Smm for the 1100-5500Hz
region and a 19mm for the HF. By using one
magnet for both, the domescan beplaced very
close, which optimises the dispersion characteristic in the vertical plane, ie, there is minimum beaming ir the crossover region caused
by interference between the outputs from two
widely spaced drivers carrying the same
signal. The AR9LS will cost S1400 per pair in
the US and is joined by a smaller four-way
version, the AR98LS, and anew mini speaker,
the AR1MS, for use in cars but also in homes.
Apart from DCPV1 ( whose Time VVindow 2
proved capable of producing some very
natural sounds — they put up convincing
arguments that a speaker should be able to
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for the very best hi-fi equipment to bring
music, and the enjoyment of music, into
your home.
The primary characteristics of music
could be stated to be:1. The beat
2. The tune or melody
3. The merit of the performance
4. The message of the composer
It would be foolish to pretend that many hi-fi
systems get past the first stage.
A note from from amusical instrument is
never made up of asingle frequency of a
specific ampl itude. There is no such thing as
"laser" music. A note is made up of many
discrete
frequencies,
each
of
the
summation of these frequencies and
amplitudes is a note of a perceived pitch
with aperceived amplitude.
If any of the frequencies constituting the
individual components of anote are shifted,
or if any of the amplitudes of its frequency
components are altered, then the net result
will be ashift in the residual perceived pitch.
This means that apiece of hi-fi equipment
can actually change the pitch of anote it is
attempting to reproduce.
As few people have perfect pitch, this may
not seem terribly important in itself.
Because the resultant pitch ofevery note will
be changed, however ( generally towards a
mean associated with the particular shortcomings of the equipment employed) the
actual pitch relationships will also be
distorted.
Relative pitch changes are very easily
perceived but, if you try to reproduce, even
silently to yourself, the actual pitch of the
noises coming from a hi-fi system, it will
often prove extremely difficult. Although
the main thread of the melody could
possibly
be
followed,
secondary
instruments and vocals will normally prove
to be impossible to follow, as they appearto
have no melodic aspect.
If you perform this test with ahi-fi system,
you will find that it is, in fact, impossible to
sing along consistently with most systems.
This means that the system has, at least for
you, no musical merit whatsoever. In short,
it makes anoise.
transmit arectangular pulse ie, not suffer any
phase distortion— Daniel Queen's ' Pulsating
Spheroid' which uses awaveguide to attempt
to produce aperfect dispersion pattern, and
Acoustat's giant electrostatics, it is gratifying
to report that the UK speaker manufacturers
were providing much of the interest. Celestion's SL6, B&W's LM1, and Mordaunt-Short's
Carnival 3were all chosen for the prestigious
Design & Engineering Exhibition, While the
Quad ESL- 63, ayear after its launch, was still
the most talked about speaker. Strangers
would sidle up to one and furtively
ask ' What do you think of Fred?' aquestion to
which those not knowing that Full Range Electrostatic Dipole was the preferred description
of what we still refer to as the ' new Quad',
would have little reply. Wharfedale made an
aggressive showing of their new Mach and
TSR Mk11 ranges, which was ironic, considering recent history ( see p.16), whilst
Mission, who are by all accounts doing very
well, showed their new £89.95 baby, the twoway 70 which they hope will repeat the
success of their 700 ( at a price some 25%
lower, see p.38). Rogers, who have somewhat
of a recession- proof product in their LS5/8
BBC Monitor, introduced the Rogers LS1, a
rather attractive new two-way model, which
will spearhead anew range of polypropylenewoofered models •
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Unless you can sing along with asystem,
you are incapable of responding to it and it
cannot bring the benefits of music into your
home.'
Strong stuff, but before you reach for your
pen to write to the Editor, read it again. Note
carefully the distinction made between 'frequency', which is an objective measure, and
'pitch', which is not. Note also that the crux of
the passage quoted lies in the fifth paragraph
where it is stated that ' If any of the frequencies
constituting the individual components of
anote are shifted, or if any of the amplitudes of
its frequency components are shifted, then the
net result will be ashift in the resultant perceived pitch'! If this statement is correct, then
the subsequent paragraphs follow as sure as
eggs is eggs.
Now if we accept that at first sight dubious
premise on trust, what does ' singing along' do
to help? As anyone who has tried to assess the
quality of high fidelity equipment will know, it
is an extremely arduous undertaking. If an A/B
test is carried out, it proves almost impossible
to ' remember' asound, even for aperiod as
short as 5seconds, in order to compare it to a
subsequent sound. If, as with the methodology Martin Colloms has painstakingly
developed, the listening tests are carried out
sequentially, with one item presented at a
time, alarge number of tests have to be performed in order to minimise ' noise' when the
results are processed statistically. And yet, as
Ivor points out, we do have an absolute
reference with which to judge what we hear:
our sense of pitch. It isstill argued whetherthis
is abiologically innate or aculturally derived
ability, but from Pythagoras to Hindemith, the
experts agree that, within the recognised
limits of 'tone-deafness' and ' absolute pitch',
human beings can
differentiate pitch
differences. If alistener is played two chords,
one consisting of two notes aperfect or Pythagorean fifth apart ie, their frequencies are in a
ratio of 3:2, and the other consisting of two
notes a tempered fifth apart, as would be
heard on apiano ie, their frequencies are in a
ratio of 2x(2 -12 )
7 :2 ie, 2:996:2, he/she can
make aqualitative judgement between them.
But is it possible to compare what we hear
from ahi-fi system with this innate reference?
Here we getto the thorny subject of 'tunes'. As
Iunderstand it, by attempting to sing along
with the music, even to his/herself,the listener
can carry out this comparison. The music of
the melody and the frequencies of the written
notes are not changed — this would be magic
— but by carrying out this simple mental trick
the listener can sharpen his receptivity to the
system's deficiencies.
We did a lot of listening that afternoon in
Chicago and once Ihad managed to put aside

my prejudices due to Ivor's extreme attitudes,
Idid find that this sleight of mind made
it easier to form an opinion on what we
were listening to. Imust insist at this pointthat
Idid not hear differences in melody, rather I
became more aware that something was
wrong, that there could be a discrepancy
between what Iwas expecting to hear and
what Iwas actually hearing.
The nearest analogy Icould come up with
whilst cooling my somewhat shocked brain
that evening with aMargarita or two was that
you need to apply a similar mental trick to
become aware of modulation noise on atape
recording. Many people are not annoyed by
mod. noise, but once you have heard it, on a
piano recording for instance, it is unmistakeable. It is possible to flip into astate
of receptivity to it by the sort of mental
gymnastics employed in the 'staircase' optical
illusion, wherein a perspective outline of a
flight of stairs, looked at from beneath,
becomes a view of the same staircase from
above.
Having convinced me that I
had been listening to sound reproduction with insufficient
acuity for several years, Ivor then carried out a
simple experiment, as blind as could be
arranged at such short notice, wherein he
made aslight change in the system, first one
way and then the other. By relaxing with my
eyes shut and singing along to myself, I
found
that it was possible to distinguish between
state 'A' and state ' B'. The latter was much less
good, with both a 'one- note' coloration and a
veiling being introduced, which obscured
fine detail, almost as if slight compression had been applied, bringing up
noise and rubbish. You will appreciate the
reason forthe subsequent visit tothe hotel bar
when Ireveal that the only difference being
introduced between the two states was Ivor,
who was careful to stand to one side, not
obscuring the speakers, was, in state 'A',
covering the mouth and earpieces of the
room's telephone and in state '
B', uncovering
them!
Idraw no other conclusion from this experiment otherthan the fact that Ivor's 'tunes' trick
does sharpen up consistently the ability to
detect when something is wrong. As it does
appear to work, then the most convincing
mechanism whereby it could is that outlined
at the beginning of this short essay, and letthe
psycho-acousticians work it out in due course.
In the meantime, Ithank my lucky stars that
I've never had a telephone in my listening
room and resolve not to doubt other people's
findings, no matter how absurd-sounding, until
I've repeated their experiments! •
Next month: amplifiers, recording techniques, AM
stereo, and Compact vs Analogue Disc

JVC are fighting hard to revitalise video. The ladies are demonstrating JVC's new micro-cassette which, via an adaptor, is
compatible with VHS
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to tuner amps.
Or 371,293 tonal combinations at your fingertips.
Two or three tone controls just can't do it.
They simply are not flexible enough to ensure
that all frequencies from the lows to the highs
are given equal emphasis in reproduction.
To achieve a "flat" response in your listening
room you need something more — you need
aJVC SEA Graphic Equalizer. And that's
exactly what JVC have built in to their R-S77
Super A FMJAM Stereo receiver.
With the JVC SEA Stereo Graphic
Equalizer you have five "tone-zone" controls.
Each control offers arange of adjustment up
to ±12dB in 2dB increments. The five centre
frequencies are 40 Hz, 250 Hz, lkHz, 5kHz
and 15kHz. That all adds up to 371,293
tonal combinations. You can give more
"umph" to bass stubborn speakers, fix
high-shy phono cartridges or even "remix"
amusical source to your own tastes.

four paired variable-capacitance diodes.
The I'LL MPX FM demodulator assures hi-fi
stereo sound.
If your dream of an amplifier is one that
provides accurate signal transmission under
actual performance, then you'll find that your
dreams have come true with the R-S77.

The Sound of the '80's.
Even if you are not ready for R-S77, JVC has
an amplifier for you in their range.
The R-S33L gives you 42 watts per
channel, minimum RMS (both channel driven,
8ohms) at lkHz, with no more
than 0.003% THD.

The Superior Sound of
Super A.
•

It's aSuper A amp with SEA Graphic
Equalizer, 2-channel LED Peak Power
Indicator and the unique JVC Triple
'
sy
The
Power Protection
o.
sstem.
stem
'
The R-S55L has the same low distortion,
digital synthesizer for precision tuning, seven
pre-set stations, digital tuned-frequency display,
Auto Scan tuning and Triple Power Protection.
The 65 watts per channel R-S77 is aSuper A
The priced-right R-SIlL has LED Peak
amplifier — so ifs cleaner, cooler and quicker.
Power Indicators, LED Signal Strength
Super A has all the advantages of Class A
and Centre-Tune indicators, PLL Multiplex
amps in banishing switching and crossover
Stereo Demodulator for FM and less than
distortion but without the high heat loss
0.004% THD.
Class A amps typically suffer. Efficiency is in
No ad can tell you all you'll want to know
the order of Class B. Measured at IkHz
about the WC range of tuner-amps so send
distortion is 0.001% or less at the full rated
power. The slew rate is so high that the R-S77 in this coupon today for all the gen. The more
you hear from us, the better you'll hear!
suffers no Transient Intermodulation
distortion what-so-ever. "Oddball" harmonic
distortions are totally out.

Drift FreeTuning.
FM/AM(MW) tuning on the R-S77 is
electronically controlled through aQuartz
PLL (Phase-Locked Loop) circuit to pin
point the station and lock it against drift from
temperature change or shock. You can tune
manually or use the Autoscan to find and lock
into astation. You can commit 6FM and
6AM(MW) stations to the tuner's memory.

To: JVC (UK) Ltd., Eldonwall Trading Estate, Staples
Corner, 6-8 Priestley Way, London NW2 7AF.
Please send me details about your tuner amps.
Name
Address

JVC

The sensitive, selective FM tuner.
The R-S77 allows pinpoint tuning, of even
the faintest stations with its junction FET RF
amp, dualgate MOS FET mixer, and

RR8

ANOTHER
STEP CLOSER TO REALITY
.
ggey•

JVC she trode rnork ol the VIc tor Company ol loporn

An International Reputation for
MERIDIAN ACTIVE LOUDSPEAKERS
MERIDIAN M2 — " An astonishing speaker from Great Britain — We found it intensely pleasureable —
something our auditiorrers consistently wanted to return to. Incredible is not aword we apply
carelessly to Audio, but this is one context where it belongs. The one attribute that consistently
stood out was the crystalline stereo imaging."
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE USA JULY 1981
MERIDIAN M2 — " The outstanding characteristic of these loudspeakers is the superb stereo
image which they can produce when the source material is good. With the M2 ( Meridian) are
unashamedly making amuch wider appeal to asophisticated music lover who will rejoice in their
remarkably fine sound and find to their delight that the combination of attractive appearance and
small size has removed the threat of divorce! Neat, sweet and petite. Iwish M2 all the success it
deserves."
GEOFFREY HORN GRAMOPHONE MAGAZINE AUGUST 198'
Meridian has dealers in 24 countries — please write for our new brochure and dealer lists t6:
BOOTHROYD STUART LIMITED, 13 CLIFTON ROAD, HUNTINGDON, CAMBS, PE18 7EJ
ENGLAND. TELEX 32577 ( MERIDN).

IN RESPONSE to correspondence and new
product launches, Ishall first return to the
topic of DIY concert taping and live rock
recording. My correspondent from Muswell
Hill has made a very similar comparison of
recent Grateful Dead concerts, which usefully
augments my comments of the other month.
His March ' 81 live recordings via an Aiwa
Walkman-type recorder with external Aiwa
stereo mike were ' dire', so by way of compensation he used a Nagra with Calrec Mikes in
October, with excellent results.
More interesting perhaps were his observations regarding the simulcast transmitted from
the German Rockpalast concert. Like myself,
he found the UK broadcast a travesty of
insensitive mixdown and information loss,
with wandering imagery, but was then sent a
cassette by a friend living abroad, who had
recorded the German broadcast of the event.
He comments: 'What on earth happened to the
signal en route between Germany and
England?', observing that it was hard to
believe it was the same gig, the German
recording having an amazing amount of
detail, ambience, dynamics, and the really deep
bass that was so offensively missing from the
BBC transmission. Come to think of it, whatever does happen to abroadcast from Europe
soundwise? Is it digitally encoded, forced
down telephone networks, or what?
The new products germane to this mildly
nefarious activity not surprisingly come from
Sony. Taking the Walkman as one end of the
spectrum and the TC-D5M the other, Sony
have come up with asimple ' record' version of
the former, and aminiaturisation of the latter
(dubbed ProWalkman). The Record Walkman
Released simultaneously at Cetex in the UK and
Chicago in the US was Sony's
tasty £200 3-head Pro
Walkman with Dolby-B.

's simply a black-finished version of the
standard playback-only machine, with a segment the size of a tube of Spangles sitting
on the top and a mike capsule at each end.
ProWalkman is double the price (£200 or so)
and nearerthe size of aVHS videocassette, but
looks like becoming the essential equipment
of the live recordist.
ProWalkman, first shown atthe Boilerhouse
Exhibition and Cetex trade show, had still not
arrived in sufficient numbers by mid summer
for review assessment. However, it would
appear have a number of important
advantages over the little one, notably better
transport, three heads, plus the ability to use
the best available tape formulations ( with
Dolby- B noise reduction for those who so
desire).
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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SUBJECTIVE SOUNDS
Paul Messenger

recorder. A more imaginative possibility might
appeal better to the vested interests involved.
The complexity of equipment that accompanies any rock gig these days, invariably employing an ' in the audience mixdown' should enable a simple ( 2 or 4 track)
recording to be done simultaneously with the
concert, mixing the stereo PA feed with hall
ambience/audience. This could then be
transferred virtually unedited to a small
production run of ( presumably) cassettes and
offered for sale with minimum packaging and
promotion mail-order to the concertgoers and
in local shops soon after the event. Though
such a project would probably have to be
under the control of the record companies, it
might be better carried out by an independent
mobile operation. It is important that this
should be treated entirely differently from
normal record issues: the tape should be atrue
— if expensive — souvenir of the event, and
should therefore augment rather than
substitute the normal activities of the record
purchaser; an opportunity here perhaps
actually to expand the depressed record
market?
The power of A versus B
On the day I
come to write up some experiences
on a recent trip to Wharfedale comes the
emotionally loaded news that Rank are to
close the Bradford factory. Whether it really
means the end of such a well-known and
respected brand must remain to be seen, but
this particular weekend my mind is a little
numbed by the enormity of this summer's
decimation. Wharfedale and JR, and SME to
some extent, with other well-known names
drastically
trimming
their
workforces,
amounts to a severe body- blow to the
domestic industry. Though an exhaustive
analysis would probably be worthwhile, I
cannot help but notice that the three aforementioned manufacturers depended for a
large part of their marketing operations upon
the big discount operations. In so doing they
left the independent specialist retailer
disenchanted, because he was unable to
match prices, and consequently became
unwilling to stock items for which there was
usually amore profitable alternative. What we
are experiencing, Iventure to suggest, is
further evidence ofthe split between specialist
hi-fi and consumer electronics: the former
market is the natural province of the specialist
manufacturer, the latter, more fickle and
subject to changes in spending patterns, with
consumer expenditure going into new areas
the whole time, is aprice- not quality-sensitive
market.
Firms which
have
established
their
very discreet. A possible alternative also
reputations in the quality- conscious hi-fi
new from Sony, is a little 'tie-clip' stereo
market may find themselves commercially
mike, which one of their chief engineers used
undercut and cut to pieces where, as one
successfully with a ProWalkman at Covent
manufacturer put it to me, 'trash triumphs'.
Garden recently, according to my information.
Shaking off the melancholy, this year's visit
Any moral qualms I might feel about
by the Pressto Bradford was as interesting and
recording a live concert is more than outinformative as ever. The Wharfedale people
weighed in my conscience by the ethical
were as usual down to earth and approachconsideration that a musical event of
able, eager to discuss the state of the art and
creativity and beauty yet ephemeracy
industry. Amongst the events laid on was a
deserves to be preserved, albeit crudely, for
discussion on listening tests, followed by some
posterity and pleasure. A proponent of the
A/B comparisons of an informal nature.
'Live Taping' lobby, on the grou nds that unlike
hometaping it merely encourages live music, I During the discussions Dr Peter Fryer referred
again to the ' straight wire bypass comparison'
nevertheless acknowledge a twinge of guilt
using speaker and microphone in an anechoic
that the artist/promoter doesn't receive any
sort of royalty, so I
would feel much happier if I chamber, which they first introduced a few
years back. They have further developed this
could buy asupplementary ticket for my tape

Happily, Record Walkman was available
around the time Mr Ry Cooder paid an eagerly
anticipated visit to these shores, so affording
an excellent opportunity for a field test.
Results were well worth the efforts, but in hi-fi
terms abit of acurate's egg. In my opinion the
very best modern tapes tend to render noise
reduction more or less redundant, but Record
Walkman is not adjusted to work with
anything but basic quality tapes, so the
absence of noise reduction becomes an
irritation.
While
the
mechanicals
are
commendably immune to movement of the
machine itself, there are sufficient residual
wow and flutter effects to make one long for
tighter mechanical specifications. The main
limitation of Record Walkman not unexpectedly was due to the built-in microphones,
whose frequency response was far from
extended. ( Feeling the case vibrations in the
sound field of a rock PA in full cry made me
wonder whether that, in itself, was not
sufficient reason for using some sort of
remote microphone.) As comparison Iused
another Sony product, the new ECM-939
integrated
middle/side
coincident
microphone, borrowed from JA who had
bought one in Japan last winter. This gave a
much better account of itself, if still a trifle
bass-shy: unfortunately not available in the UK,
this is a convenient and capable accessory,
very well suited to such a use, and visually
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The
ProAc E.B.S.
You won't believe it,
until you hear it.
The ProAc Studio 3was introduced over three years ago
and is now regarded as being probably the best moving
coil loudspeaker in the world, the high demand for this
loudspeaker and the fact that it is impossible to keep
stocks, give some indication of its popularity. Despite this
we have introduced the ProAc E.B.S., E.B.S. standing for
Extended Bass Studio, it has alarger enclosure than the
ProAc Studio giving amore extended and detailed bass
performance, it also has acompletely re-worked network
using massive air cored inductors and Aerospace quality
capacitors, hardwired and connected by heavily gauged
multi- strand wiring. The E.B.S. is also mounted on a
smaller stand making it overall no larger than the ProAc
Studio. The performance of the E.B.S. exceeds the Studio
by afair margin, and your ProAc Franchise dealer will be
willing to show you the improvement in performance.

If your requirements are for asmaller loudspeaker then
the ProAc Tablette, ProAc 2and ProAc 3are also on
demonstration.

For further information please fill in the coupon below.

ProAcl

Please send me further details of ProAc speakers

NAME
ADDRESS

130-132 Thirsk Road,
Borehamwood,
Herts, Tel: 01-207 1150
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PETER MAXWELL DAVIES by Paul Griffiths. Hard covers, 196
pages including 10 musical illustrations. 8 photographs,
bibliography, glossary, index of works. Price £7.95. Published
by Robson Books Ltd, Bolsover House, 5-6 Clipstone Street,
London W1P 7EB.
MICHAEL TIPPET by Meirion Bowen. Hard covers, 196 pages
including 28 musical illustrations. 8 photographs, bibliography, glossary, index of works. Price £7.95. Published by
Robson Books Ltd, as above.

IF ISOUND less than enthusiastic about these
two inaugural volumes in Robson Bool<s"The
Contemporary Composers' series, it is not
because of the work done by Paul Griffiths or
Meirion Bowen, both of whom have made an
extremely good job of the task set them. There
is alarge wealth of information and comment
on both Maxwell Davies and Tippett stacked
away in sources not usually frequented by the
average listener to art music ( at whom this
series is aimed), and Iadmire the skill with
which both authors have selected from this
material, adding significant original work of
their own, and howthey have pared awaythat
which is inessential to the non- specialist.
Where these volumes are inadequate is in
the original concept of trying to discuss so
many aspects of these complex individuals
and their works in amere 200 pages—thefinal
effect is breathless and unsatisfying. Paul
Griffiths, for example, begins with a 10- page
overview of Davies' life, mentioning the most
significant works along the way, and, of
course, the reader learns a lot more of biographical and psychological interest in the
course of the analyses of works and entertaining conversations with the composer; but
in the end not enough has been said about the
life and life-style of Davies to form a clear
image for those who do not know him.
There are other anomalies that arise from
the set brief. Each volume provides aconcise
and well-thought-out glossary for the layman,
yet I suspect that those who need such
glossaries will find the analyses of works very

BOOK

REVIEWS
hard-going, and those who can take the
analyses in their stride will not need the glossaries. ( PG's suggestion that sections may be
skipped if they are not of interest does not
wash when you have to pay nearly £8 for a
book). The analyses themselves are not presented inthe best way possible, being primarily
verbal descriptions with limited graphic
presentation ( and not enough musical illustrations). Where, for example, Meirion Bowen
produces a very simple chart of the mosaic
structure of Tippett's Piano Sonata No.2, it
speaks volumes.
Despite all this, the good qualities of these
books must not be overlooked. Each provides
a very useful catalogue of works and a
discography plus a limited but well selected
bibliography. Each provides, for those interested in their respective composers, agood
deal that will inform and entertain. Paul
Griffiths collects together Davies' own written
comments on his works, providing a very
useful compilation, and both authors have
transcripts of interviews with the composers
that energise with the sheer quantity and
quality of ideas that both propound.
With so few books on these two important
fig ures available at present, it might have been
a better idea to concentrate each one's 200
pages on just biographies, or analysis, or
conversation, until a much more substantial
overall view of each was completed for publication. However, as it is Ibelieve that both

PM astonished in Chicago by the size of J8L's new subwooler (see page 40).

technique to investigate room interaction
effects, though adding the room as an extra
variable raises a lot of problems. This
technique still strikes me as one of the most
powerful available forthe assessment and setup of speakers, at least in terms of absolute
tonal accuracy, and one that could be of use to
retailers and reviewers as well as manufacturers.
Wharfedale freely acknowledged the limitationsoftheirA/Btests,with the problemsof an
unfamiliar
room,
widespread
listener
placement, the presence of alot of speakers in
the room together ' getting in each others'
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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way', and the unavoidable effects even of an
active comparator. Misgivings quoted, the
comparison between two groups of four
popular commercial speakers was most interesting, showing the usefulness — and the
problems — of this comparison technique.
The tests were done ' blind', yet seemed to
support my prior preconceptions of the model
in question sufficiently often to merit their
presentation here.
The first set confirmed my comparative
personal dislike of the AR18s — Icannot
understand why this has become a more
fashionable model than the cheaper 8s, which

volumes will provide agood jumping off point
for those who wish to understand in depth the
psyche and music of these two major figures.
Doug Hammond
SOUNDS OF MUSIC by Anthony Hopkins. 170 pages. Hard
covers. Price £7.95. Published by J.M. Dent & Sons Ltd, 33
Welbeck Street, London W1M 8LX.

WHETHER ANTHONY HOPKINS is talking or
writing about music he contrives to put over
his information in a calm, collected, authoritative way that nevertherless remains
pleasantly confidential and personal. He never talks down to his audience, assuming an
intelligent and informed interest, and uses
plenty of musical examples. In his Understanding Music (
reviewed August 1980, now
available as apaperback) he dealt with quite
abstruse matters in aclear and practical way.
The present volume deals with the basically
more approachable subject of the orchestra
and its instruments, showing how their
particular qualities and effects are combined
and employed by the composer.
He starts with a brief history of developments, with a particularly revealing section
on the Brandenburg Concertos, and then
examines the role of every instrument used in
the modern symphony orchestra. Only those
already as knowledgeable as he is can fail to
gain insight into the way acomposer works,
and the book will be particularly useful to
consult in conjunction with recordings based
on the musical examples he chooses. In the
final section we move into well-known Hopkins
country and can follow adetailed analysis of
various chosen pieces and movements ranging from Mozart to Britten. Quite simply, then,
a book which cannot help but enhance our
enjoyment of music and which remains
intelligible and readable throughout. If you
enjoy thinking about what you hear, buy it.
Peter Gammond
Imuch prefer. The KEF Coda was widely liked
by the majority of those present, but my
personal reservations concerning detail and
information were reinforced, with consistent
comments and marks on the second
presentation of this model in the other group.
Nevertheless the strength of this highly
successful design is a commendable lack of
'nasties' in so modestly- priced amodel. The
Celestion 100 was new to my ears, but I
marked it well despite its slight unevenness, so
perhapsl ( or you!) had better check it out as a
good budget model. The final model in this
group was an unreleased Wharfedale prototype: Iliked it very much, so Ihope it doesn't
turn out to be astill- born design.
The second group were rather more upmarket models, apartfrom the aforementioned
Coda repeat. Here Igot egg all over my face by
panning the Celestion SL6, probably almost
entirely due to its rather unusual balance and
certain characteristic colorations. This speaker
is much more acceptable on extended
listening, and could be criticised fairly for a
less than accurate balance. It does, however,
have a number of beneficial characteristics
which, in my experience, more protracted
listening is capable of revealing. Icorrectly
identified the Heybrook HB2 as ' suiting my
preferences well', as Ihave indicated in the
past. The final model was Wharfedale's
TSR 10811 ( reviewed in HFNIRR in June), which
gave acompetent but unspectacular account
of itself: interestingly Ireferred to amild ' boom
and tizz' effect on both the Wharfedale
models, and have felt for some years that this
characteristic — rarely in excess — is quite
frequently found in their speakers. •
47

in all respects,I haveto agree thatthere are still
some shortcomings with many musiccassettes compared with discs, particularly
with regard to extreme frequency response,
dynamic range and m id- range cloudi ness; but
to me this is more than offset by the lack of
clicks and pops which I
find disturbing on disc.
I
can find no differences on my system in terms
attention to fine detail, the fact remains that
of image depth and spread: orchestral and
different people hear, and are worried by,
instrumental music reproducessuperblyfrom
both sources.
different things. When Ilisten hard to the
sound — as distinct from the music — what I
This leads me to Mr Rees' letter, with which I
hear as an amplifier designer are amplifier
am in total agreement. It seems now, if we are
defects. I
presume that loudspeaker designers
to believe some of the sensationalist pundits,
will hear defects in LS systems, and turntable
that when discs are played on a Linn/Naim
designers will hear turntable shortcomings.
system plops and clicks miraculously
I
also notethatthenasties I
hear in amplifiers
disappear, something which is patently
are very much to do with incipient loadabsurd to anybody who has listened to such
induced instability, or bad transient response,
systems (excellentthough they certainly are in
or high-order dissonant harmonic residues,or
many respects) with an open mind and known
sometimes simply inaccurate RIAA correction
discs.
— not the ' rather remote lower mid- range and
However, Mr Rumsey's point about
lack of presence in the upper treble', etc, which
personal annoyances is here very valid. Iperseem to abound in the subjective assessments
sonally do not like theLinn-basedsystems due
of some reviews. Fortunately, most of the time
to audible wow from the Sondek and the diffiIjust listen to the music.
culty of setting it up to sound right (though I
would agree that it is excellent in all other
Whileas an amplifier designer Iwould not
respects), and poor imaging from the
wish to decry the value of good amplifiers,
lsobariks. Hence my • preference for my
the sort of order of importance I
would myself
Technics, Nakamichi, Quad system, my main
attribute to links in the reproducing chain is:
listening being to Mozart, Dvorak, Finzi, etc,
(1) the loudspeakers and the characteristics
where accurate reproduction of orchestral
and size of the room in which they are placed,
and instrumental/vocal sound is most
(2) program material, (3) if disc, the pickup
important to me. I
prefer the 'emotion' to come
cartridge, (4) amplifier/tuner/recorder, ( 5)
turntable/arm combination. At the bottom of
from the music rather than the reproducer,
and if the music has a 'tune' there is certainly
my list of priorities must come turntable mats,
no problem in following it.
Yours faithfully
vibration dampers and Jumbo LS leads
(although some of these can, by making the
amplifier oscillate, bring about some quite
about aslippery subjective slope
noticeable changes in sound quality), and
From: C. Andrews, Dudley, West Midlands
other goodies in the gadget line.
Dear Sir, Iam a regular reader of HFN/RR,
There is a lot of good quality engineering
which Ichoose to buy rather than the other
around, from small firms, which offers
magazines because of its more balanced and
excellent value-for-money and will greatly
professional approach to the subject. I
am not
assist in refining an already good basic
really interested in the pseudo-scientific opinsysterh; but there is noway, to my knowledge,
ions of critics whose only test equipment
in which acommercial standard disc, played
appears to be heavy rock records and apair of
through excellent hardware in abed-sitter, is
golden ears, and whose main criterion in
going to sound like amaster tape reproduced
evaluating equipment is how similar the
through monitor-quality LS units in abaronial
sound is to that provided by a certain
hall.
well-known
turntable/arm/cartridge/amp/
So, with due deference to my peers in the hispeaker combination.
fi realm, Ipm left with the impression that
But I am sometimes surprised at the
much of the debate about hi-fi excellence, as
strange comments made by your contribubetween
good
and
well
engineered
tors. For instance, Paul Messenger states in
equipment, is scrabbling around over relative
the May issue that he is tolerant of pickup
minutiae. Still, it makes interesting reading
tracking defects, and in the same edition
and sells magazines, so I ought not to
Alvin Gold implies that his records are dirty
complain.
Yours faithfully
and tells us that the turntable is the first
priority and the arm asecond. I
wonder where
about improved cassettes and he rates the cartridge?
Idid not think Iwould ever read this sort of
personal annoyances
rubbish in HFN, although it is commonplace
From: MA. Wale, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
in other hi-fi publications. It is surely obvious
Dear Sir, Permit me to return to your columns,
that the first link in the hi-fi record playing
as the letters from Mr Francis Rumsey and Mr
chain is the groove/stylus interface. If the
P. M. Rees (Jupe) seem to be particularly
stylus tip does not follow the groove faithfully
pertinent.
nothing else can replace the lost information
Icertainly did not mean to imply that musicor remove the introduced distortion, not even
cassettes are never hissy, poorly equalised or
the best turntable in the world — although
dynamically limited, just that those that Ihave
some people seem to think that the noises
purchased in the last two years have not
generated by mistracking are actually ' detail'
exh ibited these shortcorn ings when played on
not reproduced by other ( high-trackability)
a Nakamichi 582Z through Quad ESL-63
transducers. Also, a badly mistracking carspeakers. I have noticed a considerable
tridge can easily ruin an LP, while the high
improvement in HF performance, lack of conplaying-weights required by many movinggestion, and a much closer correlation with
coil models are hardly conducive to maintainthe equivalent discs, whereas cassettes of a ing records in good condition. Yet some of
few years ago were in my opinion only suityour writers ignore these effects completely.
able for playing in the car.
Istill buy HFN/RR every month because
Except in the case of Whitetower's real-time
there is no sensible alternative, and Itherecassettes, which match or even exceed disc
fore hope that your otherwise excellent

READERS LETTERS
about lost credibility and equipment preferences
From: Barry Roper, Porthcawl
Dear Sir Iread Mr. Rees's letter (June) about
the supposed Linn/Quad/Naim controversy
with great interest, although Ido not think
there is any such controversy except in the
pages of the Haymarket publications, and it
exists there only by implication in that Quad
equipment is largely ignored. Any magazine
that persistently ignores Quad products must
in my opinion lose credibility.
My family being very musical, we have no
less than four record playing systems in the
house ( in different rooms!). Turntables
include models from Dual, Thorens, Rega and
Linn, with m-ccartridges from AT and Linn,
and m-m's from Rega and Ortofon. We have
speakers by Quad ( both models), KEF and AR,
various mats and things — and avery large
number of gramophone records. Amps are by
Quad, Rogers and NAD.
We have swapped components around,
producing different results; the listening
room seems to play amajor part in perceived
sound differences. The ' master system' in the
large lounge is the Linn Sondek/Ittok/Asak,
Rogers A100/MCP 100 and Quad ESL-63s. I
have tried the Naim/lsobarik combination:
the speakers sound very exciting, but Imuch
prefer the superior stereo imaging and lower
colorations of the Quads. Ican understand
some people preferring the Linns, however.
Each to his taste.
Imust say in conclusion that Ihave always
found Linn most helpful and courteous; they
will readily send Mr. Rees acopy of the LP 12
technical bulletin if he asks for one, and this
comprehensively covers setting up of the unit
and many other things such as mats and
clamps. Ican only agree with Linn when they
say that if they knew of abetter mat than their
plain felt one they would fit it!
Yours faithfully

about orders of importance and hi-fi
minutiae
From: John Linsley Hood, Taunton, Somerset
Dear Sir, Ithink it must be true that everyone
who has become at all involved in hi-fi will
have given thoug ht to the question of whether
different pieces of equipment will give asubstantial improvement ( or worsening) in the
quality of the final sound, once one has got to
the standard at which there are not any major
shortcomings in the hardware.
Like your correspondent Mr. Rees (June), I
have contemplated this point, and have
listened attentively to demonstrations from
those who have claimed to have uncovered
some magic ingredient. Sometimes Ihave
been impressed, but more often Ihave been
led to wonder whether the Emperor was really
wearing any clothes at all! Where Ihave had
occasion to think that I
was listening to something
memorable ( in afavourable sense), the one
ingredient which was common to a lot of
diverse systems was the care and great
attention to detail given to his kit by the person
demonstrating it.
However, accepting that aquite wide range
of equipment can give good results,
provided that it is pursued with an adequate
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publication does not continue down the
slippery ' subjective' slope of ill-informed
personal prejudice displayed by a minority
(albeit increasing) of your contributors.
Yours faithfully

about polarisation of FM
transmissions
From: D.P. Leggatt, Head of Engineering
Information Dept., BBC Broadcasting House,
London
Dear Sir, In your July issue John Atkinson
reviewed in- car audio systems and referred to
the BBC's recent addition of a vertical component to the horizontally polarised transmissions which have been the norm for
VHF/FM.
We have indeed introduced a vertical
component specifically for the benefit of the
vertical rod aerials of car and portable radios;
but we have been more generous than Mr.
Atkinson indicates in that the new vertical
component is of the same power as the existing horizontal component, not amere 10% of
this.
We have used such equal- power mixed
polarisation for some years at anumber of our
Local Radio transmitters, and have recently
introduced it at Wrotham, covering Radio
network services for London and south-east
England. Fairly soon we shall do the same at
our Sutton Coldfield ( Midlands) and Holme
Moss ( North) transmitters, with other main
stations to follow. Results so far show that the
benefit for portable and car radio users is very
considerable.
The BBC is most concerned to improve
coverage of VHF services and, as well as the
vertical component additions, looks forward
to further spectrum space in the VHF radio
band for additional relay stations and for
provision of exclusive VHF channels for
Radios 1, 2, 3 and 4.
Yours faithfully

abouta possible Wagnerian twilight
From: Alan McMurchie, Uphall, West Lothian
Dear Sir, So GeoffJeanes has at last found out
about the Linn ' Condek', as Ilike to refer to it
(July, p.22), although Idon't know why it took
him all this time and two whole pages to say
so. I
would not waste more than two words on
it.
Inote that the latest up- date on that is called
the ' Valhalla' kit. Well,llook forward eagerlyto
the ! Gotterdammerung' kit when, 1trust, the
whole load of crap including Ivor the Terrible
and his bunch of over- paid mouthpieces are
consumed in afinal holocaust.
Yours faithfully
Note: Geoff would surely have appreciated
the Wagnerian touch but, alas, he is no longer
with us (see obituary on page 77)— Ed

about discovering the already
discovered
From: Robin Marshall, King's Langley, Herts
Dear Sir, Iread the news report (July, p.17) of
Yorkshire Hi-Fi's crossover ' discovery' with
more than a little amusement. The hi-fi fraternity has always managed a good trade in
discovering what has been known for years,
and 1suppose that Ishouldn't be surprised by
any claim that comes along. But I
confess that
this report actually stimulated my jaded sense
of astonishment. Why, before long one of our
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number will surely claim monopoly on the
very act of hearing!
Almost every half-competent speaker
designer knows that aflat pressure response
in the crossover region necessitates acrossover network whose outputs sum to unity
voltage rather than unity power at the transition frequency. The fact has been reported in
the literature on more than one occasion
(Linkwitz on ' Crossover Networks for NonCoincident Drivers' in JAES, for example) and
should come as no surprise to anyone who
takes amoment to consider the implication of
the term pressure response.
As for connecting complementary filters
across the network, Imyself have used this
particular device in at least three commercial
designs. The last one was the Audiomaster
MLS 5, which if memory serves me was
completed towa rdsthe end oft977. Thetrick is
hardly new and was explained to me by my
tutors almost twenty years ago.
Ihaven't seen Yorkshire Hi- Vs patent application and 1therefore cannot comment on
their other ideas. Isincerely hope, however,
that they show a little more innovation than
the ones reported.
Yours faithfully

about anon-crumbling Castle
From: W.S. Escott, Managing Director, Castle
Acoustics Ltd., Shortbank Road, Skipton,
North Yorkshire BD23 2TT
Dear Sir, There have been many rumours recently in the hi-fi industry, one of which is that
'Castle Acoustics is crumbling', which even
appeared in print without any checks being
made as to the accuracy of the statement. This
now appears to be attributable to one of your
less discerning competitors.
Due to the harm done by such irresponsible
statements we would appreciate early
publication of this letter, as the time has now
come for Castleto state its case— the rumours
are not true. Certainly there have have been
changes at Skipton, including the Board of
Directors and refinancing of the Company. My
fellow Directors are now Mr. R. J. Ellis, and Mr.
George Hooley in charge of sales.
Iregard these changes as improvements
and, quite frankly, Castle's future looks bright.
With the continued support of our dealers, we
are now ready to claim our rightful place in the
loudspeaker market.
Yours faithfully

about a positive
Compact Disc

approach

to

From: Dr. A. H. Barzilay, Rondebosch, South
Africa
Dear Sir, Ihave been reading John Atkinson's
informative article on the Compact Disc in
your May issue, and it's as ' anti' as Iexpected.

The fever for shattering levels of dynamic
range is higher than ever— to the exclusion of
the 14- bit version and consequent emphasis
on the 16- bit difficulties.
My blood pressure rose at JA's final nitpicking about the cost of the CD player and software at £400 and £8 respectively, when the
idiotic prices of fancy turntables, arms, cartridges and a collection of ' full price' discs
could well exceed the cost of the CD outfit by
an order of magnitude — and still leave one
with the clicks, crackles and warps of analogue
discs at their poor best. But above all the CD's
advantage of compact storage means that it
alone could provide a chairside collection
equal in ease- of- use to my 224 cassettes
transferred from your disc recommendations.
Iknow Iwill be buying as primitive an outfit
as was my first cassette machine, but if Ilive
that long Iwill eventually have a Nakamichigrade CD player without all the tedium of
recording from discs, which costs a damn
sight more in toto than the £8 a go that so
worries Mr Atkinson. After all, we didn't have
today's quality from thefirst LPs, so let's not be
so depressing about every new development
in the disc field.
Yours faithfully

Note: The May article was not so much anti'
as carefully factual about digital problems
which have to be solved. J.A. offers some
comments on the above letter in the course of
his CES report on page 37 — Ed

about Dolby-C versus Compact Disc
From: John W. Peppitt, Wembley, Middx.
Dear Sir, Ihave just brought my elderly hi-fi up
to date by adding aseparate Dolby B/C processing unit. After some initial troubles getting
the levels into and out of the cassette deck
correct, I
find the results are very pleasing. The
improvement from Dolby-C compared with
Dolby- B is such that if 1set the peak sound
levels as high as Idare in my typical suburban
'semi', the background noise from distant
traffic, aircraft, etc drowns out the background
noise from the hi-fi when playing a blank
cassette. This makes me wonder what the fuss
over digital sound units for use in the home is
all about.
Of course there are many good engineering
reasons for using digital techniques in the
recording studio, but Dolby-C is perfectly
adequate for 99% of domestic uses. Moreover,
the cost is much lower. In the pastwe have had
discs and tapes issued with dbx and other
companding coding systems, and if the
recording companies are really concerned to
give us decent sounds at low cost, then why in
heaven's name do they not offer prerecorded
cassettes with Dolby-Ccoding?Theadditional
cost would be negligible compared with
Compact Disc.
Yours faithfully

£2,000,000 THE PAIR.
The L112 is the most powerful and
accurate compact speaker in JBL's
history.
Hardly surprising in view of the
research and development costs that
were involved.
We designed abrand new high
frequency dome radiator using laser
holography and aluminium vapour
deposition.
An exceptionally powerful midrange
unit with an outsized voice coil for better
power handling and extended dynamic
range.
Together with a12" low frequency

1401111.112

driver incorporating Symetrical Field
Geometry for drastically reduced second
harmonic distortion.
All things considered, £750 a
pair doesn't seem too high aprice
to ask.
Maximum
Recommended
Amplifier Power:

300 watts per channel

Nominal
Impedance: •

8ohms

System Sensitivity: 89 dB SPL, 1W, 1m ( 3.3 ft)
Dimensions:

622 nun x362 mm x333 mm deep
2.4! Mx 14V. in x13 in deep

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
HARMAN UK, DEPT 24, MILL STREET, SLOUGH,
BERKS. SU 5DD. TEL SLOUGH (75)76911.
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Your local
JBL dealers
THISTLE TV
4-6 Ashfield Place
ABERDEEN
Scotland
Tel: 0224 52172
DEREK GEDYE SALES
5A Broad Street
ALRESFORD
Hampshire
Tel: 09627 62803
AUDIO VIDEOTRONICS
4Feathers Lane
BASINGSTOKE
Hampshire
Tel: 0256 24311
HOCKEN SOUND LTD
1195 Pershore Road
Stirchley
BIRMINGHAM
Tel: 021 459 4242
TURNERS ELECTRICAL
42 King Street
BRIDLINGTON
Yorkshire
Tel: 0262 74775
AUDIO SERVICES
41 Victoria Road
CAMBRIDGE
Cambridgeshire
Tel: 0223 68305
CANTERBURY HI Fl
21 The Burgate
CANTERBURY
Kent
Tel: 0227 65315

HAWLEY NU-SOUND
376 Edgware Road
LONDON W2
Tel: 01 247 2609
D. COLES & CO.
11 St. Marks Crescent
MAIDENHEAD
Berkshire
Tel: 0628 26755
UNILET
Compton House
35 High Street
NEW MALDEN
Tel: 01 942 9567
RIOCRAFT
256 Banbury Road
OXFORD
Oxfordshire
Tel: 0865 53072
J. KOCZUR
185 Yorkshire Street
ROCHDALE
Lancashire
Tel: 0706 42107
CRAIG HI Fl
13 South Street
ROMFORD
Essex
TELEFRINGE
2-3 King Street
FROME
Somerset
Tel: 0373 62598

T. OWEN HI FI
38 Station Road
COMN BAY
Clwyd

HAMILTON
ELECTRONICS
35 London Road
SOUTHAMPTON
Hampshire
Tel 0703 28622

P&A AUDIO
63 Liverpool Road
CROSBY
Nr. Liverpool
Merseyside
Tel: 051 924 7287

W. DARBY & CO. LTD
Lockey House
St. Peters Street
ST. ALBANS
Hertfordshire
Tel: 0727 50961

PETER SCOTT
76 South Street
EXETER
Tel: 0392 73309

GERRY & GILL THORPE
25 Trinity Street
ST. AUSTELL
Cornwall
Tel: 0726 5400

HOMESOUND
145 Sidwell Street
EXETER
Devon
Tel. 0392 72814
THE MUSIC ROOM
221 St. Vincent Street
GLASGOW
Scotland
Tel: 041 2212527
HUGHES HI Fl
7High Street
HIGH WYCOMBE
Buckinghamshire
Tel: 0494 30138
AZAT (LONDON) LTD
61 Charlotte Street
LONDON W1
Tel: 01 580 4632
MULTIPRODUCE LTD
227-229 Tottenham
Court Road
LONDON W1
Tel: 01 637 1601
SPATIAL HI Fl
29 Tottenham
Court Road
LONDON W1
Tel: 01 637 8702

FAIRBOTHAM & CO.
58-62 Lower Hillgate
STOCKPORT
Gt. Manchester
Tel: 061 480 4872
RED RADIO SHOP
11 Olive Street
SUNDERLAND
Tyne & Wear
Tel: 0783 72087
E & NF FRENCH
52 Dorden Road
Dorden
TAMWORTH
Staffordshire
Tel: 08278 92252
HOMESOUND
Station Road
TAUNTON
Somerset
Tel: 0823 73321
PETER SCOTT
162 Upper Union Street
TORQUAY
Devon
Tel: 0803 22884
VICKERS HI FI
24 Gillgate
YORK
Yorkshire
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SKAR HEIL is best known for his invenOtion
of the air-motion transformer loud-

speaker driver. But Heil also invented, and
patented, the FET in the '30s. Now the prolific
Mr Heil, in BP 1595 320, is patenting another
loudspeaker design. According to Heil little
attention has so far been paid to the problems
of faithfully ' reproducing glissandos and
fading notes, which are distorted by nonlinear elastic properties of a diaphragm. He
claims that the answer is to make the
diaphragm from alarge number of individual
stiff elements. The number of elements, and
the overall size of the diaphragm they make
up, is tailored to the frequency range to be
reproduced. The difficult part is persuading all
the individual elements to vibrate in
synchronism. The Heil patent suggests
numerous ways of achieving this.
In its simplest form the diaphragm looks
from the front like adraughts-board. But the
individual elements are made of plastics or
metal foil, seamed together to make amosaic
of cushion-shaped elements. The composite
diaphram is supported by agang of pivoted
•rods connected to arigid base, so the diaphragm
has freedom for movement only in one
direction, along the arc of acircle or parallel to
the rigid support. The audio drive is through
another
rod
connected
between
the
diaphragm and an electromagnetic transducer. Filament threads can be used as pivots
instead of rods and the diaphragm can be
curved instead of flat. In fact, as in his past
patents, Oskar Heil proposes adozen or more
possible configurations for his basic idea. But
in this case they all have in common the basic
feature of a composite diaphragm, built up
from small individual stiff portions and
pivoted to move as awhole in one direction
only.

S PREVIOUSLY mentioned in this column,
A.there
is an ever-lasting supply of patents

on ' new' developments in loudspeakers. So
although loudspeaker patents are frequently
reported here, the majority are being ignored
as trivial, obviously-old or merely covering an
arm-chair idea. An armchair patent is a
wouldn't- it-be-nice theory vaguely proposed
by an inventor hoping to make some money if
and when a company with research and
development facilities puts theory into
practice. (They almost never do because
armchair patents are usually too general to be
valid).
It is hard to say whether the series of four
patents 1591 181-4 represents aserious new
approach to loudspeaker design or whether
the inventor is flying akite. The patents, from
A.R.D. Anstalt of Vaduz, Liechenstein, name
Saad Gabr as inventor and certainly contain
some curiously novel ideas. BP 1 591 181
claims a loudspeaker cabinet with several
ducted chambers and several speaker units.
But only the diaphragm of one unit is driven; the
others serve as passive radiators, driven in
sympathy by pneumatic connection through
the ducts. The passive radiators also have
passive coils which are loaded to create a'
damping effect. BP 1591 182 claims the idea of
winding a conduit round the voice-coil of a
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loudspeaker driver. This conduit opens to the
outside of the cabinet. Air either circulates
freely, or under pressure, in the condu it to coo I
the voice-coil. BP 1591 183 claims anew type
of loudspeaker diaphragm drive: a flat
diaphragm is driven at its edges by aseries of
several
separate transducers arranged
around the periphery. Finally, BP 1591 184
suggests how adiaphragm can be suspended
electromechanically.
Instead
of
the
conventional cone surround used to centre a
diaphragm, aseries of electromagnetic transducers are used. These suspend, clamp and
centre the diaphragm.
It is not clear whether the above ideas are
intended to be used together in asingle unit
loudspeaker system, or separately in different
designs. If all the ideas were combined in a
single system, it would certainly bean original
design. But how it would sound is anyone's
guess.

ÍRITISH PATENT application 2072 993 from
D from Tokyo Shibaura Denki, better known
as Toshiba, gives aclue to what the company
has up its sleeve to follow Clean Drive. The
patent application was filed in Japan in March •
1980 and Britain in February 1981, so Super
Clean Drive could be imminent.
The aim is to compensate for impedance
mismatch between an amplifier and loudspeaker, as for instance caused by the speaker
lead, impedance and back-EMF from the
speaker coils. Positive feedback arrangements have been proposed to compensate for
this ( Sigma drive from Trio and Clean Drive
from Toshiba) but it seems that Toshiba have
had problems in setting up the system
accurately. According to the patent ' it has
been found that in use acritical relationship is
required between the characteristics of the
line amplifier and the feedback means'. This
isn't so surprising, because the amplifier
designer has no way of knowing what speaker
it will be required to drive. So the latest patent
application provides a way of tweaking any
combination of amplifier, positive feedback
correction circuit and loudspeaker so that
optimum results are obtained.
As usual for Japanese patents, there are
plenty of formulae to prove the inadequacy of
all that has previously been puffed as perfect,
but the nub of the new idea is that an AC volt
meter is connected across the loudspeaker
voice-coils. A source of sound, which can be
another loudspeaker or a human voice ( or
even someone tapping the diaphragm), then
drives the speaker cone so that it operates asa
microphone. The voltage generated across
the loudspeaker shows on the voltmeter and
the positive feedback circuit is adjusted until it
reads zero, or as near zero as is possible
because of noise inherent in the circuit. In this
way, say the inventors, asystem can be set so
that the driving voltage for the loudspeaker
corresponds directly to the signal fed to the
audio amplifier, and does not depend on the
impedance of the loudspeaker or connecting
cables. In other words, once again, we have
the perfect amplification system — that is
until the next new invention, of course.
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It is an accepted fact that the turntable
is the single most important component
in your HiFi system, for no matter how good
your amplifier is, it cannot reproduce signals
that the turntable fails to pick up.
Which is why we have placed the Dual CS 505-1
turntable at the head of our new Dual " Rack System
Two". With its gimbal mounted arm and fully floating
suspension chassis, it is a superb turntable, just
like the CS 505, of which the HiFi press said
Ican think of no other similar deck that
even approached it for sound quality..."
Alvin Gold, Practical Hifi, January 1981
". . . Operationally the Dual is one of the best
semi- automatic turntablesl have come across...
and has a sound quality Ican describe as second to
none ..." Gerald Park, What Hi Fi, November 1980

But the quality of " Rack System Two" does not
stop with the turntable. The slimline amplifier and
tuner, together with the cassette deck which has
metal tape compatibility and electronic tape speed
monitor, have all been designed in West Germany to
form an integrated system.
"Rack System Two" is presented in a
sophisticated satin metallic finish, and stands
in an attractive dark charcoal cabinet. The good
looks and superb sound quality will bring a smile to
your face, and with a price of around
£350 ( excluding cartridge), you are
bound to come out on top.

Dual

ittu're not all th re
if you haven't ot •

fr

Dual Rack System Two

RECOMMENDED

Hun CHOICE
,

Dual CS 505-1 turntable

HAYDEN LABORATORIES LIMITED HAYDEN MOUSE, CHILTERN MILL, *LFONT ST. PETER,
GERMRDS CROSS, BUCKS. SL9 9UG. TELEPHONE: GERRARp,

CROSS (, 2813) 88447/89221

£ÉfÙDLif
-the future
of surround sound?
Trevor Attewell considers the theory, looks at the
equipment, and listens to the sound
part played by chance in the making of
THE
history, enshrined in the nursery tale of the
war lost for the want of apin, is as important
in audio as in politics. Had Ambisonics been
fully developed before the quadraphonic
debacle it is very likely that we'd be using it
extensively by now; but as aclose
contemporary, it still attracts the suspicion
that it is ahangover from, or an attempted
resurrection of, arightly discredited and
largely discarded technology. The vulgar bad
taste of much of the quadraphonic software
(the nadir, for me, was the attempted
placement of one member of astring quartet
in each corner of the room) was to be
expected, like the ping-pong balls and
passing trains of early stereo; but the real
objections to 'quad' were two-fold — much of
it was theoretically unsound, and it didn't
work in practice in some important respects.
So what's different about Ambisonics,
otherwise known as Surround-Sound? In a
nutshell, it attempts to create around the
listener arealistic illusion of the soundfield in
which he would have found himself had he
been present at the original recording
sessions. It does not attempt to recreate the
actual soundfield, nor is this possible as yet.
Neither does it deliberately place around the
listener discrete sources that would not
normally be found in such positions, but
echoes from walls or the applause of an
audience behind the microphone will appear,
correctly positioned, in the home
reproduction, together with agood
representation of the reverberant field as a
whole. The system is based solidly on
theoretical and psycho-acoustic
considerations, and it does work in practice. It
also has some useful off-shoots which we'll
look at later.
When offered something new, the average
consumer naturally wants to know what it can
do for him, how much it's going to cost, how
much space it will take up, and how it works,
generally in that order. With the usual
journalistic perversity these questions will be
answered in reverse order, as factually as
possible, but starting with another question
not so far posed— how did it all start?
Historians should have aball answering this
one! To summarise briefly, the basic
principles have been worked on almost all
over the world, and of more than 120 patents
currently in force, some master ones were
applied for in different countries within a
couple of days of each other! Mercifully this is
one field in which the futility of factional wars
was recognised early, and negotiations
between most of the parties ended in a
remarkable degree of collaboration. By
agreement, the patents are assigned to the
National Research Development Corporation
(NRDC), subsequently embodied in the
newly-formed British Technology Group
(which also took in the National Enterprise
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Board). BTG now license manufacturers to
produce Ambisonic equipment to approved
specifications, and the revenue from royalties
will be distributed in an agreed manner
between the interested parties.
Let us now look at just how the system
works. We'll keep it as non-technical as
possible for this general over-view, though
the completetheory is extensive and
extremely mathematical. Anyone interested
in pursuing the subject might start by reading
'NRDC Surround Sound System' by Michael
Gerzon, Wireless World Vol. 83, April 1977,
pp.36-39. Be warned, though: if you laid all
the sheets of paper from all the available
references end-to-end on the pavement,
starting from your front gate, you'd finish up
in the Guinness book of Records under two
headings, as the world's worst backache
sufferer and the world's greatest litter- lout!
Although the theory does not require that a
particular microphone layout must be used, it
is convenient for explanation purposes to
start from the Soundfield microphone
originally developed by Calrec Audio Ltd. for
this application. As the photo shows (fig 1),
this contains four capsules of the capacitor
type (capacitor microphones are almost
universal in professional use) placed flat on
the faces of an imaginarytetrahedron, a
geometrical figure with four corners and four
faces, each face being an equilateral triangle
— practicallythe same shape as one kind of
milk carton. Each capsule has acardioid type
sensitivity pattern ( heart-shaped, with
maximum sensitivityto frontal sounds,
falling onto avirtual null at the back),the
capsules being accurately matched over a
wide frequency range. By combining the
outputs from these capsules in adefined way,
four signals can be obtained, referred to as
W,X,Y and Z. W is the signal which would
have been produced from an
omni-directional microphone, X, Yand Z
being the signals that would have been
produced from figure-of-eight microphones
pointing fore-and-aft, left-and- right and
up-and-down respectively. At this stage the
signals are said to be in ' B-format', and they
are normally recorded separately on a4-track
machine. The B-format signals contain all the
information necessary to describe the
original soundfield uniquely. When the
height component is used in reproduction,
ths,.iystem is called ' Periphonic'.
B-format recording has other spin-offs
which appeal greatly to engineers, including
the abilityto alter the apparentorientation of
the microphone's axes, its apparent distance
from the source, its height, and its directivity
patterns— at anytime, even afterthe session!
In addition, the capsules are made virtually
coincident, acondition not physically
attainable.
It is also perfectly feasible to convertthe
outputs of amulti-miked set-upto B-format

for Ambisonic use, but unfortunately the
various anomalies and cardboard cut-out
images are encoded as well! It isto be hoped
that the combination of the realism of agood
Ambisonic reproduction with the merits of a
properly designed digital system ( including
consumer hardware) and the use of at least
half-decent loudspeakers will encourage the
customers to vote with their wallets, and rid
us of some of the worst excesses of
over-engineering.
Next we consider the transmission of
Ambisonic signals. It is clear that all the
information needed, including height, is
inherent in the B-format, so that four
channels will suffice for any foreseèable
application or development. All horizontal
information can be carried unambiguously
by three channels. In practice, the consumer
has access only to two channels at present,
and the system termed UHJ was devised to
encode the W, Xand Ysignals onto two
channels for transmission. Those familiar
with information theory will realise that this
compression cannot be achieved without
some compromise, except insofar as use can
be made of existing redundancy in the
transmission channels, but we shall see later
that the compromises adopted are
acceptable aurally. If three channels can be
made available (which would be easy with
the COmpact Disc, for example) then these
compromises can be removed. There is also a
half-way house, described as 21
/ channel, in
2
which athird channel,limited in bandwidth or
amplitude, could be used. One possibility
now under consideration is in broadcasting,
in which quadrature modulation of the 38 kHz
sub-carrier of astereo multiplex system could
provide this limited extra information. See
fig. 2for arepresentation of these various
options.
Of more importance to the prospective user
is the equipment needed at home. The first
point to be made is that the system is not
basically limited to four loudspeakers placed
near the corners of the room, but can be
modified quite simply for use with any
number of speakers ( in general, the more the
better) in almost any arrangement around the
listener— see fig.3. But let's be practical: not
many listeners will be keen to buy more
speakers than they have to, and the room
corners are nearly always chosen to avoid
cluttering the place, so this is the layout for
which the bulk of equipment will be designed.
All that is needed is adecoder to unscramble
the incoming signals and produce from them
four ( or more) feeds which, after
amplification, will drive the
speakers. It is also an
essential part of the
UHJ philosophy that

FIG. 1

Essential to
Ambisonic
recording process
is Calrec's
Soundfield mike,
which uses 4
capsules/na
tetrahedral
configuration.
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Made for music.
For details and distributors in the U K. and throughout the world contact the manufacturers

MECOM (ACOUSTICS) LTD. Knighton Hill, Wembury, Plymouth, UK. (0752) 863188

LINN PRODUCTS
FALL FROM GRACE!
Linn Products have been the United
Kinglom agents for Grace and Supex since
1974. But increasing sales of our own arms and
cartridges — and their correct service back-up
—has meant that we've become less abfe to
present, demonstrate and service the Grace
and Supex products properly.
Now, we're delighted to announce, these
fine products are once more going to get the
undivided attention they deserve. We're

handing over to anew company called Russ
Andrews Turntable Accessories (RATA for short)
who have been appointed official UK
distributors for Grace and Supex.
With our agreement, apart from new sales,
service and warranty, Mr. Andrews is assuming
responsibility for the Grace and Supex products
we imported while we were official agents from
1974 to 1982.

We wish Mr. Andrews the very best in his new ventura.
His address is:—
Russ Andrews Tirrtable Accessories
Edge Bank House, Skelsmergh, Kendal, Cumbria LA8 9AS
Telephone: Selsede (053 9'83) 247

RAT is acompletely independent company
entirely under private ownership. and has_ no
business connection with Linn Products œ any
of our subsidiaries. directors, or shareholders.

[INN
PRODUCTS

Linn Products Ltd. Sondek Division,
235 Drakemire Drive, GLASGOW G45 9SZ.
Tel: 041-634 13371(10 lines} Telex: 77301.
ANS. BK. Sondek G. Cables Eurodeck
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UHJ ts aunique hierarchical system of encoding and decoding directional sound information within the Ambisonics technology.

the system shall be upward and downward
compatible— this means that the incoming
signal must be such that it can be used
directly, without decoding, for mono and
ordinary stereo purposes without any
degradation. It also means that a
horizontal-only Ambisonic system can later
be upgraded to full periphony, or otherwise
take advantage of future developments,
without having to change any existing
equipment except the decoder itself. Since
not all program material received will be
Ambisonic ( and that's the understatement of
the year at the time of writing) it must be
possible to by-pass the decoder by some
means. However, all domestic decoders can
also be switched to astereo enhancement
mode, in which the rear speakers are active,
giving some impression of ambience, while
an additional control allows the stereo image
to be widened. The result depends greatly on
the original source, the general effect being
similar to that of the well-known Hafler
arrangement, though better defined.
The encoding for the UH..I system is carried
out by deriving two signals, Eand àfrom W,X
and Y by adding them together with specified
phase-shifts. The actual proportions are:
= 0.9397W + 0.1856X
and
à = — 0.3420jW + 0.5099jX +
0.6555Y
where Zis the sum of the normal left and right
stereo signals ( L& R) and à is the difference
(L- R). The 'j' indicates a90° phase-shift and a
minus sign indicates a180° phase-shift. To
obtain the Land Rsignals for transmission we
simply take L= 1
/ (Z + à) and R = 1/
2
2(E — à). In
the decoder, the first job is to recover the
original W,X and Yby applying three
equations, each involving both received
channels. In the decoder block diagram
(fig.4), this bit is labelled ' phase amplitude
matrix'.
The next job is to produce driving signals
for the speakers, and here we have to
remember that, as in ordinary stereo, it is
necessaryto fool the ear into believing that a
sound actually radiated from four fixed
sources is coming from asingle point in
space. Ambisonics makes use of the fact that
the ear uses several distinct mechanisms for
distinguishing direction ( relying mainly on
phase differences at low frequencies and
energy differences above about 700 Hz) by
tailoring the W,X and Ysignals, treating them
differently at different frequencies, but
maintaining aflat perceived frequency
response for any particular direction. For
good reasons, the 'crossover' frequency •
actually used is 400 Hz. This has considerable
advantages, at any rate up to about 5kHz,
above which the pinnae, or external parts of
the ears, affect directional response,
particularly when the head is turned. After the
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shelf-filters which carry out these
psycho-acoustic modifications comes the
amplitude matrix, which converts the W,X
and Ysignals into forms suitable for driving
the loudspeakers (fig.3&4). Because rooms
are of different proportions the ratio of the
sides of arectangular speaker layout will vary
according to the room dimensions and the
placement preference of the user. This affects
the speaker signals required, and a ' layout'
adjustment is provided to allow for it.
Three other user adjustments may be
provided— these are: Distance
Compensation, which deals with the problem
that the directly- radiated wavefront will not
be sufficiently planar at the listening position

in asmall layout; Dominance, which
redistributes the balance between the direct
and ( recorded) reverberant sound to suit the
listener's taste as far as the 'closeness' of the
recording is concerned; and Forward
Preference, which redistributes the
compromises in the system so that the frontal
image can be more sharply defined, if
desired, at the expense of rear imaging. The
last two terms do not find much favour, even
among workers in the field, on the grounds
that they have little meaning for the normal
non-technical user. 'Zoom' and ' Focus' have
been suggested forthese functions,
respectively, giving useful photographic
analogies.
When we look at probable costs the field is
wide open, as with any other audio system.
The decoders now available range from
about £70 for one which is fairly basic in
circuitry but has plenty of operational
flexibility, to aprofessional model at around
£700. The latter has only three knobs ( see
fig.5), so why the high price? Well, it
embodies extra circuit refinements, it uses
0.1% resistors to produce an angular
accuracy of ± 1° of arc, it is properly
engineered to last, with Cannon XLRs instead
of mere phono sockets— and so on. The few
controls reflectthe fact thatthe most likely
user is aproducer or recording engineer who
is not interested in playing games with the
reproduced sound field, but only in hearing
precisely what he is laying down on the tape,

and knows that unnecessary knobs
multiplied by operational pressure multiplied
by time equals an embarrassing and
expensive cock- up. The cost of an extra
stereo amplifier and apair of rear
loudspeakers must be added to the list, but
the figure may not be as high as one might
think, even in a ' quality' system. This aspect is
effectively discussed below in connection
with listening tests.
At this stage Ihave to confess that I
had
heard anumber of Ambisonic
demonstrations in the past and found none of
them convincing. Part of the frustration
undoubtedly lay in the circumstances — ahall,
or indifferent listening room at some Audio
Show, with people milling around so that
nobody could get more than afew seconds of
unobstructed sound from all four speakers.
Private demonstrations were certainly much
better, although in those earlier days results
were good in asmall central space but rapidly
went to pot outside it. As arecord reviewer I
also noticed that some early examples of
surround-encoded disc gave rather swimmy,
phasey images in stereo. More recent
examples, however, have been very good
indeed in stereo, as were BBC trials ( some of
last year's Proms, for instance), indicating
system improvements. Clearly I
should try
the up-to-date version under domestic
conditions, using if possible an 'approved'
set-up as defined by those involved with the
project, after which 'calibrating' session I
could try various combinations of likely and

unlikely equipmentto find out what can be
got away with by the average listener who
has no intention either of duplicating his
present audio gear orthrowing it all out and
buying new. In describing the results various
proprietary brands will be named, but I
want
to make it absolutely clear that this is not an
equipment review in any sense ( even of
decoders), the products used being chosen
for their availability and typicality.
For an initial demonstration I
was invited to
visit IMF's listening room at their High
Wycombe factory, where they make a
decoder and, of course, arange of
well- respected loudspeakers. We tried
several combinations of these, using material
recorded on disc and tape, and the results
were impressive— vastly superior to anything
Ihad heard before. Town halls, cathedrals
and Nimbus's studio in turn occupied the
room, sound directions were firm, and it was
possible to walk about almost up to one of the
speakers before the illusion dissolved.
However, this was in abig room— what
would it sound like at home? To find out, IMF
loaned me adecoder and two pairs of
speakers— Studio Monitors for the front and
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their new little MCR 2s for the rear. These
latter were specially developed for this
application, and are phase coherent with their
bigger brothers. John Hayes very kindly
followed to supervise the setting- up and
check that the results were up to standard.
The room is 8.3 m long including abay
window, and 3.7 m wide at the front, reducing
to 3.1m at the rear. Because of the length, the
rear speakers were placed on stands 21
/m
2
from the rear wall, and 3
/ m from the side
4
walls, though they were subsequently
disposed more comfortably nearer the wall
on items of furniture.
The IMF decoder is designed for operation
within a 'tape' loop, and was inserted in one
of those provided by the Quad 44 preamp.
The front speakers were first connected to a
Hafler D200 power amplifier and the rear
ones to aguad 303, until it was remembered
that the latter inverts the phase while the
former does not; also, the Hafler had an
uncomfortably low gain for this particular
job. The problem was solved by substituting
aYamaha CA- 1000— not acontender in the
flavour-of-the- month competition, but still a
good performer and complete with gain
control. During later trials using fairly high
sound levels the 303 was replaced by a405. If I
seem to have laboured the question of
amplifiers somewhat, it is to illustrate the fact
that using duplicate equipment does
eliminate most of the hassle of setting up. The
HiFi Sound test record HFS 81 has two
Ambisonic bands which are agreat help in
the process.
Mr Hayes had also provided aselection of
software previously heard at IMF, and
somehow it seemed even more impressive at
home! One possible reason forthis is
psychological: one expects to hear a ' big'
sound in alarge room, but notices it more in a
smaller one. Ilistened to this particular set-up
for something like 20 hours or more, spread
over aweek, repeatedly using the software
provided, plus discs from my own collection
which Ihad never heard decoded ( including a
couple of very early attempts) and some
material taped from BBC sources. During this
time I
was able to probe the weaknesses of
the system as well as its strengths. It soon
become clear, for example, that grot on discs
was emphasised and seemed to be mainly at
the rear. This is partly because non-encoded
noise is uncorrelated with the rest of the
signal and is mostly vertical information,
which is decoded into the rear speakers, and
partly because such noise has aconsiderable
HF component which is subject to pinnae
coloration. This latter also causes the HF
components of sharp transients and (to a
lesser extent) steady tones of high pitch to
appear to be pulled to the rear. In
confirmation, it was found that turning the
head had practically no effect on the
localisation of sounds in the low and
midband regions, but caused high-pitched
sounds to become more positively localised
at the rear. Asimilar but small effect was
noticed on lowering the head. Using more
forward preference reduces the problem, and
I
found that justa small amount of top cut in
the rear frequency response also does alot to
help before any significant overall loss of top
becomes apparent.
Interactions between loudspeakers and
room are audible, more especially when one
concentrates on them, but I
found this harder
to do in surround than in stereo— probably
because the ear is being offered amuch more
convincing collection of spatial clues.
However, the strengths of the Ambisonic
presentation took over completely when the
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ears were allowed to get on with their job of
taking in music rather than acting as
diagnostic tools. Even in my somewhat
awkwardly shaped room the listening area
over which good imaging and convincing
ambience were available was virtually
wall-to-wall, and the way in which those
physical walls seemed to recede and be
replaced by larger acoustics was amazing.
Quite subtle features gently insinuated
themselves, too, such as aslight echo from a
particular surface, or the details of the shape
of alocation which clearly did not belong to
the room around me.
After agood trial of the IMF system I
was
offered afurther domestic demonstration by
John Wright, atechnical consultant to NRDC
whose listening room is above average in size
and forms awell-proportioned rectangle.
Four KEF 105.2 speakers were in use, all
slightly 'tweaked' by raising them about
200 mm off the floor, removing the push-fit
grilles from the tweeters and disconnecting
the protection circuits in orderto clear the
signal path of any component not strictly
needed. This latter modification is absolutely
notfor the normal user, and would obviously
relieve the manufacturer from any
responsibility whatsoever for damage to the
speaker or any other associated equipment—
which could prove very expensive! While I
cannot comment on the effect of the
protection circuit, if any, since I
did not hear a
'before/after' comparison, I
can vouch for the
improvement produced by the first two steps,
which was significant, turning an already
excellent sound into asuperb one, with a
distinct improvement in details.
We compared three decoders, abasic one
made for NRDC by Minim Audio, adomestic
version bythe same maker, and a
professional model, already mentioned,
made by Abacoid Ltd. The basic model has
two push-botton switches, one for
bypass/decode and the other for UHJ/stereo,
apreset ' layout' switch with three settings
(including 'square') and avariable control for
stereo decoded material. The Minim
domestic one accepts UHJ or B-format, has
controls for all the functions mentioned in the
earlier discussion on decoders, including a
bypass switch, and can be used either with
unity gain in apreamplifier output, or with
variable balance and gain if used in atape
loop, for which it also provides duplicate
sockets for atape recorder. The Abacoid
accepts UHJ or B-format, and can be
by-passed, with selection by alocal switch or
remotely through internal relays. The only
other controls, apart from the mains switch,
give calibrated layout and forward preference
spectively.
After changing decoders acouple of times I
was left in no doubt about the superiority of
the professional one, which gave very well
defined and stable imaging and slightly
superior sound quality, having alittle more
extension and precision at both ends of the
spectrum. Although there was little to choose
between the other two when the domestic
version was set up to give similar parameters
to those pre-set in the ' basic' one, the former
was preferred overall, since it could be ' bent'
to fit any normal layout optimally, in addition
to providing extra facilities. This result is not
unreasonable, since it ranks the three in price

order, the respective prices being about 10 dB
apart ( x3). If only quality always increased as
some function of cost!
Afew days laterJohn Wright, accompanied
by Geoffrey Barton (who is also an NRDC
consultant, responsible for the design of
most of the electronics needed to turn theory
into practice, and whose name appears on
numerous discs as recording engineer)
arrived at my home with the small NRDC and
the professional decoders, plus acomplete
Ambisonic rack system as demonstrated by
Boots at Cunard 1981. The rack comprises a
UHJ decoder of Minim design, acombined
AM/FM tuner, acassette recorder,
preamplifier, and two stereo power
amplifiers. With the rack were four JR 149 Mk
II loudspeakers, and J.W. also produced
another batch of software.
One big advantage of the rack system was
the ease with which it was put to work— no
bothering about polarities or front/back
gains, since the amplifiers and speakers were
identical. Using only one type of loudspeaker
also improved the coherence of the sound,
and reduced the HF dominance at the back. In
decode mode almost as much energy goes
into the rear speakers as into the front ones,
with the result that there is abetter bass
extension than in ordinary stereo for agiven
loudspeaker. The improved solidity from
such relatively small sources as the JRs was
noteworthy, and acertain 'sponginess' in the
bass and some top end coloration was found
to originate in the rack, though it was not
relevant to this project to trace the exact
source.
The JRs were also used very successfully
with the other two decoders and separate
amplifiers, and further improvements were
made by adding asubwoofer, in this case the
Audio- Pro B2-50 with the crossover at 50 Hz,
showing that anyone starting from scratch
need not think in terms of four large
loudspeakers, even if they do want plenty of
bass. Another arrangement tried was that of
ESL-63s at the front, plus the B2-50, with JRs
at the back. Such acombination might be
representative for users who do not wish to
change an established stereo pair and have
little spare space at the other end of the room.
In fact, this layout, used with the Abacoid
decoder, gave thefinest results heard in my
room. Inside the listening area the illusion of
being in the recording location was excellent,
as I
can testify from considerable experience
of one of them. Walking toward apiano
reproduced solidly at the front was like doing
the same thing in reality: one could virtually
stand alongside the case and look into it,
while walking toward the rear seemed like
moving away down the studio at exaggerated
speed, produced by the ratio of recording
space dimensions to those of the speaker
layout. I
could also get behind the rear
speakers, from which position I
was outside
the ' hall' and hearing it as an area of sound
laid out in front of me. The simple NRDC
decoder was alittle less precise, but still gave
more than acceptable results. The acid test
was to switch back to ordinary stereo, when
all the sound jumped to form aline between
the front loudspeakers, the ambience
disappeared, and the result was aflat as a
pancake— areal let-down.
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TDK Silver packs: AD with newly developed linear particles. Low noise level, high output, improved dynamic range.
SA —TDK's legendary Super Avilyn formulation. Still the high bias tape that others follow.
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Ideally,Arnbisonic decoders
should be domestically
acceptable, typified by this
NROC model flehl.

It would appear
that small speakers,
such as Keesonic's newsmall
model fright) give optimum
Ambisonic reproduction due to
their controlled dispersion. Left
is the pcb made by Minim who
manufacture Ambisortic
decoders.
Table One: British based companies with activities in the field of Ambiosonics
Abacoid Limited
110A St. Margarets Road,
Hanwell, Middx, W7 2HF.

Professional decoders

Audio .& Design ( Recording) Ltd.,
North Street,
Reading, Berkshire, RG1 4DA

Professional transcoders

Boothroyd Stuart : Meridian
13 Clifton Road,
Industrial Estate,
Huntingdon, Cambridge, PE18 7EJ

Domestic decoding equipment

Calrec Audio Limited,
Hangingroyd Lane,
Hebden Bridge,
Yorkshire, HX7 7DD

Soundfield microphones & Professional encoders

Howland-West Ltd.,
5Eden Grove, N.7

Hi Fi sound HFS 81 test record

Hyperion Records Limited,
PO Box 25, Eltham,
London, SE9 1AX

Ambisonic records

IMF Electronics Limited,
Westbourne Street,
High Wycombe, Bucks.

Domestic decoders & Ambisonic recordings

Integrex Limited,
Portwood Industrial Estate,
Church Gresley,
Burton-on-Trent, Staffs.

Domestic decoders & kits

Music from York,
59 King Street,
Lancaster, Lancs.

Ambisonic recordings

Minim Audio Limited,
Lent Rise Road,
Burnham, Slough,
Berks. SL1 7NY.

Domestic decoders

Nimbus Records,
Wyastone Leys,
Monmouth, NP5 3SR.

Ambisonic recordings

Unicorn-Kanchana,
12 Hillgate Place,
London, W8 7SJ.

Ambisonic recordings

It's true that there is as yet comparatively
little software in Ambisonic format, probably
some 100-200 discs plus occasional BBC
broadcasts of which advance notice is not
given. However, even the stereo decode
facility is well worth having in the meantime,
and much superior to Hafler,especially in the
number of discs on which it works and in the
reduced ' phasiness'. There is also enormous
potential in the ' pop' field. Iheard atape
transcoded from normal multi-track to UHJ
by Richard Elen, editor of Studio Sound, and
featuring asynthesiser which gavesome
amazing effects, including sounds whizzing
around, field rotation, and even sounds
inside the head. Such transcodes can be
made from any existing multi-track, and the
possibilities are almost unlimited.
The hardware is on the way, too. Apart
from the equipment already mentioned,
other manufacturers are being licensed, and
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alist of present and probable produceks of
hardware and software is given in the Tables.
The Keesonic contribution will be particularly
interesting to those with little space. It is aset
of four very small loudspeakers with
matching subwoofer, to be sold as alow-cost
package. I
have heard this demonstrated in
prototype form and can only say that when

these little speakers are placed behind
curtains it is difficult indeed to believe that
something very much larger is not in circuit.
The subwoofer can be optimally fed by
extracting the 'W' signal (true mono) from the
decoder, which is easily done.
If this exercise hasdone nothing else it has
literally brought home to me the listening
pleasure available from Ambisonics and its
spin-offs in enhancing ordinary stereo
sources. In the present two-channel
transmission form it inevitably involves
compromises which are audible, though they
are perfectly acceptable when ears are
switched from 'trouble search' to ' listen and
relax' mode. As Geoffrey Barton pointed out
during helpful technical discussions, digital
audio, properly implemented, will benefit
Ambisonics greatly. It will be easy to provide
athird channel on aCompact Disc with
45 min playing time instead of 60 min, which
would take out the horizontal compromises,
while the Zcomponent could be added with
30 min playing time to give full periphony.
Moreover, the interchannel phase
relationships used by UHJ can be much more
accurately maintained in adigital system
than in an analogue one; and there are other
advantages, too complex to explore here.
So, as I
stand in asound-field of pouring
rain, with engine noises and the screech of
skidding tyres all roundthe living room, I
am
convinced that Ambisonics is amajor
contribution to road safety. Well, it's been
keeping me off the roads and listening to
record after record for days enough(

Table Two: Other companies showing or have shown interest in assisting
Boots Co. Ltd.

Demonstrated Ambisonic rack system at Cunard Show 1981.

BBC

Involved in development and 2channel UHJ experimental broadcasts.

IBA

Involved in development of 21
2 channel experimental broadcasts.
/

Keesonic

Designing 'dedicated' Ambisonic system for possible launch at Harrogate.

NAD

Developing inexpensive decoders and multi-function amplifiers.

Shure

Used Ambisonics to demonstrate their cartridges at Harrogate last.

Wharfedale

Incorporated Ambisonic demonstration with their loudspeakers at Harrogate last
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iw alone in this restaurant one

ell, there I
was simply sitting

day reading ascore by Dvorak —
the
D minor Symphony, I
remember it very well— when this
fellow opposite me, atotal stranger, leantover and said "That's the
music of my country". Well, it
turned out that not only was he
Czech, but an amateur musician
too, who'd been living in London
for many years. Anyway, he was
reading the latest handout from
the
Czechoslovak
friendship
league in which it mentioned that
scholarships were on offer for six
British students to exchange with
six Czechs and go and study in
Prague for ayear. Well, clearly it
was aimed primarily at scholars of
slavonic languages or history
because at that time you couldn't
go to Russia; but I
applied anyway
and, much to my surprise, I
got it—
along with all these other slavists!
And that's how it all started.' Sir
Charles
Mackerras
recalling,
there, the extraordinary coincidence that first brought him into
contact with Czech music in
general, and the music of Leos
Janacek in particular. The year
was 1947 and the rest is history.
'Previously, I'd only known
Janacek as the composer of a
piece called Youth — a pleasant
little wind sextet, which as an
oboist, Ihad played — but Iwas
absolutely unprepared for the
tremendous dramatic tensions of
Katya Kabanova or The Makropoulos Case and Ibecame totally
enraptured by the music during
that year in Prague. Istudied with
Vaclav Talich. We even worked on
alittle Janacek together though he
was very much what one might
call the old-school of Janacek
conductors in that he believed that
Janacek
needed
improving,
needed re-touching, in order to
make it work. Imean, you can hear
his orchestration of Katya Kabanova on Krombholc's still very
beautiful Supraphon recording;
Tech did tend to beautify the
textures in his re-touching. Imust
say that they do not now play that
version at the National Theatre in
Prague or anywhere in Czechoslovakia. However, they still use the
version of Jenufa re-arranged by
Kovavic who was the first
conductor of it in Prague. He was
the one who insisted that the work
was of sufficient interest to be
revived after it had been rather a
flop in Brno in 1907, though healso
insisted upon re-orchestrating it
and making lots of cuts. Janacek
agreed to all this because there
was, after all, no other way of
getting the work done. But the big
question remains as to how much
he agreed because he was forced
into doing so and how much he
actually did agree. Certainly his
position over the whole issue is
rather
ambivalent.
On
one
occasion he wrote to Erich Kleiber
saying that he could never have
imagined that his work could
sound so wonderful — and that
60

Sir Charles Mackerras
talks to Edward Seckerson
was, of course, in Kovavic's
version, further re-touched by
Kleiber. On the other hand, he said
that he didn't see why Kovavic's
widow should have any of the
royalties from the re-orchestrated
edition when he (Janacek) had not
asked for the changes in the first
place. It is a fact, though, that
Jenufa sounds different from all
the other Janacek operas simply
because the only version known is
the Kovavic. Ihave now restored
the original orchestration and that
is the version we intend to record.'
Jenufa, then, is next in Sir Charles'
triumphant Janacek series for
Decca — aseries which began in
1977 with Katya Kabanova and has
since picked up just about every
major international
recording
award. The plaudits speak for
themselves, but for Sir Charles,
Decca's enterprise has meant the
fulfilment of a dream — that he
should one day bring these unique
scores to the widest' possible
public, and precisely as Janacek
wrote them. That, in itself, has
proved no mean task.
With each of the four operas
released so far — Katya Kabonova,
The Makropoulos Case, From the
HouseoftheDeadand The Cunning
Little Vixen — Mackerras has
returned to Janacek's original
autograph scores and meticulously
deciphered every ambiguity: a
painstaking process since some
sections of those ma nuscriptsa re,
at best, unclear. For one thing,
Janacek invariably drew his own
staves for fear that printed
manuscript paper would tempt

him to over-orchestrate. It is not
always easy to discern whether a
note is on the space or the line— a
problem which consequently lead
to copyist errors, errors which
Janacek often failed to pick up at
the approval stage. He authorised
the manuscript copy of the Sinfonietta, for example, yet when
Mackerras came to record the
piece ( and what astunning record
that is — SXDL 7519) he came
across several discrepancies with
the autograph score. Cunning
Little Vixen posed few problerris in
this respect as well. Indeed,compared with House of the Dead,
it was relatively plain sailing
(witness Janacek-expert John
Tyrell's detailed textural notes
accompanying that set). One
aspect of the piece, though, which
did keep the repetiteurs on their
toes was the question of dialect,
though on that score it seems that
Czech-born Lucia Popp, in the title
role, was a positive boon. 'We
were very lucky to have her, not
only because she is such amarvellous artist, but because she
actually
speaks
Czech
with
precisely the dialect in which the
opera is written. You see, it's all in
this funny mixture of Moravian
and Slovak. We had several
singers from Prag ue in the cast, of
course, including Dalibor Jedlicka
as the forester, and they had to be
constantly
corrected
by the
Moravian repetiteur in the ways of
Moravian slang. It was really quite
amusing being surrounded by so
many Czech singers who were
forever being pulled up on their

pronunciation. Incidently, we are
following Janacek's wishes, and
Czech custom, in using women
and not men for all the ani mal roles
with the exception of the Badger.
In the case of the Fox, which is
often sung by a tenor, the role
takes on something of the
complexion of a kind of canine
Octavian!'
Mackerras and his colleagues
are plainly very proud of the
finished product, with the radiant
Vienna Philharmonic once more a
great
asset.
As
Mackerras
reminded me, Vixen's lengthy
stretches of purely orchestral
music are among the most luminous that Janacek penned. Had he
ever been concerned, though, that
the
characteristically
lush
Viennese sound of the orchestra
might perhaps prove slightly
incompatible with the spikier,
more abrasive elements in this
music? 'Not really. You see, I
believe that the style of playing of
an orchestra comes from the
conductor — whether it be from
the words he uses to describe
exactly how he feels something
should be played, or simply from
his emanation. Now, the Vienna
Philharmonic weren't entirely
unfamiliar with Janacek — they
did know some of the operas,
including Katya in my edition, so
thatwas agreat help. But above all
they are one of the most
wonderful orchestras in the world
and that was always the most
i
m portent consideration. They can
play extremely lushly
when
required — the Pre ude to to p.65
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TDK MA accepts higher input levels without distortion, giving greatly increased MOL, particularly at high
frequencies. MAR incorporates TDK's unique reference standard mechanism for accurate tape run.

egTDK.The great name in tape cassettes.
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No hangover!
Hangover, arather
loose term to describe
the stored energy
resonance in a
loudspeaker, the
principal cause of
colouration that
immediately tells you
you're listening to a
loudspeaker.
Take it away and
there's anew world the loudspeakers have
nothing more to say instead there's just the
orchestra and the
magic of the music

If music is an
important part of your
life, then apair of
ESL- 63 loudspeakers
could be the best investment you've ever made.
Perhaps even
something to
celebrate about.

For further details
and the name and
address of your nearest
Quad ESL- 63 retailer
write or telephone
The Acoustical
Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,
Huntingdon, Cambs.,
PE18 7DB. Telephone:
(0480) 52561.

QUAD*
for the closest approach
to the original sound
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Edward Seckerson meets

Eugene Sarbu
S

ATUNED are we nowadays
to the dazzling bravura techniques brandished by. so many
young instrumentalists that the
experience of a performance at
once understated, refined and inwardly considered is apt to linger
all the more potently in the memory. So it was when Ifirst heard
Eugene Sarbu last year. The occasion was his major London concerto debut; the work, the Beethoven Concerto. Two months later,
Iput his first gramophone recording on the turntable — aperformance of the Sibelius concerto so
vibrant,
so
exposed
in
its
elemental passions as to make the
serene concentration of his
Beethoven reading seem all the
more remarkable.
Such instinctive command of
the essential character behind
these two vastly differing works —
and both readings were as individual as they were faithful to the
spirit of the music— is rare indeed.
Hardly surprising, then, to discover that Eugene Sarbu is ayoung
man with a profoundly philosophical approach to music and
its origins — an approach which
plainly has its roots in the happiest of family backgrounds. His
father, for one thing, is both a
philosopher and a musician: a
highly accomplished amateur
violinist, and Professor of Philosophy at the University of his native
Rumania. The Sarbu household
was always alive with the sound
of music: mother enjoyed singing, and Eugene's sister, Carmina,
was an extremely gifted pianist.
Indeed, to this day, Eugene feels
that all the hours spent watching
and listening to his parents could
hardly have stood him in better
stead. By the time he picked up his
first violin at the age of five, he
understood the mechanics of the
instrument so well that he was
able to produce a respectable
sound straight away. Within six
months of taking his first lessons
he had given his first concert. He
was six years old and played the
Bach A-minor and Mozart 'Adelaide' concertos, a Vieuxtemps
piece and some Haydn!
Technique, then, came naturally
and painlessly to him, but he
acknowledges an enormous debt
to his teacher in Galatz— aman by
the name of Nachnanovici with
whom he studied, during these
formative years, until he was 15.
'Nachnanovici had studied with
Leopold Auer, the father of modern violin playing — he performed
Heifetz, Zimbalist, Milstein — and
he offered me tremendous clarity
of thought for my technique.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

That's the most important age for
building up technique and the
ability to concentrate. Thanks to
Nachnanovici, my technique was
complete by the time I
was 15— an
age when so many players are in
danger of being ruined by having
a premature musical ' maturity'
forced upon them. He planned
everything very carefully and Iam
very grateful for that, though at
the time Iremember that Iwas a
bit unhappy because Iwanted to
do the Mendelssohn concerto
when I
was seven and Wieniawski
or Paganini at eight or nine! Even
then, though, it would have been
inconceivable for me to have regarded music in terms of technique. Ibegan to see that if technical
accomplishments were used primarily, or only, for showy purposes, like so much confectionery, it was meaningless really.
Learning for me had to come
intellectually — emotionally.'
Through the devoted guiding
force of his father, these ' human'
aspects of Eugene's development were in safe hands. ( He
recalls the many intimate discussions that they had — and still have
by telephone. His father, he says,
has tremendous intuition about
the problems of violin-playing:
'He
finds
solutions
straight
away'). After Nachnanocici, there
were other fine teachers in store
for him. Professor Avakian in
Bucharest took him through an
enormous amout of repertoire
during their concentrated two
years together commencing 1965,
and in 1967, when he was 17, he
went to study with a Professor
Geanta: a musician of great refinement — friend of Enesco, and
admirer of Kreisler. If his other
teachers had built a formidable
technical ' package' for him, says
Eugene, it was Geanta who
opened it up in the widest sense —
not just in terms of the solo violin,
but in chamber and orchestral
music, too. ' He was an influence,
not a teacher. He did not care
about technique! He would come
with full scores, not just the violin
parts. Everything was looked at in
the widest context. So now when I
learn a new work, I start by
studying the full score for awhile
—figuring things out. Then, when I
finally pick up the violin, Ifind I
can learn the notes very quickly. In
this way, rehersals become more
valuable. You can really communicate differently with an
orchestra — they can tell that you
know exactly what is going on in
their parts as well as your own.'
The biggest single turning point
at this stage of Sarbu's meteoric
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development, was a scholarship
to study with Ivan Galamian at the
celebrated Curtis Institute in Philadelphia. The path towards
securing it, however, was fraught
with difficulties. He had already
experienced one major setback in
1968
when
a scholarship
arranged by David Oistrakh for
him to study in Moscow — ever
since Oistrakh first heard him play
at the age of 11 he had been trying
to persuade Eugene's parents to
let their son go with him to
Moscow— fell through on account
of the Russian invasion of
Czechoslovakia ( Rumania was the
only Warsaw Pact country to
stand against it). A scholarship in
the West — but more especially in
America — would seem to have
been an impossibility.
Enter now Yehudi Menuhin, in
Bucharest with his Bath Orchestra. He was so impressed with
Sarbu's playing ( he later described it as having "A magnetic
quality with a touch of gypsy
improvisation, which adds to its
fascination") that he invited him
to his hotel and advised him to go
to the West to build a career.
Indeed, he even voluntered to
speak to Galamian at the Curtis
Institute on his behalf. A month
later, the letter arrived from Galamian offering a scholarship. "A
scholarship?", the Rumanian authorities laughed, " How will you
live — your scholarship only covers tuition fees". It seemed hopeless. Depressed, Sarbu wrote
back to Galamian saying that as
much as he wanted to ( and he
would have been prepared to
wash dishes in order to do so!) he
sadly could not come. No more
was thought about it until a
second letter arrived from Galamian offering full living expenses
in addition to his tuition. To this
day, Eugene does not know where
that money came from. It was
an unprecedented move in the
history of the Curtis Institute.
It took two years of bureaucratic
wheeling and dealing before he
was able to leave Rumania. Final-

ly, though, he arrived in New
York; he had ten dollars in his
pocket and spoke very little English, yet, he says, there was
somehow afeeling of confidence
deep inside him. His years at the
Curtis were certainly the making
of him, though here too he experienced one or two disconcerting
problems: like the time his apartment was robbed of everything,
including violin; or the occasion
of only his second lesson with
Galamian when his limited English let him down badly on the
way and he was nearly an hour
late. A furious Galamian, red with
rage, opened and quickly shut the
door: " Idon't teach you till after
Christmas". He held no grudge,
apparently, but was determined
to teach his pupil alesson. When
Eugene turned up for his next
lesson, in January, an hour and a
half early, Galamian embraced
him as if nothing had ever happened. He acted very much as a
father, nurturing him through all
kinds of problems. As ateacher,
he wisely left the foundations of
Sarbu's technique well alone. Nor
did he attempt to mould his
pupil's playing personality. ' Interestingly enough, none of my
teachers — all the greatest musicians — have ever tried to model
my personality. Yes, of course
there have been influences on me,
but the development of my own
character of playing, my own view
of the music, has remained my
own.'
Eugene gtew up, of course, with
the records of Kreisler, Heifetz,
Zimbalist and Enesco ( he especially loves his recording of the
Bach
Double
Concerto with
Menuhin) but among later influences he has felt particular affinity
with Milstein — with whom he
studied in Zurich after leaving
America. 'Such spontaneity of
playing — he gave me awhole new
prespective on certain works.'
Md Menuhin: 'He has a magic
which transcends technique— this
feeling of melancholy which comes from his own deeply human
63
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and now for something completely different

Jupiter, Venus and Mercury
the truth, the whole truth
and nothing but the truth.
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EUGENE SARBU
character. There is the influence,
too, of Enesco with whom he
studied; if you listen to Enesco's
playing of the Chausson Poeme,
playing of the utmost beauty, you
will hear reminiscences of that
quality in Menuhin's playing'.
Towards the end of Eugene's
period in America it was Galamian's suggestion that he enter
some competitions. The reasoning was - threefold: he would
greatly extend his repertoire; the
experience of working in front of
audiences, under pressure would
prove invaluable; and last, but not
least, he would reap some financial benefits.
Sarbu all but swept the board at
some 34 competitions throughout
North America and Europe, culminating in First prize wins at the
Paganini and Carl Flesch competitions of 1978. His audience appeal
was much in evidence from the
start: even where he took second
or third prize, the audience prize
was invariably his..
One such competition was the
1975 Sibelius in Helsinki. This
rugged country made a great
impression on him. He had been
studying the Violin Concerto in
depth with Galamian — a longcherished ambition ( even getting
hold of the parts in Rumania was a
problem) — but at last he could
really relate the music to its ori-

gins. ' Emotionally speaking, I
have always felt very close to
Sibelius' music. But when Iwent
to Helsinki for the competition it
was the first time I
was able to view
a little and to live a little, the
atmosphere of Finland. People
have to understand the reasons
why this music is as it is. Historically, Finland has lived under
great strain and geographically it
is almost eight months of the year
under darkness. It is a rather
oppressive, depressive feeling to
live with snow for so many
months; those huge spaces and
the deep red skies. All this makes
such an impact on you that you
can then understand a work like
the Violin Concerto far better,'
Those colourful and perceptive
words give some idea of the
substance and foundation of
Eugene Sarbu's work, to say nothing of his eloquence ( in no less
than six languages, I
should add!).
His aforementioned record of the
Sibelius
Concerto
for
CFP
was the first to be made in the
BBC's new Manchester studios;
very happy memories, those sessions, for him. 'Wonderful. From
the outset Iasked my producer if
he would place my microphone
so that I could be facing the
orchestra, because, after all, we
are all making music together and
this gave us a stronger contact
over details. And, of course, Ole

SIR CHARLES NIACKERRAS

Indeed: anyone who heard his top as acrotchet. In my view it is players nowadays have got so
recent Covent Garden Alceste or impossible that there could have used to using it as a means of
that exquisite ENO Cosi Fan Tutte been any difference intended, but expression that it sometimes takes
last year would certainly sharethat of course all the romantic a while for them to get used to
view. On both occasions Iwas conductors make a great thing playing an expressive line without
struck by the crisp, dryish cast of of it. Yes, it does represent the it. With the original instrument
the orchestral sound — the tight, stone guest coming to supper, etc, orchestras you've really got to
baroque timbre of the timpani, for but stylistically that doesn't mean approach
things in
reverse.
instance.
Sir Charles
prides that the minim should be longer They know all about the technical
himself on such details. He than the crotchet! Of -course, all differences, but usually you've got
actually owns a collection of this depends upon how receptive to persuade them to play more
baroque timpani sticks and they or how prejudiced an orchestra is lyrically. I
think that the conductor
go with him on appropriate occas- in its way of playing. As I
say, I
have or director of an old- instrument
ions. In fact, the timpani sticks live succeeded well, Ithink, with the orchestra can produce just as
among asplendid old instrument ENO orchestra in the Mozart and many different interpretations as
collection which he proudly Handel we have done together, the modern romantic conductors
harbours at his home in St. John's and the same is true also of the can with Tchaikovsky and Brahms.
Wood. Before leaving I
was treated English
Chamber
Orchestra Hogwood's orchestra sounds very
to an impromptu demonstration who've worked with me for so long different from Trevor Pinn ock's for
of his beautiful 18th century that they automatically give me instance, yet all these orchestras
barrel-organ. ' Note the phrasing the sound Iwant without being consist to a great extent of the
— short notes! You see, in the old asked. Yet in Mozart, for instance, same players.'
style of string-playing the notes they will just as readily produce a
Finally,what of thefuture? Many
died away so quickly that it was romantic Furtwanglerian sound eyes will doubtless already be
impossible to tell the difference for Daniel Barenboim'.
focused on 1985— Handel Year —
between the length of aquaver ora
Was there adanger, did he think, when, not surprisingly, Sir Charles
crotchet or a minim. The wind of taking the baroque style too will be extremely busy all over the
instruments also played in that literally — to the point, in fact, of world. In the meantime, though,
style, so that all this discussion the
music
sounding
simply one other major ambition remains
about whether the final notes of a clinical? 'Yes, there is a danger. I unfulfilled — to record all the
Handel or Mozart or even aBeet- sometimes find that when I
start to Mozart operas in the style that the
hoven phrase are long or short is work on Mozart or baroque music composer clearly intended. 'At the
absolutey
in
vain,
because with a non-specialist orchestra, moment there is not one single
musicians at the time, even up to they do tend to hack at my short recording of any Mozart opera
the middle of the 19th century notes until Iexplain that this is not which even approximates to the
could not have made any differ- what Iwant; that Iwant them to style in which Mozart must have
ence between them. The example I play with the same beautiful heard it. Harnoncourt's Idomeneo
always quote comes in the second sound thatthey normally make but comes close, but of the famous
bar of the Don Giovanni overture. simply shorter and crisper, and operas — well, they are recorded
Do you hold the bass note longer without using vibrato. The use of again and again with big star
than the top? — after all, the bass vibrato in strings and voices is a singers, but without appoggianote is written as aminim and the 20th century thing and string turas without ornamentation!'•

Katya, for instance; you wouldn't
hear amore beautiful string sound
than that anywhere— but they can
also make the last departs of the
House of the Dead sound very
astringent and abrasive without
any trouble. As Isay, it's all very
much to do with the conductor and
the orchestra's response to him.'
That seemed as good amoment
as any to move into another area of
music very close to Mackerras'
heart, specifically, the music of
Mozart and Handel, two of his
great specialities. What were his
feelings regarding the question of
baroque playing styles — the
controversial
issue
of
old
instruments versus new, for
instance? 'Well, firstly, if one's
talking about authenticity, then
having aconductor at all is an anachronism, except that whether
you are playing the fortepiano or
harpsichord like Christopher Hogwood, or the cello like Nikolaus
Harnoncourt, you are still really
the conductor, though Ijump at
every offer to conduct an oldinstrument orchestra because lam
so interested in the subject and
because Ibelieve that alot of differentiation of style can be made
with old instruments. But Iam
equally interested in trying to
make modern orchestras play in
the baroque style as if they were
playing old instruments. I've
managed, for instance, to get the
ENO to play very much like a
baroque orchestra.'
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Schmidt is such a marvellous where he had performed the work
Sibelius man.' •
as part of the composer's all-tooA marvellous Nielsen man, too, scanty centenary celebrations.
Iadded, and Sarbu immediately 'You know, Idon't want to boast,
expressed his desire to work on but very few people play that
that concerto as well. His reper- sonata. It is based, of course, on
toir, already sizeable, is growing the Rumanian folk character, but
season by season. The Szyma- refined to such a degree. It is
nowski 2nd is arécent addition, as definitely one of the greatest'
is the Prokofiev 1st, and he re- works for violin and piano written
sponded with good humour to this century — the use of quarterone two suggestions made re- tones and harmonics is quite ingarding works that he had not yet credible.' Quite so, and certainly
come around to exploring: the that touch of 'gypsy improvisaShostakovitch 1st, for instance tion' is unlikely to find a more
and the Elgar. Ideally, he would thrilling outlet.
like to devote acouple of months
The future, then, could hardly
each year to score-studying, but be brighter — the more so since
with acurrent average of about 80 Eugene clearly sets great store by
concerts a season and engage- the maturing of his repertoire.
ments stretching into ' 831'84, he 'You know, many works are simprealises that he will have to be ly beyond violin playing — pure
very firm indeed if he is to keep music — and it takes years to
that promise for himself. Mean- develop your thoughts on such
while, this season, most of the big pieces as the Beethoven Concerto
classical concertos feature on his or the ' Kreutzer' Sonata — awork I
itinerary: the Beethoven, Brahms have thought about for so long
and Mendelssohn, plus Mozart, and only this season performed —
Paganini and, happily, the Dvorak. or the last Sonata Op.96. Istarted
On the recording front, there that with my teacher Professor
are plans afoot for another CFP Geanta when Iwas 17 and the first
disc, predictably a coupling the time Iplayed it in public was only
Mendelssohn and Bruch concer- three years ago. And still, after
tos, and, rather more exciting, for years of thinking and discussing, I
a much- needed new version of know that there is room to discovthe amazing Enesco 3rd Sonata er more. There comes a point
(no recording of which is available when it is not anymore aquestion
at present). When we spoke, he of musical learning but human
had just returned from • Lucerne experience.' •
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HOW SHOULD IIT GO?
A study in three movements by Bernard Keeffe
Part 2: A phrase book
for the language
of music
IN PARIS last year Iwas made aware of a
was visiting IRCAM,
•fundamental truth. I
Pierre Boulez's music laboratory, which lies
hidden underground afew yards from the
Pompidou centre, aculture factory of
fearsome aspect. In the open square
between, crowds swarmed round dozens of
street entertainers: fire-eaters, jugglers,
mimers, dancers, singers, players, outsiders
all, aglorious expression of human vitality,
cocking asnook at organised art. Inside
IRCAM, technicians confessed that to make
their synthetic sounds acceptable they had
to introduce random inaccuracies, like a
Japanese potter deliberately putting aflaw
into aperfect shape. It made me realise
again that Man is neither God nor machine.
We are fallible, imperfect creatures: we have
to take breath and sleep to survive; we shout
in anger and fear, moan with grief, and
chunter with delight. Who can doubt that a
musical performance should embody this
wayward, unpredictable, excitable, heavenstorming power. Play safe, 90 for
mechanical correctness at all costs, and you
may destroy the vital spark, and reduce the
musician to being little more than acog in
the machine.
Inaccuracy is very easily noticed, and sadly
may attract more critical attention than a
failure of imagination. This is acceptable in
ensemble, intonation, and balance, but we
should recognise that in rhythm and
phrasing, the most intense and vivid expression may derive from what Icall creative
imperfection. As avery simple and familiar
example, consider the oboe solo in
'Dorabella' in the Engima variations. Here
Elgar has written four semiquavers, but
marks the first with aline over it, and this is
always played perceptibly longer, so the
others have to quicken up to keep time. This
is certainly not what is written, but who can
deny that this distortion of time values gives
the phrase its charm? It is inconceivable now
that it would be played in any other way, yet
comparable marks, including more specific
ones such as tenuto, elsewhere in the work
are passed over.
Well, what is phrasing? The conception
obviously comes from language, and Imight
add spoken language. If you imagine the
sound of that sentence, it has aclear start
and finish, with aminor hesitation,
suggested by the comma; the word ' spoken'
will be emphasised by alift in the vocal tone,
and the whole will have anoticeable rise and
fall as the words are inflected. Without this it
would be hard to understand, and the
speaker would sound like aDalek. It's the
same with music: without articulation and
dynamic emphasis the meaning may be lost.
The link with speech is inescapable, for the
music of composers of different nationality
has an accent like their speech. If we don't

recognise this, the performance can distort
the music; in the Hungarian and Finnish
languages, for example, all words are
stressed on the first syllable, and this is
reflected in the phrasing and rhythm of the
music of Bartok and Sibelius. Yet you can
still hear acor anglais soloist in The Swan of
Tuonela take breaths before an upbeat,
instead of at the bar- line as the composer
indicates; the finale of the Second
Symphony of Sibelius holds asimilar trap.
German is aheavily accented language, and
it is unidiomatic to shirk the emphatic articulation implied by the phrasing of the German
classics. Undeniably there is astrong Italian
influence on the music of Mozart, but I
believe one can differentiate between the
phrasing appropriate to German works such
as Die Zauberfláte and Die Entführung, and
that required by Don Giovanni or Figaro.
This is mirrored in his instrumental music;
the Symphonies are Italian, whereas Ifeel the
Serenades have aGerman dialect. The music
of Elgar, Delius, Vaughan-Williams and
Britten has an English accent, and can sound
strange to our ears when pronounced by a
foreigner. Yet it would be difficult to define
precisely what that accent should be. In
music as in speech, there is so much that is
instinctive or habitual, and expressed by fine
gradations of tone and rhythm.. The
accomplished musician calls upon years of
experience in deciding how to play aphrase,
yet might not always be able to say exactly
why.
A great part of the problem is notation. At
best it's aclumsy code for what in sound is
infinitely subtle and varied. Ithink it is
revealing that composers with practical
experience as conductors took particular
care to make their intentions clear. Mahler
notated the tiniest nuance of expression, and
Iam convinced that this precise guide to an
eloquent interpretation partly explains the
overwhelming impact of his music,
especially in aperiod when interpretation in
general has become so dry. Ithink it also
explains Mahler's reputation as aconductor
of music other than this own, if he brought to
itthe same care over every detail of phrasing
and articulation. When you look at his scores
you are in no doubt what he wants, but there
are few such details in movements by
Mozart, Haydn, Beethoven, or even Brahms
and Tchaikovsky, and if played literally they
can sound like amonotonous plod. What
Mahler specified, they took for granted,
either because they expected to be present
when the music was played, or because they
felt they could rely on the musicianship of
the performers. The difficulty for us is to
respond to the conventions of performance
that they took for granted, without wearing
the jackboots of pedantry or mincing about
in period costume.
Obviously we must start with the score,
and immediately it's decisions, decisions!
Even astaccato dot can have dozens of
different meanings, dependent on the style,
the period, the tempo, the instrument, even
the mannerisms of an individual composer.

We have to decide between accents of
different type: Fp, sfz, and ifz. Dvorak was
meticulous in his varied use of such marks,
and Ican think in particular of one of the
Symphonic Variations, and the third
movement of the Seventh Symphony, where
these fine distinctions are often lost. The
difference between ff and fis often crucial,
and there are two places where fmeans play
softer, which Iconfidently assert are always
played fff; one is just before the coda of
Beethoven's Egmont overture, and the
other is in the closing bars of Debussy's La
Mer.
Then there is the slur, the bugbear of many
performers. If you look at many printed
scores of Bach, you'd think that he had never
heard of aslur, and this is born out by
performances played in arelentless marcato.
Yet it's clear that players of the time often
observed slurs, but marked them in their
parts with chalk, which naturally, in many
cases, has been rubbed off. But does the slur
mean that the notes beneath it are to be
played with one stroke of the bow? Certainly
not in the Siegfried Idyll, where Wagner
writes aslur over ten bars. There, clearly, it
defines amusical idea.
This brings up the thorny question of
bowing. Isometimes think that even if the
composer, the concert- master of the Berlin
Philharmonic and God Almighty had agreed
on abowing, the next leader would want to
change it. In many cases attentive players
can produce the same musical effect with
different bowings, but often an inappropriate
bowing. Isometimes think that even if the
phrasing and the meaning of the music. The
opening of Beethoven's Eighth is clearly
marked with aslur over the first three notes,
yet almost invariably this is broken by taking
another bow on the second note. This is
more convenient for the players, but it
introduces an unwanted accent, distorts the
rhythm, and tends to slow the tempo.
Richard Strauss on the other hand, like
Wagner, was rather vague in putting along
slur over the opening of Ein Heidenieben.
That thrilling arpeggio is often played
smoothly but rather indistinctly.
Mengelberg, the dedicatee, uses several
bow changes, and produces aclearer
rhythm, richer tone, and vivid phrasing — an
approach which Strauss evidently accepted.
The fascinating thing is that this phrasing is
still used by the Concertgebouw strings and
can be heard at the start of Haitink's splendid
recording.
So what should the interpreter add to the
composer's markings? We want spontaneity,
that indefinable grace we call musicality.
What we don't want, but too often are given
on records, is adapper, detached reading of
the notes, like anewsreader delivering 'To
be or not to be?' Ireturn again to the analogy
with language. lbetyoufindthissentencedifficulttoread. In music too, for clarity of utterance, we must articulate phrases like words;
we have to take musical breaths and, just as
in singing, the tone builds up and then dies
to page 71
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HOW SHOULD IT GO?
away as the breath runs out. So we have the
arsis, the rise, and thesis, the fall of the
melody in plainchant, and the expressive
shaping of phrases in all music since. In
music as in speech, there is often astrong
point that needs emphasis. It is often the
highest note, but not invariably: in the
opening of the second movement of
Brahms' Second Symphony, the barring
shows that the second note is the strong
point, but usually we hear the first
emphasised because it is higher. So too with
the melody at the start of the slow
movement of Tchaikovsky's Fourth
Symphony, where the strongest note of the
phrase is the lowest. Mravinsky's famous
recording of this offers avivid lesson in
phrasing, for the oboe soloist plays
insensitively, with several misplaced
accents, whereas the cellos play the same
melody to perfection, clearly defining the
phrases, with just the right emphasis on the
strong points, varied according to the
harmonic movement and shapes of the musical
sentence. Yet all Tchaikovsky put was
semplice ma grazioso, '
simply but gracefully'
with no other indication of accent or shaping.
Mravinsky, Isuspect, could not influence the
oboist as much as he could the cello section.
And what of rubato, that other battlefield
of taste and opinion? The word has been
used with several, often contradictory
meanings, and is still not always precisely
understood. We know from one of Mozart's
letters, and from observations of others, that
rubato in keyboard playing implied that the
left hand kept regular time, while the right
varied according to the melody. This
approach seems to have been usual up to
the time of Chopin and beyond. Only in the
latter half of the 19th century did pianists
apply this tempo modification to the whole
texture, as it is today, when as far as Iknow,
no one uses rubato as Mozart and Chopin
did. In fact, the common view of both players
and composers is that rubato means ' play
freely', but in some contexts the word, and
the variant rubando, has aprecise meaning,

'rob the time', that is ' quicken up'. This usage
can be heard in Tosca, where Puccini writes
rubando over agroup of notes in the melody
of ' E lucevan le stelle'. The same precise
meaning of the word is to be found also in
the music of Debussy and Ravel, though it is
sometimes interpreted in quite the opposite
way.
In my view we have to accept that in
orchestral playing there is an inherent stylistic
limitation to tempo modification. Eighty or
more players just cannot pull the time about
in the way asoloist can. Composers have
always known this, and asymphony of
Beethoven has nothiiig like the variety of
tempo ard phrasing to be found in many of
the sonatas. Consequently it's dangerous to
try to transfer one style to another medium.
If you want proof, just listen to Weingartner's
orchestration of the ' Hammerklavier' Sonata,
or any version of Les Sylphides, where
Chopin's graceful phrases are given with all
the elegance of adeep-sea diver. Once again
it was Mahler who had the rare reputation of
being able to make his orchestra play like a
solo pianist. But as we can hear from old
recordings, orchestras and public were
unconcerned with mechanical accuracy.
Mahler probably achieved flexibility at the
expense of aprecision which today would be
expected from ayouth orchestra. In my view
the question of rubato is determined not so
much by period style as by the nature of the
phrase and its context. Where there is, for
example, aregular rhythmic accompaniment
as in the start of the slow movement of
Mozart's G minor symphony, it implies a
more even phrasing than in the slow
movement of the 'Jupiter' symphony,
where the rhetorical character of the melody
suggests aquite bold treatment. In the
second movement of Rimsky-Korsakov's
Scheherazade, there is quite clearly a
gradual tightening up of the rhythm as the
accompaniment changes from asustained
chord for the bassoon solo, slightly more
rhythmic chords for the oboe, and then rapid
figuration for the violins' statement of the
identical melody. Often aphrase must be
treated with expressive freedom at its first

hearing, but less when it takes its place as a
unit in adevelopment section, and what may
be appropriate for asolo instrument can
sound sloppy played by asection.
What is right for aphrase is right for a
whole movement, with arise to aclimax
followed by relaxation. Yes, it's just like sex,
and anyone who saw Cantelli conduct will
need no convincing of that! The analogy is
worth pursuing, for just as love- making
should never become boring, so every
musical performance should offer new
excitements and new experiences. We are at
present in danger of becoming far too
negative in our approach; performers are
encouraged to use plain texts, and young
players as well as orchestras are too often
bombarded with ' don't': ' don't hurry', ' don't
drag', ' don't make an accent', ' don't make
that crotchet into aquaver'; and from record
producers ' don't forget we must have perfect
ensemble'.
Ishould like more emphasis on positive,
creative playing and recording. This
applies especially to young people; lam
often asked to adjudicate in competitions,
and the most common failure is not in
technique but imagination. This atmosphere
is partly encouraged by critics, who too often
use the word ' wilful', and so musicians are
nervous of expressing an individual
conception of the music. The recording
industry too faces acommercial dilemma
here. Because of the ease with which
superficial technical defects in both playing
and recording can be detected, they are
tempted to aim at aflawless product. But
considering the statistic that arecord is
played on average 1.4 times, it would seem
that the flawless product possesses built-in
obsolescence; and how remarkable it is that
records made in the bad old days are now
enjoying great success with the public. Iam
reminded of Shakespeare's description of
Cleopatra:
Age cannot wither her, nor custom stale
Her Infinite variety; other women cloy
The appetites they feed, but she makes hungry
Where most she satisfies •

Compiled by Maurice Taggart
A f5record token will be awarded for each of the first five correct
solutions picked from those which arrive by September 5th,

CLUES ACROSS
1
Coming back, an 18th century composer has Edna in the sinister side ( 6)
7
Screening material is late somehow coming after familiar Mother ( 2-5)
8
Opera concealed by the prudent Oscar Hammerstein ( 5)
10
Had a ' Giovanni' performance featuring aslow section ( 6)
11
Left-wing credo committed to disc somehow (8)
13
One out of the bag sets the tone ( 5)
15
Shorn somehow to provide some brass ( 5)
18
Practise, acommand for which confused hearers get the point (8)
20
Bert comes back from the French for the HF ( 6)
22
Nowt acrazy Wagnerian deity ( 5)
23
Semitonic interval from adisc ordinarily satisfactory ( 7)
24
French composer of the work from which the ballet Mam'zelleAngot is derived ( 6)
CLUES DOWN
2 (& 17)He and Isaw art somehow in afamous jazz player ( 5-4)
3
A record start to the cash rebate ( 8)
4
Morning song with agolden beginning and afinish of note, though bad centrally ( 6)
5 (&91 Pianist has Dana confused after afunny look (4-4)
6
Mean little sister gets Japanese instrument confused ( 7)
9
( See 5)
12
Ancient citizen gets atwitch for the 19th century creative ethos ( 8)
14
Abstain from joining in the old song? (
7)
16
Try after crazy little Reginald to identify French composer ( 6)
17 ( See 2)
19
Male offspring gets the little circuit to do with sound ( 5)
21
Famous composer makes acomeback in foolish cabaret show (4)
JULY'S WINNERS: P.M.J. Davidson, Epsom, Surrey; D.H. Vogan, Blairgowrie, Perthshire;
J. MacMenigall, Ashford, Kent; D. Wilson, Tilehurst, Reading; C.A. Forbes, Clarkston, Glasgow.
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write (June 18th) Iam looking back —
I
Aitshardly
seems credible— over aperiod of
ten years on the editorial staff of HFNIRR. That
period, give ortake acouple of years, has seen
quadraphony come and go, the advent of the
Linn Sondek with its school of thought and its
competitors orsuccessors, and aseries of ups
and downs in LP pressing quality that defies
precise charting but nevertheless shows a
general upward trend.
The quality of hi-fi equipment has also
shown an upward trend, but while at the
superfi top end itstruethatthereis something
in this business of surface noise being less
audible, the reduction is not enough. Even on
the £2000+ turntable system HFNIRR uses for
its show dems the difference between an
average English and average Dutch pressing
is still perfectly clear. But if today's top
systems don't exaggerate such problems in
the way of all systems of any quality afew
years back, the huge middle ground of hi-fi
(not being of sufficient calibre to have this
'noise reduction' effect) is yet good enough to
make surface noise — from the records and
labels that still generally provide it— perhaps
the single most distracting factor in domestic
music reproduction.
During those last ten years the letters
column of this magazine has carried periodic
bursts of fire— and you should seesomeofthe
°ties not published— directed at the pressing
quality of, usually, English- made LPs. Just
overthe last coupleof years, though it could be
imagination, I sense a tone of weary
resignation in such complaints; and over a
similar period, it seems, the UK record
industry has suffered alarge decline in sales.
The BPI appear to have decided that ' home
taping' has caused this decline and have
initiated repressive rather than constructive
moves in response— though so far I
have only
seen their foolish slogan and logo on one
•
record sleeve — instead, perhaps, of listening
for themselves to arange of average English
LP pressings on any fairly good stereo system.
However, perhaps the sand that will have got
into their ears from the ' Home taping is killing
music' stance would reduce the value of this
test.
Ten years ago I
had an imageofthesix major
UK-available classical labels, more or less as
follows: the Dutch and German labels were in
joint top place even for their UK pressings, and
especially their continental ones; the two
American- based labels were consistently
fairly poor with eithertheir US or UK products;
and the two British labels yielded the highest
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'frustration quotient' for generally very fine
recordings frequently ruined by very
unreliablesurfacequality. Nowthe picture has
changed to the extent that the Dutch and
German labels— part of acontinental recordcompany combine — seem to have ahigher
proportionthan beforeoftheirown 'country of
origin' pressi ngs, with ahigher reputation; the
two American labels have each changed over
to German pressings, with very fine results;
and one of the two major British labels sank
into such atrough (as regards both pressing
quality and sales — could the two perhaps be
connected, whatever the BPI appear to think?)
that they collapsed and were taken over by the
German/Dutch combine — and now produce
superb Dutch,
and
excellent
English,
pressings.
So in general there has been a marked
upwardtrend — which is just as well, since any
company not providing reliably clean
pressings is now giving poorer service than
ever to the record buyer interested in quality
reproduction, who has better equipment than
ever on which to play these rather costly
pieces of plastic material. Fortunately, there
are now so many reliable clean pressings
around— it even looks as if most of the smaller
companies are using Nimbus, Teldec or
Phonogram for audiophile quality pressings
—that such acolumn as this is in no danger of
becoming unduly thin by excluding the
others.
Two English sinfoniettas ( Berkeley, Britten)
and two English divertimentos ( Rawsthorne,
Tippett) appear on a Monmouth pressing
(Nimbus) with
English orchestra and
conductor ( ECO/Del Mar): Lyrita SRGS 111.
Britten's Sinfonietta is his Opus 1and, like the
earliest orchestral works we have by Mahler or
Stravinsky,
shows
complete
technical
command; Tippett's Divertimento, known
also as 'Sell inger's Round', has been eagerly
awaited on record; and the items from
Berkeley and Rawsthorne make excellent
companions in a record of ' penetrating and
clear-sighted readings'. A firm idea of where
all the instruments are — and remain — is
conveyed by this, yet another of Lyrita's
exemplary recordings of natural balance.
John Mayer's Sri Krishna and Flute
Concerto on RCA RL 25389 digital (Teldec
pressing) are among the more interesting new
worksJames Galway has recorded: shades—
but not many — of Ravi Shankar's Sitar
Concerto; sources 'part-European, partIndian, partGamelan'; and aflute virtuosity
that prompted our reviewer to wonder how
Galway learns so many notes. Ifound the
recording just a little close and hard-edged,
although very clear, and the main work
somewhat fragmented of effect. Nevertheless,
an exotic extravaganza of great variety and
what Thomas Traherne ( although at that time
he hadn't yet heard the works in question)
called ' unusual beauty'. James Galway and
the other performers here — Philip Moll, John
Mayer, LPO/Iwaki — are to be complimented.
'Unusual beauty' is aterm that could have
been made especially for the pure soprano
voice of Emma Kirkby. Iowe Peter Turner the

discovery of this extraordinary lady, and the
enjoyment of several fine records since. Two
previous examples in the ' Looking Back' basic
library:
Handel's Messiah (
Oiseau Lyre
018903, Hogwood); and Monteverdi ' Sacred
vocal music' ( Hyperion. A66021 digital,
soloists and Parley of Instruments). Now from
the same two sources come another two
issues featuring 'the divine' Emma, the first
being Handel's La Resurrezione on Oiseau Lyre 02560 digital, 3records ( Kirkby, Kwella,
Watkinson,
Partridge,
Thomas,
AAM/Hogwood). This was the composer's
first sacred oratorio, written when he was 23.
His popularity waned and Handel, never one
to let a good tune down, mined it for later
works: listen to Side 3 for bits of the Water
Music. For me, though, the greatest joy was
found on Side 1-22 minutes and 35 seconds
that justify getting the whole set— where Miss
Kirkby
demonstrates
wonderful
vocal
technique and control, doubling instruments
and matching vibrato, swooping up to
regions, and with an assurance, that I'd not
heard before in this sort of music: even from
her. Everyone else involved is also very fine,
and Ithink you should hear it ( Polygram
pressings).
A music very different indeed, yet wherethe
same purity of tone is of the essence, is that by
the Abbess Hildegard of Bingen ( 1098-1179).
Emma Kirkby appears in two of the eight
items, nobly companioned by sopranos Emily
van Evera, Poppy Holden and Judith Steil;
contralto Margaret Philpot; tenors Andrew
Parrott, Kevin Breen and Howard Milner; and
instrumentalists Doreen Muskett, Robert
White ( no relation). Hyperion's digital
recording, made in the church of St. Jude-onthe- Hill, Hampstead, is Direct Metal Mastered,
a Teldec process yoü will have heard of by
now.* The results are marvellous, whatever the
cause, and A66039 is arecord I
urge you to add
to you rcollection whether for arepresentative
of the state of the recording art, or of amusic
very different indeed. 'A feather on the breath
of God' is what Abbess Hildegard called
herself, and what Ted Perry has called this
record. There is amonastic calm and timelessness about this clear music, which moved me
more than a little: Icommend it to your
attention.
My first association with HiFi News —
except as areader, which was alittler earlier- 1
was in 1967, when Iwrote to the editor to ask
why neither EMI nor Decca seemed able to
produce good pressings of Mahler's Das Lied
von der Erde, which both companies had
recently recorded (SAN179, SET 331).
Klemperer's version had the ideal tenor,
perhaps, of all who have recorded the work,
the late Fritz Wunderlich, while Bernstein's
had for me the ideal baritone, Dietrich FisherDieskau. For a long time Iregretted that the
two had not been together on asingle version,
but for other reasons SAN179 and ( now) JB13
remain my ' basic library' recommendations,
although the disadvantages of pressings may
remain. ( Polygram's fine English pressings
have not, at the date of writing, caught up with
JB13, of which stocks remain in sadly
unrecommendable English Decca form). Now
there is another version of The Song of the
Earth to recommend, on Phillips 6514 112
digital. Jessye Norman sings a lowish
soprano, Jon Vickers aheroic tenorvoice both
ringing and, where appropriate, lovingly
tender. Colin Davis and the LSO complete an
intelligent, sensitive view of Mahler's,
arguably or otherwise, greatest work. Perhaps
See also page 18 — Ed
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ES— those terrible LINN people have
it again...further improved the
LP12!
Whereas the ' Nirvana' dealt with

improvements in belt, suspension and
fasteners, the Valhalla' offers an improved
switch and independence of mains voltage
and frequency variations.
At £373 plus arm, the price increase is
modest indeed, and is the first increase on
the LP12 for two years.
Now you can own the latest LP12 for just
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or £448 with the ' new' Basik LV.X.
Our extensive range of demonstration
turntables include all the leading pick-up
arms, and can be heard through the best
amplifiers and speakers, including the full
range of LINN: ( Isobariks, Saras, Kans);
A.R.C.4050, 101, 202).
WRITE OR RING NOW TO BOOK YOUR APPOINTMENT
INSTANT CREDIT
WE STOCK THE FULL RANGE OF KOETSU.

equipment

WA.

15
10f1

051-755 6859

401 Itnithdown Rood Liverpool LIS Sli
Telephone
tot excellence in sound

* Aerial range TV 10 to 136 Elements. FM. 4to 23 Element with Circular
dipole
* Not imported, flimsy, and flashily packaged. British, rugged, and
designed to work and stand up to our weather conditions for a
guaranteed five years.
D.I.Y. Interested, advice without obligation; complete range of
masts, brackets, cable and rotors. Mail order service, write for
details, SAE appreciated.
* Your budget sets the limit of our range of services.
* Installation by professionals who own their own rotor systems, are
fully conversant with their use, and will fit your system within a50
mile radius of LUTON. Pre- surveys can be arranged, phone or write
for details.

SEE THE REST, THEN FOR THE BEST, CALL
RON SMITH

AERIALS

98 ASH ROAD LUTON BEDS.
Day— Luton 36561 9.0 to 6.0 Eve — Luton 29560 after 7.30 pm
Shop Hours: 9.0 to 6.0. Closed Wednesday
5 Minutes from M1 Motorway. Turnoff No. 11

PIONEEIZY
REVOx VSans-ELL V

QUAD

IF THEYAPPROVE OF US
YOU WILL!
Very few service " departments" in the U.K. possess even the
minimum standards of expertise and equipment essential to
the accurate diagnosis and repair of today's sophisticated
high-fidelityequipments
to manufacturers original
specifications.
Audio Laboratories ( Leeds) was established some years ago to
provide just such a manufacturer/reviewer-grade facility:
proof of our success and competence is evidenced by our
receiving official approval from some of the most respected
names in the business. Our activities, though, are certainly
not confined to the fine brands shown; we have available both
the experience and the laboratory equipment to handle the
widest range of high- quality audio products, both domestic
and studio.
Our range of services embrace re- calibration, re- alignment,
repair, overhaul and re- build; our unique ' HiFi Clinic' which
reveals any significant aspect of your equipment that may be
below specification plus, of course, our well-known 1/3.
Octave Room Analysis service.
In short, our technical facilities enable us to investigate any
problem area, from the antenna socket, stylus or tape- head
through the sound field around your favourite armchair!
If your HiFi equipment is defective or beginning to show
its age .... do it justice: send it to us. You can be quite
sure it will receive at least as much care and attention as it
enjoyed during manufacture.
We're sure this is the kind of service YOU will approve of!
A descriptive brochure is available on request.

Lunch 1-215 Closed Wednesdays

AUDIO LABORATORIES (
LEEDS)
Access

HP Terms

Visa Barclaycard

Limited quantity Sheffield LAB 2 "Pressure Cooker" £29.90 p&p
Send SAE for details of rare MFSL deletions.
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LEEDS

3KILDARE TERRACE
WHITEHALL ROAD
LEEDS
LS12 1DB
TELEPHONE 0532 440378
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always like to keep up with the latest news,
Iand for convenience Iusually listen to Radio
4's news output in the morning, over lunch
and some times in the evening. Quite recently
the Radio 4 news studio managers have
acquired avery nasty habit of using peak level
limiters to control peaks going from their
control desks to the main Broadcasting House
control centre. Very recently the degree of
limiting has become greater and greater, and
at one time Ieven suspected the batteries of a
high qualitytransistorradio.on FM, ratherthan
111111111111111111111
agross error bythe studio manager. One of my
colleagues jumped up from the lunch table
and switched on the Radio 4news on my main
professional set-up. We noticed, with horror,
consistent hard limited peaks on my peakbeen allowed to have been introduced. Had
program meter. We all noticed also that the
the author never heard of the emergency
news reader was limited by at least 8dB, and
shutting down system developed over 20
whereas some inserts appeared to reproduce
years ago by Britain's Atomic Energy Authwith areasonable dynamic range on the voice,
ority at Calder Hall in Cumbria in which I
other voices were bashing away at a much
believe steel balls can be dropped into the
higher average level, thus making our own
reactor instead of warped control rods to shut
conversation ratherdifficu It without continual
off areactor in under one second? No reactor
adjustment of the volume control. It concerns
in this country or elsewhere would be licenced
me that there seems to be some laxity in the
by the Government concerned without avery
level control of various inserts on Radio 4
efficient secondary emergency shut-down
programmes, including the news. Limiters are
system, of which there are many even faster
provided to cover the odd mistake, rather than
and more modern than steel balls.
to be used to allow lazy and shoddy balancing.
Although the BBC are still using their old 13Surely we don't want Radio 4to be rather like
bit digital distribution system for feeding VHF
Radio 1!
transmitters, their Nicam 3 system is being
1am rather disappointed that the excellent
used fairly extensively for high quality stereo
programme Scientifically Speaking seems to
contributions to Broadcasting House from
have been abandoned without any replacevarious regions, and Ihave yet to hear of any
ment. In looking over a week's output on
problems. Although Iacquired aprofessional
Radios 3and 4, Iwas disturbed recently to see
digital recording system overtwo years ago, it
only half- an- hour of science butthree hours of
was not economic to use it for routine off-thepoetry. It is not that Iobject to so much poetry,
air recordings, because the tape cost per hour
but to the severe lack of science programmes
was rather high. Very recently Ihad aplay with
— other than the too brief Science Now. lam
Sony's latest switchable 14/16 bit domestic
appalled by the lack of programmes on electPCM F1 adaptor with their F1 PAL Betamax
ronics and hi-fi, quite apart from general
video recorder. Up to three hours recording of
science. When hi-fi is occasionally introduced
16- bit resolution can be accommodated on a
in Record Review on a Saturday morning, a Betamax L750, and all the technical tests
programme which has too long arest over the
proved to be far superior even to Sony's
summer months, all too frequently the
earlier PCM 1600 and 1610 adaptors, let alone
pitch is placed very low, quite understandably.
the excellent recent 14- bit domestic recorders.
Iwould like to see the BBC bring back Radio
For around £ 1500 inc. VAT you will be able to
London's Sounds Good programme as a
buy arecording system which can even work
national network item on aregular basis.
off Nicad batteries. A dynamic range capacity
Having appraised the Sony PCM 160016- bit
of over 90dB is attainable with distortion at low
audio digital recording system, the BBC came
levels very much below that produced by
to the conclusion that its main problem was of
most competitive systems. So now the era of
difficulties in editing, acomplete editing suite
digital recording in the home is upon us: Sony
costing afortune. They are now assessing the
are now making anew low drop- out Betamax
Telefunken/Mitsubishi digital system, which
tape which is recommended if 16- bit processalso incorporates 16- bits and uses video
ing is used, the 14- bit performance also being
transports fitted with 12-track record and
excellent, having better error correction. The
replay ( allowing off-tape monitoring) that
joy of being able to make virtually perfect
work with 10 1
/2 in. reels of 6.3mm double- play
recordings of FM radio should not be underinstrumentation tape. The machine, running at
estimated, and whilst modern cassette decks
39cm/s, gives one hour recording time, ten
With Dolby C can give extremely good results,
tracks being used for stereo digital recording
surely the psychological aspect of having a
and two tracks for analogue. The tapes can be
virtually perfect recording on digital at a
edited with scissors, apparently, without
modest cost, once you have bought the
drop-outs being audible,theeditorjudging his
equipment, will have astrong influence.
edit point by listening to the analogue tracks in
It seems that quite afew readers have been
the normal way. A one- hour recording costs
asking whether they should replace their
around £20 for the tape, whereas aSony low
stereo tuners which they have had for ten
drop-out U-Matic tape costs around £ 17.
years or so, including for example the Leak
Developments are so rapid in the digital
Stereofetic. There are some very considerrecording field that Iexpect the BBC will wait
able differences between modern tuners and
before placing orders for a large number of
quite old ones. Although RF input sensitivity
digital recording systems.
on the best old tuners was not much worse
1have listened to all the instalments of
than that achieved on most modern ones, the
Maximum
Credible Accident,
a serial
signal-to-noise ratio on stereo of most tuners
concerning aproblem with anew fast breeder
now is very much better, the average modern
reactor. It must have had almost the same
tuner being perhaps 10dB quieterat 1mV input
effect on many listeners as H.G. Wells' War of
than many models of ten years ago. Now that
the Worlds once did in the USA, and Iam most
Wrotham is quieter still, and the BBC are
concerned aboutfar too many inaccuracies, or
modernising many of their other installations,
misleading comments, which should not have
this factor alone might make a new tuner

R
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worthwhile. Selectivity has improved dramatically in modern designs, and many tuners
with selectable IF bandwidths allow an
optimum compromise between selectivity
and audio distortion. The distortion levels of
modern tuners can be significantly below
0.1%, even at HF, and have responses that
hardly deviate from flat up to 15kHz,
separation often being maintained at better
than 40dB across the audio band. The sound
from amodern tuner seems much cleaner and
you should not forget that old tuners with
discrete circuitry drifted with time in centre
tuning, separation, selectivity, and RF input
performance. There are but a few well
qualified retailers who can satisfactorily realign an old tuner at an economic price, and it
seems at the moment that new tuners are very
modestly priced because of what one can only
term vicious competition. For how long this
competition will continue in its present form
nobody knows, but 1am appalled to hear that
not only many hi-fi retailers have ceased
trading, but many manufacturers are having
to fight hard to maintain the through- puts in
manufacturing which they need in order to
survive.
It is very difficult to test the input sensitivity,
etc, of transistor radios, and Ihave recently
been looking around for a calibrated halfwave dipole covering the band 88/108MHz. The
Jaybeam
7050 dipole,
made to professional standards, admirably fits the bill
and is 50 not 75ohms, and is thus directly
compatible with the inputs of VHF spectrum
analysers. This allows one to obtain a very
accurate assessment of received signal
strengths in the neighbourhood of the transistor radio whip aerial. 1have used anormal
Fuba 8 beam antenna at the bottom of the
garden to radiate avery weak signal straight at
the laboratory, the precise field- strength
being given by the output of the Jaybeam,
thus allowing the performance of transistor
radios to be checked by substitution. If one has
a pump- up mast it becomes possible to
measure the field-strength of any FM station
very accurately at different heights, and thus
work out what type of aerial is best suited for
an installation. You can get some surprises,
for signal strength can increase or decrease if
the test dipole is moved only a few metres.
Incidentally, there will be approximately a
50dB drop between the ERP of the transmitting aerial and the probe dipole when the two
are around 100 feet apart, the length of my
garden.
LOOKING BACK

from page 73

the soloists are a bit closer than they should
be? Nevertheless, this recording was for me
the only one to set beside Klemperer and
Bernstein, chiefly by virtue of its singers.
Perhaps this preference is partly a matter of
timing? It is in any case supported by agreat
enthusiasm for anything Vickers has yet done
in the German language, and for almost
anything Jessye Norman has done at all. This,
too, has been the most important single work
of music in my life, with words that go as deep
as anything the twentieth century, or any
other, has to offer. Die 'Widen Menschen.
geh'n heimvvárts, um im Schlaf vergess'nes
Glück und Jugend neu zu lernen...Du, mein
Freund, mirwarauf dieser Welt das GIiick nicht
hold! Wohin ich geh?lch geh', ichyvand're in die
Berge. IchesucheRuhe für mein einsam Herz. 0
Schónheit! O evvigen Liebens
Lebenstrunk'ne Welt!
Note: Shortly after writing the above column Geoff Jeanes
took his own life, for reasons he has nowhere fully disclosed
An obituary note appears on page 77— Ed
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SPECIAL PURCHASE!
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1115 51

LECTROrlID

773 MC CARTRIDGE
Save £60 on this superb reference high
output moving coil cartridge. Suitable for
use with most amplifiers without the need
for astep-up device. Aunique opportunity to
obtain areally thoroughbred cartridge at an
exceptional price. Don't miss it - only a
limited quantity available.
Previously £ 157
Post Free by mail

The Sound
Approach
to Hi Fi

INTEREST FREE
CREDIT!
Call in and buy interest FREE for 10 monthly
instalments.
This offer applies to all the brands marked
with adagger symbol Min the brand list on
the right hand side of this advertisement
provided the total purchase value is for £300
or more and that aminimum deposit of 1/3rd
is paid at time of purchase.
(Sale goods and special offers excluded)

(Can be included in our Interest Free credit

'MEET OR BEAT!'
If you have received abetter price
than we quote please tell us- we
psefer to meet or beat any other
genuinely Offered price.

BRANDS
STOCKED

STARTS 9.30 AM
SATURDAY
SEPTEMBER 11
ALL BRANCHES

se.".e.m.".*.
°
.
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fe.
s
AMPLIFIERS

FINAL CLEARANCE

*

AUDIOMASTER
SPEAKERS

NILS 1
'Hi Fr Choice' Recommended this 50 watt two way
bookshelf speaker has aclassic reputation we
Typical Puce IWkiai Hi Fri Aug 1981 1129 Pi

SALE PRICE '.
P202
Exc,tIng and dynamic this two way system will
handle 100 wa ts Polypropylene bass firmer
Typrcal Puce IWhat Hr Fri Aug 1981 f199 of

E99.93

ONKYO HS 20
A small bookshelf two-way
speaker system finished in
attractive gun metal grey.
Power handling 25 watts.
Previously £69 and now £.39. 95
.. ...
SALE PRICE
Carriage £5 (
UK rpainland only)
SONY TAF 55
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We've researched away to improve the
performance of the Dual CS505 turntable.
After many painstaking hours of testing and
listening to the effect of different types of
mat materials we've at last found a
formulation that gives asignificant
improvement in performance. Mats are now
made from this material and supplied by KJ
for just £5extra when ordering the
turntable or £6post free as aseparate item.
Price with special mat & Ortofon
cartridge
£ 79.90
Price with Ortofon cartridge only £74.90
(Cartridge options instead of above- NAD
9200 + £12; GRADO GT Super+ a
NAGAOKA MP11 + f8; A & RC77 +

DUAL + NAD PACKAGES

0

A 65 watts DC amp' with MC cartridge input
Typical Price (What HiFi Aug. 81)£160
£89. 90
Carriage £4.50 ( UK mainland only)

All packages prices below include NAD 9200
cartridge or any of the other cartridge
options listed above plus our special
turntable mat.
CS505/NAD 3020/KEF CODA £249
CS505/NAD 3020/AR18S £259
CS505/NAD 3020/MISSION 700 £279
CS505/NAD 3140
£245
CS505/NAD 3140/MISSION 700 £349
CS505/NAD 3140 MISSION 717 £419
CS505/NAD 7020
£239
CS505/NAD 7020/AR18S £329
CS505/NAD 7020/MISSION 700 £349
MAO not available from our Warlord Branch)

LUX MAN LX33

:oar ma
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30 watts pure Class Avalve amp - smooth open
performance. Absolutely astonishing value at
this price. £ 100 below our previous price
Carriage £5 ( UK mainland only)
£29

VIDEO
Full

range

stockists of most major brands

AKAI, FERGUSON, HITACHI, JVC,
MITSUBISHI, SANYO, SONY, TOSHIBA
• Always the keenest cash and carry prices 0r
you can buy at very competitive prices
including 2
year parts and labour guarantee

TAPE COUNTER
e
e

•

*

JVC

Fantastic end-of-line special
purchase with prices up to
50% off our previous selling
prices! All models covered for _
1year parts and labour guarantee

Carriage £5pr. ( UK mainland only)

from £36.95

AudioNideo cassettes & open reel tape
from most popular brands. Very keen prices
-always! BASF, FUJI, JVC, MAXELL,
MEMOREX, SONY, TDK.

A & R/HEYBROOK/DUAL PACKAGE
Super value enthusiast system. Buy an A &
RA60E amp; A & RC77 cartridge and apair
of Heybrook HB2 speakers and we'll give
you aDual CS505 turntable absolutely FREE.
Speakers Stands £24 extra
Carriage/Insurance ( UK mainland) £ 15
(this special package system is
Ein
not available on our interest
free credit scheme)
MAIL ORDER - Carriage and Insurance FREE
(unless otherwise stated)
Credit card orders accepted by
telephone - ring your nearest 11..111.
' 3
branch to order.
VISA

L_ _

CROYDON
89 London Rd
Tel 01-686 134.3

HARROW
340 Station Rd
Tel 01-863 8690

RS33L 40w Receiver
with graphic equaliser

£109.95
*

•

TRIO

*

*

KT413 Tuner
with pre-sets £59.95

•

•

TEAC

*

*

*

Open Reel Decks

£239
Xi0 (
10 1
2 "
/
spool) £349
X3 (7" spool)

* * *

NAKAMICHI
Cassette Decks N482£299
N681£399
*

* *

*

* * * *

MONITOR AUDIO
ISTYLIFT —
lifts arm at end of record.
Previously £5.99

SALE PRICE £ 1.95
Post Free. (UK mainland only)

PLUS HUNDREDS MORE ! I.
All sale offers carriage£5 unless
otherwise stated
(UK mainland only)
All offers subject to being unsold.
Prices correct at time of going to press

LONDON W1
48 Wigmore St.
Tel: 01-486 8263

UXBRIDGE

278 High St.
Tel: Uxbridge 33474

Open Monday-Saturda y9.30-5.30 Late Night Thurs. ( Wigmore St.) until 7pm

A&R
Acoustic Res(t
Aiwa
ARC. ( 1
-1'
Audiomaster It
Audio- pro
B&W
Celestion
Chartwell ( r)
Crimson ( t)
Dual ( t)
Electrocomp't I
E.A.R. ` ( T)
Elite ( t)
Grace ( t)
Grado ( t)
Harbeth ( t)
Helius ( t)
Heybrook ( T)
Hitachi
IMF
JVC
Keesonic
KEF ( t)
Kitdeck ( 1")
Koetsu )
Lentek )
Linn If I
Logic ( t)
Lux
Mayware ( 1)
Meridian ( t)
Mission ( t)
Mitsubishi
NA Cfinot Watford,.
Nakamichi
Naim"(t)
Nytech• ( T)
Onkyo
Oracle' ( f)
Ortofon
Philips
Pioneer
Quad
RCL It )
Revox
Rogers ( t)
Sansui
Sony
Spendor ( t)
Sugden
Sumiko
Supex ( t)
Syrinx ( t)
Systemdek ( 1"
7andberg
Teac
Technics
Thorens
Threshold'
Tresham 1
tI
Toshiba
Walker ( 1)
'Wigmore St. on!

• .•

WATFOI

101 St Alban:
Tel Watford r

Keith Lewis
Eight years ago New Zealander
Keith Lewis arrived over here with
an Arts Council bursary to study at
the London Opera Centre. A lyric
tenor with almost no experience,
he had been persuaded to try his
hand at professional singing by
April Cantelo who had heard him a
year or so earlier back in his own
country. In 1973 he won the Royal
Overseas League Competition
and in the following year, the
coveted
Kathleen
Ferrier
Memorial Scholarship. He auditioned for Glyndebourne and was
quickly invited to sing Don Ottavio
in the 1977 tour of Don Giovanni.
Also that year he sang the title role
in The Rake's Progress with Paris
Opera.
His own progress has been
consistent and rapid since then:
Caval I
i's L'Ormindo, Britten's War
Requiem, Cosi and Monteverdi's //
Ritomo di lesse (
later recorded
for CBS) in 1978; Traviata and
John Taverner's Therese in '79;
The Pearl Fishes (
Nadir, the celebrated Bjoerling role) and //
Seraglio in ' 80; and last year his

Prom debut, his first appearance
with the Philharmonia ( in Bruckner's F minor Mass), Cavalli's
ErcoleAmante, the Verdi Requiem
and Gounod's Faust. On September 7th Keith Lewis makes his
debut with the ENO at the Coliseum
as Tamino in The Magic Flute.

Mitsubishi — Vivaldi
Mitsubishi Electric ( UK) Ltd are
sponsoring an autumn British tour
of the Vivaldi Chamber Ensemble.
The group, formed in 1980 from
various members of the BBC
Midland Orchestra, is to visit nine
venues as follows: Bath ( 12th
October), Birmingham ( 20/10),
Cambridge ( 22/10),
Oxford
(28/10), Reading ( 29/10), Cheltenham ( 2/11), Tunbridge Wells
(3/11), Chichester ( 4/11) and the
Wigmore Hall ( 10/11). The programme ranges from Vivaldi to
Debussy and the • ensemble is
joined by harpist Susan Drake. The
Vivaldi Chamber Ensemble is to
make its first record this year with
Meridian records. Mitsubishi's
advertising theme for this year is
'The Art of Mitsubishi' and they

Geoff Jeanes (1948-1982)
It greatly saddens us to report the
death of our Records Editor Geoff
Jeanes, and to offer afew words in
commemoration of a friend and
colleague of ten years' standing.
Geoff first introduced himself to
HiFi News with a letter to the
editor in 1967, and then contributed
a diverse collection of freelance
articles before finally leaving his
family home in Coventry, and his
job as an electrical sales assistant
and display artist, to join our fulltime editorial staff in 1972. Since
then he has continued writing
articles — practical, musical,
speculative, humorous — in
addition to organising our record
review activities, dealing with
many readers' queries, reviewing
records and books, working with
the Quality Monitor team, producing cartoons ( as Bod and
OddBod) and latterly writing the
monthly ' Looking Back' feature.
The musical Geoff was arecords
man to the core, and while he was
perennially critical of poor pressing quality he was also eternally
appreciative of what recorded
music could achieve for the home
listener. His very first article (' Past
Considerations', August 1968)
was a burst of praise for the
gramophone's ability to give joy
by encapsulating great musical
events from the past, and it is this
aspect of Geoff Jeanes which we
should perhaps most cherish in
memory. But Geoff was not only a
wide-ranging
music- lover —
especially adevoted Wagnerian, a
great admirer of Britten, and a
worshipper at the shrine of Mahler
— but also had broad literary
interests, an organised but quietly
argumentative mind, and what
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

most mortals could only regard as
an extraordinary concern for order
and exactitude in his surroundings. Some of the latter became
evident even to the most casual of
personal
acquaintances, who
could qu ickly discover his capacity
to go to great lengths to get things
as right for others as he would for
himself. He also had a knack of

combining gentle persuasiveness
with remarkable generosity, and
was rarely without some touch of
humour or a deliberately wild
speculation. Also, as one of his
closest colleagues has put it, to
those who knew him well ' he was a
consistent, helpful and utterly
reliable friend'.
To the many thousands who
knew Geoff Jeanes only from his
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see this sponsorship as a direct
expression of the own realisation
that music is really what hi-fi
should be all about. Too many
enthusiasts lose sight of that!

MMG News
The New York-based Moss Music
Group have sent us details of
various newly recorded items due
for release next year. The Tokyo
String Quartet make their debut
on the Vox Cum Laude label in the
three Brahms quartets, and two
Schubert quartets, ' Death and the
Maiden', No.14, and the ' Quartetsatz', No.12. Joining the Quartet
for a recording of Respighi's II
Tramonto will be Renata Scotto,
who also performs anumber of his
songs. Also on the Vox Cum Laude
label, the reknowned KalichsteinLaredo-Robinson
Trio
has
recorded the two Mendelssohn
piano trios. All these items are
digitally recorded.
On the ' audiophile' front there

penetrating
but
enthusiastic
writings and his cheekily apt
cartoons, the above may be
interesting yet unremarkable. But
there was another aspect to his
character which even those who
knew him well could not fully
penetrate, an idealistic alter ego
which shied away from the chaos
and compromise of the world and
whose
harsh
logic
pointed
towards suicide. He followed that
pointer, and on June 19th took his
own life, exactly ten years after
joining the magazine and only an
hour or so after producing the
'Looking Back' article ( and its
supporting cartoon) published in
this issue.
He left behind asheet of words
copied from various writers,
including apiece by Henry James
that is bitterly pessimistic about
the nature of life and the persistence of evil in the world, perhaps
representing the most negative
aspect of Geoff's outlook. Not so
bitter, but nevertheless heartrending in its impact, is the last
movement of Mahler's Song of the
Earth (' Der Abschied') from which
Geoff has used some lines at the
end of his article. Mahler himself
once confessed to afear that ' Der
Abschied' is so intensely sad and
lonely that it might drive people to
suicide, and knowing that story,
Geoff probably picked his final
words with due deliberation.
GeoffJeaneswas aperfectionist
trapped in avery imperfect world,
and in the end he could not abide
the gap between the ideal and the
real. But of this Iam sure: he had
far more to contribute to this
world, and more affection and
respect to receive from it, than he
was able to believe.
John Crabbe

are plans to release apercussion
record this autumn. Harold Farberman directs eight percussionists
from
various top American
orchestras ( including the Boston,
Philadelphia, Cleveland, Pittsburgh and New York) in transcriptions
of
the
Pachelbel
'Canon', the scherzo from Beethoven's 9th symphony, a suite
from Carmen, and the ' March to
the Scaffold' from Berlioz' Fantastic Symphony. Hmm!

Children's tapes
London based firm DB Promotions
are offering a range of sorne 200
cassettes of children's stories,
poems and songs, all from ' established' sources, many featuring
well-known television, radio, film
and stage personalities. A full list
of the cassettes is available for 45p,
returnable with the first order. The
launch is marked with anumber of
special offers, including Beatrix
Potter's complete Peter Rabbit
stores on six cassettes for £ 15,
eight Sherlock Holmes short
stories with Robert Hardy and
Nigel Stock on four cassettes for
£16, or the Adventures of Robin
Hood read by Anthony Quale on
four cassettes for £ 19. DB Promotions, 59-63 Wheatsheaf House, 4
Carmelite Street, London EC4Y
OBN.

James Mallinson
Decca's James Mallinson was presented with his seventh Grammy
Award at a presentation held in
May. Named ' Classical Music
Producer of the Year', Mallinson
was over in America for sessions
with the Chicago SO and Solti. He
also received awards for his contributions to Solti's Mahler 2and the
Vienna
PO's
recording
of
Janacek's opera From the House
of the Dead. The award was presented by Robin McBride, National
Vice President of the National
Academy of Recording Arts and
Sciences ( NARAS).

Shell prize
The sixth annual Shell/LSO Music
Scholarship was held at the Barbican in June. Chaired by Yehudi
Menuhin, the panel gave first prize
to Chelmsford violinist Anthony
Marwood who, in the final, played
the Bach D minor Partita and the
Bruch Violin Concerto with the
LSO under Eduardo Mata. The
Gold Medal carries with it an award
of £3000. The Silver Medal and
£500 was given to 17-year old
Tasmin Little, a violinist from
London and apupil at the Menuhin
school. Cellist Jane Pendelbury
from Manchester won the Bronze
and £250. Next year the Scholarship will feature Brass instruments.
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I istening to the BPO/Karajan recording of
I— Nielsen's 4th Symphony ( DG 2532 029),
given aqualified recording star in May by E.S.,
we were struck by the sonic contradictions
introduced by the digital recording process.
Incisiveclarity and alowfrequencyweightand
transparency is unfortunately allied to a
'chromium plated' sheen to the sound which
veers towards total unacceptability, ironically
more so on the better systems.Whether dueto
overclose mikes adding their own resonant
colorations— the strings are somewhat larger
than life — orto the digital process, it would be
foolhardy to say, but this aggressive quality
(coupled with restricted dynamics) preclude a
star rating, even aqualified one, so down to B.
Again from BPO/Karajan, and again given a
qualified star in May by E.S., was Shostakovich's 10th Symphony ( DG 2532 030).
Although produced and engineered by the
same team and recorded digitally in the same
hall, the sound is less aggressive, with better
integration and without as much overt hard
ness at high frequencies. Although not finding
the strings overblown, E.S. did feel that the
wind was alittleforward, butwe feel thatthis is
perhaps more afunction of the compression
of the dynamic range, as when awind instrument has a quiet solo — flute in the poco
adagio, for example — the overall level is not
as low as expected. This leads also to various
creaks and extraneous noises becoming
audible, particularly at the end of the third
movement. A fine recording of its type, and
better than the Nielsen, but only worth a
straight A, particularly when compared with
the next disc.
After the last two A* /A rated discs, E.S. gave
afull star in May to the HMV recording of two
suites of excerpts from Prokofiev's Romeo
and Juliet (
ASD 4068) from the Philadelphia
Orchestra under Riccardo Muti. Producer
John Mordler and engineer John Kurlander
have gone for a more natural orchestral
balance than DG, with wider dynamics, and
the result is an unexaggerated sound lacking
'digital steeliness' on the violins and possessing great weight at low frequencies. The
Cushion Dance perhaps has the brass a little
too prominent — noticeable more as adistortion of the orchestral image than as abalance
failing — but this is a minor quibble and is
more than compensated for by moments of
almost liquid transparency and depth — the
bassoon tune in Friar Lawrence, for example.
It is gratifying to be able to confirm astar rating
for a digital recording, and EMI's engineers
certainly seem to be able to make better use of
the new medium than their German counterparts.
However, immediately after writing that we
turned to the DG recording of Elgar's violin
concerto, performed by Itzhak Perlman with
the Chicago Symphony Orchestra under
Barenboim ( 2532 035). This had been given a
qualified recording star ( and a full performance star) in June by C.B., whose only
comment concerning the recording quality
was to suggest a balance with an expansive
range similar to afront- stalls seat. The image
does presentthe distorted perspective offered
by aclose wide-angle photograph, but this is
not overdone — although it is definitely a
Perlman recording, the violin being very
prominent, there is no ' orchestra peeking over
the soloist's shoulders' as with the 1976 CBS
live recording of the Elgar cello concerto with
Barenboim/du Pré. The violin does have
'space' around it and, unlike the DG Nielsen
disc, or even the Shostakovich 10 for that
matter, the string sound doesn't have that
hard metallic sheen that makes many
digitally- mastered records rather unmusical.
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Recently starred records, reassessed on
the following systems:
Shure V15.5/SME 3009.3/ Thorens
TD125/Quad 44-405/KEF 105.2 • Koetsu
Black/Linn lttok/Linn Sondek/Meridian
101/Marantz MA5/Celestion SL6 • Linn
AsakT/Linn lttok/Linn Sondek/Meridian
101/Hafler DH-200/Quad ESL-63 • Dynavector Ruby Karat/Linn Ittok/Logic dm
101/Meridian 101/Hafler DH-200/B&VV 801
Coupled with Perlman's superb performance
— is it impossible for this man to play out- oftune? — this disc is starworthy indeed, the
close balance of the soloist being the only
thing to deny it the full star.
In March P.T. gave aqualified starto Volume
VI in the Oiseau Lyre series covering the
theatre music of Henry Purcell, with the
Academy of Ancient Music under Christopher
Hogwood ( DSLO 590). Produced and engineered — as are so many O- L recordings — by
Peter Wadland andJohn Dunkerley,the sound
typifies the way in which, with skill, a noncoincident technique needn't necessarily
detract from the music. The various singers
and instrumentalists are precisely set within a
delicately captured acoustic, and although
P.T. commented that 'with closed eyes one
could imagine atrace more presence', we feel
that the balance between the direct sound of
performers and the ambience has been carefully judged and we raise the rating to afull star
accordingly.
An anthology of baroque ' pops' from the
Academy of Ancient music, including the
Pachelbel Canon and Handers Arrival of the
queen of Sheba (
Oiseau Lyre SDLO 594), was
also starred in March, S.D. deciding upon a
mixed A*/A/B rating as the individual pieces
are of different vintages. Although perspectives differ between pieces, dependent upon
the ensemble size, wewould changethe rating
to an overall qualified star (A*/A) as apointer
to the consistent quality of Oiseau Lyre's
recording team(s). As noted in our comments
on the above Purcell disc, the O- L mike
technique is not particularly ' purist', but as we
have witnessed, great care is taken over mike
positioning and balancing, leading to asound
which, although having perhaps more impact
than it would in reality, is not unmusical in the
way that some multimike recordings can be.
Back in February S.D. gave arecording star
to a Nonesuch two- record set featuring a
comprehensive selection of works from J.S.
Bach's collection for his wife, the ' Notebook of
Anna Magdalena Bach' ( DB79020). Artists
featured include Benjamin Luxon, Judith
Blegen and Igor Kipnis and the recording was
made using the 3M digital system. The
recording is certainly very fine, possessing
great clarity, but we were somewhat bothered
both by the recorded acoustic, which is alittle
on the dry ' small' side, giving voices an
occasional touch of oppressiveness, and by
the rather exaggerated width given to harpsichord and clavichord ( the latter very nicely
recorded, however, although the level has to
be
turned
down
somewhat for this
instrument). A qualified star would be afairer

rating, perhaps, considering these small
criticisms.
Unavoidably delayed in reaching the QM
team, The Welsh National opera recording of
Wagner's Tristan und Isolde (
Decca D250 D5)
received astar rating from P.B. last October.
This was the first digital Tristan and wisely the
engineers have resisted the temptation to
place the singers above the orchestral canvas
ratherthan within it. Th is set is also notable for
the
impressive
depth
captured,
with
performers setwithin adeep two-dimensional
stage, as well as the wide dynamic range and
well captured detail. Altogether a fine
example of operatic recording, and A*
indeed.
In May, J.C. awarded A* /Ato Decca D259D3
(3 recs, digital), Berlioz's Damnation of Faust,
soloists/CSO & Chorus/Solti. The recording is
superb: ' clear clean, and with a very fullbodied bass to match the brilliant but unexaggerated treble'. And fine detail too is
extremely clear — one of the best Decca
digitals, in keeping with the high standard set
by TippettsKing Priam. Listen for astonishing
plucked string bass at the start of Marguerite's
song of the King of Thule; to some wonderful
string pizzicati in Mephistopheles' Serenade;
and to the ' reverberant depth' that places everything in a convincing hall acoustic ( putting
Solti's disappointing digital Mahler Resurrection to shame). The ' Ride to the Abyss' was
most keenly awaited to see whether it could
rival the brilliant use of perspectives and
effects of the splendidly scenic ( and sadly
deleted) DG Ozawa version, previous sonic
favourite. Well, the answer is: almost. The
stage ' motion' is lacking, and the side-to- side
'floating' of the Seraphic voice calling to
Marguerite was sadly missed. But the sheer
impact and weight of diabolic choruses and
percussion was very nea rly as impressive as in
the ( still supreme) Ozawa, and digitally clear:
coming closer to that ideal than any other
version, and streets ahead of the stolidly
unimaginative Davis sound. And since our
pickup didn't discover any trace of the
'impression of strident hardness on some of
the early choral passages' reported by J.C., or
our ears any reason to avoid doing so, we raise
the rating unhesitatingly to a full star.
Surfaces, too ( virtually silent, from Holland)
are to be highly commended.
In May, K.D. gave A/A* to Karajan's digital
BPO recording ( 2532 031) of Mozart's Eine
Kleine Nachtmusik, Grieg's Holberg Suite and
Prokofiev's Classical Symphony. He found ' a
realistic sound with plenty of detail, clean
outlines and warm resonances added to the
depth and breadth of the orchestral perspectives'. Although we wondered if there was justa
little added brightness to the ' leading edges'
of the sound, as it were, there's no doubt that
the great HF clarity really does show off the
richness of the BP0 strings to unusually fine
effect: and the firm overall orchestral image is
presented
with
commendable stability,
sections well- placed and balanced. Rating
confirmed, and, as so often, asuperb German
Ipressing.
In his April review of Ashkenazy's coupling
of four Beethoven sonatas on Decca SXL 6994,
C.B. qualified his star because of doubts about
fortissimo quality at the opening of theAppassionata's finale in comparison with its first
movement. We saw what he meant initially,
but this and the Pathétique here have that fullscale slightly ' clangy' quality of a big grand
piano almost in the room which can place
enormous stresses on even the best pickups,
and we found that an extra 0.1g m just
removed that little doubt. The two smaller
works ( 0p.49) have aslightly different balance
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— especially the G- minor — but various
venues and engineerswere involved, so that's
to be expected. Anyway, there are some
impressive piano sounds here, but we will
keep C.B.'s mixed A*/A rating because the
second side, believe it or not, is recorded with
L/R reversal. This doesn't matter much with a
piano, but when the instrument is recorded
with noticeable width it is usual to give the
listener a conventional aural view facing the
reflector, which pushes the treble slightly to
the left of the bass. This applies to the
Appassionata but is reversed for the Pathetique!
Another very impressive Beethoven piano
recording (the last sonata, Op.111, with
Schumann's Symphonic Etudes and Toccata
Op.7) features Pogorelich on DG 2532 036,
adigital issue. Starred by R.B. in May, this has
asimilar immediacy to the above Decca issue,
but with a slightly less ' metallic' and more
solid overall feel. Perhaps on the whole one
might say that its impact is just alittle more like
areal grand piano, but actual instruments vary
enormously in tonal quality so one cannot be
sure. Anyway, it's certainly at least as starworthy as the Ashkenazy — and it stays put!
Another digital piano recording — or rather
two pianos with orchestra — encompasses
Saint-Saëns'
Carnival of the Animals,
coupled with RaversMotherGoose played by
Pittsburg SO under Previn on Philips 9500
973. This was starred in April by A.K., who
noted particularly a ' clean unforced warmth',
double basses sounding stringy without
boom, and— especially in the Ravel— asound
picture unglamorised by spotlighting. We
would go along with most of that, offering
slight reservations regarding a suspicion of
steely ( digital?) string tone at some climaxes
in the Carnival, but with a strong — almost
angry! — protest at the stage-front placing of
the two pianos in that same work. This is nota
double piano concerto, but alight-hearted ( if
frequently beautiful)work in which two pianos
happen to be included in the orchestration.
They have an important role, to be sure, but
this could have been performed just as effectively with the instruments set back with the
rest of the orchestra. As A.K. didn't mention
this he presumably didn't mind, but in our
view the balance as offered is tasteless and
ridiculous. We suggest A* for the delightfully
translucent Mother Goose but Cfor the SaintSaens. Our QM disc, incidentally, was rather
noisy for aDutch pressing.
Ravel, with his masterly use of the orchestral woodwind, leads one to think of flutes,
which dominate our next record: ' Galway
Plays Mayer', comprising John Mayer's Sri
Krishna (
for flute, piano, harpischord and
tempura) and his flute concerto, with James
Galway, various other players and the LPO
under Hiroyuki Iwaki, on RCA RL 25389.
Starred by S.D. in June, this intriguing digital
issue of music which successfully blends
material from diverse cultures offers sound
that is ' beautifully clear and defined, yet
uncluttered and proportioned', the two sides
covering contrasted ensembles recorded in
differing venues. Some marvellously fresh
sounds here, set against remarkable silence.
Well worth hearing, this, and well worth its
star rating.
A flute set against an orchestral backcloth,
as in the above Mayer concerto, is perhaps the
nearest instrumental approach to the soprano
voice similarly set, which points to our next
issue— the complete MozartSoprano Concert
Arias. Featuring a team of five singers to
handle the 35 items on aset offive discs ( Decca
D251 D5), with the Vienna Chamber Orchestra
conducted by Gydrgy Fischer, this boxed set
was starred with great enthusiasm by K.D. in
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April. Although, as K.D. remarked, ' digital
recording might have been expected in an
enterprise like this', the traditional analogue
approach (we presume) has produced superb
results, with such purity of voice reproduction
that one begins to wonder what all the digital
fuss is about ( apart, that is, from the promise of
Compact Disc's silent background). Anyway,
these five discs offer aconsistently beautiful
sound, with a most apt voice/orchestra
balance and a very suitable ambience. Star
certainly confirmed.
Some rather different music for soprano
with orchestra — afull romantic orchestra this
time — comes on a Chandos record ( ABRD
1051) of two Hamilton Harty works: The
Children of Lir and Ode to a Nightingale,
featuring Heather Harper with the Ulster
Orchestra under Bryden Thomson. Starred by
A.K. in June for a ' sound both clean and nicely
recessed', this is a musically impressive and
enterprising issue, over which it would be
pleasing to agree wholeheartedly with A.K.
regarding the sound. It is indeed clean and
spacious, but we felt ill- at-ease from time to
time over the somewhat excessively bright
and hard tonal balance at climaxes, especially
in The Children of Lir. Shelving down the
treble helped, but we were left with just a
suspicion that things are not quite right at the
top end, in the manner or some other lessthan- perfect digital releases. The sound is
indeed sometimes of star quality, but on the
whole we feel that aplain A would be more just.
Moving on now to the most massive of
orchestral ensembles, we come to Bruckner's
Symphony No.8 performed by the Concertgebouw under Haitnik on Philips 6769 080 ( 2
discs), another starred digital release, also
covered in June but this time by P.B., who
referred to 'wonderful presence, admirable
clarity even in the most complex part-writing,
natural-sounding detail'. Well, yes, but again
we are not sure that this issue is so very
remarkable in relation to what has gone
before. We had a feeling that the Concertgebouw hall's fine acoustic was not sufficiently in evidence for music which, above all
other, surely cries out for agreat reverberant
space to fill with its aspiring grandeur. We
tried some snippets from earlier Haitink
Bruckner recordings made in the same place,
and found agenerallywarmerambiencetothe
sound. The we tried Decca's 1967 VPO/Solti
recording of the No. 8and had to admit that on
balance we preferred that ( sonically) to this
new Philips. The latter is certainly still very
fine, and does indeed reach some starry
climaxes; but again we sensed at times a
grainy hardness to the sound, which might or
might not be adigital effect but which we feel
demands arating shift to A/A*.
Rodrigo's Fantasia para un Gentilhombre
and Concierto Andaluz are played by Alfonso
Moreno and three other guitarists with Estado
de Mexico SO/Enrique Batiz on HMV ESD7145
digital, given A/A* by P.T. in April. Then, on
ASD 4160 digital, music by Albeniz from the
Iberia suite comes with LSO/Batiz, and here too
P.T. qualified his star rating. Particularly with
the Albeniz, the reviewer found a trace of
'digital glare', and we know what he means.
On the Rodrigo record the upper strings tend
to be wiry, flutes and trumpets piercing and a
sort of glassy sheen to predominate, while
with the Albeniz disc this ' edge' affects loud
passages, particularly on Side 2. To some
extent perhaps a system effect — currentseries lttok, about which G.J. expressed some
unease in this respect in his July Logic piece,
was in use — but a range of similar material
showed fewer such effects when compared
(Andaluz with Romeros on Philips 9500 563,

for example) so the records may be
assumed to be really like that. Avery detailed,
clean and clear sound in each case, then, with
depth and inner separation that impresses:
but the bright ' leading edges' of the sound
detract from afull star and we support P.T.'s
verdict. Incidentally, the ASD was made of
much thicker vinyl than usual — a return to
1960s weight — and was admirably flat.
Surfaces too were rather better than usual,
while the ESD was more like ' EMI average'
(both UK).
S.D. was enthusiastic aboutthe recording of
Frederica von Stade's rather winning recital
on CBS 37231 in hisJune review. Made ate live
concert, there is adegree of audience noise —
normally at avery low level, but intrusive ( in
repetition) during,for example, the laughter in
Copland's Emily Dickinson setting ' Why did
they shut me out of heaven? Did Ising too
loud?'! We feel that although this is a quite
good, distanced recording of alive event, the
rather vague and detached sound of the voice
is not well enough defined to deserve astar
rating. The piano, too, has asomewhat hazy,
nebulous presence, and ou roverall reaction to
it must be to downgrade to B.
Back in February P.H. awarded astar to the
Nonesuch recording of J.S. Bach's 'Wedding
Cantata' BWV 210 ( D-79013). Generally, we
agree with the rating. The balance is somewhat forward with nicely integrated textures,
but there are one or two quibbles. We're not
sure of the miking arrangements, but where,
for example, the voice and flute share an aria, it
is hard to establish atangible presence forthe
latter, although the continuo details ( harpsichord and cello) are well defined further back
in spice. The oboe d'amore too has an image
somewhat detached from the location betrayed by the clatter of its keys. Digitally related or
not, there is also some hardening of the sound
in the more urgent vocal moments. But these
are quibbles, and on the whole this is afine,
detailed, but unforced recording. Perhaps a
split A*/A rating would reflect our rather
pernickety attitude.
A.K. awarded a split rating to the London
Wind Orchestra's Grainger/Milhaud/Poulenc
selection in June ( ASV ALH 913). The acoustic
is bright and does have acertain vibrancy, but
not, we feel, the 'transparency and natural
separation' that A.K. commended. This
recording heralds from the old Enigma
catalogue, but it lacks the immediacy we have
come to expect of other recordings from that
stable. Difficultto pin down, butto our ears the
imagery is alittle tenuous and doesn't always
tie-in with the feel of the overall acoustic. A.K.
didn't define the reasons for his split rating,
but we feel anyway that a plain B would be
more appropriate. Nevertheless, 60- strong
wind sound is an experience not to be missed,
especially when the 60 comprise most of the
notable London professionals. Do buy it.
Julian Bream's fine recital of works by
Bennett, Davies, Henze and Walton ( RCA RL
25419) was given an enthusiastic review by
D.H. in May, who awarded it aqualified star.
His slight reservation was that the close recording and bright acoustic ' allows the harder
edge of the plucked sound to come through'.
True the combination of close-up miking and a
lively ambience is often aformula for artificiality, but it works exceptionally well here.
Close miking of many instruments ( notably
violins) can incur only-too- audible penalties
with digital recording techniques, and the
guitar can generate some pretty hefty HF transient energy; but this recording is if you'll
pardon anormally condemnatory expression
in this context) as clean as awhistle! Certainly
worth A*.
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Perfectly equipped for
an imperfect world.
If all the links in the audio chain between the records and your ears, including the
acoustic properties of your room, were ideal that would be perfection. If only...
At A&R we started with imperfect reality and produced aquality audio amplifier system
which offers the perfect solution — the 200 series. It provides all the benefits you have corne
to expect from A&R — high quality sound, reliability and styling — and more.
The C200 stereo control unit offers you both 'straight line' amplification and
sophisticated treble and bass controls, which allow you to get the best results from your
complete system.
The 0200 tone controls are limited to frequency extremes only and compensate for
any performance constraints in cartridges, speakers and listening room. In addition, the
30Hz filter minimises rumble and deals kindly with small high quality speakers of limited low
end capacity. Both moving coil and magnetic inputs are fully programmable to achieve
optimum cartridge loading..
The story is completed by the SA200 stereo power amplifier rated at over 100 watts
per channel into 8ohms (though it will drive speakers down to as little as 2ohms impedance).
For full details of the A&R route to perfection and the name of your nearest dealer
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CLASSICAL REVIEWS
(1042): Concerto for two violins in d
(1043*)
Jaap Schróder, * Christopher Hirons (vins) /
The Academy of Ancient Music / Christopher
Hogwood
Oiseau Lyre DSDL 702 digital

BEST of the MONTH
Harnoncourt's two star Brandenburgs

81

Outstanding Bach: Partitas for harpsichord
Digital Giulini: Beethoven Five

82
82

Berlioz: digital Te Deum

83

Starry ' New World': Batiz 45
Hogwood's 'touching' Frescobaldi

86

Double starred Kodaly piano
Muffat: outstanding chamber sonatas

87

Fine Mussorgsky ' Pictures' from Ousset

90

Karajan digital Turandot

91

Digital Bolero from Montreal

93

J. S. BACH: ' Brandenburg' Concertos
(cpte)
Concentus Musicus Wien/Nikolaus Harnoncourt
Telefunken AZ 6.42823 and AZ 6.42840
digital
Record 823 contains Concertos 1, 2 and 4,
with 3, 5 and 6 on 840; they are available
separately. These new recordings, not only
digital but also direct metal- mastered, are
outstandingly well recorded; with my copies
came awad of publicity material setting out
the advantages of direct cutting onto metal,
which allegedly reduces distortion: but the
real evidence is to be heard on the records
themselves, which certainly are magnificently immediate, realistic and consistent.
The performances, presumably designed
to complement the same performers' ( and
their predecessors') earlier accounts, now
reissued at mid- price, have an attractive
sense of authority combined with spontaneity, which is only rivalled in my experience by
the RCA Seon set directed by Leonhardt ( RL
30400). Iprefer the slightly more luxurious

86
90

paces of the Concentus reading, but it has its
less convincing aspects ( curious tempo
changes in No. 4, undistinguished harpsichord solo work in 5, some rather routine or
peculiar phrasings); in these respects, the
RCA account — avery good stereo recording
indeed — has the edge.
Fortunately, with works as important as
'these, collectors who really love the music
may allow themselves the luxury of two
recordings. Of interpretations readily available today in this country, there should be
little question that these are the two to own.
As a third possibility, collectors who don't
already own the older Concentus Musicus
recording would find comparison of the ' new'
and ' old' versions most instructive; they
show so very clearly how so-called ' authentic' performances still involve huge varieties
of choice, contrasts of personal response,
and how interpretations change as they
mature. [
A* : 1*]
Stephen Daw
J. S. BACH: Concertos for violin and
orchestra in a ( BWV 1041) and in E

Unicorn-Kanchana have asked us to point out that the three Messiaen discs from Jennifer Bate are in fact£5.99 and not over
£6 as we listed. Apologies. Ed

INFORMATION
RECORD RATINGS
Record ratings are designed to summarise our critics'
findings, but should be noted in conjunction with the
full reports—and taken as aguide only.
Recording
A

B

D
H

Very Good
Good
Moderate
Poor
Historical
(pre- LP)

Performance
1
2
3
4
H(
or 1, 2,3,4
as appropriate)

Occasionally a record may be worthy of special
mention, taking it beyond the 'very good' bracket. In
such superlative cases astar is added to the letter or
figure as appropriate: eg, B:1*, A*:2 or
(exceptionally) A* : 1*. C) HiFi News & Record
Review.

PRINT AND PAPER
For several years our classical record reviews
have been printed in a rather small, closely
spaced type,which has enabled usto coverthe
whole range of releases without sacrificing
material from the magazine's other sections.
But we know that some readers have suffered
adegree of eye- strain, so it gives us pleasure
to announce the allocation of more editorial
space to the Record Review section. This
permits us to use the more easily read typeface employed in other parts of the magazine,
and should soon enable us to enliven the
record reviews with illustrations, permit more
variety in review lengths and pursue some
other innovations. This is one tiny snag: a
change from glossy to matt paper for one 32page section each month, to pay for the extra
space. But we think it's a worthwhile
exchange.

RECORD PRICES (
EMI; DECCA; PHILIPS; MERCURY; DG; CBS; RCA; ASV; ERATO; ARION; Import Music)
This chart is provided as an approximate index to prices readers may ordinarily expect to find in retail shops
(very rough guide: ' Full' £ 5.50, ' Mid' £ 4.00, ' Low' £ 2501. Where prices are given with reviews, these are
manufacturers' Recommended Retail or Ordinary List prices.
FULL PRICE
SAN, ASO, EMD, CSD; SXL, SXDL, SET, ZRG, OSLO, HEAD, AO, AP, EK; 9500, 6500, 6514; 2530, 2531,
2533; 35/36/37/72/73/76000; RL; DCA/ACA; STU, NUM; ARN; Ades
MID PRICE
ESD, SXLP, HlaS/M, HLM, ESDW(2), SXDW(2); SOD, GOS, GRV, ZK, SOL: 9502; 2542; 6527, SRI; 61000; RL;
ACM/ASW; NKF
LOW PRICE
DPA(2), ECS, SA, VIV, OLS; 6570, 6833; 2535, 2538, 2547, 2548; 30000; GL, VICS
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Jaap SchrOder brings his unparalleled experience as aspecialist violinist to Bach's concertos, and the performances are marked by the
fruits of his resource and his poetic mastery
of bowing; in the Double Concerto, Christopher Hirons ( playing a rather less distinguished instrument) proves a sensitive duettist, so that the solo work throughout is
distinguished and imaginative, even though
SchrOder himself is not always impeccably in
tune, and, at the conclusions of most movements and sections, his accompanying
orchestra do little to help. That should have
been spotted and rectified at the originalrecording-stage; ill-tuned last chords leave
an unpleasant taste in the ears.
The whole accompaniment struck me as
lacking in life and subtlety after the Sigiswald
Kuijken recording that was reviewed here last
month. The Academy seem to have solved
their problems in the bass ( better coordination these days, and more responsive celloplaying), but the ensemble lacks sparkle and
dialogue in the upper strings, as comparison
with La Petite Bande in the Kuijken recording
quickly shows ( Harmonia Mundi 067-99 743
digital).
The recording is very clear and immediate,
nicely balanced and very lifelike intone. This
record should be heard by aspiring baroque
violinists for its distinguished solo playing,
and it will appeal to many Bach lovers as a
second or athird account. However, overall, I
feel that Kuijken's and Alice Harnoncourt's
accounts are to be preferred. [
A*:1*
(soloists) / 2 (
orchestra)]
Stephen Daw

J. S. BACH: Ein Musicalisches Opfer
(BVVV 1079)
Ensemble Kuijken/Leonhardt
RCA Seon RL 30420
The performance, the third to reach me on
period instruments, is ( predictably) excellent,
being characterised by an intimate, affectionate approach that singles it out from the
Viennese and Colognese rivals. Ifelt that
maybe the two Ricercare for keyboard might
have been played a little more outwardly by
Gustav Leonhardt; after all, Ricercare are
supposed to be demonstration- pieces, and
these two were very probably written expressly to show off Carl Philipp Emanuel
Bach's skill as aharpsichordist. However, this
is avery slight quibble, partly inspired by my
particular liking of Henk Boumann's accounts
of the Ricercare in the DG Archiv ( Musica
Antigua Köln — 2533 442) performance.
Much more worrying is the actual recording of the ensemble, which sounds to have
been taken through microphones just behind
the harpsichordist and well away from Barthold Kuijken's elegant flute- playing. The result
adversely affects balance, makes the harpsichord too wide and confusing in focus, and,
because it gains arather artificial quality as a
result, becomes tiresome despite the beauty
of the performance. It is agreat pity that such
excellent performances can be marred by
recording faults that should have been corrected early in the original sessions. [
WC: 1*]
Stephen Daw
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J. S. BACH: Six Partitas for harpsichord
BINV 825-830
Elizabeth de la Porte (hpd)
Hyperion A66041-3 (
3 recs) (£ 10.97 until
1.1.1983)
Elizabeth de la Porte plays a magnificent
instrument — a very good copy of the
Edinburgh Russell Collection's famous Goermans-Taskin, formerly referred to as the
'Couchet-Taskin', which Ihave heard live; so
fine is Michael Johnson's pre- restoration
copy, and so very good is Hyperion's recording, that Icould well have been fooled into
thinking that the ( subsequently restored)
original was being played in the room as I
listened to these records.
The performances themselves are extremely secure technically in that all of the
notes are played accurately, with asprinkling
of imaginatively enriched detail and consistently sensible tempi; if anything, the interpretations are rather orthodox and slightly
pianistic — especially if we compare them to
Leonhardt, Lagacé and Verlet — but they are
defensible, and there was a real need for a
classic reading of this type on records.
Furthermore, Elizabeth de la Porte gives the
works a magnificent culmination in the last
Partita — that in Eminor— which Ifound did
have avery distinctive and subtle character of
its own, with the difficult final Gigue very well
planned
and
executed
indeed;
even
Leonhardt's splendid account of this last
Partita feels less of an elemental triumph,
although that may well be because he treats
the fifth Partita more positively, to very
powerful effect.
My own reservation concerning the playing
concerns the detailed attack of the soloist's
touch. To me this sounds ( and the recording,
as well as the instrument, clarify this consistently) uniformly rather percussive; instead
of hearing the strings plucked as by alutenist
or a guitarist, we hear them jolted in action.
It is improbable that this characteristic results
from the voicing of the instrument, or its
construction, and Ifound that it became
slightly irritating over listening spells of more
than a few movements. However, my desire
for more variety of attack might be considered quibbling, even by specialist collectors
— agood buy. [A*:1

Stephen Daw

BEETHOVEN: Symphony 1in C, Op. 21 III
Symphony 8 in F, Op. 93
Hallé / Loughran
ASV ALH917 (
PRT Sales)
At most, areviewer hopes each new record of
a familiar work will bring out some fresh
detail — perhaps only highlight the virtues of
a half-forgotten earlier acquisition, drawn
into comparison. Very occasionally ( and
Loughran's Eighth had this effect) something
magical from first encounters with the music
is remembered. Loughran's is a steadily
paced account: it deserves patience, and
quiet disc surfaces ... He makes- his effect in
the first movement not by increasing pace,
but by developing the melos. There have
been more flowing accounts of the Minuet,
with lovelier orchestral playing than the Hallé
can muster. The sound Ithought ' clouded'
before fitting a Linn Valhalla conversion,
which cleaned it up considerably — alas
nothing can alter the ticks and surface rustles
of ASV's pressing, a bar to whole- hearted
recommendation. Symphony No 1Ifind less
remarkable, although it does include the rare
repeat in the Andante. This coupling corn82

pletes the cycle, and one can only regret the
passing of Enigma German transfers. [A:1*
(Op. 93) / 2] Pressing [
C]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 5 in c, Op. 67
LAPO / Giulini
DG 2532 049 digital
You may share my surprise that Giulini has
?corded the Fifth: a dramatic reading, but
not ' subjective' in the manner of Ashkenazy,
Bernstein, or Furtwängler. It is as if he had
approached the work as one might the
early/mid-period piano sonatas. The opening
movement, with repeat, is rugged, fast, with
dynamics and scoring faithfully observed— a
very beautiful Adagio oboe solo. The second
is patiently guided at a slow Andante; only
the few bars 223-227 bring a Brahmsian
suffusion of expressive warmth. The scherzo
is steady, the poco rits are not exaggerated
(as Kleiber does) — Irather miss a sense of
forward momentum — everything is scrupulously balanced. The finale, also with repeat,
is one of the few on records to sustain our
deep interest. Giulini has one thinking of the
grand design of the ' Eroica' finale, and for
once the return to Tempo Iechoes that oboe
interlude in ( i) as much as the scherzo, in
terms of architecture. Boldly recorded, with
noble trombones, and every detail sharply
clear, this thoughtful and absorbing conception of the Fifth must be recommended most
strongly. [A:1 4r]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Wellington's Victory, øp.
91 / TCHAIKOVSKY: 1812 Overture, Op.
49* III Marche Slave, Op. 31
* Vienna State Opera Chorus IVP0 IMaazel
CBS 37252 digital
Maazel tells us these are maligned masterpieces, yet contrives with the Vienna Philharmonic to make Marche Slave sound like the
Hollywood propagandist music of the early
1940s (' This is the Army Mr Jones' etc).
Hugely enjoyable, but at 8'15" dangerously
skittish — compare Previn's 9'39". The 1812
opens with mixed chorus, singing with
hushed tones in a cathedral- like setting; a
feeling of resignation relates to that of
exultation in the finale. Again, Maazel suggests a certain tongue in cheek approach to
this overture. Even more winning (!) is
Beethoven's pièce d'occasion: the VP0 take
to it like ducks to water, and quite eclipse their
Berlin rivals, in the sober Karajan/DG recording. Notwithstanding last month's cassette
review, Iwas not so excited by the engineering. True, there is ' stereo information' and
some ' loud' music, but how CBS have
homogenised the whole, and my suspicion of
the cannon-fire and gun- shots is that these
are percussion strokes treated electronically
(?). Bland stuff, contrasted with 1960s' vintage Decca productions with these forces.
Attractive artwork, and aprovocative release.
[B:1]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata 29 in Bb, Op.
106, ' Hammerklavier' CI Six Bagatelles,
Op. 126
Michael Rudy (pno)
Calliope CAL 1686 (
Harmonia Mundi)
If you more or less attempt Beethoven's
metronome marking in ( i) and ease up in the
Scherzo, as Rudy does here, the two movements cannot relate ( as Ifeel they must) as a
parallel to the Ninth Symphony. Rosen
actually linked the movements in his CBS

recording; Schnabel overcame the problem
of following a very fast Allegro by strongly
accenting the first section of the scherzo.
Rudy takes this ( with an eye to the ' Moonlight'
middle movement?) steadily, moving into the
contrasting octaves theme with some stealth,
making arather dream-like interlude. It is as if
he comes to the ' Hammerklavier' from a
Lisztian virtuoso standpoint. His playing is
phenomenally accurate — notes, dynamics,
pedal — but unremitting in the fugue, and at
18'14" in the great Adagio loses the intelligibility of some of the stranger harmonic shifts.
Eschenbach sustained this movement over
an incredible 24'16", and showed that rapid
articulation in the finale by no means precluded observing the piano markings there.
This Calliope recording is dry, very close, and
haunted with much pre-echo; possibly the
mikes gave Rudy's touch its 'jabbing' nonlegato manner. Certainly the phrasing has
none of Ashkenazy's, or Schnabel's longbreathed flow. Brilliant technically but not
idiomatic late Beethoven. [
B:2]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata No. 4, Op. 7
in Eb (
I Piano Sonata No. 11, Op. 22 in Bb
Murray Perahia (pno)
CBS 76995
In his interview with Murray Perahia (
HFN/RR
April 1980) A. K. remarked upon the restrictions which Perahia has clearly placed on his
repertoire, both recorded and live: Mozart,
Mendelssohn, Chopin and Schumann. Over
two years later, he has added the promised
Bartok but very little else. This Beethoven
disc, then, really is something to be noticed—
and Perahia does not disappoint. The readings of both these early sonatas bear ahighly
individual stamp, and a penetrating light is
thrown across so many details; and although
I have heard many pianists give more
sensitive and shapely performances of
certain phrases, chords or themes, it is in
the organisation of the large-scale features
that I find Perahia so exciting. The
opening movement of the Eh is very tautly
held by areading filled with energy and drive,
and while his first subject is no faster than
Ashkenazy's recent relaxed performance on
SXL 6961, Perahia does get the music moving
into top gear well before the second subject.
His interpretation of the Largo, with its
orchestral effects and registral changes, has
an almost naive simplicity and Perahia seems
to
play
things
almost
embarassingly
'straight' — yet it works! The sonata melts
into the final rondo which alternates between
the extremely grazioso first theme and the
crisply fingered episodes. The triumph of the
Bb is the finale, where again the tension, both
implicit and explicit, is a chain linking the
emotional centres of the disparate sections.
Unfortunately the quality of the piano
sound is rather unattractively shallow —
things are well separated, but there is quite a
loss of quality in high registers, even at
moderate dynamics. There are also adisconcerting number of notes which just do not
sound 'true': these are throughout the registers and cannot be put down to the irregularities of tuning. [ 13/C:1]
Roger Bowen
BERLIOZ: Beatrice 81 Benedict Overture
El Romeo & Juliet (
Love Scene) El Childhood of Christ (
Flight into Egypt) CI The
Trojans (
Royal Hunt & Storm) E Funeral
March for the Last Scene of Hamlet
Sydney SO / Singers of NSW School of Opera
/Robert Pikler
Chandos ABR 1059 (£ 5.50) ( Lugtons / H R
Taylor)
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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This is just about the most disparate Berlioz
collection that Ican remember seeing on one
disc, and for the sake of variety it would be
pleasant if it could be recommended, especially as the performances were taped by the
Australian counterpart of our BBC — who are
extracting some splendid sounds from The
Trojans at the Royal Albert Hall as I
write. But I
fear that the recording, although spacious
and smooth, is generally rather distant and
undetailed; the texture is also thin in the bass
on side 1and very full-bodied but lacking in
treble brilliance on side 2. The concert also
disappoints musically, with Robert Pikler
failing to extract more than avery occasional
spark of true Berliozian fire or ardour from the
Sydney orchestra. The general effect is somewhat flaccid in comparison with versions
already on disc, although these performances would no doubt be adequate as ' oneoffs' in the concert hall. However, for those
interested in musical or sonic byways the
Hamlet March is quite impressive, and features what seems to be a genuine volley of
musket-fire at its climax, which, as no mention is made of this on the sleeve, will
probably be widely misconstrued as a patch
of violent distortion. [
C:2/31 John Crabbe
BERLIOZ: Te Deum for triple chorus,
orchestra, tenor and organ
Francisco Araiza (ten) / Martin Haselbóck
(org) / London Symphony Chorus, London
Philharmonic Choir, Wooburn Singers, St
Alban's School Choir, Haberdashers' Aske's
School Choir, Southend Boys' Choir, Desborough School Choir, Choir of Forest School,
Winnersh, Choirboys of High Wycombe Parish Church / Richard Hickox (choir master) /
European Community Youth Orchestra /
Abbado
DG 2532 044 digital
A first glance at this record carried me back to
the 1980 Edinburgh Festival, when Claudio
Abbado conducted a performance of Berlioz's Te Deum in the Usher hall, with the
organ part reproduced via loudspeakers as
Gillian Weir played the instrument in anearby
church*. Actually, it is only the conductor
here who provides a link with that event; but
the link is strong, for Abbado's interpretation
is very much as Iremember it on that splendid
occasion. Nearer to Davis' measured grandeur than to Barenboim's bouncing urgency,
this new version has some of the merits of
each. There has always been asolid rightness
about the Davis ( Philips 1969), which still
offers touches of unmatched Berliozian
awareness, but Abbado nevertheless seems
rhythmically less stilted, more emotionally
involved with the work's surging power and
beauty, yet never quite breaking into atrot in
the manner of Barenboim's differently brilliant performance ( CBS 1977, now deleted).
He is well served by Europe's youthful
orchestra and by fine singing, the latter from
very disparate choral forces which seem to
have been remarkably well disciplined and
integrated by Richard Hickox. There is also an
excellent tenor soloist in Francisco Araiza,
whose voice is nicely set back in Te ergo
quaesumus.
Apart from some momentary uncertainty
of pulse in the Dignare, Iwas enthralled by
this performance, while the recording is
almost as impressive. It has a natural sounding spaciousness, sensibly separated and
balanced choral masses, and ahuge dynamic
range, while the organ has aslight leftish bias
against orchestral brass on the right, with
percussion (terrific cymbals!) on the far left.
The orchestra's contribution might have
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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gained in places from greater exposure of
detail, while the organ of St Alban's cathedral
has not quite enough pedal depth, as recorded, to make that grand impact which the
work ideally demands. These last points
prevent a star for sound in an otherwise
superb issue, which is in any case sonically
well ahead of its B- rated competition. This is
now my preferred version of one of Berlioz's
most stirring works. [A:1*[
Jobe Crabbe
*See ' Berlioz and the Phantom Organ', HFN/RR November
1980, for a report on the event and some background to the
Te Deum.

BERLIOZ: Les Nuits d'Été* D Death of
Cleopatra**
Kill Te Kanawa* / Jessye Norman** / Paris
Orch / Barenboim
DG 2532 047 digital
This issue is unique in coupling Berlioz's
Cleopatra cantata with the conventional single-singer version of Nuits d'Été. Also, the
choice of singers looks promising, for one
would think that Jessye Norman's opulently
operatic manner should suit the dramatic
suicide of an ancient queen, while Kin iTe
Kanawa has made such an impact with her
finely controlled yet entrancingly beautiful
voice that she must surely achieve something
of note with Berlioz's great but subtle songcycle. In the event these expectations are not
quite met, even though they still provide afair
summary of what this issue offers. Miss
Norman is very striking as the angry, resentful Cleopatra, but is nevertheless not in my
view the equal of Janet Baker, who responds
rather more tellingly to the less extravert
episodes in Berlioz's early cameo ( Philips
9500 683, A:1*). But with Miss Te Kanawa
I'm not so sure that it is fair to point in other
directions, as she really does give avery fine
performance, rising to star quality in places ( a
superb ' Absence' for instance); but there is
no gainsaying the continued overpowering
impact of Regine Crespin on Decca JB15
(A:1*).
The balance will be tipped negatively for
some by the recorded sound, which, while
clean, clear and well separated, presents the
performers in asomewhat small, dry acoustic, lacking a sense of reverberant space in
which the orchestral contributions can find
room to expand, while the singers are given a
somewhat too dominant balance for my taste
— although the latter could be said to offset
the former. Perhaps the best advice for
anyone especially wanting this coupling and
these singers is to forget DG's unflattering
acoustic and go ahead. Otherwise, go for the
Baker/Crespin options. [
A/B:1/1 ,tr]
John Crabbe

BRAHMS: Violin Concerto in D, Op. 77
Anne-Sophie Mutter (yin) / BP° / Karajan
DG 2532 032 digital
Those who caught the BBC relay of a live
performance by these artists, some time ago,
will have keenly anticipated this release.
However, it is not a record to review uncritically. Niether it nor the best-selling EMI
Perlman/Chicago version could be called
distinguished,
natural- sounding
productions. Ihave a suspicion that this DG was
deliberately tailored to German tastes ( we
Like more reticence!) — for you could hardly
call the manoeuvering of themes in the finale
subtle, and in the slow movement the soloist
is exaggeratedly spotlit.
I experience three problem areas with
digital LPs: atendency to ' caricature' vibrato

techniques in close- balanced violin solos, a
falseness imparted to hall reverberation
sounds, and the commonly remarked ' glare'
at high levels. The analogue CBS with Stern is
more equable ( and New York oboe player
Joseph Robinson gives an even finer acocunt
of his part in the Adagio than the renowned
Berlin principal). Stern's is altogether a ' persuasive' reading; you have to be in eager
mood to enjoy Mutter or Perlman. The
German is more conventional in her
approach, where Perlman's genius takes him
along unique and breathtaking paths. Of the
three Karajan recordings this is doubtless the
best: the short-lived Kremer/EMI was worth
retention for apoetic slow movement, but the
Berlin Philharmonic were too high-powered
for Kremer in the finale. It would take alot to
smother Mutter, and her grasp of the techicalities of the score is almost as awesome as
Perlman's. Isaac Stern, of course, has a
poised manner that only maturity can bring.
(Oddly, Decca have no Brahms Concerto in
their catalogue.) [
A/B:1]
Christopher Breunig

BRITTEN: Piano Concerto Op. 13 D COPLAND: Piano Concerto
Gillian Lin (pno) / Melbourne SO / Hopkins
Chandos ABR 1061 ((:5.50) Lugtons / H R
Taylor)
Both concertos are products of their composer's relative youth, and though each reflects
something of its creator's personality neither
succeeds completely in presenting more than
a fleeting impression of his individuality.
Consequently neither has managed to maintain a secure hold on the repertory and, had
they been by less famous men, might be
heard even less frequently than now. Britten's sole essay ( leaving aside the Diversions
for left hand) is a Lisztian concoction whose
most memorable moments are in the revised
third movement ( Impromptu) added in 1945
and replacing the original ( 1938) Recitative
and Aria, and in the final March with its perky
Prokofievlike overtones. It remains an interesting experiment, less rewarding than the
more concise Frank Bridge variations or the
intense Sinfonia da Requiem with which it is
roughly contemporaneous.
Copland's concerto, written twelve years
earlier, was his attempt to explore an interest
in symphonic jazz. It is in one movement but
two clear-cut sections. The first, lyrical, is
strongly compelling, but the second, full of
Gershwinesque gestures, now sounds thin
and empty. Both works exist in recordings
with which their composers were involved;
Britten as conductor with Richter as soloist,
Copland as performer under Bernstein's
direction, and Gillian Lin and her Australian
colleagues consequently deserve great credit
for challenging such eminent competition. In
fact they succeed brilliantly. Both performances exploit the material with bravura and
insight — the Britten is technically very
difficult — and offer them in sound considerably better than the rival versions. These are
not important concertos but they are interesting and rare, and deserve the attention of the
curious collector. [
A:11
Kenneth Dommett

BRUCKNER: Symphony 3 in d ( 1889
version)
Cologne RSO
Harmonia Mundi 065-99923 ((:5.50)
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BILLY VEE SOUND SYSTEMS PRESENTS:—

THE S.E. LONDON HI-FI SHOW
at the CLARENDON HOTEL, MONTPELIER ROW, BLACKHEATH S.E.3
You are invited to the 5th annual exhibition where you can;—
see and hear over 100 new products on display in London for the first time * talk to the
designers & reviewers * discuss matching problems with our compatability team * visit over 25 rooms
packed with the latest advances in audio * join in the Brook appeal charity auction * take
advantage of our usual offer of:—

up to 10% OFF OUR CURRENT PRICE LIST!
(this is ashow promotion for show orders only!)

Below is a list of exhibiting companies with some info on their products, a few
of the new ranges are already available in our new shop so if you wish to hear or see them
now or after the show, why not visit our Lewisham shop and we'll do our best to make it easy for you
A & R ( CAMBS)

DUAL

MORDAUNT SHORT

The evergreen A60 along with the T21
Tuner, a pre and power amp and a host of
other electronics make this one of the mos
popular British companies, all at reason
able prices.

Dual have been popular with turntables fo
a long time but now are also gaining
recognition for their cassette decks. The
whole Dual range will be on demo so come
and tell us what you think.

The complete range of Mordaunt Shcírt will
be on dem at the show this year. Thi
famous British loudspeaker company has
some nice new products for you to hear
why not give them avisit.

AIWA
One of our favourite Japanese cassette
manufacturers, Aiwa will be showing thei
new range of cassettes, portables and
personal stereos. High on quality low on
cost.

PIONEER
A new range of rack systems from this
popular company will be on dem this year
along with a complete range of separates
all at mouth wateringly low prices.

PINK TRIANGLE

MERIDIAN

HEYBROOK

We are glad to welcome Pink Triangle to the
show this year just to prove you have a
choice. Both versions of this unque turntable will be on dem so come and have a
listen — welcome Aurthur.

Three active speakers will be taking the
loor this year as well as the new 1018 and
055 amplifier. There is also anew range of
Meridian upgradeable amplifiers — come
and have a listen.

Both Heybrook speakers and the TT2 turnt
able will be at the show this year along with
some other useful Heybrook products so
why not pop in for a listen.

A.D.C.
All things being equal A.D.C. will have their
ull range of equalizers on demonstration
along with their turntable arms and cartridges.

A.R.C.

CELESTION
The SL6 speaker is still so popular we have
rouble supplying the demand, Celestion
can't make enough but there will be a pair
on dem so you can hear why.

Nytech have been very active on the
amplifier front this year with the superb
little CA252 plus a new pre-amp and a
couple of extra goodies.

J.V.C. are one of the leaders in technologic
al design and this year is no exception to
the rule with some interesting new designs
for you to drool over.

This popular loudspeaker company will be
demonstrating the 050 and 102 speakers
active and passive.

QUAD

NYTECH

JVC

SANSUI

NAIM AUDIO

LINN

Far be it from us to go Naim dropping, they
are too expensive, but for the person who
wishes the best from his music drop in for a
dem, if you like it you may discover one
with your Naim on it - interested — free?

Those awfully nice Sondek people will have
all their goodies on dem including the new
LVX basik arm come along and have aslice
of nirvana — at no charge.

The FM4 Tuner recently released along
with the rest of the quad range of equipment will be on demo— great products from
a great British company.

This hybrid Japanese company will have
many new products to show this year and
with Sansui's attention on quality at an
affordable price you may find a compo
thats irresistable.

SYRINX

N.A.D.

A.R.

MISSION

Acoustic Research have made a few im
provements to some of their speakers this
year and they all will be on dem from the
extremely popular 18s up.

These guys haven't been hanging abou
his last year. A complete new speake
ange led by the baby 70, an amp, a
turntable ... come and see for yourself.

ts a NAD, NAD, NAD world this year with
he popoular 3020, 7020, 4020 and 6050.
Also anew tuner to give your FM ashot in
the arm.

This Scottish tone arm manufacturerer has
a new low priced high quality tone arm
available on demo alongside the established deluxe gold version of the PU2
whispers of acartgridge are imminent.

SHOW OPENING TIMES:—

11th SEPTEMBER 10.00 am-8.00 pm
SUNDAY 12th SEPTEMBER 10.30 am 6.30 pm

SATURDAY

TRAVEL INFORMATION
The area around the show is steeped in
tradition. The hotel is at the top of the
village only 5mins from Blackheath B.R.
Station and the village is noted for its
variety of restaurants and antique shops
across the heath is Royal Greenwich Park
which sits above the Maritime Museum
and the old tea clipper—Cutty Sark. By bus
No.54, 108B, 189, 75 and 192 pass the
Hotel and stop in the village. By train B.R.
trains run from Waterloo, London Bridge
&Charing Cross. By car, the route is RAC
sign posted and ample parking is available
around the Hotel.
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ALSO AT THE S.E. LONDON HI-FI SHOW, THE BROOK APPEAL

THE CHARITY

AUCTION

This year at the show we thought it was time for something alittle
different, so rather than give away prizes that are customarily donated to
us by manufacturers, we have decided to hold acharity auction in aid of
the Brook Hospital childrens medical wing, when we originally
approached them they asked for £50,000 for anew extension for
physically handicapped children but we felt we couldn't run to thatthis
year so we settled on seeing if we could raise enough cash to purchase
two body monitor units which monitor all the vital body functionsof
chidren who need constant attention. Many of our suppliers have
donated gifts for auction and the response has been quite amazing so if
you want to find out just what is available come along to the show on
Saturday. A list will be available and the goods on display, who knows
you may pick up abargain.

AUCTION INFORMATION
1. Billy Vee Sound Systems will honour guarantees on goods purchased
at the auction.
2. Cash and cheque payments only please ( cheques over £50.00 need
clearance before goods are collected).
3. No credit terms can be arranged for auction purchase.
4. No credit cards can be accepted for auction goods.
5. A deposit of 10% will be required ( non-refundable).
6. All goods must be paid for fully by the Saturday following the
Auction or deposits will be forfieted.

The following companies have kindly
given theirverbal support in donating
goods for the auction:—
A. & R. CAMBRIDGE LTD

AIWA UK LTD
MERIDIAN
REGA RESEARCH
N.A.D.
MECOM — HEYBROOK
PIONEER ( UK) LTD
SANSUI ( UK) LTD
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SOMETHING NEW:—
Recently opened is our new shop at 248 Lee High Road, this is acomplete
departure from our previous style of trading as we now have ' space'.
The ground floor sales area is approximately twice as large as our previous
shop but theformat is very similar and popular equipment, both English and
Japanese are on display and demonstration.
We have much larger stock room facilities so we can offer more of our
products ' ex stock' and don't have to store half of them on the sales floor. One
of the main advantages of these premises are the demonstration facilities,
spanning four areas, two of which are active/passive studios. With these
studios appointments are necessary to ensure that the system can be set up
for the dem, and rooms are furnished as standard living rooms: no sandfilled
walls or ceiling just normal rooms. No appointments are necessary for the other two demonstration rooms which
contain equipment of greater variation but these are run on similar lines with each system individually ' hardwired'.
With the new shop now open we hope to improve service all round and we thank all the people who have made it
possible, the staff, my wife and of course you the public.
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Free show Guide
and show plan
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Ihave much enjoyed some of Günter Wand's
series of Bruckner symphonic recordings
(only 1, 2and 9are still to come), but Ido not
find this version of the Third symphony very
attractive. Like most recorded accounts, it
uses the Nowak edition ( the revision of
1888-89), though some details suggest the
final version of 1890. The first movement is
pleasingly broad in basic pulse, though
rhythmic articulation is often poor, and there
is quite a lot of blurred detail. The slow
movement is rather too intense, but the
Scherzo and Trio are impressive, steady. The
finale lacks consistency, yet it has fine
touches. The playing is often exciting, if
rather shrill-toned and with trumpets cutting
through the tutti textures at the expense of
other sections of the orchestra. There is little
of the poise, strength, inevitability for the best
Bruckner performances — and for this the
choice of the 1889 version bears only part of
the blame. A positive feature is the accommodation of the last three movements on
side 2 — some 35 minutes of music— thereby
avoiding the vexatious break often met with
in the slow movement. [
13:3]
Peter Branscombe
CHOPIN: Etudes, Op. 10 and Op. 25
Pedro Carboné (piano)
RCA Victrola VICS 2032
If Chopin's studies demanded no more than
the ability to surmount their varied and
fascinating technical challenges, this would
be a highly recommendable set of performances. But these endlessly absorbing pieces
are, of course, worth much more than that,
and to hear such prosaic proficiency in Op.
25/5 ( no sense whatsoever of mischief) and in
Op. 25/1 ( no apparent attempt to shape the
melody notes into something that makes
horizontal sense) is adepressing experience.
There are sensitive things: Op. 25/7 is wellshaped, and Op. 10/10 is appropriately light.
Nothing, however, catches fire— this despite
the sleevenote writer's assurance that 'the
(Op. 10) set literally ( I) bursts into flame with a
brilliant study in semiquavers'.
Poor sound quality notwithstanding, the
slightly more expensive, earlier Ashkenazy
disc ( SAGA 5293 — Dèja-vu last month) is
streets ahead in the art of achieving character
and surprise through prodigious technical
equipment. Not that this newcomer is even
sonically distinguished. It is, in fact, little
short of atechnical disgrace: Ihave not heard
stranger piano sound on disc for along time.
As reproduced, the instrument possesses
that papery, slightly- out- of-tune quality
associated with a reasonably good upright.
Tape hiss is prominent, there is a bias
towards the RH channel, and wow is added to
the sonic failings on side 2. No, not even at
this price, I'm afraid. [
D:3]
Andrew Keener
CHOPIN: Nocturnes 1-21
Daniel Barenboim (pno)
DG 2741 012 (
2 recs) digital
The seven-year interval between Barenboim's last recorded Chopin ( Sonatas 2and 3
—ASD 3064, deleted) and this newcomer has
been a productive one. Here, with one two
exceptions, is some of the most naturallyexpressed Chopin on disc. There is an evocative, vocal quality to the sotto voce melodic
line in Op. 27/1 ( masterly use of the sustaining
pedal here), while the ambiguity behind the
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scherzando marking of Op. 9/3 in Bis tellingly
realised; calmness and anxiety are set side by
side. The exceptions, it seems to me, include
Op. 27/2 and 01. 55/2, where momentum
seems hampered by expressive weight —
Rubinstein ( SB 6731-32), master of understatement, is unsurpassed here. His set,
however, does not include the two posthumously- published Nocturnes and the
youthful Nocturne in eas Barenboim's does.
As to quality, suffice it to say that Ihave not
heard more truthful piano sound come out of
apair of loudspeakers; rather, the instrument
is set, three- dimensionally, in the space
between. [
A*: 1/2]
Andrew Keener
DVORAK: Symphony No 9 in e, ' From the
New World'
LPO/Bátiz
Nimbus 45202 digital 45 rpm
This is an impressive account of Dvorak's
most popular symphony from the point of
view of Batiz's performance as well as from
the spaciousness and clarity of the recording.
The 45 rpm format certainly has much to
recommend it if the few examples that have
come my way are typical, and here, allied to
digital recording and an acoustic which
seems controlled and realistic, the results are
lively and revealing. For the most part the
performance steers asensible middle course
between the laconic and the over- expressive,
tending always toward the latter and only
occasionally — as in the slight lingering over
certain phrases, particularly in the slow
movement — tips too far. But these moments
are few, and many listeners would savour
them: certainly they are not ' milked' in the
way that Rostropovitch, for instance, did in
his HMV recording with this same orchestra.
It would, however, be fair to say that Batiz'
reading does not offer the same impression
of inevitability that one still feels from Kertesz
(see Déjà Vu) or Colin Davis though his is
enhanced by its presentation. My copy suffers afew annoying surface abrasions which
tempts me to withold the star, but these are
probably not universal. [
A*: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
FAURÉ: Impromtus E Preludes
Jean Philipe Collard (pno)
EMI 2C 069-73058 (
Conifer)
Jean-Philippe Collard is clearly establishing
himself as one of the foremost Fauré interpretors ( at least on record) with yet another issue
devoted to two of the major Fauré collections,
complementing his recording of the Nocturnes and Theme and Variations (
2C 069
12676-6) and his very extensive 6- record
chamber works with piano ( 2C 165 16331-6).
His general approach is pleasingly devoid of
sentimentality, setting Fauré's distinctive
harmonic moves and shifts as clear, direct
statements of relationships rather than as
some pervasive ( and adhesive) web. He is
also prepared to be very directly dry and
forecfu Iin his passage work, as in the Allegro
Second Prelude, where rapid right-hand
figurations recall Fauré's fondness for the
clavicinists. The subsequent prelude though,
more atribute to the Chopin of the Barcarolle,
shows his willingness to play up the romantic
touches too. The generally earlier Impromptus confirm Collard's complete identification
with the fascinating material at his fingertips,
and Fauré's admonition 'This is probably the
most difficult genre, if one wishes to give
utmost satisfaction' need not concern us
here.

Both the thinner textured sparkling pieces
and the moré sonorously scored works come
across well from the centre- placed piano. It is
fairly intimate, though not underpowered,
although there is aclear change of focus after
the first track of side 2. [
A/B:1*]
Roger Bowen
FRANCK: Prelude, Chorale and Fugue /
LISZT: Sonata in B minor, G178 111 La
leggierezza ( from 3 Concert Studies,
G144)
Bernard d'Ascoli (pno)
CFP 40380 (£2.25)
No other Leeds finalists have had their
relative merits more discussed and disputed
than the six who emerged at the end of last
year's competition. Only ten months after the
event, the sixth prizewinner has excited atop
prize at the Moscow Tchaikovsky Competition, while many whose judgement is to be
taken seriously expressed disappointment
that Bernard d'Ascoli should have received
no higher than third placing.
On this evidence Icannot but agree with
them. A pianist is often described as seeming
to ' play to himself' by writers who wish to
convey a feeling of intimacy in a performance. Perhaps it is an overworked critical
device, but Ican think of none more appropriate in the case of this young Aubagneborn
artist, blind from the age of three. Not for him
the grand guignol posturing of certain others
in the grandioso second subject of the Liszt,
but instead areading of tonal refinement and
nobility, while the opening of the Franck
substitutes dignity and a sense of space for
theatrical declamation. Those in search of
more vehement pianism and more torrential
climaxes in both main works will find them in
Barenboim's superlative account of the Liszt
(DG 2531 271), or indeed Craig Sheppard's
deleted 1973 recording ( another CFP/Leeds
project — CFP 40051), while Rubinstein's
interpretation of the Franck, sovereign-toned
and majestic, is not to be overlooked ( RL
13342, 6/80). Yet d'Ascoli's thoughtfulness
and his deep sense of poetry ( Ihave not heard
such inwardness as this in the minutes before
the Liszt fugue) reveal more insights with
each hearing. The disc demands to be replayed ( always a good sign), and it sounds well,
combining warmth with transparency; an
occasional thinness in the upper reaches of
the keyboard is neither here nor there. The
pairing of main works is commonly intelligent, too: each has a central fugue, Bach
exercised a fundamental influence on both
men ( as organists and contrapuntists), and
both composers possessed passionate natures alongside religious conviction. Fullprice care has, in fact, gone into every aspect
of this inexpensive issue, and the scintillating
performance of the Liszt fill- up, with its
Chopinesque melody in sixths, is an undeserved piece of generosity. [
A: 1/1*1
Andrew Keener
FRESCOBALDI:
Toccatas
(
First
and
Second Books)
Christopher Hogwood (hps and virginal)
Oiseau Lyre D260D2 (
2 recs) digital
Ihave long thought that one of the most
memorable and impressively sonorous titles
in the keyboard literature is Frescobaldi's
Toccata for the Elevation of the Host and it
was not only in the euphonious quality of his
titles that Frescobaldi excelled, for he was
one of the most pre-eminent of keyboard
composers before Bach. ( Bach transcribed
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his Fion Musicali in full, despite their differences of religious outlook!). Christopher
Hogwood's selection from the First and
Second Books of Toccatas provides us with
pieces from the whole of Frescobaldi's creative life, and they demonstrate the rich variety
of form and expression in which these works
abound. Not all are entitled Toccata, and
indeed, some of the most extended numbers
are the variations and arias. The big Cento
Partite sopra Passacagli is — even given the
Latin exaggeration of ' 100' variations — one
of Frescobaldi's most substantial works and
Hogwood plays it superbly. The root of
Toccata is from the Latin toccare — to touch
— and the virtuosic is avital element in many
of these pieces, with florid passage-work and
melodic embellishments vying for the fingers
of the player. Hogwood on harpsichord ( and
virginal for just the Aria detta Ralletto) gives
immaculate and spirited renderings, though
interestingly not making much use of differently coloured stops for the effects.
The National Museum, Nurenburg was the
location for this digital recording, but it has
none of those wildly over-exhuberant reverberances seemingly so beloved by
architects of mùnicipal buildings — in fact it
may be slightly too dry for some. The bright
keyboard timbres of harpsichord and spinet
in the close setting, though, are dazzlingly
clear and amply rich, and the sound hangs in
the air ( at least to my ears) for just the right
length of time. [
A*: 1*]
Roger Bowen

ballet in October 1761. And very compelling
listening it makes, for this record contains
thirty numbers from the ballet, all of which
are very short. Although many of these
delightful pieces almost come into the easy
listening category, there are some striking
atmospheric moments, and some telling
twists 6f harmony at times.
The English Baroque soloists provide a
thoroughly polished and professional performance, with plenty of spirited playing with
that bright distinctive sound of baroque
instruments. One is impressed with the
careful phrasing, and the beautifully judged
cadences, as well as some striking woodwind
solos, notably the thoughtful oboe solo in the
curiously labelled Allegro Maestoso. The
recording has an open, spacious quality, with
plenty of width, and the instrumental balance
is well judged. Altogether, a most welcome
release. [ A:1]
Colin Evans
HANDEL: Theatre Music Vol. 2
Kwella / Cable / Thomas / Academy of
Ancient Music / Hogwood
OiseauLyre DLSO 598

There is a pearl of asong here — and it was,
we are told, probably the first song ever
composed by Handel expressly for use in an
English play. It is aballad with words by John
Gay, 'Twas when the seas were roaring', for
the play The What-d'ye-call-it (
1715). When
he came to concoct The Beggar's Opera 13
years later, Gay re- used the tune with newly
written words. Here, with its original, pathetic
GERSHWIN LIVE!
Sarah Vaughan and Trio ILos Angeles Philharnarrative spread over five repeated musical
stanzas, and charmingly sung by Patrizia
monic / Tilson Thomas
Kwella, it has a remarkable melancholy
CBS 73650
enchantment. It ought to be one of our
classics of 18th- century English song, along
This record is an amalgam of so much that I
with more familiar examples by Arne and
find distasteful that it becomes necessary to
Boyce.
declare the fact at once. Indeed, to write about
It is for this song that Ishall chiefly treasure
it objectively at all is difficult, particularly as it
this disc, rather than for formally completing
seems to do less than justice to Gershwin,
(along with the music for Alceste, DSLO 581,
using him largely as aprop for Miss Vaughan.
which Iwarmly recommended) all Handel's
The occasion which gave rise to this
incidental music for the English stage. The
recording may be described in the notes said
other music here comes from Cornus (
with a
to be enclosed but which were not, and it may
rather tediously repeated vocal trio as a kind
be that anyone who was there would value it
of refrain), Ben Johnson's The Alchymist,
as a memento. For the rest of us, particularly
James Miller's The Universal Passion (
based
those for whom Miss Vaughan's gravelly
on Much ado about nothing) and Congreve's
perambulations around the notes of GerThe Way of the World. The song ' Ilike the
shwin's tunes hold little in the way of magic,
am'rous youth' from The Universal Passion is
the permanancy of handclapping and the
not quite so neatly and accurately sung by
reiterated gratitude of the singer quickly
Miss Kwella as might be wished, and the
become tiresome and ultimately unbearable.
Cornus items are rather dully delivered by
Yet the record begins promisingly with Tilson
Kwella, Margaret Cable and David Thomas.
Thomas' sparkling Prelude to Porgy and
But there is much pleasure in the music
Bess, apleasure soon exhausted. Those who
(mostly quite worthy of its great composer's
recall my enthusiasm for Miss Vaughan's
name), the performance ( especially Christcontributions to Philips' Gershwin Classics
opher Hogwood's own harpsichord- playing)
album may find this present attitude illogical.
and the clear, true-timbred and well-balanced
But that was Sarah Vaughan in 1959, an
recording. [
A:2]
Arthur Jacobs
altogether less mannered performer and
nearer then to Ella Fitzgerald's golden performances on the old Metro label. Here there
d'INDY: Suite in D, Op. 24 D Karadec, Op.
is precious little of the Los Angeles Philhar34 — Incidental music D Concerto for
monic and too much of everyone else, and it
piano, flute, cello and string orchestra,
was, Ihave to admit, a pleasure to turn to
Op. 89
Andre Watts's splendid Gershwin reissue
Jean-Pierre Rampal / Philippe Pierlot (fits) /
(Deja Vu) to hear Gershwin restored to
Maurice André (trpt)/ Frédéric Lodéon (vcI) /
himself. The ratings, for which Ihave tried to
FrancoisRené Duchable (pno) / Jeanbe objective, seem appropriate if the concept
Francois Paillard CO / Paillard
appeals [ A: 11
Kenneth Dommett
Erato STU 71423 (
Conifer)
GLUCK: Don Juan
English Baroque Soloists / Gardiner
Erato STU 71449 (
Conifer)
'Music most fine', wrote Count Carl von
Zinzendorf after the first performance of this
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Thanks to EMI Pathé, and now Erato, the
d'Indy discography is extensive enough to
reveal a thoroughly likeable musical personality ( if, by some accounts, not athoroughly
likeable man) and acraftsman who wears his
accomplishment with uncommon ease and

grace. The Suite '
in the old style' dates from
the mid- 1880's, by which time d'Indy had
finally shaken off the potent influences of
Liszt and Wagner. It is a charming work,
which, with its crisp neo-classicism and its
scoring for two flutes, trumpet and nine
strings ( 2, 2, 2, 2, 1) might almost be mistaken
for Stravinsky in Pu/cine//a mood.
The vigorous unison theme of the first
movement of the Concerto ( d'Indy's last
orchestral work, and, at 21 minutes, the
longest on this disc) is also Classical in
feeling; but for the solo instrumentation, the
opening might almost be by Bach of Handel.
A rich, rather Franckian vein of chromaticism
is opened up in the central slow movement,
however, while the writing for the solo
instruments carries more than a hint of late
Fauré.
Otherwise, not, perhaps, the richness of
invention to be found on the Pathé disc of
tone- poems ( sumptuous performances by
the first-class Pays de Loire PO — 2C 069
16301, also Conifer, and reviewed 4/81), but
neat, nicely- made music all the same. Persuasive performances and first-rate sound. [ A:1]
Andrew Keener
KODALY: Dances from MarosszelcE
Meditation on a Motif of Claude
Debussy:1 Seven Piano Pieces Op. 11
Laszlo Simon (pno)
BIS LP- 194 (£ 5.25) ( TOL)
Hitherto Kodaly's piano music has not caused
much of aflutter in this breast. It is not among
the most important aspects of his work but
this record contains three of his best examples in the medium. The Meditation and
Seven Pieces date from 1907 and 1918
respectively and are not dissimilar in style,
though the latter, not unnaturally, shows a
greater awareness of Hungarian folk idiom.
Both abound in slow, meditative, and rather
solemn moments heavily coloured by trills
and harp- like glissandi which help reinforce
the Hungarian element. The better known
Marosszek
Dances
of
1927,
Kodaly's
keyboard masterpiece, offer a much broader
spectrum of colour and rhythmic variety.
Lasilo Simon, a Hungarian- born naturalSwede now living
in
Germany,
ised
approaches the music with enthusiasm and
obvious commitment. His • playing is full of
incident, rich in poetic nuance and powerfully
positive in its attack. Much more so than that
of Kornel Zempleni in Hungaroton's comprehensive survey of Kodaly's piano music. The
effect of Simon's playing is to raise the music
in one's estimation, almost at times to the
level of Bartok, afeat Zempleni rarely if ever
achieves. Simon is further helped by an
excellent recording, rather close for aconcert
hall ambience possibly, but appropriate in a
domestic context. The tone of BIS' favourite
•Básendorfer is faithfully captured and presented free of all extraneous noise. The
technically minded will find the data on the
sleeve, but it is perhaps enough to say that
these German- pressed Swedish recordings,
made without Dolby, are invariably admirable in their fidelity, clarity and absence of
surface irritants. [A*:1*]
Kenneth Dommett
LOEWE: Ballads
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (bar) / Járg Demus
ffinol
DG 2531 376
Just fourteen years ago, Fischer-Dieskau and
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Gerald Moore were the artists in a programme of nine Loewe ballads on an HMV disc.
Now, with Jürg Demus as his partner, the
singer gives us the same nine songs, with the
welcome bonus of two extra items: the tiny
Rückert setting, Hinkende Jamben, and the
atmospheric Meeresleuchten from Loewe's
last published group. The generic title ' ballads' is appropriate for the splendidly characterized narratives of Archibald Douglas,
Herr Oluf, Erlkiinig (
fascinating comparisons
with Schubert!), Edward, Tom der Reimer
and Der Mohrenfürst auf der Messe lone of
the Freiligrath poems memorably pilloried by
Heine). Apart from some ragged edges at the
climax of Edward, Fischer-Dieskau is in vivid
form, his voice finely controlled and able to
suggest now a loyal old retainer, now an
anguished child or aguilt- ridden patricide. In
the songs requiring delicacy or sustained
legato (
Suisse Begrábnis, Meeresleuchten)
there is again much to admire, though here
and there exaggeration diminishes one's
admiration. The quicksilver changes of mood
in Kleiner Haushalt are delectable, though the
portentousness which mars Hinkende Jamben is briefly apparent. If Der Schatzgráber is
overblown, lacking in irony, the fault is
perhaps the composer's. Throughout the
fascinating recital Járg Demus proves once
again a most sensitive, alert and expressive
accompanist. The recording, neither too intimate nor too spacious, is well balanced,
clean, natural [
A:1]
Peter Branscombe
MAHLER: Symphony 3
Jessye Norman (sop).! Vienna State Opera
Chorus / Vienna Boys' Choir / VPO / Abbado
DG 2741 010 digital ( 2 recs)
Abbado sets out the first movement on the
broadest scale, each passing detail carefully
drawn in. The engineers help by containing
the movement 134'20") on one side. The
Vienna Philharmonic brings its unique sound
to this music, and for once one is aware of its
more bitter colourings— pointers to the Sixth
finale. The two next orchestral movements
are happily uninhibited; in the Bells Song I
was disappointed by the slowing for Jessye
Norman's entry ( Mahler qualifies his ' holding
back' directive ' Imperceptible!'). The last
movement is exceptionally measured —
26'44" against Kubelik's 21'47" — beautifully
played, but lacking the inwardness of the
Chicago/Levine version. To be candid, not
much emotion was communicated by a
digital recording that seems too extreme in
range for the disc medium; indeed Ieven
found myself shrugging at the tumultuous
end of ( i). Discounting disc surface problems
with the test set as not typical, I was
disconcerted by the way the producer recesses the orchestra, when the tone is insubstantial, then ' zooms in' biting basses and brass
surges. It is difficult to find one accommodating level setting; at too high alevel the strings
sound quite nasty in the finale. [
6:112]
Christopher Breunig
MAHLER: Das Lied von der Erde
Jessye Norman / Jon Vickers / LSO / Davis
Philips 6514 112 digital
A top international soprano, virtuoso orchestra, and vibrant digital recording: that none of
these are prerequisites for a moving experience of Das Lied is demonstrated by a
Canadian disc ( Baton 1007) from one of
Jascha Horenstein's last broadcast performances, with the BBC Northern Orchestra. One
feature of Colin Davis' reading, a caesura at
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the Tempo Isubito as the plunging horses
disturb the girls picking flowers, in ( iv), has a
precedent in Horenstein's interpretation ( and
in Karajan's DG set) — but Klemperer, Walter,
and Bernstein, properly eschew it. By and
large Davis imposes no personal view, but
Vickers emerges as amore positive musician,
singing with a penetrating fervour. ( The
recording gives a husky edge to his voice.)
However, as with the old Philips Van Beinum
version, the two soloists are very forward;
this means that a bearable level for voices is
at times too low for correct orchestral presence. Ido not find Jessye Norman as at one
with this work as Ludwig, or Ferrier, but it
would be purblind not to admit to be touched
by her vocal beauty. In ( ii) Ein ka/ter Wind
(marked by Mahler schauernd '
with ashiver')
does not quite convince, as Ludwig does —
indeed the whole song lacks the subtlety and
refinement brought out in Karajan's recording. This Philips production, finally, is
perhaps too explicit for my taste — everything in close focus, realising detail arguably
not pinpointed before, yet somehow dangerously near to slickness in effect. Recommended for the parts rather than the whole.
[A*/C: 1 ]
Christopher Breunig

MATMESON: Der Brauchbare Virtuoso
Toke Lund Christiansen (fit) / Jesper Bje
Christensen (hps)
Canzone CAN 104/105 (
2 recs) (£8.95)
(TO L)
Who slapped Handel's face in public and in
the subsequent duel ' broke my rapier against
a metal button on Handel's overcoat'; wrote
an opera called Boris Godunov; was involved
as a diplomat on behalf of the English and
Danish in several international crises; and
could lament in a preface to one of his
collections about musicians who ' smell of
tobacco, drink immodest amounts of Weinbrande, fail to rehearse before concerts and
practice other, rather more venial sins? Well,
Johann Mattheson; but like so many musicians whose reputations competed with
those of Handel, Bach and Telemann, he
failed to produce music whose particular
qualities successive generations thought
worth listening to, and it is probably only
because of his literary output that interest has
revived today. The twelve sonatas making up
the Brauchbare Virtuoso, first published in
Hamburg in 1720, show Mattheson's easy
style, filled with typically Baroque melodic
and harmonic pointers ( J. S. Bach's Flute
Sonatas were written around the same date),
but as the performers point out in a very
instructive insert, there is a large formal
design at work throughout the twelve, directing features of tonality and tempo. The two
Danish instrumentalists play most attractively and with great sensitivity on the soft-voiced
18th century Apel berg flute and on acopy of a
Blanchet harpsichord. The ornamentation is
all done with excellent taste and Ilike the
expressive device of flattening certain notes
which is gaining increasing credence among
'baroque' flautists. Despite the use of the
sumptuous ' Rose' hall in Frederiksberg Castle for the recording, the sound is intimate
and very clear. We are close enough to hear
the flautist's sharp intakes of breath during
long stretches of passage-work and the main
focus falls squarely on the solo line, but this is
probably as much a musical decision as a
technical one, for they also choose to do
without a sustaining bass. [
A:1]
Roger Bowen

FISHING BY MOONLIGHT: Music of Robion Milford
Marion Milford (sop) IEvelyn Barbirolli (obo)
/Clifford Benson (pno) / Christopher Wellington (via) / Southern Pro Arte / Christopher
Finzi
Hyperion A 66048 (£4.99) ( Lugtons / H R
Taylor / Gamut)
Robin Milford ( 1903-1959) was a pupil of
Hoist and Vaughan Williams. He was a
relatively prolific composer, though never a
full-time one, and his music had considerable
repute at the time; since then it is heard
rarely, though some of his songs do crop up.
It is the purpose of this issue ( and of the Robin
Milford Trust which sponsored it) to illustrate
that here is a voice which should not be
silenced.
In my judgment, it succeeds: the selection
comprises three songs — sung with acertain
diffidence by the composer's neice — and
four pieces for string orchestra — three with
soloist. One thus gets afairly comprehensive
glimpse of Milford's music, which tends to be
elegiac in character, perhaps reflecting his
sometimes depressive nature. It is, throughout, delicate, sensitive music, with a distinctive style which appeals to me very much, and
very well- made. No one, Isuppose, would
class Milford as a major composer; but he
made a contribution to English music which
really must not relapse into oblivion.
My pressing appears to be German, and is
certainly better than some Ihave had from
Hyperion. It continues the Hyperion tradition
of excellent recording: this is a finelybalanced sound, with some exceptionally
lovely string-tone, not least from Hugh Bean,
the leader. The soloists are clearly separated
without being too forwardly balanced, and
the only slight carp Ihave is that the plucked
string bass— of which Milford seems to have
been very fond — sounds occasionally too
prominent and tubby though this could easily
be a quirk of my room or system. This is a
record of real charm. [
A:1/2] Peter Turner
MESSIAEN: Visions de L'Amen
Katia and Marielle Lobe que (pnos)
Erato MUS 19046 (
Conifer)
Ifirst knew the Visions de L'Amen from the
now deleted Brenda Lucas/Ogdon 1971 Argo
version ( ZRG 665), in the halcyon days when
the catalogue boasted the Préludes, Vingt
Regards and Canteyodjaya, let alone the
Catalogue d'Oiseaux. The Labèques' performance should have been particularly welcome, since it not only fills a gap, but was
made under the direction of Messiaen himself ( although as long ago as 1969). How
much influence he had one does not know,
but the Ogdon/Lucas version had a lot more
punch about it — the wild bass solo which
opens Amen des Étoiles makes that of the
Labèques look rather tame, and the burst of
polymodal colour from Piano 1 later in the
same movement is so less kaleidoscopic. The
French pair's grasp of Messiaen's rhythmic
complexities in such as Amen de la Consommation is enviable, but often the air is so
much less heavily laden with that specific
blend of languorous, sensuous and spiritual
purity (
Amen du Désir). Their separation of
the vitally distinct musical strands whose
conjunction leads to such tensions (
Amen
des anges) is also less dynamically charged,
too, than Iwould have thought considering
Messiaen's involvement. The big score demands ahuge tonal and dynamic range for its
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massive effects, and yet asensitively responsive acoustic for its lines of intricately woven
filigree. Both of these requirements RCA fail
to meet and the sound virtually disintegrates
at the biggest of climaxes, most noticably in
Amen de la Consommation. [
C/D:2]
Roger Bowen
MOZART: Oboe Quartet in F, K370 Ili
Clarinet Quintet in A, K581
Gordon Hunt (obo) / Andrew Marriner (clt) /
Chilingarian String Quartet
CFP 40377 (£2.25)
This appears to mark the recording debuts of
Gordon Hunt and Andrew Marriner in what
might reasonably be termed solo roles. To
take the latter first since he has the longer
work— and they observe the repeats— one is
aonce struck by the rich and mellifluous tone
Marriner produces in the lower registers,
which is what Mozart loved best and exploited most poetically. This is playing of a
high order, beautifully controlled and highly
expressive, and it is admirably supported by
the quartet.
Hunt's playing in the shorter Oboe Quartet
calls for rather less introspection and he
carries off the music's mixture of easy
assurance and display with incisive attack
and eloquent phrasing. The sound is extremely good, rather widely spaced perhaps
for the ideal, but naturalistic, clean and
vibrant. At its price— or at any price, come to
that— this can be recommended and stands
comparison with De Peyer and Koch with the
Amadeus on DG or Pay and Black with the
Academy Ensemble on Philips, though the
latter does offer the Horn Quintet as abonus.
[A:1/1*]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Piano Concerto No. 23 in A,
K488 El Piano Concerto No. 27 in Bb,
K595
Vladimir Ashkenazy (pno) / Philharmonia /
Ashkenazy
Decca SXDL 7530 digital
Ashkenazy seems to be pursuing his Mozart
concerto series with less urgency than some
of his rivals and one always approaches a
new recording in anticipation of hearing
playing of distinction and refinement, devoid
of gimmickry and rodomontade. Thus it is
with the present pair of concertos, both
essentially poetic works yet of markedly
contrasting character. The A major is played
virtually as written, that is, with no attempt to
add any decorative flourishes, and though
there are afew in the slow movement of the B
flat they are typically unshowy. The playing
throughout is restrained; delicate yet strong
and well integrated into the orchestral texture. No attempt is made to adjust the scale or
style away from the present day orchestra or
piano, yet the performances have lightness
and elegance. Though digitally produced the
sound is not a pronounced improvement on
many analogue recordings; in fact the A
major sounds rather oddly unbalanced with
prominent and resonant bass lines. The Bflat
is better, with everything more or less in
focus, but even here the recording lacks detail
and immediacy. [ B:1]
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: King Thamos — incidental
music ( K345)
Robert Holl (bass) / Salzburg Chamber Chorus / Mozarteum Orchestra / Hager
DG 2537 060
90

Mozart wrote the first two choruses and the
orchestral entr'actes to Gebler's pseudoEgyptian drama King Thamos in Vienna in the
autumn of 1773, adding the rest for a
performance of the play in Salzburg six years
later. The music appears to anticipate similar
music in The Magic Flute, and it is thought by
some that Gebler's play was much in Schikaneder's mind. Chances are that both works
evoked similar responses in Mozart's because of the parallel situations rather than as
the result of a conscious rummaging in the
past. The play is now quite impossible, yet
without it the music loses some of its
purpose. It is however, quite good enough to
be appreciated for its own sake. The present
performance originated in one of Salzburg's
winter concerts but does not feature any of
the singers usually associated with the opera
performances at that festival. Hager, in common with his normal practice, adheres to the
New Mozart Edition, though he does introduce a rather obtrusive shake in the first
chorus not in the printed score. The playing
and singing are in line generally with these
performances, lively modern interpretations
with afew rough edges but eminently enjoyable. Balance between orchestra and singers
is sensible and the overall perspective realistic; the sound warm but atrifle boomy. [ A:11
Kenneth Dommett

GEORGE MUFFAT: Five Sonate a 5,
Armonico Tributo (
cpte)
The Parley of Instruments / Roy Goodman
and Peter Holman
Hyperion A66032 (£4.99) ( Lugtons / H. R.
Taylor / Gamut)
Muffat has been somewhat neglected on
records, and if it were only that this recording
of his chamber-sonatas simply enlarged the
recorded repertoire of his music, it would
have been welcome. However, all here goes
so very well that Iam happy to acclaim it the
best English baroque chamber- music record I
have ever heard. The playing is stylish and
pointed throughout, particularly the continuo playing throughout; Mark Caudle is
in excellent form on his baroque cello copy.
The music itself, mostly ltalianate, but including many French dances also, anticipates
pre- 1730 Handel in its majesty and refinement: but it was published in 1682, three
years before Handel was born.
The stereo sound is very clear and immediate, ideally distanced and proportioned for
the relatively low-volume playing that is
called for in this kind of music; editing and
production are exemplary, and Roy Goodman's cover- notes are lucid and informative
regarding this amazing Scottish- derived,
French- born and Italian-trained, Austrianemployed composer. This record complements that made several years ago for
Harmonia Mundi ( 065-99746) to show us a
composer of really powerful expressive personality. Full marks to Hyperion. Now how
about some Handelian Parleys? [A*: 1 * I
Stephen Daw

MUSSORGSKY: Pictures at an Exhibition / RAVEL: Gaspard de la Nuit
Cécile Ousset (pno)
HMV ASO 4281 digital
'Thank goodness there is nothing ladylike
about her playing', wrote a colleague some
while ago of ayoung female firebrand of the
keyboard, as volatile today as she was fifteen
years ago. The words returned often to mind

on listening to much in Ousset's Pictures, the
first fruit of an exclusive EMI contract, and a
far more satisfactory representation of her
personality and technique than was apparent
on her last solo recording ( reviewed 8/81).
The opening Promenade is sturdy and
straightforwardly moulded, and The Great
Gate of Kiev lacks nothing in power and
majesty. And yet, the predominant impression is one of imagination, a balanced artistic
personality and remarkable pianistic refinement. Especially memorable are the sinister
halflights in the central section of Gnomus
(more eerie than many aperformance Ihave
heard from the plangent woodwind of Ravel's
orchestration), some deliciously sprung
rhythm at asteady pace in Tuileries, with LH
stretches deftly accomplished, and characterful agility in Ballet of the Unhatched Chicks;
her use of pedal to ' orchestrate' the central
section is highly imaginative, as are the right
hand tremolandos in Catacombs, which
vividly take on the character of an orchestral
tremolando, steady, even and evocative. The
orchestral versions of Mussorgsky's work
came later, of course, but much of the piano
writing does bear rich evidence of an inner
ear ringing with orchestral sonorities. Not for
a long time have Ienjoyed a performance of
Pictures— from keyboard or orchestra — as I
did this one.
Gaspard is no less distinguished. The
opening rhythmic pattern is subtly, but not
over, pointed, and Cécile Ousset's tonal poise
is a source of constant delight. Ondine is
rhapsodic, almost improvisatory in feeling;
the climax may be less overwhelming than on
Argerich's recording ( recently reissued on
DG 2542 163 — last month's Déjà-vu), yet
Ousset's is aview I
find wholly convincing, for
the episode is built more by stealth and
singlemindedness than by asurge of adrenalin. As in the Mussorgsky, there are the most
delicate pieces of ' orchestration', and a remarkable evocation of heat- hazed stillness in
Le Gibet. The piano is closely, but never
claustrophobically, caught, and the quality is
both vibrant and detailed. [A:1 / 1 *]
Andrew Keener

OFFENBACH: ' Croquefer'— opera buffa in
one act
Rey/al, Kr/if, de Beer, Wilem,
Ensemble / Bruere
Bourg BG 2004 (
Conifer)

Chapuis /

A delightful piece of nonsense. Standing at
the top of his tower, the knight Croquefer (' I
have never known my father — Iwas born
three years too late') impatiently awaits the
arrival of his family's enemy, Mousse àMort,
who will attempt to rescue his daughter Fleur
de Soufre from Croquefer's clutches. Eventually, the old knight arrives, 'formidable but
somewhat incomplete: he lacks aleg, an arm,
an eye and a tongue' ( meanwhile, in his
impatience, Croquefer has swallowed his
sword). After a fruitless interview between
Mousse à Mort and Croquefer, the latter's
nephew appears, swears eternal love to Fleur
de Soufre who puts asleeping draught in the
wine about to be drunk by her father and
Croquefer.
Scored for tiny, ' silent cinema' band, the
work is full of busy ensembles and brief,
parodistic flights into Italian opera. This
recording spares us the extensive dialogue,
and the result is in the nature of aprocession
of vocal numbers rather than an evolving
drama. The singing is adequate, with a fully
appropriate, and very French, mock seriousness, while the band ( consisting of piano,

flute, clarinet, trumpet, cello and side-drum)
plays in delightfully shambling fashion. One
or two patches of crude editing ( cut reverberation and the like) are minor distractions
from a pleasingly close, but reverberant
recording. The libretto, poorly reproduced,
includes the missing dialogue, but is in
French only. [
13:21
Andrew Keener
PASCULLI: Concertos for oboe and
piano on themes by Verdi and Donizetti
D Omaggio a Bellini for cor anglais and
harp lirles Api', character-study for oboe
and piano
Omar Zoboli (obo) / Antonio Be/lista (pno) /
Giuliana Albisetti (hrp)
Accord ACC 140042 (£5.49) ( Studio Import)
Antonio Pasculli ( 1842-1924) is proudly described on the cover sub-title as 'the Paganini
of the oboe', and while it is true that his
relative obscurity today cannot possibly compete with Paganini's almost universal celebrity, it is true that there are many points in
common between these two Italian virtuosocomposers. Most obviously, the main significance of each is the performing resource,
rather than any serious pretensions to greatness as a composer. All of the music here is
charming but lightweight, but its interest
technically is such that not only oboists, but
any listeners will readily appreciate its challenges. Most startling of all is the concertstudy ' les Api' ( The Bees), in which Omar
Zoboli fulfils the requirement of playing very
rapid
demisemiquaver ' buzzings'
continuously for two spells of about 120 seconds
without pausing — and even the one, central,
pause, is extremely short; from this piece
must be derived the claim of the note-writer
Lucienne Rosset that Pasculli ' invented circular breathing'.
Omar Zoboli plays very deftly in Pasculli's
extremely fast cadenzas, and expressively in
the slower passages based on the operatic
themes; however, his tone is rather unusual
(it sounds like acombination of German and
Czech — possibly aresult of using asoft reed
after his orthodox south- European training)
and he tends to play slightly flat on exposed
high notes, both on the oboe and on the cor
anglais. The recording is rather shallow in
quality, but clear and fairly balanced; the
piece for cor anglais and harp suits these
qualities better than the rest of the programme. The most showy oboe- playing Ihave
ever heard. [ 13:1/2]
Stephen Daw

PUCCINI: Turandot
Ricciarelli / Hendricks / Domingo/de Palma /
Araiza / Zednik/ Horn/k! Nimsgem / Raimondi / Vienna State Opera Chorus/ Vienna Boy's
Choir / VP0 / Karajan
DG 2560 047-9 (
3 recs) digital
With a number of fine Turandots already in
the lists any new version must have some
speciat attraction in order to break into the
market. This latest from DG offers the combination of digital recording with Karajan
conducting the Vienna Philharmonic, Placido
Domingo in the rôle of the Prince and Katia
Ricciarelli, fresh from her favourably reviewed previous Puccini recordings, in the
title rôle. With an excellent supporting cast,
this should all add up to aleading version, but
Iam not sure that the total is as great as the
sum of the prospective parts.
Domingo gives the performance that you
would expect from this great tenor, musically
inspiring and dramatically powerful, not
overplaying the he/den element of the part

but neither paling beside the steely resolve of
La Principessa. Katia Ricciarelli, on the other
hand, gives us aTurandot difficult to come to
terms with. From her first entrance she is
softer edged, less cold and aloof than others
have been in this rôle. While this makes the
attraction the Prince finds in her more understandable, it does pre-empt her final change
of heart,. and radically alters the musical
implications of the score of Act II. Though she
is sweet voiced throughout, her slow, wide
vibrato on the louder high notes, and her
slight dropping of pitch at the top of certain
phrases, might be disturbing to some
listeners.
In the end though, this is a Karajan Turandot and will hold no surprises for those who
know his other Puccini recordings. His ability
to linger over the most luscious moments and
to point the most brilliant elements of
melody, harmony and orchestration while
still maintaining the logic of the musical
argument throughout
remains
undiminished. The orchestra gives of its best and the
recording, for the most part, is spectacularly
vivid. The dynamic range is awesome, and
the stereo positioning exact, giving a good
approximation of a not-too-wide operatic
stage. Iwas less happy about the matted
sound that engulfed the chorus in louder
passages, rather like that heard in the opera
house when sitting in the cheaper seats.
[A 4- /A:1]
Doug Hammond
PURCELL: Abdelazer D The Old Bachelor
D Sonata in D for Trumpet and Strings D
The Gordian Knot Untied
ECO / Leopard
CBS 36707 digital
It might seem astrange piece of programme
planning to place the Sonata in D for trumpet
along with three incidental musics for the
stage works, and there does seem little
artistic ( or commercial) justification for such
an odd grouping. The performances are
typically suave products of Leppard and the
ECO — confident and predominantly wellsprung in the dance type movements and
beautifully inflected in the slower — but it
clearly sounds an orchestra in contrast to the
smaller ( more authentic?) groups using more
period instruments. For example, Abdelazer
and The Gordian Knot Untied are available
from Hogwood and AAM on DSLO 504 and
strangely, even Arthur Davison on the now
deleted CFP 40208 treated us to more rhythmically taut playing in the Rondeau from
Abdelazer (
the number that Britten used for
the Y.P's Guide) — Leppard's is quite a
smooth melody line on lush strings, avoiding
the dotted rhythmic pattern adopted by the
other group. ( Ialso found the harpsichord
occasionally over-exposed and its tinklings
too obtrusively disruptive of the flow of the
music. The small-scale Sonata in D is a real
gem and provides a lovely filler ( the soloist
was unacknowledged on my copy.) Both the
Old Bachelor — the incidental music to the
play by Congreve and probably the leastknown of the music on ths issue — and the
Gordian Knot Untied are similarly treated,
and Ican easily see that this big approach
with, it must be admitted, first-rate orchestral
playing, will be very tempting for many.
The surprisingly warm digital transfer is
very spacious and the emphasis which Leppard places on his full bass and first violins
makes for a very rich string sound. The
trumpet solo in the Sonata has a bright,
ringing quality and balances with the accompaniment well, but the recording shows signs
of strain at high listening levels. [ A:1/2]
Roger Bowen

RACHMANINOV: Piano Sonata 2 in bb,
Op. 36 (
1913 edition) D Etudes-tableaux,
Op. 33 — complete
Vladimir Ashkenazy (pno)
Decca SXL 6996
Rachmaninov's confession to afriend that all
an artist needed to keep going was ' praise,
praise and praise' is, I've always thought, a
particularly vivid example of the self-doubt
that was to cloud his judgement on more than
one occasion. The Second Symphony and
Third Piano Concerto each suffered at the
hands of this insecurity, kindled by suggestions from well-meaning friends; it is only
relatively recently that the ' sanctioned' cuts in
these works have come to be seen for what
they are ( would that all of today's Bruckner
conductors were similarly enlightened). And
yet, hand- on- heart Rachmaninovian as Iam, I
.
remain less convinced that the composer's
firstthoughts on his Bflat minor Sonata are to
be preferred to his wide-ranging revisions of
eighteen years later; there is, in the latter, a
genuine conciseness, whereas the cuts in the
other works merely render a long work
shorter. Set in the broader context of the
earlier version, even the first movement
passages common to both editions take on a
more rhapsodic character, their sense of
direction less clear, the fuller keyboard textures marvellously opulent but less telling
than in the 1931 revision. In particular, the
1931, telescoped approach to the recapitulation creates astronger sense of urgency, the
fewer bars of 'tolling bells' implacable as well
as tonally magnificent.
Even so, I'm bound to admit that disbelief
was thoroughly suspended for the duration
of Ashkenazy's performance. Having chosen
the more expansive alternative, he is clearly
not to be hurried. The opening in particular is
broader and more majestic than Ihave ever
heard it: there is, at that first, unleashed
descent, little of the sense of ' ink spattered on
paper' noted by C.B. in his review of Horowitz's 1980 recording last month ( the pianist's
own conflation of the two editions with his
own thoughts, sanctioned once again by the
unsure composer). The rhapsodic impression
— it must be said that Ashkenazy's tempo is
hardly Allegro agitato — is, however, strengthened by magnificent pianism; to my mind,
only the coda of the Finale lacks the quickening of the senses which afaster tempo ( and
the firmer preceding structure of the revision)
would have ensured. The slow movement is
most beautiful, more of an Andante than a
Non Allegro, with the closing bars laid to rest
with the utmost simplicity. This is the only
available single- disc recording of the 1913
edition of the Sonata. Ogdon's disc of the
revision ( c/w No. 1) has served well, but is
neither as pianistically nor as sonically distinguished as his best records. For revealing
comparisons, 1913 with 1931, what is now
needed is afirst-class new account of Rachmaninov's second thoughts.
The nine-year wait for an Ashkenazy recording of Op. 33 ( the companion set — SXL
6604— is couplied with the Corelli Variations)
has been well worth it: this is playing which
magnificently encompasses the jubilation of
the EFlat, the deft rhythms of the D minor and
the veritable blizzard of notes in the E Flat
minor.
The recordings, which date from 1977 to
April last year, are characteristic Decca/
Ashkenazy, which is to say that they are rich
and powerful, if a shade clangorous at
fortissimo. It is an exciting sound nevertheless. [
A:1 4711

Andrew Keener
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NAD

P O.R.

Pioneer CT200 . . £82-00
Pioneer CT300 . £101-00
Rotel RD400
Rotel RD1000M £139.00
Revox
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£59.00
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r109-00
SME FD2000 .
f24.00
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£25.50
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f48-00
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POR.
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SYSTEMS
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POR
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•
PO.R.
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POR
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POR.
Harman Kardon
P.O.R.
JVC
P O.R.
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POR.
Marantz
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Pioneer SX600
P.O.R.
Pioneer 5)(700 . . P.O.R.
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POR.
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Revox. . ..... P.O.R.
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Rogers T100. . . . P.O.R.
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P O.R.
f263-00
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Toshiba Systems
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POR
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POR.
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Rotel RT1000 .
£89-90
Rotel
P O.R.
Sansui 15
£71-00
Sansui T7
£95-00
Sansui TUS33L
On
Sansui TUS9 . . . P.O.R.
Sansui R5L . • • E96 -00
Sansui R7 . . [129-00
Sony STRV55L . . P.O.R.
Sugden
PO.R.
Tandberg TR3030 .P.O.R.
Tandberg TR2045 P.O.R.
Tandberg TR2060L P.O.R.
Tandberg TR2080 P.O.R.
Technics STS4 . £ 132.00
Technics SA313. £ 213.00
Technics SA212
P.O.R.
TEAC . ....... P.O.R.
Trio KT313L . . . . [85-00
Yamaha
P O.R.

SPEAKERS ( SP)/KITS ( K)/UNITS (
U)
(P & P £ 3 95 each)
Altec
PO.R.
AR 18S
£89.00
AR
P O.R.
B & W DM 22
P.O.R.
B & W DM14 . .
Chartwell Ptv111 0/2
P.O.R.
Chanwell PM55. . POR.
Chartwell PM310
Celestion 100 £ 75.00
Dillon 130. . . meat
Ditton 150. . . £149-00
Dillon 200. , as9-00
IMP
P O.R.
Jordan Watts . .
P.O.R.
JBL ..... . . P.O.R.
KEF 103/2 . . £ 235.00
KEF 8200 . . . .
P.O.R.

(P & P f4 50)
Aiwa M302
Aiwa M502
Aurex
B & 0
Hitachi
JVC

Quad equipment
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Technics SLIV3 £ 109.00
Technics SUV5
Technics SUV7 . . P.O.R.
TEAC
P O.R.
POR
Trio
Yamaha A450.
P.O.R:
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Aurez PCD10 . . . P.o.R.
Aurex PCG2A .... £ 72.00
Aurex PCX6OAD £ 118.00
Aurex PCX25AD f86.00
Aiwa AD3200
P.O.R.
Altai GSM°. . . P.O.R.
Akai GXM50. . £169.00
BIC
F. O.R.
8 & 0.
POR.
Denon
PO.R.
Dual C814,
PO.R.
Dual C822
POR.
Dual C804
PO.R.
Dual C828
POR.
Dual C844
POR.
JVC DD5
f139.00
JVC KDD4
[130.00
Mitsubishi
POR.
Nakamichi N480 .P.O.R.
Nakamichi N482 . P.O.R.
Nakamichi N480Z P.O.R.

ditiehtlitt ii tite mitg.

KEF
KEF
KEF
KEF

B110
DN12.
T27
101

P.O.R
P.O.R
P.O.R
P.O.R

KEF Coda
£ 85.00
KEF Cantor £ 196.00
KEF Carlton
£ 195.00
Monitor Audio. .
Mordaunt Short.
P.O.R.
Rogers LS3/5A
P.O.R.
Rogers Studio 1.
P.O.R.
Richard Allan Kits P.O.R
Tannoy
P O.R
Wharfedale
Laser 60
£65.00
Laser 80 . £100-00

VIDEO
Hitachi
JVC
Panasonic

POR
POR
P0 R

Mitsubishi
Sony

POR
POR

CLEARANCE BARGAINS
Limited Quantities
Aiwa M302
Akai GXF80
Aka' GX M50

£ 189.00
£199.00
169.00

ARC 202 .... £375
B 8i 0
B/Master 1900 £219-00
B/Master 2000 f254-00
C/Audio P80 £159-00
Mitchell HYD (S/H) £ 129
Rotel RD100Ci £ 139.00
Technics
SLE1202

E57.00

SB3050 £89-00
SLDL1 .£ 141.00
SLOL1
176.00
Sansui 0350M. £ 142.00
Sansui 13300M. £ 99.00
Pioneer PL200X
£68.00
Pioneer PL300 £ 80.00
Pioneer PL400 £ 108.00
Sony STJ55
£99.00
Sony TCFX2
f74.00
Sony TCFX3
£87.00
Sony STF20
£91.00
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RAVEL: Bolero E Alborada del Gracioso
Rapsodie Espagnole D La Valse
Montreal SO / Dutoit
Decca SXDL 7559 digital
In practically every respect this issue fulfils
the standard set by Charles Dutoit's Montreal
Daphnis (
reviewed 7/81). The sound is fully
comparable in matters of tonal distinction
and dynamic range (the opening of Bolero is
very quiet indeed, yet credibly so), while the
acoustic, warm and transparent, once again
reveals St Eustache, Montreal as an ideal
location for this music. Each of the performances is amodel of orchestral and conducting
refinement, achieved in large measure by a
thoroughgoing respect for the markings in
the scores. Only at the first forte outburst in
Rapsodie is there some want of tonal refulgence in the string playing ( there is, too, a
more potent sense of rapture to be found in
other recordings of several passages in this
work). Gradation of tension in Bolero is
masterly, and Dutoit's tempo comes as a
welcome relief from some of the funereal
accounts of recent months; there may be
more massive- sounding recordings of the
closing pages, but none with the more
natural- sounding textural lucidity than this —
likewise Alborada. The thematic contrabassoon part shortly before the first full- close
emerges from behind the harp with a fully
credible presence; the theme is clearly audible as such ( arare occurence), but without the
comic-sounding electronic assistance suffered by Stokowski's French player on SXLP
30263, recently deleted. As in La valse,
naturalness is the watchword. No current
version of the latter combines such clarity
with so complete an absence of audible
technical trickery, while the recording, here
as elsewhere, faithfully reproduces Dutoit's
admirable distinction between forte and fortissimo. [
A:1]
Andrew Keener

ROSENBERG: The Shepherd of Days* E
14 Chinese Songs
Rolf Leanderson (bar) / Norrkópings SO* /
Nilson* / Helene Leanderson (pno)
BIS LP- 190 (£5.25)(TOL)
Although he has composed a good deal for
the voice, Hilding Rosenberg has written
comparatively few solo songs, and though
born in 1892 he did not enter this particular
field until 1945. During that year he wrote the
first six of the Chinese Songs, adding the rest
in 1948, 1950 and 1951. The texts are Swedish
translations of classic Chinese poets, and
their cool lyric texts are perfectly matched by
Rosenberg's direct, uncluttered and equally
lyrical settings. Rolf Leanderson, a medical
specialist in vocal disorders, is a singer of
distinction, and his wife, who accompanies
him, apianist of ability able to offer appropriate support for the wide range of expression
explored in thee songs. The other work, a
cycle of six orchestral songs, dates from 1963
and is more tyical of Rosenberg's familiar
astringent style. That is not to say the music
lacks variety or lyricism, nor that it fails to
match the elusive quality of Alfons' poetry.
The textures of The Shepherd of Days remain
clear, complementing the words yet never
obscuring them. The orchestral playing
under Gôran Nilson seems assured in the
absence of a score, and again Leanderson's
singing with its clear declamation and intelligent response adds measurably to the enjoyment. Recording, as usual with this company,
is excellent. [A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
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SCHUBERT: Impromptus, D 899 and D
935
Albert Ferber (pno)
Hyperion A66034 (£4.99) ( Lugtons / H R
Taylor / Gamut)
There is no shortage of recommendable
versions of the eight Impromptus, yet there
must be room for a new recording as
thoughtfully and deftly played as this one.
The sense of personal communication is
strong, yet undemonstrative. There are quite
firm contrasts in dynamics and mood, yet the
pieces form an unusually cogent unity. The
piano tone is rather dry, even metallic in the
upper reaches, but on asecond side playing
for nearly 36 minutes there is no threat of
distortion: Albert Ferber suggests reserves of
power, and the recording is of the pleasantly
unobtrusive kind. Perhaps the E Flat Impromptu from the first set is marginally on the
fast side, but tempos are natural and convincing, the balance between melody and accompaniment finely judged. Once or twice Ifelt
that Mr Ferber was tempted to overstate his
case with rubato, but these are attractive and
fresh performances which should prove
satisfying on repeated hearings. [A:1]
Peter Branscombe
SCHUMANN: Frauenliebe und Leben,
Op. 42 E Lieder Op. 25/4, 9-12, 14, 20, 23
D Op. 31/2 E Op. 37/3 ill Op. 49/3 E Op.
51/2 and 5 E Op. 62/1 and 2 E Op. 77/2
and 4 D Op. 79/1-6, 9, 11-15, 20, 22 E
Op. 83/2 E Op. 89/6 D Op. 95/2 D Op. 96/5
E Op. 98a/1, 3, 5, 7, 9 E Op. 101/2 E Op.
104/1-6 E Op. 107/2 and 4 E Op. 125/4
and 5 E Op. 138/2 E Op. 142/3
Edith Mathis (sop) / Christoph Eschenbach
(pno)
DG 2562 400/2 (
3 recs)
The performance of Frauenliebe und Leben in
this set was originally issued in 1981, backed
by aside of individual lieder, which may now
be found scattered through the five remaining sides of the set. The artists have now
recorded amuch more substantial number of
lieder and all these performances have been
arranged in opus- number order for this issue.
Edith Mathis does not have an overtly
beautiful voice, but the sound she produces is
full of personality and strength, and she
brings to her performances great musicality
and insight into the workings of Schumann's
mind. Again, she is not overtly dramatic in her
mode of presentation, having none of the
theatricality that one would associate with,
say, Fischer-Dieskau ( who has also recorded
some of these lieder, elsewhere), but she
does have a freshness of approach and a
great presence to add to these readings.
Christoph Eschenbach is a fine choice of
accompanist for he has the wide tonal palette
and perception of Schumann's idiom that
must lift the piano part above its customary
supportive rôle, without ever becoming overdominant. But, Frauenliebe und Leben is a
song- cycle that has long escaped having its
best performances captured on record and
even here, while both artists produce an
interpretation of a very high standard, their
view fails to achieve an unqualified star
rating.
Although there is very little in it, the later
recordings are marginally finer than the
earlier, with more detailed sound and greater
presence. This impression is further aided by
the use of apiano with a better-tuned treble,
giving a more secure, less empty feel to its
tone. As many of these lieder are otherwise
unrepresented in the catalogue and the

performances are of agenerally high quality,
this must rate as an important ( partly) new
set. [
A:1 1tr]
Doug Hammond
SIBELIUS: King Christian II, Op. 27* E
The Bard, Op. 64 E Karelia Suite, Op. 11
— Intermezzo and Alla Marcia E Spring
Song, Op. 16 E Scenes Historiques, Op.
25— Suite 1
Bournemouth SO / Berglund
HMV ESD7160 @ *new
EMI's 1967 SNO/Gibson Sibelius programme, centred on the early five- movement Suite
King Christian II, was warmer in manner
there, more theatrical and vividly delineated
than Berglund's. That disc ( later CFP) also
duplicated The Bard, and while Berglund's
restrained reading is just, again I prefer
Gibson's, where the players match the conductor's clear enthusiasm. So Iwould not
suggest replacing the deleted coupling,
although it is dated in sound; of various
vintages the Bournemouth items are fairly
well matched, to the usual high standards
attained at Guildhall, Southampton. But even
more startling comparisons may be made
with Berglund's own 1972 taping of the
Nocturne, Elegie, and Musette, from Op. 27
(an EMI Studio TWO collection with the first
release of the Op. 11 Intermezzo). Was it
because the orchestra was then so steeped in
ways of making music under Silvestri that
those excerpts had an immediacy, an expressive urgency — jollity, even, in the
Musette — all replaced here by a rather wan
consistency? If the recouplings are of greater
interest, then do not hesitate, although the
Karelia Suite is incomplete. [
A:2]
Christopher Breunig
SIBELIUS: Symphony 2 in D, Op. 43
LSO / Tjeknavorian
RCA RL25417 digital
Tjeknavorian has plenty of ideas about this
work; there is a dramatic intensity reminiscent of Kletzki's old Columbia recording, and
the orchestral.execution has a lushness one
associates more with the National Philharmonic than with the London Symphony. Ilike the
resilience of the strings at the beginning of
lip, where the anticipated starkness of natural
scenes yield to an impression of folk music
being made. Regrettably, Tjeknavorian encourages brassy incisiveness at climaxes —
most tiresome on repetition — and in ( iii) the
virtuoso brillance of the moment where the
vivacissimo is resumed, after plaintive winds,
is really not integrated. The stereo imagery
(Watford) has pinpoint locations, and Iwould
only suggest that the violins take up a rather
narrow, insufficiently weighty, band in the
staging ( which often happens in orchestral
recordings). A reading with persuasively
developed areas, marred by ' sore thumb'
elements of brashness. [ A:1/31
Christopher Breunig
STRAVINSKY: Ebony Concerto E Three
Pieces for Solo Clarinet E Concerto for
String Quartet E Eight Instrumental
Miniatures for 15 players E Dumbarton
Oaks E Elegy for Viola Solo E Epitaphium 111 Double Canon for String
Quartet
Ensemble Intercontemporain / Boulez
DG 2531 378
A generous, indispensable centenary offering, affording us afascinating glimpse across
the whole spectrum of Stravinsky's instrumental compositions — from the jazz
orientations of the Ebony Concerto and the
93

dazzling neo-classical counterpoints of Dumbarton Oaks to the two spare funeral monuments of 1959: Epitaph/urn for Prince Max
Egon zu Furstenberg and the Double Canon
for String Quartet in memory of the painter,
Raoul Dufy — short, grave constructions,
both models of refinement and simplicity.
Several of the works featured are only
otherwise available buried deep in CBS's
giant 31- record commemorative set, so they
must be considered especially welcome: the
gravely beautiful Elegy for muted solo viola,
for instance, marvellously played here by
Gerard Causse, or the Concertino for String
Quartet of 1920, which — along with the
splendid Three Pieces for Solo Clarinet of
1918— belongs very much to the tangy world
of Histoire du Soldat. Finally, there are the
Eight Instrumental Miniatures for 15 Players
of 1962 — and here it is staggering to think
that a work so resourcefully ' right' in instrumental terms should have begun life on
the keyboard. As Paul Griffiths reminds us in
his sleevenote, Stravinsky may have composed regularly at the piano, but never does
his scoring sound in any way secondary.
As one would expect from Boulez, the
intricate textural interplays of Ebony Concerto and Dumbarton Oaks are splendidly alive
— the conttapuntal strands of the latter
springing off each other with ear- pricking
clarity. In keeping with the sharp, analytical
nature of the performances, DG's recording
favours extremely close scrutiny of each
instrumental voice without, though, in any
way jeopardizing integration (the ' swing
band' scoring of Ebony Concerto '
tells' superbly). Some may find Boulez a little cool at
times — possibly even a little clinical — but
the robustness of these performances, their
almost lethal precision, is in itself utterly
compelling. [A:1]
Edward Seckerson
STRAVINSKY: Songs
Phyllis Bryn-Julson / Ann Murray / Robert
Tear / John Shirley- Quirk / Ensemble Intercontemporain / Boulez
DG 2531 377
How marvellous to have access at last to most
of Stravinsky's songs in the space of only one
disc. The present collection omits only the
early Faun and Shepherdess Op.2 and those
songs with piano accompaniment which
never found their way into instrumental
arrangements; there were relatively few of
those.
To look briefly at origins — Stravinsky's
song output falls neatly into two distinct
periods: pre- 1919 when first French, and then
Russian, influences dominated his style ( the
latter, of course, providing some sort of link
with the homeland from which he had
become exiled); and post- 1953, when the
language of his songs parted company with
all outside influences and became seriously,
uncompromisingly, his own. Thus we have a
clear 34-year gap between the folk- saturated
Russianism of songs like Pribaoutki, Tilimbom, Cat's Cradle Songs and the remarkable
Four Songs of 1917-19 ( arranged 1953-4 —
so reminiscent in their earthy, zestful impetuosity, of Les Noces) and the terse, serial
ceremonial of Elegy forJFK and In memoriam
Dylan Thomas. Poignantly, the disc ends with
Stravinsky's last published opus — a haunting pair of Wolf arrangements done, according to Robert Craft, because he ' wanted to say
something about death and felt that he could
not compose anything of his own'.
We have a well-contrasted group of
soloists here: Phyllis Bryn-Julson's clear,
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cool soprano (she has the lion's share of the
songs) is especially well suited to the fragile,
delicate vocal strands of the two Ba/mont
songs and Three Japanese Lyrics; Ann Murray, dark-voiced and penetrating in the Wolf
settings, is, by contrast, suitably earthy and
unaffected in the Cat's Cradle Songs, respecting above all, their simplicity of line; Robert
Tear brings his characteristic intensity to the
Dylan Thomas poem, and John Shirley- Quirk
is wonderfully subtle throughout, particularly
in the Verlaine songs.
Boulez, of course, is as scrupulous as ever
with his accompaniments, though Ithink he
could have afforded himself and his singers a
little more abandon in the more extrovert
'Russian peasant' songs. Alert, characterful
playing, though, and crisp, sharply focused
recording with exemplary balance between
voices and ensemble. [A:1/2]
Edward Seckerson
TCHAIKOVSKY:
Manfred
Op. 58
Philharmonia / Muti
HMV ASD4169 digital

Symphony,

Muti's thrusting style, effective in his latest
Philadelphia Prokofiev Romeo 8t Juliet
Suites, suits Tchaikovsky less well. The
charm of the second movement, for instance,
is driven out at Muti's speed — even though
the Philharmonia still plays expressively. And
whereas the finale, in Ashkenazy's Decca
version, clearly shows an influence on Rachmaninov's symphonic writing, here it suggests mere Lisztian rodomontade. In aword,
the approach is too ' macho'. The playing as
such is finer than in Ashkenazy's Philharmonia recording. The cutting of this EMI record is
superb; the shattering waves of sound (
eg,
end of the first movement) and the complete
absence of echo deserve the ultimate rating
[A*]. Nor are there tracking problems, but
the actual timbres Ifind disappointing [
B/C1.
Earlier Manfred recordings — Markevich's,
Ashkenazy's — have been far more accurate
tonally, and the decay of sounds, especially,
suggests some electronically contrived reverberation. If you experiment with mono settings, comparing this record with 1950s
vintage Philharmonia productions Ithink you
will understand my reservations. One wonders why the fidelity of EMI's digital Daphnis
(Previn) is not matched.
Incidentally: at the end of ( ii) clarinet seems
to double the violins, where the Eulenberg
Edition shows rests from 528 on. The final
harp quavers here make awoody ' knocking'
sound — not very pleasant! Difficult to rate,
but say [ 13:2].
Christopher Breunig
TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Concerto 1 in bb,
Op. 23
Martha Argerich (pno) / Bavarian RSO /
Kondrashin
Philips 6514 118
In principle, Argerich's fine 1971 studio recording for DG, RPO/Dutoit ( then her husband), provides the most relevant comparison. It is now on the DG Privilege label.
Instead this live performance, issued as an
hommage to Kondrashin, makes you think of
an earlier collaboration where soloist and
conductor were as markedly individual: Richter and Karajan, with the Vienna Symphony.
There too the development of the big finale
climax, with punctuating fff on drum ( 243)
setting off a rush of octaves, was the ' high
spot' of a gripping Tchaikovsky First. Argerich's admirers will find her two versions
exactly complementary: faster speeds now in
all three movements, and the tangible excit-

ment and spontaneity of the concert occasion, clearer keyboard detail in the studio
recording. If some passagework is blurry in
this Munich taping, hall ambience, audience
'electricity', help sharpen concentration. Kondrashin consistently illuminates the score —
listen for the horns — and the only questionable feature ( Iknow no other pianist who
does this) is that Argerich stresses the last
quaver in each bar, finale 29-37 and later, as
well as observing the composer's accents.
Cellos and basses are seated as on Ku belik's
records, eg the two cellists in the slow
movement at 41 appear just left of centre.
This impetuous solo account, with equally
spirited partnership, makes a contrasting
catalogue supplement to Philips' Arrau/Boston listing; it provides the sort of exhilaration
narrowly missed by Gavrilov/Muti on HMV.
[A/B:1*]
Christopher Breunig
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 5
LPO / Selz
Nimbus 45203 digital 45 rpm
Iam not sure that there is really any excuse
for adding another Tchaikovsky 5 to the
catalogue at the present time, with so much
other worthwhile music yet to be put on to
disc, but the lure of a Bàtiz view of the work
and a recording combining both digital processing and 45 rpm cutting must have
seemed enticing enough to Nimbus. The
result is curious, to say the least. The
performance is On a grand scale and fully
utilises both the digital process' ability accurately to reproduce a very wide dynamic
range, and the low distortion factor associated with 45 rpm. There are few new things
left to say about this work and Bàtiz does not
encompass them, but his reading is forthright
and persuasive, and the LPO play with the
heart-on-the-sleeve emotion appropriate to
the work. The wind playing in the second
movement, Andante cantabile, is especially
fine and the string body produces avery full
and lush sound. But this leads us on to the
recording for, although in almost all respects
the reproduction seems extremely lifelike
and impressive, the reverberant acoustic of
All Saints Church, Tooting, has been allowed
to intrude, producing in the first and last
movements, especially, a great wash of
resonance that, while adding warmth and
weight to the sound, also obscures much of
the detail. The ensemble and passagework
playing seems excellent, but I could not
swear to it. It is acredit to the recording that
so much detail does manage to emerge from
this haze. So, as an accurate account of the
sound created at this venue the recording
would merit an A*, but as the result is lacking
in clarity I
think the overall rating must be [ 13:11
Doug Hammond
VIVALDI: Trio Sonata Op. 1/12 — La Folia
El Concerto for Sopranino Recorder in C
(RV 443) 11 Cantata 'Amor hai vinto' for
soprano and continuo ( 651) / MARCELLO: Concerto for oboe and strings in d
Emma Kirkby (sop) / Michael Copley (rec) /
Clare Shanks (obo)/ The Academy of Ancient
Music / Christopher Hogwood
OiseauLyre DSLO 604
This attractively- programmed record groups
three familiar pieces with a very pleasant
cantata that is barely known. All of the
soloists perform well; Ishould have liked a
little more emotion in Emma Kirkby's first
aria, and a less legato approach to the slow
movement of Vivaldi's piccolo- recorder concertos, but these are small points, and Clare
Shanks plays the Marcello concerto very well
indeed — in better tune than several rivals on
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old and new instruments, and with her
customary sensitivity of expression. Slightly
less impressive is the string ensemble, which
Ifound so impressive recently in Vivaldi's Op.
3 ( with somewhat different personnel,
however); there is a far more imaginative
account of the ' Folia' Trio Sonata on DG
Archly 2533 463, given by Musica Antigua
IQ,In, and the larger accompanying orchestra
under Frans Brüggen which accompanies
Bruce Haynes' reading of the Marcello oboe
concerto ( RCA Seon RL 30371) is so very
much more responsive and lively than the
Academy prove to be here.
The recording of these chamber-works
(including the concerti, as well as the trio and
the cantata) is very sensibly managed; the
tones sound realistic, the proportion and
perspectives are right, and if the acoustical
character is rather plain, at least all is clear
and direct. [
A: 1/2]
Stephen Daw
WAGNER: Parsifal
Minton / Goldberg / Schbne / Haugland /
Lloyd / Tschammer / Prague Philharmonic
Chorus / Monte Carlo PO / Jordan
Erato NUM 750105 (
5 recs) digital ( full
price) ( Conifer)
What, the innocent Wagnerian might ask, has
H.J. Syberberg to do with Wagner's ParsifaR
His name is accorded greater prominence on
box-cover and libretto than that of composer/
librettist; the weird picture on the cover, and
the more pleasing ones in the (threelanguage) booklet, make one realize that this
recording is a by-product of Syberberg's
filmed version of Parsifal. The ' original music
of the film' as here presented will surely make
new converts to Wagner's last music- drama,
but Imust confess that for me at least it will at
best complement older and finer performances.
Armin Jordan conducts forces drawn from
far and wide in the recording, which was
made in the Palais des Congrès, Monte Carlo,
in July 1981. By comparison with most older
versions it is rather quicker, less mellow and
poised. It is at times positively lightweight by
comparison with Knappertsbusch, and it
lacks the incandescence and compelling
sweep of last year's truly marvellous Karajan
version. What it does have is a splendidly
eloquent and sensitive Parsifal in Reiner
Goldberg, and several other finely sung
assumptions. There is ( surprisingly, in view
of its provenance) little feeling of a stage
performance; the singers stand and sing,
with unusually clear articulation, but without
for the most part suggesting close identity
with their roles. Hans Tschammer, the Titurel,
sounds altogether too young and vigorous in
his vault- like acoustic; Aage Haugland's
Klingsor, finely sung, suggests anguish more
easily than dark malevolence. Wolfgang
Schüne as Amfortas does convey guilt and
agony, but intrusive aitches' and a marked
wobble reduce one's pleasure in his singing.
Robert Lloyd's Gurnemanz continues the
series of finely sung assumptions of this role;
he is warm, sympathetic and strong-voiced,
though less rounded in his singing in Act Ill
than in Act I. Yvonne Minton's Kundry is
intelligent, at times thrilling ( especially in her
impassioned address to Parsifal which spans
sides 6and 7), but she is strained by some of
the high- lying music.
The Monte Carlo Philharmonic is hardly a
top- rank Wagnerian orchestra; rough chording, occasionally edgy brass- playing, and
imperfect blending and balance, all leave
something to be desired. The choral singing,
like that of the small solo parts ( knights,
flower- maidens etc), is adequate rather than

inspired. The digital recording, judged on the
basis of the finished pressings which Ihave
received, is frankly rather disappointing.
Noisy surfaces and some pre- echo are less
disturbing than the sense of shifting perspectives — the orchestra tends to be covered
when the singers are active, though instrumental detail often comes through quite
clearly. Overall, an interesting performance,
often restless, hectic; yet also refreshingly
free of portentousness. Difficult to rate, but
overall [
6:2]
Peter Bra nscombe
WEBER: Concertino in c El Clarinet Concerto 1 in fCI Clarinet Concerto 2 in Eb
Janet Hilton (c/ti / CBSO / Járvi
Chandos ABRD 1058 (£6.50) digital ( Lugtons / H R Taylor)
It was an excellent ( and obvious, yet overlooked) idea to record on one disc Weber's
three major compositions for clarinet and
orchestra. The first two here fit comfortably
on one side, thanks to the spacious and keen
digital recordings; surfaces are not quite
silent, but the sound quality is very good. So
are the performances — poised brilliance in
the extravert passages, veiled poetry in the
reflective ones. Janet Hilton nicely suggests
the sense of discovery that Weber's friend
Bârmann must have known when the works
were new; she projects the lines with sparkle
and shapeliness, just occasionally also reminding us of the difficulties of the solo
writing. The Birmingham Orchestra under
Neeme Aryl provides warm-toned, nicely
detailed accompaniments; the odd phrase
sounds hurried, but one could hardly hope for
a more perceptive account of the magical
Andante of the F- minor Concerto. Recommended. [
A:1/2]
Peter Branscombe

CLASSICAL
COLLECTIONS
VOCAL
EASTER MASS AT NOTRE DAME DE
PARIS
Schola Cantorum Basiliensis / Schmidt
Harmonia Mundi 165-99 926/6 (
2 recs)
digital
On this impressive issue is areconstruction of
an Eater play, dating from the beginning of
the 13th century, followed by the Mass for
EasterDay. The object of liturgical plays was
to bring home the Bible stories to the
illiterate. In early examples like this one, there
was only minimal action: the message is
primarily in the words— usually scriptural or
close adaptations. Here four singers tell the
story of the three Marys at the tomb, and are
accompanied by four period instruments
which are notably well- played.
In the following Mass, given complete,
there is an alternation between plainchant
and early polyphony/harmony, elaborate
tropes being inserted into the Ordinary of the
Mass (
Kyrie, etc). The Proper of the Mass is
peculiar to that day, and includes many items
which will be immediately familiar to all who
used to assist at the Roman liturgy in the days
before the post-Vatican II revolution.
Since nobody can know how either plainchant or polyphony actually sounded at that
remote period ( or much more recently for
that matter) interpretation has to be based on
texts, written records and scholarly judgment; each attempt is an experiment, and
conviction is not a substitute for knowledge.
Here, in the chant, priority is given to

speech- rhythms and the meaning of the
words; but again, we cannot know exactly
what the speech- rhythms of 12th- century
France were, how Latin was pronounced, or
how much liturgical Latin was influenced by
current popular speech. Hence, as it seems to
me, judgment has to be based upon the
musical and liturgical validity of the result.
Here, to my ears, we have a fragmented,
over- rapid, hurried chanting, which gives a
totally different experience from that which
one expects. That may be no bad thing! Here,
at very least, we have adedicated attempt to
get to the heart of medieval liturgical music.
Time and scholarship will judge it; meanwhile there is deep interest and great beauty.
The recording is excellent — outstandingly
clear and solid, with fine presence. The
acoustic of the church is preserved but does
not obtrude or obscure. In many ways, this is
alandmark issue. [
A:1]
Peter Turner
GREEK ORTHODOX LITURGY; Mass of
St Chrysostom
Choir of St George Karyakis, Athens /
Theophilopoulos
Harmonia Mundi HM 1056 analogue to
digital
Polyphony was introduced into the Greek
branch of the Orthodox Church towards the
end of the 19th century, and tended, in the
absence of agenuine tradition of such music
in the Eastern churches, to be imitative. A few
composers, however, adopted the Russian
style, and it is this which is presented here,
utilising more traditional material. No instrumental accompaniment is allowed in
Orthodox music.
A western ear tends to seek greater variety
than eastern church music provides: one
needs to immerse oneself before the charm
and expressiveness of Orthodox spirituality
begins to take over, revealing a noble and
inspiring tradition, distinct from the western
one in ways far more wide than the trinitariaii
doctrinal difference which actually produced
the separation ( the famous filioque clause).
But there are differences within the Orthodox
tradition, and this is an example of the Greek
variant. The singing is masculine and strong,
though the bass line has not the richness of
the better Russian choirs, and the tenors
seem at times not sufficiently forceful.
Here again, the analogue-to- digital technique produces no obvious advantage; indeed
there is adegree of dimness about the sound,
which is never projected as it might be. In
general, this is an issue for the enquirer, and
as such valuable. [
6:21
Peter Turner
ORCHESTRAL / INSTRUMENTAL
DEBUSSY: Danse sacree et dance profane / MARTIN: Petite Symphonie Concertante / RAVEL: Introduction and
Allegro
Sydney SO / van Otterloo
Chandos ABR 1060 (£5.50) ( Lugtons / H R
Taylor)
The harp is the common factor here, and so,
on the face of it, would appear to be the string
orchestra. But the Ravel, happily, is presented
in its original version with string quartet. It
receives a sensitively shaped performance,
although Iwas worried throughout by the
distance between the harp ( closely caught)
and the other instruments, particularly the
strings. The latter could almost be sitting at
the far end of the hall, and in matters of both
balance and tonal character, there is no
comparison between this and the 1962
Melos/Oiseau-Lyre recording ( SOL 60048).
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A DAHLQUIST IS FOR KEEPS
We have been relentlessly pursuing the acquisition
of the agency for this superb loudspeaker, and at last
— EUREKA.
Bearing more than just apassing resemblance to a
famous electrostatic design Df yesteryear, the DQ10
will satisfy the audiophile and music lover who is unable to compromise.
Having almost the transparency of the best electrostatic designs, the bass coherence of the " isobarik",
the sweetness of the Heybrook HB 2, the sound stage
of the ESL 63, the intergration of Rogers Studio 1and
the tear-jerking ability that the front row of the Royal
Opera House Covent Garden can give. It's only fault is
likely to be its owner. •
Do please form an orderly queue to listen to this
modified and improved loudspeaker. Diamonds are
forever, but aDahlquist is for keeps.
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Kingsclere, Newbury,
Berks. RG15 8PJ
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In direct comparison to Haitink's account of
the Debussy ( c/w Images), there is some lack
of atmosphere in this Australian performance. Partly it is a question of the bright and
forward 1976 recording ( made by ABC in the
Sydney Opera House), and partly one of
rhythmic allure. The Dutch performance
dances, as it were, behind aveil, whereas this
one dances in the full sunlight.
Given that astraight representation of how
the Martin sounds in the concert hall would
result in adull, unevenly balanced recording,
the engineering on side two is far more
successful. The three solo instruments, impossible to balance democratically in actuality, are here closely, though credibly, ranged
half- left ( harpsichord), centre ( piano) and
half- right ( harp) as specified in the score,
while the double string orchestra is well in the
picture. The work itself, begun in 1944 for
Paul Sacher, is a masterpiece, baroque in
feeling and with the elegance of marble. Yet
the originality and colour of the writing are
striking, and the form, an unfolding process
of thematic transformation, is ingenious. The
performance is afine one, accomplished and
alert. A mixed bag, then, but well worth
investigation. [
A/B:1 (
Martin)/ B:2 (
Debussy)
/C:2 (
Ravel)]
Andrew Keener
HOROWITZ AT THE MET
music by Scarlatti, Chopin,
maninov
Vladimir Horowitz (pno)
RCA RL14260 digital

Liszt,

Rach-

Taken from two 1981 recitals, Horowitz's
programme is an object-lession in differentiating musical styles: aScarlatti group
redolent of equestrian movements, mirrored
in dark figures of riders at the outset of Liszt's
Ballade No. 2; Chopin's Waltz Op. 69/1
mannered with extreme rubati, the 3/4 pulse
almost lost, juxtaposed with Rachmaninov's
Prelude in g, richly orchestrated, its contrasting section momentarily suggestive of the
Spanish atmospheres of Ravel's music.
(These were probably encores: you hear an

Orchestral/
Symphonic
UP the volume to appreci
ate fully the natural quality on
TURN

-

Decca VIV 34, which plays for only
a few seconds short of an hour.
There is often very little indeed,
apart from some tubbiness in the
bass, to betray the age of these
warm
and
naturally- balanced
Anseremet/Suisse
Romande
recordings from the early- mid
60s; a fine tribute to Decca and
Geneva's Symphony Hall. The
items, some appearing for the
second or third time, are familiar:
there
is
a
straightforward
Sorcerer's Apprentice, adelicately
phrased,
uninflated
Jeux
d'Enfants,
Chabrier's
Fete
Polonaise, Debussy's Prelude a
l'apres-midi, Honegger's Pacific
231
(
less
imaginative
than
Fremaux's EMI account) and
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audience rustle, as if of recognition, at bar 7of
the Waltz, where Horowitz departs from the
printed page, teases with the upwards gracenotes, and leaves out the repeat.) If the
Chopin Ballade in fis relatively severe, six
Scarlatti sonatas are lavished with affection.
They leave one searching for analogies —
chains of ornamentation in L118 like organic
molecular structures, allegro movements as
concise, as sparing in expressivity as Picasso
line drawings. A recital spanning from extremes of pianistic refinement to thunderous
washes of sound, in the Liszt. Very acceptable
live recording, some cutting echoes excepted. [
A/B:1/1*1
Christopher Breunig
SERENADE FOR STRINGS
ELGAR: Serenade for Strings in e, Op. 20
WIREN: Serenade Op. 11 D MOZART:
Eine kleine Nachtmusik, K525 D BARBER: Adagio for Strings
Strings of the Melbourne SO / Dommett
Chandos CBR 1007 (£3.99) ( Lugtons / H R
Taylor)
This is an attractive collection of pieces for
string orchestra, but the quality of the performances is variable. The string tone of the
Melbourne orchestra is sturdy rather than
highly polished, consequently the Wiren
Serenade, agenerally vigorous work, comes
off very well. So does the Elgar, though again
one could wish for greater warmth and a
sweeter singing quality. Nevertheless the
work clearly appeals to the players, and the
conductor ( no relation as far as Iam aware)
approaches it with obvious affection. The
Mozart on the other hand receives a rather
run of the mill reading while Barber's impassioned Adagio emerges from the orchestra's
efforts to keep its lines clear sounding inconclusive and rather ordinary. The choice of
these last two popular pieces is understandable in the context of a series designed to
feature Australian performers, but in such a
context might it not have been agood idea to
utilise the space to present some of Australia's own composers, whose work is practical-

Ravel's
Rapsodie
Espagnole.
Some
characteristically
thintoned strings in the Ravel and
Debussy and occasionally sour
woodwind intonation elsewhere
are a pity. Still, there are no silly
egocentricities, and very little
asked in the way of pounds and
pence. Overall [
B:2].
A.K.
J.S. Bach's second OvertureSuite for flute and strings is
coupled with high-spirited concertos attributed to Pergolesi on
Decca ' Serenata' SA 13; recording
quality rich and well-proportioned
from originals of 1964; performances, by Jean-Pierre Rampal
with Karl Munchinger's Stuttgart
Chamber strings, all in characteristic and good form. [A:1 /2]. Performance- rating
adjustable
according to stylistic preferences.
S.D.
It is good to have available again
Ingrid
Dingfelder's
deft
and
appealing performances of C.P.E.
Bach's Flute Concerto in D minor
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ly unknown here. Sound and balance are
good. [A:1/2]
Kenneth Dommett
THE ROMANTIC SWEDISH ORGAN
Music by Fryklbf, Lindberg, Olsson, Sjifigren
Hans Fagius (org)
BIS LP- 191 (£ 5.25) ( TOL)
ANDERS BONDEMAN
Music by Bach, Bondeman, Gigout, Reger
Anders Bondeman (org)
BIS LP- 193 (£5.25) ( TOL)
All composers on LP- 191 are Swedish,
Olsson being the best known and, arguably,
the most important ( BIS LP-85 is entirely
devoted to his works). Influenced as he was
by the French school, his Prelude and Fugue
in F sharp has distinctly Elgarian overtones,
and the disc offers some interesting exercises
in unravelling stylistic nuances, many of
which are, naturally, highly individual to each
composer. The organ of the Katarina Church,
Stockholm, is a good choice, being itself
French- influenced, and built by Ákerman and
Lund ( 1976), including some earlier pipework. The performance is exemplary.
LP- 193 offers three well-known works on
side 1, side 2 being occupied entirely by a
chorale suite of unprepared improvisations
by the organist. It is based on eight familiar
chorale themes, to which direct or indirect
references are made within ' mood- setting'
overall structures. If the quality is a little
uneven, Ican but take my hat off to the
bravery with which an essentially transitory
art is engraved for repeated exposure and
dissection.
Both issues are purist recordings, using a
pair of Sennheiser microphones into aRevox
A-77 without Dolby. Care has evidently been
taken to keep the noise floor well down, and
this, together with excellent imaging, welljudged balanced and good frequency extension, merits recommendation. Both sleeves
carry organ specifications, LP- 193 including
some registration details: Both: [A:1]
Trevor Attewell

and aConcerto in D by Franz Hoffmeister (
originally issued in 1979,
now on ASV ACM 2020). Sir
Charles Mackerras and the ECO
provide keen, perceptive accompaniments, and the recorded
quality is high, with careful
balance. Miss Dingfelder has the
nervous energy for the Bach, with
its fiery finale, and the cool poise
for the Hoffmeister; apart from a
rather gross first- movement cadenza, all is sweetness and style.
[A:1]
P.B.
This is my first encounter with
Karajan and the BPO's 1962
recording of Bartok's Music for
Strings, Percussion and Celesta.
Originally Columbia SAX2432, it is
reissued as a highly commended
addition
to
HMV's
Concert
Classics series ( SXLP 30536).
Karajan's is a wonderfully controlled performance and its details
have been caughtwith remarkable
fidelity which the passage of 20
years
has
done nothing to
diminish. There have been few
recent recordings and this can
hold its own comfortably with
them all. The coupling, Hindemith's Mathis der Maier Symphony,
is
less
successful.
Karajan's reading is rather mannered and lacks the driving conviction that marked the composer's
own
contemporary
recording on DG ( 1960). Unfor-

tunately that is no longer available— the version listed in Decca/
Teldec's 2- record set is a 1935
Telefunken recording and rather
dim. The sound of Karajan's performance is not as good as the
Bartok
either.
Climaxes
are
mushy, brasses incline to blare,
and there is an internal hollowness which usually implies electronic stereo, though this happens
to be the real thing. Bartok [A:11;
Hindemith [
B /C:2]
K.D.
Predating other tapes in lstvan's
Kertesz's VP0 Brahms cycle,
Symphony 2was recorded in May
1964. Now ' Jubilee' JB83 it retains
the original format, le, first
movement with repeat as side
one. Ino longer have the original
SXL, but find this Polygram transfer better than Decca's recut for the
1973 set. The loud passages have
an improved frequency spectrum,
and no longer ' ring'. However, it is
difficult to specify why this
Brahms 2 falls short — certainly
Boult is more masterly, and his
mid- priced disc includes the Alto
Rhapsody. [
A:2/3].
C.B.
Decca have cleaned up the tapes
considerably
since the
1960
VPO/Karajan Brahms Symphony
1 first appeared ( as SB2086);
heavy hiss has gone, with only a
small sacrifice in solidity. Now
abjectly sleeved, as 'Viva' VIV35,
this remains one of the most
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Since the QA- 2Mosfet Active Loudspeaker system first appeared we
have made anumber of small changes, both cosmetic and operational. Throughout, we have maintained apolicy'orrolling improvement'
without resort to such marketing labels as Mk2, ' improved', QA-2.2
and soon. Recently, we decided to make anumber of modificationsto
the QA-2system, effecting most of the ' active' areas of its operation.
We have changed the tweeter to the highly acclaimed Scanspeak 3/4"
hard- dome unit, we have revised the active crossover to accommodate this new driver and at the same time added an additional
equalisation stage to the bass section. We have upgraded the power
supplies, incorporated additional protection devices, and improved
the amplifiers' driver and output stages. We have also increased the
total heatsink area and made anumber of cosmetic improvements.
The result is anew and even better product. And it's still called QA- 2
Mosfet Active Loudspeaker and, for the time being, it still cost just
£575 inclusive.
COMING SOON — The sensational £375 QA-3 bookshelf active
loudspeaker and
preamplifier.
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opening bars of Chopin's Poloin this country! [
A /A*:11
C.B. naisefantaisie, sovereign of tone
sounds blanketed in tone beside
RCA's Boston/Munch record- and shaped as they might be sung.
the spruce and bright VP0 sound.
ing of Tchaikovsky's Romeo & This is Richter in private mood;
The cello, albeit close, emerges Juliet sounds
understandably cultured sounds and adisciplined
from behind a veil, and only the 'messy' here and there — it dates
sense of improvisation replace the
strings of the Lamoureux Orchestra
back to 1957 — but has compen- barnstorming grand manner, and
(
Jean Martinon conducting) seem
sating vigour. On Victrola VICS- the result, to my mind, is hypnotic.
to catch any appreciable studio 2029 it is coupled with aforthright,
Torrential pianism, no less refined
reverberation. A pity. Carnival [
A enjoyable account of the String
of tone and expression, informs
/ A :1/1*] Concerto [
C/D:1] A.K. Serenade (
surprisingly, when that the first and last studies of Op.10
The Blue Danube, Emperor, and
is already on Victrola in Teldec (deft, piano RH, thunderous LH in
Morning
Papers,
waltzes
of pressings!) [ C:1/2]
C.B. the C major), while the Debussy
Johann Strauss Jr, Josef Strauss'
These You Have Loved Vol:5, pieces on the reverse (
Estampes
Village Swallows, waltzes from
CFP 40378, contains performances and 3 Preludes from Bk. 1) are
Richard Strauss' Rosenkavalier,
of works you would expect to hear wonderfully atmospheric with a
and Weber's Invitation to the
by the artists you would expect to seemingly limitless range of tonal
Dance form a very attractive
play them: Tortelier plays 'The control. These are, as I've implied,
programme from the Chicago SO/
Swan', Callas sings ' Vissi d'Arte', 'live'
recordings
with
some
Reiner ( RCA VICS 2013) entitled
and Gedda the ' Flower Song' from intrusive coughs and rustles, and a
Vienna. The playing is both
Carmen •
Barbirolli
conducts rather pale
bass- light sound
luscious and poised, showing the
•
feel for the m usic that both orches- Pomp and Circumstance 1, Previn
Dvorak's Carnival
in
playing lacks distinction in the tra and conductor shared and the De Falla's ' Miller's Dance', Groves quality. They date from the early
Strauss but is fine elsewhere: the joy they were able to convey to an the March from Shape of Things to 60s, and this is their third
Dukas recording is best, the others audience. The original recordings Come; Widor's Toccata, Chopin's appearance; indeed, the matrix
being harsh and closely miked. On have been remastered and, with Op.10, No.3, Liszt's Liebestraume number — 135 044 — reveals that
balance,
not
recommended. the exception ofthe Rosenkavalier 3 and Bach's ' Jesu, Joy of Man's this is their second issue on
[13/C:1*/1 /2]
D.H. Waltzes, have emerged from the Desiring' are also here, besides Privilege. No matter. IC:1*1 A.K.
Philips have taken four of the
Engineered with impressive process unscathed, with only others. The recordings date from
1960 to 1977 and are naturally vari- finest
pieces
from
1,iszts
weight, and well balanced, this some lack of definition revealing
B/C:11
D.H.
able, some not as good in transfer compendium works, Annes de
1963 Mahler SymphonY 1 was their age. (
The 1958 recording of Strauss' as in the originals. Ienjoyed it Pe/erinage (
2n,d and 3rd years) and
Leinsdorf's first RCA record with
A/B:1* / 1]
D.H.
Harmonies poetiques et religieusthe Boston SO; now Victrola VICS- Also sprach Zarathustra, reissued though. [
""
4 h cerStokowski's 60s Wagner recital es— as recorded by Alfred Brendel
2027. An adequate representation,
"
hprevious discs — and
for the bargain-hunter, of thiseerie, on DG Pr, vi ege
visionary score. Repeats observed tainly weathered well. Bohm takes with the SymphonY of the
irin ( i) ( ii) in this generally literal a less lingering view of the work Chorus reappears on RCA Victrola reassembled them for a new
reading — wherein a slow and than many of his rivals, which ( VICS
2015);
the
improved Sequenza issue ( 6527132). Idoubt
schmaltzy Trio sits uneasily, allows the more lush sections to German pressings justify the price that Brendel's Liszt playing needs
insipid in effect. The triangle in the gain their effect through contrast increase over the RCA Camden any commendation from me. The
Scherzo seems outsized! This with the remainder rather than by incarnation. 'The Ride of the Val- tonal beauties pf the Petrach
relays few imaginative insights. over- emphasis of their warmth. kyries', ' Entry of the Gods into Sonnet and Benediction de Dieu
[A/B:2/3]
C.B. This contributes to the fine overall Valhalla', Act III Prelude from dans la solitude are legion, the
CFP have brought together, on shaping of the work, as does the
Tristan and the complete Tann- spiritual
concentration
trans40379, 1965 recordings of Rossini's dextrous playing of the BP0 of the hauser Overture and ' Venusburg cendental. For scorching theatriovertures to William Tell, The time. The recording is surprisingly Bacchanale' are included; not so cality in the Dante Sonata, you
Thieving Magpie,andSemiramide, detailed and smooth for its date. much as a ' bleeding chunks'
must look to Barenboim, but
and 1961 recordings of The Italian Well worth buying for a contrast- compilation
as
they
are there's no more cogently argued
Girl in Algiers, The Barber of ing interpretation of the piece. ' cauterized' bY the inclusion of the or dazzingly fingered accountthan
Seville, II Signor Bruschino, and [
II 1]
D.H.
necessary voices, particularly wel- Brendel's;
and
Philips
have
The Silken Ladder. Just the right
The 1974 ' Phase Four' version of come in the ' The Ride'. However matched his crystal clarity and
mix of sparkle and well-propor- Stravinsky's Rite of
ring
Stokowski offers us ' orchestral tonal warmth all theway.[AllE.S.
tioned
structural
balance
is fers to Decca ' Viva' VIV31. The LPO pops' Wagner, glowing sonorities,
Decca have split from their
conjured
by
Giulini/Philhar- plays well for Erich Leinsdorf, stirring rhythms but total spiritual
original couplings two performonia. The tuning of woodwind realising much brilliant detail, al- absence.
For
the
Stokowski
mances by members of the Vienna

ommanding and satisfying of all
'ersions — preferable, Ithink, to
;ither of Karajan's later Berlin
ecordings. At this price level, an
:xceptional reissue. [ B:1*1 C.B.
Dukas' The Sorcerer's Apprenice is the title piece for the RCA
;ompilation, VICS 2024, of various
•ecordings made by the Boston SO
during the late 1960s and early 70s
Nith both their principle con_
ductors Leinsdorf, Steinberg, and
Dzawa, and with Arthur Fiedler.
Other works on the disc are
Strauss' Till Eulenspiegel, SaintSaens'
Danse
macabre,
the
Russian Dance from Stravinsky's
Petrquchka, two pieces from
K d I ' s Han,'
Janos,
and

chords
in ail
all other
is suspect
respects
throughout
the playing
but
is

Teutonic
belt in the context
weight,of a and
readingthe
of collector
ite; recording
rather than
now the
stringy
Wagnerand ssohn,
Octet ofthe
early
Octet
wo
.rks
Op.20
by and the
'
k the listener well dated [
B/C:2]
D.P.
Piano
ling on
n
Sextet
their Jubilee
Op.110,label,
for a
JB 128.
delightful. The later recordings are reco
g
The more va pid sections of the earnatural and atmospheric, the into the orchestra staging, though
lier Sextet emphasise the quantum
earlier ones, especially The Silken too much is projected in the left
leap thatthe adolescent composer
h
IMainly for this feature, a
Ladder, being closer an
es
smooth.
A disc
well worth having
Ienjoy.
( It collection
comes well
at the price.
[
A/B:11
D.H. disc
the list
in my
of down
more
In 1958, long before the vast made with the Octet, making this
Karl Bohm's 1975 recording of than two dozen Rites!). (
A/C:1/2].
publicity for Lazar Berman, Saga an apposite combination of works.
Saint-Saens's Carnival of the Seiji Ozawa's 1968 Chicago perhad recorded his accounts of The performances are idiomatic,
Animals has previously appeared formance is reinstated with the
Beethoven's Appassionata and although first violin dominated,
twice in the UK, first with Ogden original Fireworks coupling ( RCA
Liszt's Sonata. New German trans- and they achieve ahigh technical
Nash's verses fruitily declaimed Victrola VICS2021). The sound is
fer ( SAGA5430) (£3.99, Lugtons/ level apart from a few slips in
en than
H.R. Taylor) offers not only tonal tuning. The sound — 1970 for the
•
Sextet 1973 for the Octet — has
.
by
Hermione
Gingold,
then,
uncleaner
a
adorned, 10 months later. Now, at before, butna
atape-flaw
more
one centiimprovements, but vivid demon- kept well and has no major
blemishes.
[
A:11
D.H.
mid- price, DG have reissued the metre into Part 1 has crept in.
stration of how superior cutting
Saga's Organ Music of the 16th
latter format ( 2535 491). It is adis- Production is very much multiaffects ' starting and stopping' of
tinguished version on any count. miked, and Ido not feel Ozawa
notes: just compare the 1976 and 17th Centuries, from their
The VP0 strings are feathery light relates extremes of fast and slow
reissue! Both sides have quite 'Golden Treasury' series, is the
in Volières, and the whole per- tempi very organically. His more
generous dynamic range, with second organ reissue to retain its
formance sparkles away with a mature
Boston
interpretation
moderate tape- hiss level; the original sleeve and number ( Saga
Lugtons/H.
R.
deftness and transparency that ( Philips) is worth the extra cost.
Beethoven is curiously ' blanketed' 5374, £3.99,
The
programme
is
belie the size of the forces involved. [
B / C:2].
C.B.
in timbre. Here Berman is oddly Taylor).
played
by
David
The KontarskYs' contribution is
In 1976 Ienthusiastically ' starprim, laboriously episodic, pretti- excellently
astonishing in terms of ensemble red' Loris Tjeknavorian's RCA tying the notes but casting nets in a Sanger on a small Collins organ,
and dexterity, making up in agility debut,
in
Tchaikovsky's
sea of darkness. His Listz, too, is and the newly- cut German Teldec
what they lack, perhaps, in Pathétique Symphony with the
sectional,butthekeyboardwriting pressing now allows a decided
A:1]
T.A.
humour. In any case, how wel- LSO. It is now on Victrola (VICS- fires imaginative responses, and recommendation. [
'The Proud Trumpet' is the title
come it is to hear aduo in Pianists 2030), and very good value, sea of darkness. His Liszt, too, is
who make no attemptto sound like although
the
Philharmonia/
remarkable. For all his strength in of a recital of music arranged for
untalented Gracie IV students; the Karajan or LSO/Stokowski alter- maestoso effects, Berman just trumpet and organ and played
.
ter ersonality. fails to achieve asinging line. His with spirit and taste by Crispian
joke rarely comes off. Previous natives
couplings were Peter and the Wolf Providedhave
you have a rumble-free Beethoven reading is
e so
and
Eine
kleine Nachtmusik copy of the English original, then quasi-Lisztian
transposition. Steele- Perkins and Gerald
ii (
respectively, but DG have made rest content: fine though the new [
B /C:1 /3]
C.B. at Hexham Abbey ( ASV ACM
this latest incarnation an all- Saint- German transfer is, LRL1 5129 was
The first sound to be heard on 2021).
The
record
originally
Saens disc. Truth to tell, Pierre even better, eg., the bass drum at DG Privilege 2535495 is acough.A appeared in February 1979, and
Fournier's eloquent 1961 account the end of ( iii) is sharper in defini- moment later, all such external deserves wider notice than it had
of the First Cello Concerto ( wist- tion,sounding here rather liketaPe considerations areforgotten in the then. Telemann is represented by
fully charming in the Minuet) overload.Wecancutgood records radiance of Sviatoslav Richter's movements from his Heldenmusll

Chamber/Solo
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Quality products at
•
hareto . ea t
prices

Cassette Centre

•

SHARP RT-100

illustrated

asmall selection of items at

lower- than-ever prices

Only

£219.95

Marvellous new Portable Audio System
which separates into 5components — so you
can carry it around completeor arrange it as_eigio,

••••• • •A:::::::•••

you like. HasStereo
LW/SW/FM
four way
Tuner,
po wer
20 su
watts
ppl
y,
(max)
MW/

per channel Amplifier, Metal compatible 2
motor full logic Dolby Cassette Deck, and
full range bass-reflex stereo speakers.

HITACHI DE10

call along for a

demonstration or phone 01-247 9791 for details
of our huge range of Hi -Fi.

JVC PC- 5L

The latest in aline of quality cassette decks'from Sharp at amazing value.
Sharp scan peak level display, Dolby, Metal/CrOz/ Normal selector, pause
and record levelIcontrols.
1
,
.
••••

Cavendish Sales, renowned for bringing you
quality Home Entertainment at prices which
are hard to beat, lead the way in '82 with some
superb offers.

¡—

i_ Iwilliiihanal

I
1

SONY C5

Superior Hi Fi
performance at aprice
within most budgets. A
metal compatible,
slimline, stereo cassette
deck with Dolby, 3-way
tape selection ( Metal/
Cr02/Normal), two large
VU meters, aW&F of only 0.07%, full auto-stop
and air-cushioned cassette ejection.

The fabulous C5 is here. With feather touchlcontmls, full logic
circuitry timer for programming up
to seven days in advance and
picture search — it has
everything you need
in home video.
Only

£289.95

HITACHI G-2 "MIDI" SYSTEM

Truly sophisticated hi-fi system for the
enthusiast. Comprising the HTD-G2 Stereo
Tuner Deck with IC logic control, metal tape,
compatability, Dolby 'B' & `C,' timer for ;On y
recording and play back; HMA G2 Stereo
£399.95
Power Amp producing 60 watts per ,
channel; HGEG2 Graphic
Equaliser and' HT-G2
Servo Drive Turntable. I

The incredible new Pioneer X-330 System.
Only
Consisting of the SA-420 Stereo Integrated
Amplifier giving 20 watts per channel; • £259:95
TX-520L FM/MW/LW Stereo Tuner; CT-320
Stereo Cassette Deck with Dolby, soft-touch
operation and Metal Tape facility; PL-120
Auto-return, quick start, turntable cartridge.
CB-550 glass fronted cabinet. Complete with
Pioneer CS353 speakers and all HiFi leads.

SHARP VZ3000E

ADC 1700DD

This superb vertical dual-play disc compo
system automatically plays both sides of
record and has linear tracking mechanism;
Dolby cassette deck with APSS and Metal
Tape facility; MW/LW/FM Stereo Tuner;
produces 25 watts output per channel and
comes complete with speakers.
Only

This famous semi-automatic, direct
drive, quartz look turntable includes
the xuvi MKI II Cartridge and ALT fully
tapered, low mass, tonearm which
alone normally sell for around £85.
Now you can buy the whole machine
for an incredible £67.95
Only

£259.95

A
LL

I

SUBJECT r
o AVAILABILITY AND

Ng.

CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

PERSONAL CALLERS & MAIL ORDER WELCOME

To:
CAVENDISH
CASSETTE CENTRE LIMITED, 279/289 WHITECHAFEL ROAD, LONDON, El.
Please
send melbaSALES
as apphcable)

I
I

CI SHARP RT100 £47.95 plus £2.50 P&P
CI JVC PC-51 £21995 plus £6.00 Securicpr only
Of HITACHI DE10 £43.95 plus £2.50 P&P
c ', HITACHI
G2 SYSTEM £399.95 plus £ 12.00 Securicor only
0 SONY C5
£28995 plus £6.00 Securicor only

£67.95

13 PIONEER X330 £259.95 plus £12.00 Securicor only
CI SHARP V13000 £25995 plus £600 SeCuricOr Only
13 AOC 1700 £67.95 plus £2.50 P&P
If you would prefer to have goods dispatched by
Securicor, please add £6to order instead of p&p
charge. For deliveries outside UK mainland please
phone for quotation.
Registered in England Nr ; 416729

«MM•

Naine

C
a
.
ve
ssurEnd
.i
a'lhles

Address

I
enclose acheque/P.O. for £
or please
debit my Access/American Express/Barclaycard/
Diners Card No.
(Delete as applicable)
Signature

Cassette Centre 279/283 Whitechapel Road, London E1 .
Next to Whitechapel Underground Station.
HiFi Centre 317 Whitechapet Road, London El. Just 2
I
mins. Whitechapel Underground Station. •
Video Centre 291 Whitechapel Road, London E1.
Telephone 01-247 3453/4/5 (24 hour answerphonoservice) I
Open 9.15 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Sai
=uwwi Fe- VII Access/American Express/Barclaycard
z-1•41, - / Diners accepted with pleasure.
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Parka's scooters and trips down to
like Billy Stewart, Little Richard,
Brighton. Elsewhere, Pete exSmiley Lewis and Screamin' Jay
pounds his philosphy that if he's
Hawkins, plus lesser-known wonproviding art he might as well get
ders such as The Schoolboys,
paid for it (
Stardom In Acton),
Okeh's short-trousered answer to
prods at the West Coast laid- backs
Lymon's Teenagers; The Ham(Equisitely Bored) and claims that
bone Kids, who slapped their
somebody up there loves him in
bodies to form arhythm and did it
so well that Jo Stafford and Frank- Somebody Saved Me, making
each statement in amanner which
je Laine moved in to cover the
suggests both toughness and exKidsgreatest miss; plus Little Joe
treme vunerability. It's baring of
And The Thrillers, whose decidedthe soul stuff — but not of the
ly loopy Peanuts hit I'd almost
tedious kind. A million miles reforgotten. Old friends. Buddies till
moved from any Who album —
the end. Even those who have
and, thankfully, azillion from the
never met such folk before will
disappointments of Face Dances,
hang around and be impressed.
Chinese Eyes discloses that Pete
That, Ipromise. [C:19
Townshed still has much to say
In the meantime, still doing the
about his g-g-g-generation. Hope
Rock- Gothic after all these years,
he doesn't die before he gets old.
is Jon Lord, as his Before IForget
[A:1 11 ]
album ( Harvest SHSP 4123) bless
The painful subject of age reit's knotted-trunk elephant sleeve
minds me that the fruity tromdesign, seeks to remind you. He's
bone of Rico, who's forty-eight
shameless too, bestowing one of
come October, regales Jama, a
his keyboard capers with a title
jazz/jam/Jamaica affair which fealike Bach Onto This, though even
the less obviously named Tender tures the ex-Specials slip'n'slider
in the company not only of Jerry
Babes still pans out like Roderick
Dammers and the Midland mafia
Usher's last stand. Not for everybut also in that of Sly'n'Robbie
thing, the
Cormon
come-on
You Know Who, Tommy McCook,
however. With the aid of Tony
Ansell Collins and other Kings of
Ashton (who else?) and such Bad
Kingston. And though it's not a
Company as Simon Kirke, Boz
better than most, his vocals both
release that'll find you grabbing
Burrell and Mick Ralphs, Lord
flexible and reasonably attractive.
for air, nice things occur — and
ABC, as a unit, perform their once more shuffles resurrectionback-up chores with credit — wise through Hollywood Rock with some frequency too. [A:1/21
Which is more than could be
though it's hard offhand to re- And Roll; edges vocalist Vicky
said of Chicago 16 ( Full Moon
Brown through atemptingly soulmember many solos of distinction
K99235), which finds original
— and their work is aided by some ful Say ft's All Right; meanders on
Chicagoans
Lamm,
Pankow,
excellent
orchestral
arrange- the title track; plays pretty with
Loughnane, Cetera, Seraphine
ments provided by keyboardist Bumtwood, a kind of theme for
and Parazaider in the company of
Anne Dudley, and further embel- any future revisit to Brideshead;
and comes competently behind New Boy Bill Champlin ( one-time
lished by the ever- brilliant production expertise of Trevor Horn. the abrasive voice of Elmer Gantry vocalist, keyboardist and guitarist)
Add the fact that the album con- on Where Are You? Another sum- with the long- running Sons of
Champlin ( established 1966) —
mer, another solo album, Imused
tains two of the year's most deand also waving a new recording
lightful singles in The Love of when this one first arrived. But
contract. But if the cast and
A:2]
Love and All Of My Heart and the this one has its moments. [
Another solo flight, albeit a theatre have changed, the show is
sum total of assets is considerstill as tedious as ever. Yawn,
able. But a masterpiece? Not more consequential one, is Pete
yawn and yawn again. Does anyTownshend's All The Best Cowaccording to Webster, anyway!
A:3]
boys Have Chinese Eyes (
Atco K body know what time it is? [
[A:1]
Better things next, in the shape of
which
features
one
The old adage about never 50889),
Bobby
Womack's
The
Poet
going
back
because
things arrangement by Ann Odell plus
(Motowm STML 12168), which,
change and old friends never keyboards by Pete's sister-in-law
even if Ihaven't kept ahead of all
Astley —
indicative
appear quite the same, gets its Virginia
the developments in Womack's
come-uppance in the shape of perhaps of Townshend's one time
career since he quit being aValenintention to piece together an
Okeh Rhythm And Blues (
Epic
tino, ranks among the most satisEPC 22135) a quite remarkable, all-female back-up band. Here
fying of his offerings I've encounlow- price, double- album, which though it's purely the feat of Pete.
tered in recent years. Tasteful
remembers many of the R&B A bit of help in the percussion and
stars who toiled on behalf of the some minor departments maybe, above and beyond the normal call
now sadly defunct Okeh label but basically it's Townshend atthe of duty, it contains one gorgeous
old-styles Motown classic in If
during the ' 50s and early ' 60s. The helm, on vocals, guitars and
You Think You're Lonely Now
years have gone by and black keyboards. The opening Stop
and ambles sedately every whichmusic these days is awhole new Hurting People, a poem in an
way — a little touch of country
bundle of funk and disco do- it. But orchestral surround, sets the
blues here, a flicker of jazz there.
no one- record wrinkles mar the tone. It's Townshend stretching
"You know, I like all kinds of
offering
solutions
yet
appeal of the Ravens, one of the out,
music," Womack claims in an
seminal ' bird' groups, who helped obviously seeking answers himintro to one particularly soulful
rock get underway back in the self. And so he continues, pointballad," No favours — everything
days of Alan Freed and Moondog ing out roads that either twist
Matinee; no age- lines round the endlessly or merely lead to a has to happen in its own space
mouth distract from the excell- precipice — the subject of one ,and time." And on The Poet, it
happens. It really does. [All On
North
ence of The Treniers, whom many seemingly tender love song (
the other hand, nothing of any
of us first met in The Girl Can't Country Girl) ultimately exiting in
great consequence occurs on
Help It; while there's still more a nuclear cloud — shades of Fad
raunch than paunch about the Gadget's Fireside Favourite — Frankie Miller's Standing On The
Edge (
Capital EST 12206), which
sounds of Paul Gayten's tough while Uniforms, which at the
the Scot recorded at Muscle
little New Orleans band and onset has the tone of an anti-war
Shoals along with Barry Beckett,
others who wave hello. Some of statement, soon mutates into
David Hood and the usual cornthem you'll recognise — winners Mod meditation, all Doc Martens,

and a Concerto in D; there are Concert are paired on EMI's
single works by Handel (' The Greensleeve label, ESD 7161.
Pendlebury Water Music'), Daquin Richard Lewis is the tenor with
(a Noel), Albioni ( a Sonata in C), Malcolm Sargent conducting the
and Vivaldi. In Vivaldi's Concerto Royal Choral Society and the Philin D for two trumpets Mr Steele- harmonia in H.W.F., and George
conducts
the
same
Perkins performs prodigies of self- Weldon
accompaniment, though even his orchestra for the Suite. These are
poise is momentarily disturbed in spot-on performances, full of zest
the finale. Recording is clean and and graceful ease, returning at
lively, performances are brilliant, least the first part of the Hiawatha
never blatant. [
A:1]
P.S. trilogy to the catalogue after too
'The Sound of Horowitz' is aCBS long an absence. The recordings
studio recital, reinstated under the do not show their age too badly,
1963 catalogue number ( 72117), though there is some wow here
coupling
Schumann's
Kinder- and there: certainly the choral
szenen and
Toccata with a sound has weathered particularly
D.H.
Scarlatti group ( stunning repeat- well. IB:1*1
RCA's 1970 recording of Orff's
ed notes in L.209), asimply flowing
account of Schubert's Impromp- Carmine Surana, reissued on VICS
tu Op.90:3, and three short pieces 2026, has alot going for it in terms
by Scriabin. Moderate tape- hiss of performance but is sadly let
and a somewhat ' centralised' down by the recording. Evelyn
close piano image here; several Mandac is sweetly voiced and
echoes in Schumann's Op.15 — a secure at the top of her range ( less
resolute reading which Iwould so at the bottom), Stanley Kolk is a
place second to Horowitz's 1950 characterful swan, turning on the
account, just retransferred by spit, and Sherrill Milnes renders
RCA. IB/C:1I
CS. the baritone role with firmness
and clarity. However, untoward
resonances
supplement
the
sound, clouding and roughening
1962 and 1963 recordings of both the important chorus part
Coleridge-Taylor's
Hiawatha's and some solo sections to an
Wedding Feast and Petit Suite de unacceptable extent. IC ID:11D.H.

VocallOperatic

Fred Dellar
Lexicon of Love (
Neutron
ABC's
NTRS 1) nipped to the top of
the charts before you could say
LlanfairpwlIgwyngyllgogerychwyrndrobwillantysiligoing-to-ago-go. Itherefore estimate that
by the time you get around to
reading this meagre addition to
the critical scrabble- board, Martin
Fry, ABC's mainman, will have
gotten this particular contribution
to the art of lexicography out of
his system and moved onto developing a triple part Funk Thesaurus. Words — Fry just loves
'em. He fans them out from the
corner of Lexicon's front cover
and lets them spill all over the
inner sleeve. All of which is just an
abridged edition, a through-theletterbox mailout, of Fry's wordish delights. Now there's nothing very wrong with a fella'
being in love with his lyrics. If
someone is capable of fitting engaging word patterns to standard
funkadoodles — as Fry most certainly is — then it's a trait worth
applauding. Unfortunately, in recent times the standard of rock
lyric writing has often been so
abysmal that if a Fry or Costello
does come along and takes astab
at creational writing, everyone in
the media virtually falls over
themselves in astonishment and
hyperbole. As aresult, Lexicon of
Love, a most rewarding album,
has been hailed as a masterpiece
— which it isn't. Fry's lyrics are
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S 2. Headshell
S. 2.R. Headshell

£745 C GOWNING

PUBLICATIONS
'
P&P
f2650
95 r
E
)
) 1st Book of Loudspeaker enclosures
10.95 A
Short Wave receivers for Beginners ...... £ 1.25 A
FO Ill SDamper
f
£1
1
4
915
5C
C
0
G-.900
8°° E
SE
f13.95
0.110 SE
£ 10 .00 CI Essential Theory for Electronics Hobbyist
£1.25 A
£14.60
0.140 E . .. £3.50 0 Build Metal & Treasure Locators
etc
etc.
etc
G900 IOC
£ 1.75 A
THORENS Spa m
0.920 16C
POA
0.140 IGC
£ 7.500 Repair & Renovation of Colour TVs
£ 1.25 A
PUA
0.170 IOC . . . £ 1550 0 Projects in Opto electronics
Drive Belt ( state model)
horn 0250F 0.950 . .
El 75 A
Oust Cover ( state model)
from £ 15.75
G950 F
£875
0.150 .. . .. . £3.75 0 Electronic Music & Creative Tape Recording
£ 1.75 A
Headshell ( state model)
. f8 45 .
0150 E
£520 0 Long Distance TV Reception ( TV-DX)
.EI 95 A
Armboards ( state model)
..
r
roornm f I
£
0
1
i0
.
50
0C
c, , D
mi.
,
m .
p,.......r
ip.....,
. ....... . . (6.45 C Practical Electronic Calculations & Formulae .... . 12.95 A
NEW - 160S/SME Armhoa rd - rigid die casting
.. £9.50 C pi„,11 „al« mk2 .
Electronic Security Devices
It 75 A
Beginners guide Microprocessors/Computing .... . 11 75 A
Pixel' refill laILI or I.
Microprocessor Primer
11.75 A
Pennastat Kit
e
r
f;9
:1 I Remote Control Projects
. £ 1.95 A
SHURE
Dust Beg
£220 B Electronic Music Projects
.0.75 A
V15.1V
£73.20
Electronic Synthesiser Projects
fl 75 A
VN.45 HE .
£2"
D
BASF TAPE
M 97 HE
£ 47e0
International Transistor Equiv Guide
N.97 HE
f25.95
M.97 EJ
.
£
52.00
N97 EJ612
.00
LH C&D
pack of three. £ 1.85 C Intro to BASIC Programming Techniques
El 95 A
C90
M 95 HE
.
£31.50
N95 HE
pack of three £245 C Crystal set construction
El 95 A
£14 .15
Chrome C60
pack of three. E3.28 C
M.75 HE/2 .
f24 40
N 75RE
014 85 0
C90
M.75 HE-J/2
pack of three £4.15 C
£21.55
N.75 HE-J
£ 13.45 0 Super LHI. C60 Ideal for Japanese
M 75 ED/2 .
pack of three £
280C
f1550
£decks
1500
N.75 EJ/2
ED/2
.
. £f
13.82
830 0
....
C90
M.75 EJ/2
£370 C
M.75-60 ..
CONNOISSEUR PSI Ann SAG.?
£
57.50 E
113.25
N75-6 . . £550 0 PERSPEX COVERS
M 70 EJ
37.50
£
E
£590
NM EJ .. .... £3.50 0 From 15 X13 1
/ X3" at
2
£970 F CONNOISSEUR PM Arm SAU.4. Unipivot
M55E
SUPEREX Stereo Headphones. Various models Alone price F17 50 E
£875
N
55E
07.45
0
All
items
brand
new
and
fully
guaranteed
V- IS ,/
Gel drong G900 IGC CarIndge
.
£42.50
CA. ICarrying Arm Black or natural
FD.200 Da m per

.

f£9
17.01 C
C
G
G .800
8°° E

£6.75
£9.35

0.110 ..
11110 E

CARTRIDGES & STYLI

SPECIAL OFFERS

Packing & Postage changes: A = 35p

B = 45p

C = 60p

D = 85p

E = £1.100

F = £2.50

TECHNICAL & GENERAL
•

35 Marlow Road, London SE20 7)0(
Tel: 01-778 3737

"CLICKS"?
AL OFFER

ANOTHER
GREAT
CONDUCTOR
Hunt E.D.A. Carbon Fibre
Brushes present 1,000
conductive fibres to each
groove ( like the one shown
here), that discharge static,
penetrate to below the
stylus profile and remove
gritty particles.

G = £. 15

DO YOU SUFFER FROM IRRITATING
SCRATCH NOISES ON YOUR RECORDS?
The Garrard Music Recovery Module eliminates noises heard
when the pick up meets a scratch on the record being played.
The scratch detection circuit in the MRM has been designed to
recognise the whole waveform of the scratch and distinguish it
from the peaks of the recorded music.
Easy to install and operate, runs from mains, and plugs in
between record player ( mag.) and amplifier ( Aux imput).
Due to special and exclusive purchase ( limited stock only), we
can offer this remarkable example of modern chip technology.

@ £ 49. 95
(incl. VAT & p&p.)

co

Send cheque/P.O. to:

HEMBROOK RECORDINGS LTD.,
26 QUEEN STREET, MANCHESTER 2.
061-834

X
600
mag.

(I)
E)
0
1:13dd0 1V

COIMOISSEUR Sporn
P&P
801/2 Motor
New . 1180 0
BD 1/2 Motor
.
Exchanw r9.15 0
Drive Belt ( State model)
£3 45 A
BD 1/2 Motor Suspension
f3.95 A
Drive Pulley 150 or 60 hz)
£ l.65 A
Centre Bearing
£343 B
Speed change Kit ( for older models)
£544 C
SAGS. Standard Headshell
f425 8
SAU.2/4. Metal Headshell
f090 B
SAU2/4_ lead ( DIN or phono)
£6.75 C
etc
etc.
etc.
GOLDRING/LENCO Symms
GL75/78 Headshell
£ 15000
OLIN etc. Idler VVheel
£ 11.50 C
GL Ano pivot bearings
. £ 125 A
GL Bias weight ( lam or 4gm) ..
12.10 A
GL. Perspex cover ( state model) .
f34.55 F
G. 101 Drive Belt 1102/3 CO.?)
11.50A
G. 101 Headshell ( 102/3, CK.2.) .. . £4.65 6
etc.
etc.
etc.
S.M.E. Sperm
P. I. Spacer
.03.60 13
Bias Weight ( state Series 2or 3)
El 504
Damper Huid ( Low or High Viscosity) . £355 B
Lead - Series 2 ( DIN or phono) . . £150 C
Lead - Series 310IN or phono)
f12.49 C

2221

Stylus
Tip

If you see an advertisement in
the press, in print, on posters
or acinema commercial which
you find unacceptable, write to
us at the address below (TV
and radio commercials are
dealt with by the I.B.A.)

Hunt E.D.A. Limited: ( Engineering
Design Associates)
154 Clapham Park Road, London, SW4 7DF.
Telephone: 01-720 7696/01-720 5449.
Telex Number: 27950 Ref: 3885.

The Advertising
Standards Authority.
ASA Ltd., Brook House,Tomngton Place. London WC1E 7)-IN.

If you want the best value in in- car entertainment,
just tune into what AUTOSOUND have done.

YOUR CAR
NEEDS THE

AUTOSOUND
RADIO CATALOGUE

The following systems below are on
special offer this month!!
MODEL

PRICE

KEX 73
KEX 23

235.00
146.50

Panasonic

CO 483

97 50

PHILIPS

AC 720

85.00

PIONEER

AUTOSOUND have complied an amazing 45 page car radio
catalogue, offering you an unbeatable choice of over 100 models.
We've complied this catalogue to feature not only the best
systems money can buy, at prices that knock spots off all the
competition, but also to explain all the confusing technical jargon
giving hints on how to get the best from your car, whether you be
installing a HiFi, an alarm system or any other electrical

accessories.

So before you part with any of your money, prove to yourself

how much you'll save by simply sending away for this amazing
car radio catalogue.
CUT
sum.
'If 11 ' ' IIre° copy of thr; A LITOSO LIND Ca
lrdo
o

NAME

ADDRESS

SE ND TO AUTOSOUND SERVICES iVVArlord, Lid
I HER TS VVDI 2l A PHONE VvATFORD 31358

80 OUEE NS RD

WATFORD
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absolutely terrible, but the comthe excitement goes out of the
humour, and there are also afew
mitment and the excitement
music all we're left with are are
dark and moody pieces there too.
generated at these live performthe pretty noises. [
A*:3]
Even within one number, Blake
Cal Tjader has never been a ances still cuts through. This is
runs through a few subtle variapostbop jazz played with an edge
heavy duty vibes player and his
tions in mood, each one dramatito it. The drive is extraordinary,
latin jazz has rarely been hot and
cally effective. Those who only
with Max Roach in particular
spicy. But within the context of
know Ellington's big band works
pushing the music forward by
pleasing light music A Fuego Vivo
may consider these excursions
always being up there with it,
on Concord CJP 176 is asmoothly
here a little irreverent, but Ellingsnapping out sharp phrases right
rounded album. Gary Foster's
ton's own solo piano recordings
on top of the beat. And Richie
reeds and flute fit right into the
of course reveal an enterprising
Powell is so fresh and bright on
mood of much of this music with
originality of approach which
piano. Clifford Brown is sweet and
warm-fluid playing. The rhythm
pointed a way out of the mainwarm with a big fat tone. Even
work on this live set is immaculate
stream. And that's what is so
when he's flying high on 52nd
and polished and although the
fascinating about this album. It's
Street Theme his feel is a warm
coming from the mainstream, tak- music as a whole doesn't live up
and human one. Rollins isn't on
to the fieriness of its title, it's an
ing mainstream vehicles out toabsolutely top from throughout,
album to be savoured in your
wards a music with an expanded
)ut as awhole this band and these
gentler moments, perhaps as you
vocabulary. It's done with so
recordings live up to expectaread your Sunday papers.[A*:2]
much affection for the original
tions. [
H:11
Pat Metheny's Offramp on ECM
material and it's a marvellously
If we needed any reminding of
1216 is also in the light jazz
well-rounded collection of pieces.
just how musicianly some of the
market, an album of pleasing
The way things are, Idoubt it will
1950's recording sessions were,
sounds and repeated rhythms.
lift Blake out of relative obscurity,
That Bob Thing by the Howard
His heavily treated guitar and
but take it from me, this ought to
McGhee quintet fills the bill. So
guitar synthesiser is intermingled
be in the jazz bestsellers — if there
many of those 1950's sessions
with and often indistinguishable
were any justice. [
A:1]
were done in the most impossible
There's always been a lot of from Lyle Mays' keyboards. Nana
conditions with pick-up bands
controversy Omette Coleman's Vasconcelos is the guest with the
and precious little time to work on
group and although he doesn't do
music and his electric band Prime
tee material. But when it came
all that much, the band does drift
Time which houses much of his
together it was often music of
towards commercial
Brazilian
current energy has been written
surprising depth and bite. This
music. Ifind the whole thing as
off as awayward rock venture. But
album — on Affinity AFF 84 — has
unmoving as floral wallpaper, but
hearing it live, you're immediately
all the hallmarks of a good sesyou can bet that dozens of guitar
aware that using electric guitars
sion. The team of Sahib Shihab,
freaks will be wrapping their findoes not necessarily signify rock
reeds,Duke Jordan, piano, Percy
gers round this album hoping
music and that what's happening
Heath, bass,land Philly Joe Jones,
some of what they believe to be
is something else. What that
drums the professional practimagic
rubs
off
on
them.
[
A*:2]
something
else
is,
is
hard
to
HE MUSIC of Ran Blake should
tioners of bebop who did the stuff
Elektra Musican is amixed label
describe because in many renot be obscure, for his imfor McGhee on October 22, 1955.
in that it puts the new jazz and the
spects it's unique. What is hapmediacy is instantly appealing,
By this time the burnished glow of
old jazz side by side. But a lot of
pening at any moment in the
direct and alluring. Yet there we
bebop had cooled off into somemusic is a conglomeration of a the old jazz has been exciting
are, another example of talent
thing more considered and connuggets of unreleased material,
slipping through the net of public variety of quite different and disand the new stuff has been, in the trolled. Here each • player plays
acclaim. That this pianist makes a tinct lines. Listen to any one inwell within the confines of what's
main, pretty pedestrian by comdramatic impression with Duke strument and you've got someparison. Bobby McFerrin — MUS K expected, going for what they
Dreams, a homage to the legacy thing ineteresting to dig all the
know will come off, rather than
52 387 — is an album put round the
of Billy Strayhorn and Duke Elling- way through a piece. Or you can
taking wild chances. The tracks
mainly vocal talents of McFerrin
ton, is surprising. How many eulo- try to take it all in at once. Unfortuare, by today's standards, short,
and it spreads itself round alot of
nately, compared with live pergies to Ellington have you heard
but they pack the message into
musical nooks and crannies takby pianists rightly inspired by 'the formances of the band, Of Human
tight spaces, with soloists cutting
ing
in
scat
singing
and
the
classier
Feelings
on
Antilles
AN
2001,
is
Duke? But it's unlikely that you
kind of popular music and R&B. I out the waste to produce somewill have heard an album of de- very much astudio job. It's much
thing clear, sharp and immediate.
suppose he'll be compared to Al
more constricted here with everydication quite like this one — on
Although It's a mono recording
Jarreau, although he doesn't
Soul Note SN 1027. The effect he thing seemingly simplified. And
the overall sound is much better
appear
to
have
Jarreau's
range
of
that's
a
pity,
for
this
band
really
achieves, of nodding towards the
than a lot from that period. [
B:2]
expression.
Nevertheless
he
scores in its imaginative vitality
source material, but producing
I've disliked some of the recent
brings considerable energy and
quite adifferent, yet related music and audacious exuberance. The
Carla Bley albums so much that I
inventiveness to improvised singis uncanny. He leaves you with a spirit and breathtaking adventurcouldn't bring myself to review
ing within a popular music confeeling of something unresolved ousness of the band's potential
them, for rather than turn in a
text, and there aren't all that many
and haunting, rather like Tatum's has not been captured on this
knocking review, it's better to
people doing that. Some of the
displacement of themes and disc, but having said that, there's
leave it out. Some of her composimulti-tracked vocal stuff like All
rhythms. The progressive weird- still a lot of satisfaction to be
tions and arrangements are outFeets Çan Dance is good-natured
ness of some of the chords he savoured. Coleman himself soars
standing — her compositions and
and humourous, and McFerrin
chooses to use ( Idon't like the above the ensemble from within
arrangements on the Charlie
puts asense of fun into alot of his
expression ' dissonance'
be- the melange with that appealing
Haden Liberation Music Orchesmusic, and that can't be bad. It's
A/B:2]
cause in some circles it's got abad and distinctive tone of his. [
tra album help make that one of
not adeep album — but it's enjoyIt's true that Joe Zawinul can
name) make you think of Monk,
my favourite albums. But recently
able. [
A:2] One of those very speand with Ellington on the agenda, write agood tune and that his use
much of that kind of depth has
cial releases of historical moMonk is not an unreasonable of synthesisers is subtler and
pianist to think of. Blake doesn't more distinctive than most. But ments of music is Pure Genius, a left her work. Carla Bley Live!
— On Watt 12 — has the advantage
collection of 1956 private recordplay with Monk's jaggedness now things are spreading a bit
of being a live performance, and
however, and he rarely leaves the thin with 'Weather Report', as they ings of the Clifford Brown/Max
this album rises because of it.
Roach group with Sonny Rollins,
length of spaces Monk used to reach their umpteenth album, get
There's no mistaking the energy
inject into a performance. Blake stuck for a title and call it — Richie Powell and George Morin the band of this album. It's
row, aband reckoned to be one of
seems to have an astonishing Weather Report. The title and the
enjoyable, and it has that outrange of ways of producing diffe- cover of this album — CBS 85326 — the best, if short-lived small
rageous quality which charactegroups in jazz. There's no doubt
rent sounds from the instrument. are unimaginative and tired, and
rises her work, but it's not the best
that there was something special
The way he varies his touch helps the music is beginning to sound
music
she
has
produced;
happening here, something over
sustain tension and interest in the that way too. The ballads come
although it's got alot more going
and above what the lineup might
music. Some pieces like It Don't across out of a formula with the
for it than her other recent relead you to expect. In spite of the
Mean A Thing positively bristle expansive echo and tizzy cymbals
leases. [
A:2/3]
restoration work, the sound is
and jangle with life and good and the pregnant pauses. When

plement of Albama jammers. One
of our best vocalists, Miller has
been standing on the edge for far
too long now, occasionally threatening to move up a league but
never really making it, despite
career fillips with one-off hits like
Darlin'and such. On this occasion
he's opted for akind of Bob Seger
stance — though the best track, To
Dream The Dream is pure Van
Morrison in style — and fails to
convince mainly because the
material, all self- penned, is generally mundane and cliché ridden.
And while he might rouse some
reaction fromthe anti- sexist brig rade with songs such as Don't
Stop, which utilises such lines as
"Wrap your legs around me, push
and pull", etc., the cover shot
could prove to be less than amild
turn- on than Miller originally
hoped for, the model's stockings
suffering from more than a mild
touch of the Norah Batty's. [A:2/31

Ken Hyder

T
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Credit available at discount
prices, with written quotations.
Typical APR 30.6%
Licensed Credit Broker.
MAIL ORDER SERVICE

Open eCredit Charge Account with Harts Hi FI (Callers Only)
Open 9.15-1, 2.00-5.30 Mon to Sat. Cheques with £50 cheque cards
only accepted for counter sales with only one cheque per transaction.
All prices include VAT at 15%. Cheques accepted for Mail Order.
BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS CARD accepted for normal prices.
P.P.O.A. = P & Pon application
All prices correct at time of preparation and subject to variations
without notice. E & 0E.
ON SALE = Special Low Prices for limited stock

*CASSETTE RECORDERS (
P&P £4.59) Quad 405
P.CIA
Aiwa AD3100
£79.00 Rogers A75 & A100
P.OA.
Aiwa AD3200
ON SALE Sansui 877 & C77
P.OA.
Aiwa AD3300
ON SALE Sansui AUDS
£149.00
Aiwa AD3500
£148.00 Sansui AUD22
£99.90
Aiwa AD3800
ON SALE Sansui AUD33
an.00
Aiwa SDL50
ON SALE Sansui AUD9
599.00
Aiwa SDL60
ON SALE *HEADPHONES (
P & P £1.75)
Akai GXF35
8149.00 AKG K40
£7.90
Hitachi DE10
ON SALE AKG K41
£11.90
Hitachi 0E25
ON SALE AKG K80
£16.00
Hitachi 0E44
P.O.A. AKG K240
£5.00
Hitachi 0E55
ON SALE AGO K340
£59.00
Hitachi 0E57
£131.00 Beyer 01220
f29.50
Hitachi 0E65
£118.50 Beyer 01330
£16.40
Hitachi 0E66
£179.00 Beyer 01440
• £
29.00
Hitachi 0E99
£215.00 Beyer 07550
£
32.00
Hitachi 0110M
£198.00 Beyer 01880
£48.00
Hitachi 03300M
£
255.00 Beyer ET1000
£
99.90
Marantz CD330 portable
£130.00 .Koss PRO4X
£49.00
S01030 Special Offer
£69.90 Koss Tech VFR
£37.00
Full Nalcamichi range, very low prices Koss Phase 2
£9.90
on application.
Koss HULC
£
36.00
Pioneer CT200
ON SALE Pioneer SELS
f18.00
Pioneer CT320
£64.00 Pioneer SE4
£16.90
Pioneer CT520
£
94.00 Pioneer SE550
£19.95
Pioneer CT4
£84.50 Pioneer SE650
£24.75
Pioneer CT5
£109.00 Sennheiser H0222 ...
59.90
Pioneer CT6R
ON SALE Sennheiser HD224X ..
38.00
£
Pioneer CT7R
ON SALE Sennheiser H0230 .
P.OA.
Pioneer CT8R
ON SALE Sennheiser HD40
£11.50
Pioneer C79R
ON SALE Sennheiser H0410 ...
£15.00
Sansui 095M
£9.110 Sennheiser HD4I4X ..
£22.00
Sansui 0150M
£79.00 Sennheiser HD420 ..
£25.00
Sansui 0300M
£109.00 Sennheiser HD430
£
34.00
Sansui 0350M
£149.00 Sennheiser Unipc!.r 2000 System
Sansui 0550M
£189.00
£99.90
Teac V3RX
P.O.A.
Teac V5RX
P.O.A.
Teac V9
£109.00

Hitachi HT66S
£96.00
Dual CS505
£69.50
Hitachi HTL70
£149.90
Marantz T7200007
68.50
£
Michell Focus range
P.OA.
Pioneer PLI20
£
53.50
Pioneer PL320
£76.00
Pioneer PL2
£52.50
Pioneer PL4
£85.50
Pioneer PL6
£99.00
Pioneer PL7
£125.00
Sansui SR222 Mk4 ..
£
74.00
Sansui FRD25
£49.50
Sansui FRD55
£157.00
Sansui PM7
£145.00
Thorens TO 160 series special low
prices. 10166 and 701605
*CARTRIDGES (
P & P £1.50)
AKGP8E
£
39.50
Dynavector 10X Mk2
£49.90
Dynavector Karat Ruby
£
95.00
Dvnavector exchange cartridges to
order
Empire 999REX
£5.50
Ortofon FF15E Mk2 Special offer
£8.90
Ortofon VMS20E Mk2 .
£22.90
Ortofon VMS30E
£29.90
Ortofon SME3OH cartridge for SME
series 3arm
£77.00
Shure VI5 Type 4
£69.00
Shure V15 Type 5
£
99.50
Shure V15 Type 3HE ..
£65.00
Shure M97HEAH
£49.90
Shure M97HE
£46.50
Shure M97EJ
£
30.50
Shure M97ED
£41.00

SUMMER SALE

*TIMERS, GRAPHIC EQUALISERS,
REMOTE CONTROLS
Aiwa MT80
£59.50
Aiwa GE80
£60.00
Aiwa RCR300
£ 9.00
AOC SA1 Analyser
£119.00
ACO IC range of sound shapers,
Discount prices on application
Pioneer SG300
£9.00
Pioneer DT510
£39.90
Sansui ROI
£91.00
Teac M144 Porta Studio
£499.00
*LOUDSPEAKER KITS
KEF Cantata Kit
£139.50
KEF Ref 104AB Kit
£107.00
*TUNERS (
P & P £4.50)
Aiwa AT9500
Aiwa STR50
Hitachi FT3500
Hitachi FT4500
Hitachi F75500
Marantz S73310L
Marantz ST450
Pioneer F5L
Pioneer F7
Pioneer F9
Quad FM3
Quad FM4
Rogers T75 & T100 .
Sansui 75
Sansui T7
Sansui 79
Sansui TUSS
Sansui 7US7
Sansui TUSO
Sansui T77
Sansui TLIS33L

ON SALE
ON SALE
£62.90
£105.00
£130.00
£59.90
£96.00
£91.00
£149.00
£ 89.00
£99.00
£229.00
P.OA.
£69.50
£88.50
£107.00
£
99.00
£138.00
£185.00
£99.00
£
83.00

*AMPLIFIERS (
P & P £4.50)
Aiwa AA8200
ON SALE
Aiwa AA9500
ON SALE
Aiwa SAA60
ON SALE
Hitachi HA2800
£59.00
Hitachi HA3800
ON SALE
Hitachi HA4800
£109.00
Hitachi HMA6500 & HCA6500
£70.00
Hitachi HMA7500 MK2 .
£197.00
Hitachi HCA7500 MK2 .
£126.00
Maranta PM3I0
£59.90
Marantz PM350
£79.50
Pioneer SA420
£9.50
Pioneer SA520
£79.90
Pioneer SA620
£112.00
Pioneer SA720
£134.00
Pioneer A5
£
89.00
Pioneer A6
£109.00
Pioneer A7
£198.00
Pioneer A9
£
345.00
Quad 33 8r 303
£215.00
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Once in alifetime
Unrepeatable Bargain
on QUAD
FM3 Tuner + 33 Pre-Amplifier
+ 303 Power Amplifier
SCOOP PURCHASE £298 Complete
System above including Electrostatic
Speakers
£775
System above including KEF 103.2
Speakers
£495
Stay
Stax
Stax
Stax
Stax
Stax
Stax
Stax

SRS
SR34
SR44
SRD6SB
SRD7SB
Lambda
Junior SR84
Sigma

£
53.00
£8.00
£ 4.00
£ 4.00
£46.00
£115.00
£125.00
£159.00

*PICKUP ARMS & ACCESSORIES
(P & P £1.75)
ADC ALTI
£33 00
ADC LMFI
£59.90
ADC LMF2
£67.50
ADCLMGI shell
£4.50
Hadcock ( range)
P.O.A.
SME CAI series 3arm/
shell
£17.90
SME series 3
£109.00
SME Series 3S
£19.00
SME 3009R
ttn.00
SME 3009S2 (with detachable shell)
£69.00
SME 3009
£
55.00
Sugden SAU4
£
39.90
*TURNTABLES (
P & P £5.50)
Some turntable packages do not
include acartridge, and some do not
include apickup arm, please check
before ordering.
Ariston RD80 Mkt Special offer
£119.00
Aiwa APD30
£79.90
Aiwa APD35
£52.50
Aiwa APD60
£89.90
Aiwa AP080
£132.00
Hitachi HT2OS
£ 3.00
Hitachi HT5OS
ON SALE

Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure

M95HE
M95ED
M95EJ
M7HE Type 2
M75EHJ Type 2
M75ED Type 2
M75FJ Type 2
M75-6S
M55E
M44E

£29.90
£21.50
£22.00
£25.00
£23.50
£21.50
£18.90
£11.00
£13.00
£11.50

*RECEIVERS ( P & P£5.50)
Aiwa AXS50
ON SALE
Hitachi SR2ODO
ON SALE
Hitachi HTA400
£149.00
Marantz SR1100L
£15.110
Pioneer SX400L
£79.50
Pioneer SX600L
£89.011
Pioneer SX700L
£117.00
Sansui R5L
£
84.00
Sansui R7
£114.00
Sansui R99Z
£125.00
*RACK SYSTEMS IP & Pon appliÇation) (some speakers do not
include loudspeakers) '
Aiwa RSIS
ON SALE
Aiwa RSIT
ON SALE
Aiwa RS27
ON SALE
Aiwa RS2T
ON SALE
Aiwa MI0) portable mains/battery
system s/n
£
245.00
Aiwa M302
ON SALE
Aiwa M501
ON SALE
Aiwa M505
ON SALE
Aiwa M6065
ON SALE
Aiwa M606F
ON SALE
Aiwa M808
ON SALE

READERS
PROBLEMS

I /I 11 A ( AND

Simultaneous Frequencies on Tape

Aurex System 10 S/B
£217.00
Special low prices on Hitachi
systems, phone for details
Hitachi ACTO2 incl LS
£249.00
Maranta PM310 System VR100 & LS
£299.00
Marantz PM350 System VR100 & LS
£389.00
Panasonic System 2800
£329.00
Panasonic SG240
ON SALE
Pioneer X330S incl CS353
ON
X330T, X550S, X5501,
SALE
X770S, X770T, X990T,
AT
XRI10, XR210, XR310,
ROCK
Pioneer X55I excludes LS BOTTOM
PRICES
Sansui 100 incl LS ..
279.00
£
Sansui 2200 incl LS ..
£
339.00
*LOUDSPEAKERS
(P & Pon Application)
Celestion Ditton 100
£69.00
Celestion Ditton 110
£89.00
Celestion Ditton 130
£180.10)
Celestion Ditton 150
£149.50
Celestion Oitton 200
£180.00
Celestion Ditton
Celestion Ditton 300
£ 99.00
Celestion SL6
P.OA.
Goodmans MINI 2
£47.50
Goodmans 030
£26.90
Goodmans Q40
£
34.50
Goodmans 060
P.13A.
Goodmans Q80
£84.00
Goodmans Maxim ...
£ 5.00
Hitachi range
P.a.&
KEF Reference 101 ...
£162.00
KEF Reference 103.2 . £225.00
KEF Reference 105.2
£749.00
KEF Reference 105.1
on sale
£500.1X1
KEF Reference 105.4 .
£539.00
KEF Coda
£79.00
KEF Cantor
£99.00
KEF Caprice
8149.00
KEF Carlton
£
229.00
Monitor Audio Baby Monitor
Special offer
95.00
£
Monitor Audio MAO ...
£79.00
Monitor Audio MA16 ..
£7.00
Mordant Short Series 3 range.
Pageant, Festival & Carnival on
demonstration
Mordant Short MS20 ..
£88.00
Mordaunt Short Pageant 2Special
offer
£39.90
Mordaunt Short Festival 2 . ON SALE
Mordaunt Short Carnival 2
ON SALE
NAD 1Special offer .
55.50
NAD 8040
£79.90
Pioneer range
ON SALE
Quad Electrostatic ..
ON SALE
Quad ESL63
P.OA.
Rogers Compact Monitor Special
offer
£159.00
Rogers LS3/5A &
Studio 1
Sansui range available at sale prices.
Sansui J11
£75.00
Spendor BC) & SA1, SA2. L3/5A
prices on application
Wharfedale Laser 20
£39.90
Wharfedale Laser 40
£48.90
Wharfedale Laser 80
£79.90
Wharfedale Laser 120
£162.00
Wharfedale E20
£138.00
Wharfedale 70
£
£138.00
Wharfedale E30
£159.00
Wharfedale E50
£279.00
Wharfedale E70
£330.00
Wharfedale E90
£99.00
VVharfedale TSR 108 Mk2
£229.00
•57Y1.11 ( P & P03.50)
Shure N44E
Shure N55E
Shure N75-6
Shure N75EDT2
Shure N75EJT2
Shure N75HET2
Shure N7HEJT2
Shure N95ED
Shure N95EJ
Shure N95HE
Shure VN45HE
Shure VN35HE
Shure VN5HE
Shure N97HE
Shure N97EJ
Shure N97E0

£6.75
£
7.90
£5.90
£15.00
£9.80
£16.00
£3.30
£19.50
£11.40
£
20.30
£29.00
£21.00
£9.90
£
24.00
£2.90
£22.50

St. ALBANS ROAD, WATFORD WI:124.AS.
Telephone: 40633

Dear Sir, Could you please tell me by what
physical principle magnetic tape can encode
multiple frequencies simultaneously?
I can visualise how multiple frequency
wavefronts can be transmitted simultaneously by a microphone, record stylus, loudspeaker cone, ear, or electronic amplifier,
when, in each case, the sensor can react to a
wavefront of one frequency on top of another
of a different frequency. In the case of a
magnetic particle, however, I'm afraid Ifail to
see how any one discrete length of particle can
represent more than one rate of change of
polarity, though it is easy to see that the
strength of the induced magnetism at any
point will be variable according to the
amplitude of the encoding signal.
It would seem to me that to encode two
frequencies simultaneously demands two
different rates of change of polarity in the
same length of magnetic particle, as that
particle passes the head gap. What factor have
Iforgotten?
D.B., Sheffield
Concerning the mechanism whereby magnetic tape particles are able to simulate a
complete waveform made up of several
frequencies, I see that you use the word
'simultaneously'. Now, it is important to
remember that at any one moment even the
most complex of waveforms is represented by
asingle pressure (if in air) or voltage or current
(if in acircuit). Thus all the various other transducers that you mention do exactly the same
as magnetic tape in the sense thatthey register
what amounts to an infinite succession of
discrete voltages, currents or air pressures.
If you imagine dwaveform in which an HF
component is represented by asmall kink on
an otherwise smoothly varying sinevvave,
then as one proceeds up the main slope
towards maximum amplitude, this smooth
motion is arrested and modified on arrival at
the kink in such amanner that the corresponding voltage simply levels off for a moment
before going on up. Now in the case of
magnetic particles on a tape you should
imagine a very narrow line drawn at rightangles across the tape. In the absence of
recorded modulation, this line will pass
through a very large number of individual
'magnets' (not just one particle) distributed at
random in terms of their angle or orientation.
When a modulating field is applied a certain
proportion of the individual particles would
align themselves in the direction of the field,
this proportion depending on the field's
strength at that moment. Then, as the tape
moves along, if the field has changed at the
next moment a different proportion of
particles will be aligned one way or another as
appropriate, depending on both the polarity
and the strength of field, so that if there is a
sudden 'kink' in the applied field (HF on top of
LF), this will be registered as a step in the
average level of magnetisation across the tape
track width at that point. On replay, the tapehead monitors that average field-strength
across the whole multitude of particles from
moment to moment, and thus builds up an ongoing waveform in preciselythesame manner
as other links in the audio chain.
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ILM MUSIC has earned its place
7 in British concert programmes,
)ut it is usuallythe work of honourtd composers such as Bliss,
Valton or Vaughan Williams.
iollywood neverdrewtothesame
xtent on ' serious' American
;omposers, apart from Virgil
"homson's work for documenaries, but the studios attracted
ligh
musical
talent,
both
merican
and
European,
to
nagnify its dramas. Now some of
hose men have been belately re:ogn ised as peers of the ' serious'
:omposers and their music has
leservedly been recorded. Last
nonth, after reviewing some of
«aurie Johnson's musicfor British
ilms and TV, I promised to
mnsider the composer for films
vhom he so much admired —
3ernard
Herrmann.
Famous
)efore he was 30 for his share in the
eilliance of Citizen Kane, Herrnann went on to write scores for
nany classic dramas, notably
iitchcock's, and of those the
;oundtrack music from Vertigo
Mercury SRI 75117) and a reecording of North by Northwest
Unicorn-Kanchana DKP 9000) are
mpressive reminders of what a
alent was lost when he died in
1976. Vertigo, one of Hitch's most
psychological' films, had music
fvhich sometimes sounds like
-foist, sometimes like Korngold,
md is always full of scoring
ngenuities. The recording of the
'inale is outstanding; both [
A:1].
North by Northwest is always
emembered for the pursuit of
James Stewart by a crop- dusting
3ircraft, illustrated on the sleeve.
flat scene was played without
nusic — which came in for full
ffect when the machine crashed,
put some of the quieter sequences
re the most effective: the converiation piece by oboe and clarinet,
for example, and the gentle yet
menacing section called Duo. The
rousing opening of the finale is a
fortissimo test of one's equipment
3nd the whole performance is
tense.
The
London
Studio
Symphony
Orchestra
is
onducted by the composer's
British friend Laurie Johnson.
The same orchestra, plus Bob
Saker and the John McCarthy
Singers, recapture The Western
Film World of Dmitri Tiom kin (
Unicorn-Kanchana
DKP
9002).
Tiomkin,whofirstcameto my own
notice in 1937 with his majestic
theme for the original version of
Lost Horizon, was then already 41
and was ( as Weill did later) making
himself anew second career in the
USA. He was a refugee from the
Russian revolution; before 1918
he had been a pupil of Glazunov
and after that earned fame as a
concert pianist. Unlike . Bernard
Herrmann, he rates an entry in the
new Grove, but on the evidence of
this record he would be regarded
as a mere Hollywood craftsman,
no more to be remembered than
the four composers who shared
the musical background to the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Denis Argent
considers the lighter side
greatest
of
all
Westerns, because apartfrom the 15 minutes
Stagecoach. Part of the record of the title track, it includes such
features ' High Noon', the obvious jazz favourites as St Louis Blues,
hittheme; others are Giant, Duel in Blues in the Night and When the
the Sun, Red River and Rio Bravo. Saints Go Marching In, plus an
All full of folky themes and atmos- original blues by Don Lusher,
phere, but not great music. Tiom- whose trombone is featured in
kin also worked with Hitchcock, most of the tracks. Keith Wilkinson
and the double- spread sleeve note is the conductor and Frank Wibaut
by Christopher Palmer is aminia- plays Gershwin's piano part in the
ture history of the Western as well Rhapsody. It must surely be Don
as of Tiomkin's life, which ended Lusher's trom bone that takes over
three years ago when he was 85. the clarinet glissandowhich opens
The conductor again is Laurie the work. [A:1]
But
for
really
guaranteed
Johnson — very British; one
cannot help wondering whether popular favourites, as played by
he would not perhaps be world traditional military bands, this
famous if his name were some- month's boxed set of four discs
thing like Leon Jorgensen or from EMI seems unbeatable. A
Ludwig Joachim. The recording, Military Band Spectacular (
EMSP
as on North by Northwest, is 3380/3) features everything from
the Beatles ( one whole disc,
digital. [
A:1]
Another field of music, just as twelve tunes) to marches from
specialised and full of interest to films and the William Tell overture.
the open-minded listener, isthatof Fifty-six titles in all, varying in
brass bands. Three of the most recording date from 1966 to 1979.
famous are on Chandos releases The bands include the Guards, the
this month, two of them digitally RAF, the Royal Engineers and,
recorded: Black Dyke Mills, Besses deservedly sharing in the fervour
o' the' Barn and the GUS band still lingering from the Falklands
from Kettering which inherited the victory, the band of the Royal
A/B:1/2]
renown of the Munn and Felton Marines. [
A possible best seller for an
band in the contest field. Having
spent ayear within afew miles of entirely different market is John
Oueensbury, the Black Dyke's and the Magic Music Man,
and
narrated
by
home ( and equally near Brighouse composed
and Rastrick!) Ithink Ican under- Antony Hopkins, also conducting
stand the passion that goes into the Philharmonic Orchestra ( Uni'banding'
better
than
most corn RHS 360). Mr Hopkins, for
southerners; I had a dedicated whose voice the word mellifluous
have
been
specially
cornet- playing friend who would might
love these records. But they are invented, is a great populariser,
also suites by well known regulars as influential for the post-war
of the contest test- piece world, generation as Sir Walford Davies
Eric Ball and Denis Wright, plus was for mine. His BBC talks mostly
Pageantry, a piece suitably full of aim high, at those who are already
fanfares, written in 1934 by 'musical', but this disc aims to
Herbert
Howells,
whom
I catch the children young. The first
remember as a revered judge in part may
be
rather like a
my early days of reporting music playschool version of ' Peter and
festivals. The conductor is Major the Wolf', but when Mr Hopkins
Peter Parkes, who has led the Black gets the orchestra performing the
Dyke
to
repeated
national set- pieces for the various instruchampionship wins since taking ments, parents as well as children
can take an interest. After all,
over in 1975. [
A:1] .
Twentieth Century Soloists by Britten's ' Young Person's Guide'
Besses o'th'Barn ( Chandos BBR has had a good long run for its
1013)
mainly
features
John money ( and what money, bits of it
up
in
all
kinds
of
Fletcher in Edward Gregson's crop
programme!) and this compenConcerto for Tuba. The solo playing
is mellow and beautifully record- dium is skilfully and wittily done.
ed, though this is the one record of
the three that is not digital. There
are other works for horn and
cornet, Edward Gregson again,
and by Gordon Langford, whose
arranging skill is familiar in many
other broadcast fields. All very
varied and enjoyable, with plenty
of depth to stand up to repeated
hearings. [
A:1
Rhapsody in Blue, by the GUS
Band ( Chandos BBRD 1015) may
well have more popular appeal,
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[A:1)
One
of
those ' something
completely different' records beloved of the more wide-ranging
school of record recitalists is
Phases of the Moon — Traditional
Chinese Music (
CBS Masterworks
74038). This is totally charming.
One approaches it expecting the
usual mixture of plink- a- plunk and
reedy noises, but some of the orchestration, on a chamber-ish
scale, is rich and subtle, and

altogether it is the kind of record
that can fascinate and haunt
one long after the month's more
conventional arrivals have gone
back on the shelf. It is hard to
assess the recording quality of
such unfamiliar sounds, but it deserves the benefit of the doubt, as
does the quality of the performance. [
A:1]
Re-creating
in
stereo
the
authentic sound of pre-war light
music can always run the risk of
piling on period clichés ( as in so
many Charleston/1920s simulations) but the pitfalls have been
avoided in London Revue Highlights, sung by Sheila Parr ( Crescendo RSCT 112521). These are
melodies — the word is carefully
chosen — from revues staged
between 1921 and 1958. Some are
totally unfamiliar to me, although
the names of composers such as
Johnny Green, Vivian Ellis and
Richard Addinsell are guarantees
of quality. My favourite, probably
because Isaw the show at the
Ambassadors in • 1939, is Transatlantic Lullaby, sung with the
right swinging gentleness by Miss
Parr. But whatever became of the
original singer, Walter Crisham?
Was he one of the rising stars who
died in the war? The rating of this
record is not, Iassure you, on nostalgia for the days of clean fun in
the West End; the rating is for
charm. [
A:1]
Last month I enthused over
Rosemary Clooney's record of
Cole Porter songs, which led meto
two other recent releases, one
from 1979 and one from 1980,
released for her Spring tour over
here. Imust admit some disappointment
over
Rosemary
Clooney sings the Lyrics of Ira
Gershwin (
Concord Jazz CJ 112)
even though the ten tracks include
some of my greatest favourites,
such as Love Is Here To Stay. It is
not all Gershwin music; Ira also
wrote for Kern and Arlen, but
somehow, for me, the disc does
not have the sparkle that the Cole
Porter record had, and the jazzmen
accompanying her seem less at
ease, too. [
A / B: 1 /2]
Rosemary Clooney With Love
Concord Jazz 144) is the result of
her own wish to sing a more
modern
selection:
Marvin
Hamlisch, Neil Sedaka, Billy Joel.
But for me Jule Styne's Just in
Time is the best track, and of
course Miss Clooney sings the
newer tunes, rather than yelling
them. [
A/B:1 /2]
As it is mono, it really cannot rate
a hi-fi review, but Icannot let a
selection of Joe Loss recordings
from World Records go by without
voicing the hope that the wonderful work of WRC will betaken up by
some new company salvaging the
best of the past. Ihope Begin the
Beguine (
SH 430) was notthe swan
song of the company. The singer in
1937/41 was Chick Henderson,
and on the evidence of this disc he
had abetter voice than Al Bowlly•
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IN July ' Soundings' Imentioned my BBC
Record Review talk on record cleaning
devices, and expanded alittle on some of the
products available for this purpose. From
ensuing correspondence, this seems to be an
area of interest to many listeners and readers.
A couple of 78 rpm disc enthusiasts have
taken me to task for lack of clarity when referring to methods of cleaning ' dirty' records. In
fact, Idid not specifically mention 78s, as
alcohol ( pure or diluted) is a solvent and
should not be used on 78s discs, as these are
pressed in shellac. Perhaps the safest way to
clean old 78s, particularly after alife of being
played with fibre needles, is to apply amildly
soapy solution ( say Fairy liquid in distilled
water) and scrub round the grooves gently
with a brush. If the discs have been played
initially with asteel needle, and then the fibre
or thorn, the debris may be embedded in the
grooves. The final problem is to dry the discs
thoroughly. Ihave used acouple of sheets of
newspaper or suitable blotting paper, but the
best treatment is on a Keith Monks KMAL
cleaning machine. A number of dealers in the
UK have this machine, but it is intended for use
with PVC ( vinyl) records of the present-day. As
alcohol is employed in this treatment it is
necessary for the dealer to clean his
containers before placing the disc on the turntable, spinning it, and using the suction pump
to remove water and debris. So an extra
charge may be made.
Whether this régime will remove or reduce
surface noise from 78s when reproduced with
a modern electrical system in debatable,
particularly if the grooves are badly worn.
LET'S MAKE agiant leap now into the age of
digital recording. Ihave just been examining
an impartial study of digital recording techniques, prepared for the Association of
Professional Recording Studios by David
Pickett ( Lecturer in Recording Techniques at
the University of Surrey and erstwhile HFNI
RR contributor), with contributions from
fellow APRS Committee member Roger
Cameron ( Advision).
Reams of information have been published
on this subject by manufacturers, recording
engineers and audio journalists, but this 24pp.
booklet
has
encapsulated
in
readable
languagethe historical development of digital
recording, leading on to how digital works,
with sections on digital tape recorders, then
monitoring from digital tapes and editing
them. Finally there's a look at digital mixers
and future storage media and an appraisal of
digital standards, closing with arecommended reading list.
A few quotes from this publication attracted
me: ' Developments have been taking place
which aim to bring true digital sound to the
consumer in the form of Compact Disc and
other systems. The claims for these systems
are that by doing away with analogue copying and processing they will provide the home
listener with asignal quality equal to that on
the master tape. Additionally, the recording
will be in a less destructible format than LPs
(remember 78s?) and handling will be much
easier with the user able to select at will to
playback different parts of the recording with
much greater ease than at present.'
The authors point out, as we stand on this
threshold of digital recording, that methods
will not be unfamiliar to operators accustomed to working with micro-computers and
automatic mixdown, which are all part of the
same revolution.
This would seem to be an opportune
moment to mention that in broadcasting the
BBC has been employing digital PCM links for
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Donald Aldous
feeding signals to VHF/FM transmitters since
the early 70s. But before we get too euphoric
about digital recording, it ought to be
mentioned — as this text does— that adigital
system gives its best performance at its peak
operating level, but above that point it will
produce avery hard limiting distortion, which
is much more violent and disturbing than
analogue tape overload. Another problem
with tape is drop- out, which although
apparent on analogue could, in digital recording, produces amomentary increase in noise
or distortion or even acomplete loss of information.
Obviously, the home user will only get the
full benefits of digital when the digital software is played back directly, and several
systems have been proposed. These replay
units will be more expensive, at the outset,
than existing analogue discs or cassettes, so
presumably repertoire will be released in
parallel fora considerabletime. The method of
storage will in most cases be in some form of
disc— the digital audio disc is known as DAD
— employing either an optical or capacitive
method of modulation. DAD is expected to
overcome intrusive noise or scratches by
using error correction to protect the signal
from
effects
of
scratches
and
dirt.
Microprocessor control will facilitate finding
individual tracks on adisc.
Manufacturers of record players for DAD
playback may incorporate acompressor, perhaps with a front panel control offering
different degrees of fidelity to the original
dynamic range of the recording. The potential
wide dynamic range with digital recording has
excited many enthusiasts, many of whom buy
expensive ' Super-Cut' analogue discs transferred from digital masters or cut ' direct': but
the high peak waveforms of completely
unlimited program material could in some
cases blow the cones right out of their
surrounds across the room! So loudspeaker
protection is necessary, and top-grade amplifiers and loudspeakers to cope with high
power transients. Never a dull or quiet
moment for the dedicated audiophile. Obviously some degree of control will be
required if the same discs are to be compatiblefor playing in the home, in one's car and on
the headset ' Walkman' tape cassette players!
If you want acopy of this absorbing survey
of the digital scene, and are not an APRS
member, the cost is £3.00 post paid from
APRS Secretary, Edward Masek, 23 Chestnut
Avenue, Chorleywood, Herts, WD3 4HA.
BY THE TIME you read th is featurethe BBC will
have celebrated its Diamond Jubilee and a
Golden Jubilee of External Services with a
service at St. Paul's Cathedral ( in July) in the
presence of the Queen, the Duke of Edinburgh,
the PM and an international congregation. A
sound/montage of dramatic and humorous
material from BBC archive recordings
spanning 60 years will have been broadcast.
When Ifirst heard of these 50 and 60 years'
BBC celebrations, I
confess that awave of nostalgia engulfed me. Receiving
licences had been issued to bona
fide radio amateurs since
Lord Reith
in rare
jocular mood

1906, but this was distinct from a broadcast
receiving licence. At the end of 1914-18 war a
ten-shilling ( 50p) licence was introduced. The
BBC's share was 7s.6d ( 37 1
/2p). The British
Broadcasting Company ( as it then was)
started regular transmissions on November
14th, 1922, and its first General Manager was
J.C.W. Reith ( later Sir John Reith and finally
Lord Reith). In due course, he became DirectorGeneral of the British Broadcasting Corporation, with a Royal Charter to guarantee its
independence. His impress on broadcasting
remains today. A formidable man, he is
usually shown in a dour mood, but the
accompanying picture shows that he could
laugh.
The BBC began broadcasting to the Empire
on December 19th, 1932, and today's BBC
External Services broadcast around the world
in 37 languages. No Empire now, but a lot of
listeners to our transmissions!
One of my prized possessions is an early
book by P.P. Eckersley, known as Captain P.P.
Eckersley and introduced as such by the one
and only J.C.W. Reith, who was then General
Editor of Hodder & Stoughton's Broadcast
Library. ' PP' was appointed Chief Engineer of
the British Broadcasting Company in February
1923, and his elementary text was called ' All
About Your Wireless Set'. It was my pleasure
to know this volatile personality in his later
years, and he retained his enthusiasms until
his death in March 1963.
Radio as a hobby ( including the construction of primitive receivers and loudspeakers) was reflected in the number of
periodicals devoted to this subject. For
instance, The Wireless World appeared in
1911, and was known as The Marconigraph.
Yes, that is before my time, but Idid contribute to some of the other early home
constructor
papers,
such
as
Wireless
Magazine,
Modern
Wireless
(
with
PP
Eckersley as Radio Consultant), and several of
The Radio Press publications, owned by John
Scott-Taggart.
If you want to capture some of the excitement of those pioneer days, apart from
programmes on radio and TV, the BBC is staging a special exhibition ' 60 BBC Years' at the
Langham Gallery ( opposite Broadcasting
House, London) open free to the public six
days aweek from August 25th to October 15th.
The BBC External Services will mount their
own 50th anniversary show at the Langham
later this year, and the National Film Theatre
will have aspecial season devoted to BBC TV
and radio in October.
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Loudspeakers
Alvin Gold looks briefly
at new, not so new,
classic and not so
classic designs
IN MY LAST column on loudspeakers ( Feb
I ' 82) Iwrote a short, almost dismissive
piece on the Celestion SL6 which was also
reviewed in full by Trevor Attewell in the
same issue. Here Iwould like to return to this
seminal — if flawed — design for asecond look,
made desirable because of some added
experiences in different listening environments, and because the pair commented on
originally turned out to have a small, but
significant fault.
To start with, though, I'm going to describe
another speaker, amodel that doesn't compete directly with the Celestion on price, and
is indeed the antithesis of the Celestion
design in more ways than three. It is, though, a
model that will put my feelings about the SL6
into some kindlof perspective.The speaker I'm
•
referring to is the latest version of the Linn
Sara,the cost of which is around £550 apair,
the SL6 costs £250 per pair, and both these
prices exclude speaker stands (which are,
however, essential).
The Sara will have been heard by quite a
few readers, either at their dealers or at one of
the recent shows; but generally speaking it
has not had the public exposure ( or acceptance) of the flanking Linn models, the Kan
and the DMS lsobarik. The Kans, of course, do
not claim to be ' proper' full range loudspeakders; their bass is strictly limited, although
good in quality. Similarly, not everyone will
want to accommodate anything as imposing
as an Isobarik DMS ( or PMS), even if they can
afford the price.
For many people then, the Sara will be the
really practical model in Linn Products' lineup. Its price is only medium if you stretch the
meaning of the term a little, but theyr are
about half the price of the big ' uns.
Ihave now been using Saras — with breaks
and interruptions admittedly — for several
months in both old and new incarnations. In
that time they have become as near an
indispensable apart of my hi-fi as Ihave yet
had connected to the output terminals of my
amplifier. At the same time, it is one of the
most obviously flawed designs Ican think of
amongst those that have real pretentions
of being special. The reaction of visitors has
been interesting, to say the least. A record
producer who lives opposite dismissed them
for their ( relative) inability to produce adequate representations of the instruments of an
orchestra in depth, while the designer for a
rival loudspeaker company strongly objected to
what he saw as their forward, aggressive
character. The near wall positioning recommended for the Linns inevitably results in a
squeezing of depth images (though it is an
open question, Ifeel, whether 'normal' awayfrom-wall positioning gives ' real' depth images)but for the latter point there is unquestionably an element of truth.
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Most visitors, though, have not commented adversely on the way Saras handle
the spatial side of things, and in general
reactions have been remarkably positive after
areasonable acclimatisation period. Certainly, the weak areas of the design are not in
general obstructive, musically. If the prime
job of a loudspeaker is to provide as many
audible 'clues' as possible, then perhaps
faults which do not obscure this process are
relatively permissible, and those which do
are not. Of course, there can be not such clear
dividing line in practice, but the Sara's real
ability to reproduce more of what's on the
record is extremely obvious tothose who can
overlook the relatively cosmetic failing I've
noted above.

Linn Sara

The strengths as always with Linn speakers
are most obvious at the frequency extremes,
the bass end especially having a rare combination of power, projection and defined
pitch which is simply un matched by any
other speaker Iknow of at the price — though
definition, if anything, does seem to improve
as the frequency increases. Even the ' cosmetic' failings, which are primarily a rather
'middy', forward balance, which is associated
with the upper midband and lower part of the
treble ( and some midband colorations), have
been reduced significantly by the introduction of a new Medite cabinet in place of the
old chipboard one, which seems to have
cleaned the sound up significantly without
dilution of the strengths. The ScanSpeak
tweeter used in all Linn speakers is asmall
semi-horn loaded design, and a fabulous
performer, without any of the sizzly coloration of most 1in. domes in current use but
with amazing powers of ' resolution' — aword
that is equally applicable to the speaker as a
whole.
And therein lies the rub. Its strength is
paradoxically its Achilles' Heel. The Sara
simply cannot be substituted into any old hi-fi
system with the expectation of Great Things.
More than any other loudspeaker Ican think
of, the Sara demands an extraordinary level
of performance from the turntable ( or whatever source) and the amplifier it's used with—
and not just because it presents apunishing
electrical load either. If my experience with
Saras has shown anything, it is that there are
•
very few amplifiers that can cope with its load
— even the normally unflappable Lentek
amplifier clips (
without its clipping light

indicating the fact) — and even fewer that
stand up musically. The Sara will murder the
wrong amplifier — in fact my opinion of it
was severely prejudiced until I had the
opportunity to hear them on the end of a
system that included aNaim 32/250 amplifier,
and this combination, with asuitable source,
is an obviously synergistic one, if a little
pricey.
Istill haven't said very much about how the
Saras sound. I've noted their qualities at low
frequencies, and the ability to resolve information ( known as ' music' to the technically minded) and in these things the Sara hasn't
much to learn from its peers. The same thing
goes for their resolution of musical dynamics,
both in the way they can produce aconvincing ppp and fff on suitable material, and in the
more ' local' sense, sorting out and separating
sounds which are of similar amplitude and
tonal colour. These things, whilst not necessarily noted as such on a first listen, are
i
mmediately apparent by their absence when
reverting to almost any other loudspeaker,
even when the rest of the system remains the
same.
And it's precisely this experience that has
tempered my enthusiasm for the Celestion
SL6. Its positive qualities were always obvious enough. Given the right kind of source
and amplification ( and in its way, despite
an easy enough electrical load for the amplifier, it is as critical of the amplifier with
which it's used as any other loudspeaker I
know, the Sara included) the SL6 is anearly
'open window' to the music and doesn't
superimpose on the music many of the
obviously artificial speaker-generated artefacts familiar with many designs. The SL6
strikes me, Isuppose, as the nearest thing
there is to adynamic loudspeaker equivalent
of the Quad ESL-63, and produces nearholographic stereo images in space, if proper
attention is paid to positioning.
The latter, however, seems to be acrucial
point. The SL6 is decidedly room fussy as well
as being system fussy, but if everything is just
right the problems of the SL6 all but disappear. Two experiences within aperiod of a
few days showed this clearly. One was at
B&W Loudspeakers in Worthing, where the
SL6 was used unidentified as acomparison to
B&W's new LM1 loudspeaker. The other was
at the home of Celestion themselves in
Ipswich.
Not surprisingly, I suppose, Celestion
proved they understood their own product
rather better than B&W did, and produced
(using aLinn front end and the latest version
of the Meridian 101/105 amplifier) the finest
sounds Ihave yet heard from this model. Part
of the reason for this must have been the
room used for listening, which was both large
and lively, and another part the positioning,
which was along way from any of the walls.
Indeed, this would seem to be aprerequisite
for the SL6, which is otherwise inclined to
sound — as the same neighbour referred to
above noted — distinctly boxy.
B&W chose to position the SL6 on a
bookshelf near apair of their new speakers,
and in the same room as a pair of 801
monitors. Quite inadvertently I'm sure ( since
B&W didn't seem to see my point that this
was not an appropriate way to get the best
from any loudspeaker, and especially not the
SL6) they managed to wring the most excruciatingly awful noises I've yet heard from the
Celestion — the sound was, by common
consent, soft and dim and quite without
midrange definition.
Which worried me agood deal. It is quite
clear that these things, though to an extent a
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CASSETTE DECKS

AMPLIFIERS

Akai

full range available

CSF36R

Akai
AMU110 ( 22 x2)

CSF14
£56.00

JVC

POA

Full range

Marantz
PM310 (40 x2) .

Pioneer
SA420 ( 21 x2)
SA520 (32 x2)
A5 ( 35 x2)
A6 ( 65 x2)

£62.00
£52.00
£79.00
£88.00
£114.00

Sansui

A9 ( 65 x2)
£99.00
A7 ( 45 x2)
£82.00
AS (25 x2)
AUD22 ( 45 x2) . £106.00
AUD33 ( 65 x2) . £129.00

Sony

TAAX4 (55 x2)
£98.00
TAAX7 ( 80 x2) £ 142.00

Technics
POA

Full range

Trio

POA

Full range

Tandberg

POA

Full range

CF9

£153.00
£95.00
£ 89.00

ADM800
ADM500
AD3100
AD3200
AD3500
AD3600
AD3800

JVC
KDA11
DD4
DD5

Nakamichi
Full range
680ZX

Pioneer

£230.00
£129.00
£84.00
£120.00
£157.00
£172.00
£250.00
£65.00
£ 129.00

POA
£499.00

CT4

£62.00
£76.00
£88.00

CT5

£ 105.00

CT320
CT520

Sansui
D95
D150
0300
D350
D550
TCFX5
TCFX5C
TCX6C

Akai

RTK110L

Denon
TU200

£65.00

Technics

£59.00

Tandberg

JVC

£59.00
£69.00
£95.00
£129.00
£159.00

TX520L
F5L
TX7800

£59.00
£97.00
£78.00

Technics
Full range

Sony

STJ55L

Tandberg
Full range

RECEIVERS
JVC
Pioneer
Sony
Technics
Denon
Sansui

TURNTABLES
Aiwa
Denon
J.V.C.
Pioneer
PL120
RL2

Sansui
Technics
Thorens
TD109Mk11
TD105Mk11

110

Full range

£95.00
£105.00
£ 124.00
POA
POA

POA

Full range

Pioneer

Full range

POA
£98.00
POA

POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA

POA
POA
POA
£52.00
£52.00
POA
POA
POA
£79.00
£94.00

SPEAKERS ( PAIRS)
Audiomaster
AR
JBL
JR
Magna
Metro

KLH
331
327

Koss M80
Monitor Audio
Tannoy
Wharfedale
Laser 60
Laser 80
E20
E70
Mach 7

ADVISORS

PHONE GLASTONBURY
(0458) 50370
PERSONAL DEMONSTRATIONS IN OUR STUDIO
AND HOME DEMONSTRATIONS ARRANGED WITH
PLEASURE

£149.00

Sony

TUNERS

AVALON AUDIO

Aiwa

POA
POA
POA
£99.00
£69.00

IMMEDIATEFREE DELIVERY,
INSTALLATION AND ADVICE
ACCESS, VISA AND PART EXCHANGE FACILITIES

LARGE SELECTION OF HALF-SPEED
DISCS AND ACCESSORIES
*KISEKI BLUE*
*ALBARRY* CLEARWATER * CRIMSON * HEYBROOK *
*FIDELITY RESEARCH * LOGIC * MYST *
*PINK TRIANGLE * SYSTEMDEK * ZENN * TRESHAM *
* AND OTHER FINE EQUIPMENT *
NEW ACOUSTIC HOLOGRAPH TOP MIC CARTRIDGE

Halve
your losses

with

£59.00
£149.00
£131.00
POA
POA
£ 62.00

£ 76.00
£105.00
£279.00
£279.00
B 8i W
POA
Mordaunt-Short
POA

LARGE RANGE OF
TV'S & VIDEOS
AVAILABLE . POA
Our excellent service is available to
you from 10am -- 6pm Monday to
Saturday. Order by phone or by post
if you prefer - (£ 5.00 delivery
charge per item.) Access and
Barclaycard welcome, and credit
facilities available.
All prices inclusive of VAT.
Prices are subject to change without
Prior Notice.

Yes it's true, a new speaker cable
from QED with half the insertion
loss of even QED 79 strand
We wish to make it quite clear

that C38 does NOT replace
QED 79 strand, but merely
provides for the lowest possible
insertion loss. This is particularly
important where the speaker
cable lengths are in excess of

C38 TERMINATION
ACCESSORIES
4mm Plugs ( pack of four)
Cable Terminators ( Pair)
O.I.N. Adaptors ( pair)

£3.20
£2.85
£3.50

8 metres/channel.
Actual size:
22.5mm x 4mm

Price: £ 1.48/metre
(colour: BROWN only)

QED

AUDIO PRODUCTS LIMITED
Unit 12. Ashford Industrial Estate, Shield Road, Ashford, Middx. Tel: Ashford 46236
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Celestion's SL6 was one of the hits of the 1982 Chicago
show, see page 41

part of the package as it is, are going to be a
part of most shop demonstrations too, unless
the dealer concerned real!y understands
what it is he's demonstrating, and certainly
unless he conducts single ( pair) loudspeaker
demonstrations— something not all Celestion
dealers are set up to do. In fact, the two
Celestion dealers I've visited in the last month
had neither the facilities nor the inclination to
conduct demonstrationsthis way. Used right,
the SL6 produces an exquisite sound quality,
though without the sheer resolving power
and ( for want of a better word) ' presence' of
the Saras. Used wrong, and their inherent
treble rolloff exposes cruelly the upper bass/
lower midrange problem I noted in the
February issue.
Of course, the very fact that the SL6 is so
critical of the room and the electronics with
which it's mated is acriticism of sorts, but it's
no excuse for what Iheard at Worthing.
Indeed, had it not been for the fact that B&W
have a very acceptable new loudspeaker in
their new LM1, Iwould have been left with a
very poor opinion of their ability to make the
most of, and by implication to produce in the
first place, loudspeakers of real musical value.
For here and now, though, it is clear that the
SL6 is both as competent, and as lacking in
competence, as the effort that the user puts
into making it work. Incidently, the problem
that afflicted my very early production pair
was a progressive rolling- off of the high
frequencies over a period of time due to an
obscure high frequency notch filter fault that I
am satisfied cannot affect the shop versions
due to a hardware modification. Curing it
certainly led to a worthwhile improvement,
and my recent house move has enabled them
to ' breathe' better in larger rooms, so they
now approach the excellent sound Iheard at
Ipswich. One must experiement with placing,
though, and they must be kept well away
from room boundaries on tall, open and
above all solid loudspeaker stands. Linn Sara
stands are asnip at £ 50 apair il you consider
their performance ratner than the amount of
metal you get for the money, but the Celestion ones — which can be filled with sand —
may be equally good; Idon't yet know. Good
stands are in my opinion much more important than good loudspeaker cables or anything else external to the equipment itself,
and should be chosen as such.
Whilst discussing Celestion, Imust cornHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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mend for your attention ( as they say) a
recently revised and re-engineered version of
one of their budget models, the 110, which —
as the model number doesn't imply — is
designed to sell in the extremely competitive
£99 price area. ( Students of psychological
price breaks will know that no consumer
durable ever sold for £ 100 exactly). Constructionally, it is yet another medium-sized box
with a 1in. dome and 8in. doped fabric cone
tweeter and bass units respectively, of
reasonable efficiency ( unlike the SL6), and
best used away from walls on tall stands
(where have we heard this song before?).The
original version had little to distinguish it in
company where the major running was
probably made by the £20 less expensive KEF
Coda, though it was an acceptable enough
alternative, if memory serves right. The new
one, which I have sampled only in early
production form, has been changed in a
number of ' relatively small ways that serve
the dual functions of making the whole
assembly mechanically better but also cheaper to assemble. Thus, the drive- units are no
longer rebated into the front baffle, and
cheaper looking chipboard screws are used
to fix the drivers instead of machine screws
and nuts. However, having both surfaces of a
compacted board to bite into, chip screws can
be made tight, because they have awide area
in contact with the wood, and for similar
reasons should not loosen off ( which
machine screws are almost bound to do). And
because the baffle isn't rebated, it is quite
simply stronger.
There may have been other changes, I've
forgotten.What is now obvious is that the 110
is a very good loudspeaker indeed. Its only
real weakness is in the extreme treble, where
it is alittle sharp and gritty; but in this it is little
different from most other loudspeakers, and
it's certainly no worse than the KEF Coda —
which has now gone up to about £90, it
being underpriced originally. Have alisten to
the Celestion if you're in the market for a £ 100
speaker, it will probably surprise you for the
clean, honest and relatively seamless way it
deals with the music — but don't expect it to
sound any good if hang it on the end of
rubbish! Cheap speakers need good sources
and amplifiers just as much as do expensive
ones — unfortunately!
The last point was brought home to me
with a vengeance when Ifirst heard B&W's
new LM1 on the end of afairly
elaborate, but

BMW's LM1

clearly inadequate
car stereo system at the
launch of the product referred to earlier in this
sermon. To say that Iget vastly superior
musical performance with cheap singledriver Radiomobile speakers on the end of
my own more modest ( but reasonable)
Pioneer radio/cassette would be putting the
case very mildly indeed, but this is hardly the
fault of B&W — or their new speaker. It is, if
anything, proof that the B&W really is a

capable design; it was quite good enough to
show up the equipment with which it was
partnered. Irelate the tale as a warning of
what canhappen when blindly pouring lots of
money into stereo on the go. Anyway, why
should car stereo not follow the same rules as
domestic stereo?
Indoors, things were much more comfortable, you'll be glad to hear. I
was fascinated to
see on arecent trip to view the next season's
Technics goodies that they had quite independently come up with a speaker package
with remarkable parallels to the B&W ( see
August p.25). As Technics are sending apair
from Japan, I'll be able to tell you how they
compare in a later issue. On the face of it,
though, B&W have managed to score a
technological coup by integrating the drive
unit spiders with the baffles themselves in a
one piece aluminium casting. There is a
subtle irony here that a company who followed KEF so enthusiastically into decoupling drivers from baffles should be the first
to make the ultimate integration; but irony or
no, it's probably astep in the right direction.
You'll have gathered that the LM1 is
intended for in- car use and indoor use. The
whole cabinet, which is very stylish, is a
pair of strong aluminium castings, and has
been covered in a textured and very tough
Nextel finish, which is available in anumber
of colours. The back can be removed for
in- car use, and various spacer shims substituted to give the necessary characteristics for
door or parcel shelf use. Indoors, it can be
used on bookshelves or on stands— and if the
latter is adopted, they're probably best fairly
close to awall.
The speaker can be switched between two
crossovers — or two variants of the same
crossover. One setting gives 4ohms, greater
efficiency, and a 'tailored' frequency response ( narrower bandwidth at frequency
extremes and a more midrange prominent
balance) suitable for car electronics and the
in- car acoustic environment; the other giving
8 ohms, reduced efficiency and a flatter
response. The LM1 costs £200 apair and has,
in both modes, full electronic overload protection. You shouldn't be able to blow them
up.
Even in the ' flat' position, they are far from
being in the classic LS3/5a mould ( though
they are significantly smaller). There is an
upper bass resonance ( or so it seems to me)
which gives the impression of a fuller bass
than would otherwise be the case, and a
'sizzle' at the top, which appqars to be a
tweeter characteristic, that makes them
sound rather cold and mechanical, at least
when used in the indoor switch position.
However, P.M. noted ( July p.15) his strictly
personal preference for the ' in- car' position of
the crossover, even indoors, and Ican only
whole-heartedly agree. The bass, while less
obvious, is more 'tuneful' and clear, and the
treble peak becomes much less obvious. The
biggest improvement, though, is to the whole
of the midrange, which simultaneously
opens up and begins to portray dynamics,
something the LM1 conspicuously fails to do
in the ' indoor' mode. The transformation is
quite remarkable, and scarcely spoilt by the
inevitably rather more coloured sound. Used
this way, Iwas happy with the LM1, but Ihave
to note in conclusion that they are hardly
good value for money in the conventional
sense: they're really for someone who wants
something quite unobtrusive but modern and
colourful. Finally, it's worth making sure the
amplifier you drive them withiwill cope with a
4ohm load. You might prefer to use them the
'wrong' way, just as tdid!
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Four inexpensive cassette decks
T

HIS month's four cassette decks are as
usual very different from each other and
produced quite afew surprises. For example,
the cheapest model in the reviewturned out to
be quite awinner in terms of value for money,
while two of the others were less than perfect
— as we shall see. Although it is possible to
buy cassette decks in excess of £700, these are
the exception rather than the rule, and if we
look at the prices of the 200 or so models
currently on offer we find a huge concentration between £ 100 and £250; so our four
review decks fall in the lower regions of the
price range, where of course the vast majority
of sales take place.
Ihave managed to persuade the manufacturers of these decks to supply a copy of the
Service Manual with each model, and although
these are not very important from the consumer point of view they do contain crucial
information for the service engineer — who
has to do the repairs when equipment goes
wrong. The Manual also tells the engineer
how to set a deck up for different tapes, and
how accurately this should be done. From
looking at the data provided it is obvious that
the four manufacturers involved here have
their own ideas asto what is meant by accurate
alignment. For example, Marantz advise
thattheir deck should be aligned to within 1dB.
while Technics advise a 6dB tolerance. The
latter is absolutely ridiculous, for there is no
way that any deckwould be able to track Dolby
cassettes properly with such awide response
variation.
Three noise reduction systems are represented in this review, Dolby- B, Dolby- C and
Super ANRS. The latter was introduced in
1975 by JVC, who produced arange of technical booklets about various aspects of cassette
technology. In the fourth of these volumes
they claim that in order to simplify matters for
the consumer 'JVC joined forces with Dolby
Laboratories to create a standardized noise
reduction system. The result is the new
Dolby- C
the most effective system devised to date.' While it is very kind of JVC to
praise Dolby- C so fulsomely, I
was absolutely
amazed to read this and checked with Dolby

o
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Labs, who confirmed that ' in no way are JVC
co- developers of Dolby- C, which was conceived, designed and introduced by Dolby
Labs in our San Francisco research laboratories.' A further note explained that many
cassette deck manufacturers who were
already licenced to use Dolby-Bwere involved
in detailed discussions to help Dolby Labs to
decide some of the operating parameters of
the new system; but all the work was carried
out by Dolby Labs and, as they say, ' itwould be
misleading and incorrect to state otherwise'.
Gossip column over, so let's get down to
discuss the four decks, three of which have
direct-drive motors that are designed to
reduce speed fluctuations from the capstan —
and without adoubt they are an improvement
over some of the earlier designs. This is
because servo-control on these motors is
superior, and there are no rubber belts that
need servicing from time to time. Iwonder
when you last had your deck serviced. If it was
over 12 months ago I'd hate to think what your
wow and flutter is like. As Iand many others
have said many times before, cassette decks
must be cleaned and serviced on a regular
basis by competent eng ineers. It is askilled job
and one that not everybody appreciates.
We measured speed stability by using a
scrape- flutter test, where Isimply sweep a
3.16Hz passband filter over a previously recorded 1kHz tone. Ifeel that the results from
this type of test are more realistic and are also
more easily understood, since the spurious
components generated by speed variations
are evident at a glance. The pure tone as
plotted directly is shown in fig. 1 for comparison. However, readers are reminded that
an imperfect cassette body can upset the
stability of any deck, so do always use good
quality cassettes if you wish to obtain the best
performance for any machine. Various parameters measured in all four decks are given
in the Table on page 117.

JVC DD5
SELLING at £ 199 or less, the DD5 was the
lowest priced deck produced by JVC that uses
adirect-drive motor to power the capstan, the
basic aim of which is to improve speed stability. As you can see from the scrape-flutter test
(fig 2), the DD5 produces an exceptionally good
result and Imust say that it did sound better
because of this. Incidentally, Isaid '
was the
lowest priced deck' because this particular
model has been discontinued after only a
short life; but there should still be plenty
around in the shops, and the Hitachi, Marantz
and Technics are all still listed!
A second motor is used for the supply and
take-up reels, and here again we found the
operation to be extremely smooth even
though JVC still use aslipping clutch to effect

take-up during the play mode. This could
mean that while take-up is smooth when the
machine is new, it may oe a different story
when the clutch has aged; but for my money
this is nevertheless one of the best transports I
have ever seen in amachine of this price.
Other features of the deck include ANRS
and Super-ANRS, Auto- rewind, timer, threedigit counter, selection for Ferric, Chrome and
Metal tapes, variable output level, Sen alloy
record/playback heads, a twin-gap erase
head, and a pair of fluorscan peak indicating
level meters that are very pleasing to the eye.
Much to my surprise, the counter did not have
any form of memory, which perhapsJVCthink
is unnecessary because of the auto rewind. But I
must disagree, for I
find amemory counter far
more useful.
The front panel is well laid out and is split
into three main areas. Plenty of access is
provided to the cassette compartment, thanks
to the removable door cover, but the door
damping system on our sample was very slow
and we often had to pull the door forward to
remove the cassette. A slightly less viscous oil
should do the trick.
To avoid accidental recording when using
the timer facility an interlock is provided
between the mains and timer switches. This is
designed to prevent accidental switch- on
when the timer is in the record position.
The two digital level indicators are based on
atwin-display fluorescent tube containing 18
segments. As apeak level indicator this has a
rise-time of around 10ms, but when the signal
is removed it decays to — 6dB in 300ms. In
practice we found that the meters responded
well to the majority of transients and that we
could achieve maximum recording levels
without overloading the tape. Another feature
of these meters isthe peak- hold facility, which
retains the maximum level for a couple of
seconds to allow one to see the actual
transient levels.
In order to improve the frequency response
JVC have developed acombined record/playback head which has a lower than usual
impedance. This is achieved by using more
laminations in the head and thickerwire forthe
coil windings. In addition, the DD5 is fittedwith
atwin-gap Sen alloy erase head developing an
erasure factor of — 65dB at 1kHz. We found the
machine a delight to use, especially with the
optional remote control unit type R- 50E which
costs around £22 and comes complete with 5
metres of cable. In particular, the transport is
very positive to use— albeit alittle noisywhen
the solenoids clunk in and out as they change
modes. The DD5 could, however, be something
of ahandful for the inexperienced user, for it is
quite complex; butthe instruction book isvery
informative and is capable of guiding one
through the majority of the operations.
Inevitably we compared Super-ANRS with
Dolby- C, and found that it was not as good —
especially as it appeared to colour the sound
somewhat. But despite this it is an improvement over the standard ANRS because of
reduced saturation effects. When we came to
listen on metal tape to the A-track frbm The Tip
of Weisberg (
Nautilus, dbx) the results were
very nearly up to the Dolby-C performance of
the Hitachi DE- 57, aslightly higher noise level

JVC

-40

0114081519,86affet,,,,..

-50
FIG.1 ANALYSIS OF 1KHz PURE TONE USED
FOR WOW/FLUTTER SCRAPE - FLUTTER
ASSESSMENT.
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receive the shock of my life when it came.
Technics are currently producing eight
cassette decks and the RS- M230 lies in the
middle of the range, selling at about £ 155. It
has automatic tape selection, two motors in
the transport system (which is controlled by a
microprocessor), timer facilities, Dolby-B
noise reduction, and peak responding fluorescent level meters. A three-digit mechanical
counter is provided, again without any
memory. The Japanese seem to have gone off
of memory stops, Iwonder why?
One of the many features of this deck is
automatic setting of equalisation and bias
when a cassette is inserted, provided the
cassette used has the IEC group marker slot
moulded into its spline— not all of them have.
Unfortunately there is no manual overide,
unlike the Dual C814 that Ireviewed last
November, which Ithink is apity— especially
when you compare the prices of the two
machines.
To say the least, the performance of this
deck did not live up to the reputation established by its predecessor, while the alignment
instructions in the Service Manual are very
perturbing. Technics are apparently quite
happy to accept a tolerance band of 9dB at
10kHz on playback (± 41
/2dB) and an overall
record/play response within a7dB band. For
£150 they must be joking. Quite apart from the
unacceptable effect that this could have on
tonal balance, if the dealeradjusted the deckto
the suggested tolerance limits the Dolby noise
reduction circuits would not track properly.
Dolby Labs ask that the low-level frequency
response is kept to within 2dB, not 7dB.All I
hope is that Technics dealers show more
sense than the manufacturer when setting up
their customers' machines.
We now move on to the input and output
specifications, and in particular the lack of
headroom, which we re-checked on asecond
machine only to find less headroom than on
the first. The reason for criticism of this area is
quite simple, and is associated with metal
tape. Apartfrom theirsuperb HF performance,
metal tapes exhibit an exceptional low-frequency MOL, anything up to 8dB or more
above 200nWb/m, and many of the modern
ferrics and pseudo-chromes are not so far
behind either. But we found that the input
sockets of this deck only had aheadroom of 7characteristics. See also the very good typical
12dB, depending on the sample. Also, the
frequency response curves ( fig. 3).
headphone circuit was restricted to 7dB above
If Iwere buying a deck for around £200 I reference before overload. What this means is
would be very tempted to go for this machine.
that the RS- M230 is not capable of resolving
Not only did it test well but it also sounded
the full potential of modern tapes at peak
good: very natural despite the slight coloramodulation.
tion. But as for value-for- money, I
don'tthink it
One aspect of the machine I
must praise: the
quite comes up to the Hitachi. Nevertheless I transport. It was extremely positive to use and
liked this JVC very much indeed.
the dual motor drive worked very smoothly,
although not quite as well as on the JVC. The
Technics RS-M230
scrape-flutter performance is shown in fig. 4.
We had a problem in finding a suitable
IHAVE always held Technics products in high
Group Itape for this deck because the manuregard, finding by previous experience that
facturers had set the bias too high. Although
any product produced bythem would be ofthe
we did get better results on the other two
highest quality, in both audible and technical
Groups, I
would like to seethe bias on Groups!
terms. In addition, Ihave found over the years
and II lowered to enable the machine to be
that Technics have been extremely inventive
used with a larger range of tapes whilst
in the hi-fi field. So it was with some pleasure
keeping the frequency response fairly flat. The
that I
anticipated this machine's arrival, onlyto
typical responses are given in fig. 5.

FIG.2 PIC 005
SCRAPE-FLUTTER
IREF.F161,

thdlixtb_
7

being the only problem. So, a very good
machine with an incredible stereo image —
partly due to superb stability in the transport
system and partly to the excellent crosstalk
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rolled off slightly.
Apart from this the deck worked well, and if
Technics could improve their setting up procedures the RS- M230 could be worth considering. But when you look at the facilities
offered it is alittle expensive when compared
with the other three, even if it had been set up
correctly. As submitted, Ihonestly could not
recommend it.

FIG.4 TECHNICS
RS- M230 SCRAPEFLUTTER ( REF.FIG 1)

Marantz SD1030
THIS IS the second model in a range of ten
cassette decks produced by Marantz, and
although it can be purchased asa separate unit
it is more likely that you will come across it as
part of their Module 310 or 350 rack systems.
Retailing at just under £88, the SD 1030 is made
for Marantz in the land of the rising sun, which
brings us nicelyto the special feature common
to all Marantz hi-fi components: their colour.

They are finished in avery pleasant brushed
gold rather than the more normal black or
silver. The great thing about brushed gold is
that it blends in well with the majority of
furnishing schemes.
Despite its very low price the SD1030 has
quite afew facilities, including Dolby- Bnoise
reduction, a ' soft touch' transport mechanism
with single button record, twin ( 12 segment)
peak responding level meters, a three- digit
mechanical counter, and the ability to be
connected to an external timer. One unusual
aspect of this deck is that the audio connecting
leads are hard-wired directly into the deck,
with the amplifier ends being terminated in
the usual RCA phono plugs. Now this may
seem to be penny-pinching ploy at first, butthe
leads are agood metre long and apart from
reducing the cost of the deck there are technical advantages to be had by reducing the
number of plug/socket contacts. Although the
contact resistance of new plugs and sockets is
very low, the same cannot be said once they
have aged and the previously shiny surfaces
begin to oxidise.
As one might expect for adeck of this price,
the transport system is avery simple affair,
consisting of a single, servo- controlled DC
motor which is connected to the capstan via a
ground rubber belt, and by asecond belttothe
supply and take-up wheels. The capstan
flywheel also provides the energy for the
power- assisted ' soft touch' transport control
system. For the price, the transport turns in a
very creditable wow and flutter performance
(see fig. 6), but it should be noted that this will
only be obtained when using high quality
cassette housings.
The multi-lingual instruction book is well
written, and in particular I
was pleased to see
that Marantz supplied full details of the tapes
that the deck had been set up for, which were
TDK Dynamic, SA and MA, as our results
confirmed ( fig. 7). In addition to this the
Service Manual sensibly suggests that the
frequency response should be set to within
1dB.
Operationally we found the SD1030 very
easy to use and in particular liked the single
button record facility, although this could
become aproblem if you have any little prying
fingers around and have left avaluable recording in the machine. ( Ever since one of my
young sons pulled afavourite cassette of mine
to pieces Ihave always removed the cassette
from the machine when it is not being used.)
To use the timer you simply connect the
machineto an external timer,switch the mains
off at thetimer and then presseitherthe record
or play button; when the timer actuates the
mains supply the machine starts to operate in
the chosen mode.
Normally during the testing procedure we
adjust the azimuth for optimum output at
10kHz to assess the replay frequency response
correctly; butdespite having aService Manual
we could notcarryoutthis operation duetothe
lack of explicit instructions on how to
dismantle the deck. Not wishing to damage it,
we decided to leave well alone.
Tho SD 1030 can be used with quite alarge
selection of tapes in all three groups, but if we
look forthe productthatwill give usthe flattest
frequency response at low level we would use

.1151 teen

Subjectively, we tried several tracks from
our discs on all three tape groups, and although the sound reproduced was not overdull it did not exactly sparkle. Compared with
the other decks Ifelt that the top response
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recordings could be obtained on ferric and
chrome, with the peak level kept to — 4dB for
ferric, — 2dB for chrome, and + 3to + 5dB for
metal.
We used a selection of discs, including
some dbx encoded records played back via
the 224 decoder. Ifound these particularly
useful as if was possible to listen to the tape
noise without being interrupted by noise and
clicks from the disc itself. On the whole the
recordings were very good, with just some
sign of wow and flutter as indicated by the
scrape-flutter test graph ( fig. 6).
The best results were obtained on metal,
where Ifound the performance amazingly
good considering the price, with just aslight
hint of coloration due to the hump in the
frequency response at low levels. Although
there are quite afew decks available for below
£100, this is one of the best I
have come across
to date and Ican very happily recommend it.

FIG .7 MARANTZ
SD 1030
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FIG.6 MARANTZ
SD 1030 SCRAPEFLUTTER ( REF.FIG1)

between 2 and 10kHz when using noise
reduction and this can become quite severe
(2.5dB) with the more sensitive tapes. Considering the price, the performance on metal
(Group IV) is quite commendable, with only
1.3 dB compression at 10kHz and just over5dB
at 15kHz for an input signal of 200nWb/m ( fig.
7a). The Group Iand II results ( fig. 7b & c) are
nowhere near as good, with the signal being
compressed by 10 and 6 dB respectively at
10kHz. So to obtain top performance you will
have to use metal tape.
The only real problem that arose during
subjective tests was with the two peak- level
meters, because they do not have apeak-hold
facility. Some musical transients can be very
fast, and although the meters reactto these it is
very difficult to see the quick flash that occurs
on the LED, so a short hold would be very
useful. Despite this we soon found that good

THIS MODEL is the only deck in the review to
have Dolby-C in addition to Dolby- B, and Iam
also glad to say that it works extremely well.
For starters, the frequency response is very
nearly as flat with Dolby-Cin circuit as it iswith
it out. Secondly, some 17dB of signal-to-noise
improvement is available on all types of tape,
with the best S/N being 70dB on some Group II
tapes. Finally, some 6dB additional output is
available with Group Itapes, improving the
saturation from — 11.5 to — 5.5dB, and even to
Group Il tapes Dolby- C improves the saturation by 5dB to — 3.9dB.
But the DE-57, which is listed at £ 179, has
many other features in addition to Dolby-C,
such as a computer controlled transport
system with feather-touch keys and the ability
to flip from mode to mode without going to
'stop' first. An automatic random program
selector will select any desired item on the
cassette provided agap of three seconds or
more is left between pieces. There is also a
computerised memory rewind which, in
conjunction with the previous facility, al lows a
very comprehensive selection of music to be
made, and if you wish the same tape can be
repeated up to 16 times.
Other facilities include record mute, remote
control, timer and a pair of very nice 16segment digital peak reacting meters with a
one- second
peak- hold
facility.
Dual
concentric input level controls are provided,
as is avariable output control and aMPXfilter.
Inputs and outputs are via the normal phonos,
with two mono jack sockets for the microphone inputs; these were quite sensitive at
24011V.
The Scanplay and DRPS functions are
quite complex, so it is worth using alittle space
to explain these. The Scanplay function can
be programmed to enable the user to select
the gaps between the music on pre-recorded
cassettes. To program the DE-57 in this mode
you simply set the deck into ' search', where it
will fast-forward to the start of the first 'tune'
and then play it for ten seconds. If you want to
listen to it, after programming you press the
program button. If not, the deck will switch
back to fast-forward until the next tune is

the following:
Group I: TDK D
Group II: TDK SA
Group IV: Osawa Metal
The frequency responses show aslight hump
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reached. This process can be repeated for up
to 16 items, pressing the program button at
each of the required pieces of music. To play
your selection back, you rewind, select play,
and the deck will then play in the selected
order.
The DRPS function is similar to Scanplay,
but it will skip up to nine tunes which have
been previously selected by Scanplay. On
auto rewind the deck will rewind automatically when it reaches the end of the tape, and if
the switch is set to play the deck will then go
into the repeat - Scanplay or DRPS
depending on the selection of other switches.
Manual tape selection is provided, with
facilities for Group I ( Ferric) Group Il ( Chrome)
and Group IV ( Metal), and we found that the
deck had been set up to the Hitachi and Maxel I
range of tapes. This is quite useful as all these
require average bias in each group, which
means that one can use quite alarge range of
tapes with this machine.
Plenty of access is provided to the cassette
compartment, so cleaning is very easy. The
transport system is well made, although it
only uses asingle motor drive and because of
this the scrape-flutter performance is not as
good as some of the other decks ( see fig. 8).
Tape handling was positive throughout, and
FIG.8 HITACHI
DE- 57 SCRAPEFLUTTER ( REF.F16.1)

Cassette Deck Electrical results
Drift Measured with cal. tape WO
Dolby level indication (
dB)
Peak level indicators (
dB)
Replay frequency response (
dB)

Group I
Group II

DE-57
0.6
0
0
-0.5
-0.5

DD5
0.2
+3.0
+3.0
0.5
+1.4

SD1030 RS-M230
0.8
0.95
+2.5
+2.5
+2.5
+2.5
-0.3
-3.5
+1.2
0

INPUT PARAMETERS (
Results ref. Dolby level @ 200nWb/m)
111
Phono
Sens ( mV)
50
Impedance ( k-ohms)
14
Headroom ( dB)

117
82.5
14.8

79
52.2
13.6

98
38.6
9.0 ( ay)

Microphone

Sens ( MV)
Impedance ( k- ohms)
Headroom ( dB)

240
5.6
13.0

220
2.4
15.0

390
6.7
13.0

395
58.0
10.0

OUTPUTS
Phono

Level ( mV)
Impedance ( k-ohms)

520.0
1.5

600.0
5.7

85.0
3.4

500.0
1.5

Headphone

8ohms ( mV)
600 ohms ( mV)
2k- ohms ( mV)
Impedance ( ohms)
Headroom ( dB)

80
920
1000
100
13.0

45
590
680
154
15.0

85
760
890
153
19.0

165
860
890
70.8
7.8

MPX Filter

@ 15kHz ( dB)
19kHz ( dB)
Centre f ( kHz)
(
C90, secs)

-1.1
-33.0
19.0
105

N/A
N/A
N/A
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0.0
-33.0
19.06
133

-0.5
-33.0
19.14
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although the deck is controlled by solenoids
they are fairly quiet in operation.
When we came to listen to the DE-57 it
sounded extremely pleasant, although I
don't
thinkthat sustained notes were as stable as on
the JVC. To try this out we listened to several
pieces of piano and slow guitar music, and it
was distinctly more variable in pitch on the
DE- 57; but despite this Ipreferred it overall,
especially when using Dolby-C. With Dolby- C,
when using it in conjuction with dbx sou rces, it
was the only machine that did not introduce
any additional noise, or if itwas there it was so
low that we did not notice it. Furthermore,
because of the excellent way in which the
machihe had been set up there was very little
coloration due to response anomalies. The.
various curves are plotted in fig. 9.
One of the amazing things about this new
noise reduction system is the phenomenal
effect it has on ferric tapes by improving their
saturation. If you get achance, go and have a
listen at your dealer's. If the deck has been set
up correctly like this DE-57, you will be amazed
at what you hear.
So for me this Hitachi model is the starof the
review, although it only just pips the JVC
which does have a superior transport.
Certainly it is a machine that is worth
recommending.
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ANSUI MIDI SYSTEM

With typical Japanese restraint, Sansui have given their
new hi-fi brainchild avery straightforward name.
The Midi System
When you see it you'll know why. The Midi isn't minisized
-nor is it aroom filling giant. It's compact enough for ashelf
or bookcase or bedside table. But large enough to contain
the advanced technology that makes it amusic computer.
And adazzling hi-fi performer
All operations on the direct- drive turntable are controlled
by amicrocomputer. Infra-red sensors in the cartridge scan
the record so you can select your favourite tracks; then play
them back many order (Incidentally, the linear tracking
tonearm is the most accurate of all playback systems.)

With push button simplicity the "Compu Edit" control an
the cAssette deck will automatically record selections from
your favourite albums, and uniformly space them on tape. To
locate them on playback, you've got an Automatic
Programme Search. This canny little devil scoots forwards
or backwards to track down as many as 9selections.
5pre-set FM stereo and 5MW stations. Quartz PLL
tuning. Full logic tape control. And much, much more.
Frankly, no other compact hi-fi system comes anywhere
near it, and that includes the price.

SansuriElectronics (UK) Ltd.
Unit 10A. Lyon Way Industrial Estate,
Rockware Avenue, Greentord, Middlesex

Relax.You know you've chosen right.

For further information please write to:
Mission Electronics Limited
Stonehill, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, PE18
6ED
Tel: ( 0480) 57477. Telex: 32333
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